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FOREWORD and ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS  
By I.K-O. and J.M. 
Foreword 
The manuscript, ‘The Jerash City Walls Project. The Final Report’, has finally been wrapped 
up for publication. The excavations would not have been possible without the CBRL sponsorship of 
the project which generously provided the funding for three short infield seasons (2001-2003). 
These included basic processing of all the finds during excavation, and preparations for annual DoA 
reports. In contrast, the detailed post-excavation studies necessarily spread over many years – and 
visits.
While John headed the excavations and documented their stratigraphical contexts (see Chpt 
1) per season, Ina was responsible for the finds - their documentation per season and subsequent
post-excavation research of the artefact assemblages and contexts (see Chpt 2 and 4) which spread 
over many years. Until recently annual visits to Jordan as consultant on other projects enabled Ina to 
stay on in Jerash gradually completing her detailed analyses of all assemblages before handing them 
over, with a complete register, to the Artefacts Store of the DoA Jerash Office. Intact objects and 
particular artefacts were selected together with the Inspector of the DoA Jerash Office and our DoA 
Representative, Eman Oweis, for exhibition in the Jerash Museum per season, together with 
itemised catalogues. A case in point in season 2001 was the exhibition of the discovery of the unique 
Late Hellenistic hypogean tomb and the burial gifts (JCW01:109) underneath ‘wall 100’ (see town 
plan Fig. 1; see also Kehrberg and Manley 2002; and supra).  
The salient results per trench and concise historical interpretations of the findings have been 
published annually after each season in ADAJ as required by the DoA (see Kehrberg and Manley 
2001-2003). Synoptic articles complementing the preliminary reports appeared in Bulletins of local 
foreign archaeological institutes (ACOR; CBRL/BIA; GIA; EBA). In addition, Ina discussed specific 
pottery and other artefacts and their contexts in articles addressing broader socio-economic and 
historical research issues concerning ancient Gerasa or Jerash townships (e.g. Kehrberg 2004, 2006, 
2007, 2011, 2018). These, together with the above reports ascertained that relevant data was 
available for other studies in Jordan or abroad within short periods of time during the project and 
following the final season in 2003.  
The aim of the project was to establish the approximate date (or as closely as possible 
defined date-range within the historical phase) of the city wall foundations, in other words the urban 
planning and beginning of the building of the city wall. We were not concerned with the final stage 
or phases of completion of the wall, or how long it took the city to build the entire wall of almost 4 
km. It is the starting date of the foundations which defines urban planning, and importantly, before 
the wall will actually be built as it affects occupied terrains or territories abutting or being traversed 
by the wall. Arguments whether the wall was built in the early second (cf Kraeling 1938 and in 
Kraeling 1938: e.g. Welles 1938: ‘inscriptions’; Detweiler 1938: ‘N-Gate’) or in the late third-early 
fourth (Seigne 1992) century could not be solved by one sounding, an inscription on the North-Gate 
related to constructing the N-S thoroughfare, and examining post-earthquake standing remains of 
the wall and repairs in antiquity of destroyed wall segments, exacerbating the problem. A series of 
earthquake destructions affected not only Byzantine and later buildings but most of Gerasa’s Roman 
monuments and their later occupancies still visible today, including the hippodrome, the two 
sanctuaries, theatres and baths as well as the main streets and shops, the bridges, and undoubtedly 
villas and lesser domestic dwellings and vital infrastructure like water supplies. Claiming the Zeus 
Sanctuary in the south as a focal point for northward urban development of ancient Gerasa, Seigne 
mapped patterns of urban spread recording architectural elements and their spolia (e.g. Seigne 
1992, 1997). Parapetti favoured initial urbanisation to have spread mainly from the Artemis 
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Sanctuary in the north (Parapetti 1983-84, 1998); Artemis was recognised as city goddess evidenced 
by her image on the coinage of the Early Decapolis city. 
Regarding urban spread and the building of the city wall (an integral part of Roman 
urbanisation), the above authors had scant archaeological data to work with at the time of both 
studies. Our project’s main purpose (endorsed by the CBRL) was, therefore, to locate substantive 
archaeological data to determine the starting date of building the city wall by excavating foundations 
at all four wall sectors encircling the ancient polis. It is this in situ original archaeological foundation 
data that would answer the question once and for all. The project focused on standing upper wall 
segments which were sufficiently exposed to almost walking level having been cleared of 
earthquakes tumble of the uppermost courses of the wall by the DoA. The late François Carré, 
geologist and geomorphologist, helped identify parts of the wall terrain which would have 
necessitated foundation trenches and construction of foundation walls, whilst other wall parts were 
founded directly on natural bedrock. Our project focused on deep soundings large enough to expose 
the original ground level of the wall foundation trench, to reveal the stratigraphy, and retrieve 
archaeological data of each foundation trench segment from all layers down to the bottom course of 
the wall foundation or until we had reached bedrock foundations. Opening trenches to excavate 
deep soundings at all four sides of the wall (N, S, E, W parts) was to ascertain sufficiently 
quantitative distributed data representative of the city wall foundations of all four segments.  
To conclude, this final report remains in essence a straight forward account of the 
excavation findings per season and the summation of the research results directly related to the 
finds. This report, therefore, does not provide updated scholarly discussions on Gerasa’s and the 
later Jerash city walls and urbanisation which were not the aim of the project. Discussions 
subsequent to our published findings can be found in related current publications by authors cited in 
this bibliography.  
Acknowledgements 
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British Institute at Amman (BIA); the infield photos of the 2001-2003 seasons and of all artefacts 
from seasons 2000-2003 will be accessible for research in KOJA (Ina’s database, see Chapt 2). In 
addition, and most of all, we would like to thank David for having sent us his three dedicated 
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1997 for the excavations of the Jerash Upper Temple of Zeus Project / JUTZ 1997-2000, including the 
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director and architect Jean-Pierre Braun. It was then that John first came to Jerash joining the 
permanent JUTZ team as visiting professional field-archaeologist volunteer in 1999 and 2000 (taking 
a break from running the Sussex Archaeological Park in England!). 
The extremely important findings of the S-Theatre trench 2000 (outside IF[A]PO’s Zeus 
Temple territory, see Braun, Kehrberg & Manley 2001; Kehrberg & Manley 2001) brought about 
sufficient data and thus support to ascertain the foundation date of the city wall by systematic 
excavations and examination of foundation deposits, in order to settle the argument surrounding 
the date of the wall since Kraeling’s excavations in the early 1930s. Following Ina’s 4-year fellowship 
at IF[A]PO from 1997-2000, John joined her in this endeavour leading to the CBRL sponsored Jerash 
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catalogues. The examination and conservation of the skeletal remains in tomb 109 
(Wall/Tr 100) was carried out by the Institute of Anthropology and Archaeology/IAA at the Yarmouk 
University in Irbid, under the helm of Prof. Ziad al-Saad, then head of IAA. Their valuable 
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In the field, John used the British single-context recording system, developed among others 
by E. Harris and The Museum of London, UK. Ina used her own cataloguing system developed and 
adapted to specific projects throughout her Jerash field work. The University of Sydney (Dept of 
Archaeology) provided technical support for the completion of the manuscript. 
*IF[A]PO : the title IFAPO or ‘Institut français d’archéologie du Proche-Orient’ was changed to ‘ Institut français 
du Proche-Orient’ or IFPO after 2000. 
 
 
Ina Kehrberg-Ostrasz       John Manley 
Dept of Archaeology       Sussex Archaeological Park 
The University of Sydney, NSW, Aus     Fishbourne, Sussex, UK 
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CHAPTER 1:         Fig 1:1-3; Pls 1:1-17  
EXCAVATION REPORT: TRENCHES and STRATIFICATION 
by J. M. 
Overall aim and methodology of excavations 
 
The aim of the project was to provide conclusive archaeological evidence for dating foundation 
details of the City Wall of Jerash. It was realised from the outset, given the overall length of the 
City Wall (some 3.5km), that one small excavation could not deliver sufficient data to date the 
beginning of construction of the entire circuit. Consistent results from three or four such 
excavations at different sections of the City Wall would be required before any statement 
concerning the overall date could be made with confidence. In the event, six trenches were 
excavated and the stratigraphic results of these excavations are presented below. The following 
Table provides an indication of which trenches were dug in which years; for their location see 
Figure 1, Introduction. 
 
Year of  
Excavation 
Name of  
trench 
Location (see plan Fig.1-Introduction) 
   
2000 City Wall 2000 Just to the north-west of the South Theatre 
2001 City Wall 100 On the north side of the circuit 
2001 City Wall 200 Further to the east of City Wall 100 
2001 City Wall 300 Just west of the North Gate 
2002 City Wall 400 On the middle of the south-eastern side 
2002 City Wall 500 On the middle of the western side 
 
Three factors helped to determine the location of the proposed trenches. One concerned the 
necessity of being able to excavate right up against the inner face of the City Wall. This meant 
that the chosen locations needed to be relatively free of the considerable masses of tumbled 
ashlar blocks, fallen from the City Wall itself, and which obscure the inner base of the City Wall 
in some sections. The second consideration was the need to locate a foundation trench for the 
wall, with the hope of finding quantities of dateable archaeological artefacts, in particular 
pottery in it. In places in Jerash the City Wall is constructed directly on bedrock, obviating the 
need for a cut foundation trench. The third was to excavate most of the trenches against 
perceived ‘ordinary’ stretches of City Wall. It was thought that, with a long-lived settlement 
such as ancient Gerasa, locations close to major gates should be avoided since those locations 
were more likely to have been more frequently structurally modified in antiquity than lengths 
of wall away from gates. 
 
The limited resources available for this project imposed some methodological constraints. 
Excavation trenches were of a small size, and there is an inherent danger in interpreting 
complex stratigraphy in small spaces. In order to distinguish pre-wall deposits and post-wall 
deposits, and therefore to date the construction of the City Wall it was important that the 
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original ground surface on which the City Wall was built, or into which a foundation trench had 
been cut prior to construction, was identified in each trench. The necessity of excavating in 
locations where City Wall tumble of ashlar blocks, for whatever reasons, had already largely 
disappeared (see Introduction), opened up the possibility that the original ground level at the 
time of construction might also have been removed or lowered. In addition, all six trenches 
were excavated against the inside face of the City Wall. Resources, time, and in situ conditions 
of the tumbled upper wall courses, including the modern main road mostly overlapping with 
the outer perimeter of the tumbled wall, precluded the opportunity to excavate similar-sized 
trenches against the external faces at the same locations; such an exercise might not have 
provided further evidence but at least it would have provided useful comparative data. A final 
point concerned the possibility of intrusive, residual or disturbed finds assemblages. In a city as 
long-lived as Gerasa there were undoubtedly many episodes of soil extraction and soil 
dumping. Clearly such activities could have re-deposited finds assemblages on the outer 
periphery. 
 
Despite these constraints, it was noteworthy that all six trenches produced very different 
stratigraphic sequences, albeit with contemporaneous archaeological deposits in the 
foundation strata clearly preceded by earlier contexts of varying kind depending on the vicinity 
of earlier occupancies as the analyses of the finds showed (see I.K-O, chapters 2 and 4). This 
fact in itself demonstrates that any attempt to provide a definitive statement about the dating 
of the City Wall from one single trench remains inconclusive. 
 
 
City Wall 2000       Pl. 1:17 
Stratigraphic report  
Introduction 
 
The location for the excavation was just to the north-west of the South Theatre (Fig 1; Pl. 1:17). 
The ground here slopes gently from north-west to south-east, reaching the lowest point just to 
the north-west of the theatre, before rising again and eventually outcropping as bedrock to the 
immediate south of the theatre. The City Wall of Jerash seems to have been built at this point 
over the filled-in remains of a former wadi, and therfore there was every possibility that a 
foundation trench would have been excavated into the fill of the wadi to take the foundations 
of the wall itself. One additional factor in favour of this location was the fact that some initial 
clearance, in the form of a trench, excavated parallel with the inner face of the City Wall, had 
been dug recently by workmen in connection with works associated with the summer festival at 
Jerash. 
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Trench location, size and methodology 
 
The northern end of the excavation trench was located some 5.5 metres to the south of the 
southern edge of the modern wall on the south side of the modern roadway. The trench was 
positioned right up against the inner face of the City Wall, which at this point was found to 
consist of five surviving courses of ashlar masonry above foundation material. In its final form 
the trench measured some 5.6m north-south, by a maximum of 2m east-west, and a depth of 
over 2m (fig 2). Initially excavation began in deepening the 1m wide trench along the City Wall 
that had already been excavated by workmen. However, it became apparent that excavation of 
this narrow trench was almost entirely within the fill of the presumed foundation trench, and 
that a wider excavation was required both to isolate the fill of the foundation trench, and to 
isolate contexts into which the foundation trench had been excavated. It was therefore decided 
to broaden the excavation to a 2m width at both ends of the excavation and to concentrate on 
excavated a controlled 1m wide section up against the north and south ends of the trench 
(plate 2). It was this strategy that proved successful in identifying the foundation trench, and 
isolating pre- and post- foundation trench deposits. These three deposits could be relatively 
easily identified from each other, but within themselves they were fairly homogenous. 
However, different contexts were assigned to different depths of these homogeneous deposits 
in order to ascertain if there was any chronological correlation of the ceramic content with 
depth. This stratigraphic report will present details of the contexts in chronological order, with 
the earliest identified contexts first.  
 
The stratigraphy:  
(For detail of pottery and artefacts analyses of deposits, see I.K-O. - Chapters 2 and 4) 
Pre-City Wall deposits 
The first deposits located were a series of layers that seemed to represent a deliberate in-filling 
of the wadi in antiquity. These deposits numbered 53 through to 63 (about 1.4m in depth) at 
the north end of the trench, and 28 to 30 (about 1m in depth) at the south end (figs 3 & 4). 
Some of these deposits appeared to slope gently from north to south, suggesting that they may 
have been levelled and spread following the general fall of the terrain; some also sloped gently 
towards the City Wall itself. 
 
North Section pre-City Wall: Contexts 61, 62 and 63 were at the bottom of the excavated 
section and comprised mid-brown to red sandy clay, loose when excavated; stone content was 
occasionally up to 50% with stone sizes from 50 to 100mm. Finds included fragments of plaster, 
pottery, bone, glass, mortar and flecks of charcoal. Contexts 60, 59, 58, and 56 were different in 
character and comprised mid-grey loose sandy soils with moderate charcoal flecking; stone 
content could be up to 5% with stones up to 100mm in length. Finds included fragments of 
bone, pottery, glass, plaster and mortar. Context 55 comprised light grey to light brown sandy 
soil, with stone content up to 15% and stone size up to 100mm; occasional flecks of charcoal 
were observed in horizontal bands, possibly resulting from individual actions of tipping in the 
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past. Finds included fragments of pottery, bone, shell and plaster. In addition, the remains of an 
almost complete bowl were found lying upside down in this context. On excavation, the bowl 
covered deposits of ash, charcoal, part of glass rim, sherds of another pottery vessel and a 
Nabatean coin of Aretas IV. Above 55, contexts 54 and 53 comprised light brown to light yellow 
sandy soils, with up to 20% stones of up to 50mm in size. Finds included fragments of glass, 
pottery and bone. Sealing these pre-wall deposits was a 0.2m thick context (52), which was a 
very clear mid-brown to red sandy clay of typical 'Jerash' soil. It contained up to 10% stones up 
to 100mm in size, and produced fragments of pottery, bone, glass, plaster and tile. Given that 
the fill of the foundation trench comprised this type of 'Jerash' soil, there seems little doubt 
that this context represented the original ground surface into which the foundation trench for 
the City Wall was excavated. 
 
South Section pre-City Wall: The lowest context was 30, comprising brown sandy soil, with few 
stones and no observable charcoal. It did, however, contain an abundance of pottery sherds, 
and also fragments of bone and glass. Above 30 were two deposits, 29 and 28, comprising mid-
grey sandy soils, with some 5% stones up to 100mm in size. They also contained occasional 
flecks of charcoal, and fragments of pottery, glass and bone. Sealing these deposits was 26, 
which comprised a dark red-brown 'Jerash' soil of about 0.3m in depth, containing up to 20% 
small stones up to 50mm in size, and fragments of pottery and bone. There again can be little 
doubt that this deposit is the same as 52 in the north section and represents the ground surface 
into which the foundation trench for the City Wall was excavated. Since the top of 26 is lower 
than the top of 52 it can be surmised that the original ground surface sloped from north to 
south.  
 
Deposits contemporary with construction of City Wall  
 
Foundation Trench Cut: The cut for the foundation trench was context 33. It was noticeable 
that the side of the foundation trench in the north section was near vertical, with the same side 
in the south section only marginally less vertical. The present depth of the foundation trench is 
1.6 m, although it must have been considerably deeper when completely excavated in 
antiquity. The ashlar blocks were laid so that the inner face of the City Wall was about 1 m from 
the side of the foundation trench. Given that the width of the City Wall at Jerash is about 3 m it 
can be assumed that, at this point, the foundation trench was c.5 m wide. It must have been 
wider still at those points on the circuit where towers were constructed on the external face of 
the wall. 
 
Foundation Base for City Wall: The City Wall rested on a platform of limestone boulders 
(contexts 21,31,32), which must have been laid across the entire width of the foundation 
trench. The topmost layer comprised limestone boulders up to 0.6m square by 0.6m deep. They 
did not appear to have been shaped in any way, but were roughly laid flat, and in a line parallel 
to the City Wall. Smaller blocks of limestone had been placed between the larger blocks and the 
side of the foundation trench, and similar blocks clearly ran under the ashlar masonry of the 
City Wall itself. Underneath this first layer of large boulders, was a further layer (32), with 
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blocks of roughly the same size, although slightly more regular appearance. Excavation 
terminated at this depth on grounds of health and safety. No finds were recovered from these 
deposits. However, the stones were laid in a very dark brown stone-free clay, (31), which, in the 
absence of any mortar, appeared to act as some sort of binding material.  
 
City Wall: The City Wall itself (context 6) comprised rectangular blocks of limestone laid in 
horizontal rows, of which five courses survived in the area of the excavation. The average size 
of the blocks on the lowest course was 1.05m in length by 0.65m in depth. No real overall 
pattern could be discerned in terms of the sizes of blocks, some of which seemed to be laid 
end-on, but it is noticeable that no vertical join was laid directly above another such join. All of 
the blocks had rough rectangular 'bosses' left intact on their faces, and again there was no 
difference in the finishing between blocks that would have been above the Roman ground 
surface and blocks that would be buried by the fill of the foundation trench. The original Roman 
ground surface probably equated with the top of the third course at the north section, and the 
top of the second course at the south section. Two other points are worthy of note. Firstly, the 
bottom two courses were stepped out, each from the stone above it, by a small distance of no 
more than 20mm. Secondly, there appeared to be some sort of plaster adhering to the joins 
from the top of the third course upwards, although whether this plaster was ancient remains to 
be demonstrated.  
 
North Section Foundation Fill: The contexts filling the foundation trench at the north end of the 
excavation were 7,10,11,14 and 17. These mostly comprised arbitrary horizontal spits of firm 
reddish-orange sandy soil, containing up to 5% stones up to 40mm in size. There were 
occasional flecks of charcoal (10;11) and fragments of bone and pottery (10;11;14). As depth 
increased (11;14) there was a higher stone content, up to 20% stones of up to 0.25m in size; in 
14 there were frequent white chips of stone, between 30 and 50mm in size. There appeared to 
be much less pottery in these deposits than in those to the south of the retaining wall (8). 
Context 17 was a deposit of 80% stones, between 0.1m and 0.2m in size associated with a mid-
brown sandy soil; this latter deposit did not contain any artefacts. The cumulative depth of all 
these contexts together was about 1.2m. The interesting aspect of these deposits was the 
reddish colour of the soil, very similar to the 'Jerash' soil and seemingly the same sort of soil as 
context 52; their reddish colour made them very visually different from the grey-coloured soils 
of the contexts into which the foundation trench had been excavated. This must indicate, 
therfore, that the material that was excavated when the foundation trench was dug, was not 
the same material that was backfilled into the foundation trench, once the ashlar blocks of the 
City Wall had been laid.  
 
Foundation Retaining Wall: About 0.9m south of the north section was a roughly built wall (8) 
that spanned the gap between the lowest two courses of the City Wall and the side of the 
foundation trench. The wall survived to a height of about 0.9m and was about 0.4m wide and 
0.9m in length. Irregular blocks of limestone, on average 0.3m in length, had been laid, 
unmortared, in crude horizontal courses. There was not much difference between the two 
'faces' of this wall, but, on balance, the south 'face' seemed slightly more regular. The flimsiness 
of this construction meant that it could not have played any long-term role in the City Wall 
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itself. The most likely explanation was that this wall was constructed as a retaining wall to hold 
back the fill of the foundation trench to the north of it, while work continued on the 
foundations to the south of the retaining wall. 
 
South Section Foundation Fill: The contexts filling the southern part of the foundation trench 
were 27 and 27.2; a cumulative depth of about 1m. They comprised a mid-red/brown soil, 
which was quite compact. The stone content was up to 10%, with stones up to 100mm in size; a 
characteristic was the frequency of white chips of stone, up to 50mm in size. A considerable 
quantity of bone, pottery and glass was recovered from these contexts.  
 
Post-City Wall deposits 
 
North Section post-City Wall deposits: Context 50 was the deposit that formed after the 
construction of the City Wall. It comprised a compact layer of yellow/brown sandy soil, about 
0.4m in depth, containing 10% stones up to 50mm in size. This context was very artefact rich, 
containing quantities of pottery, bone, glass, metal, tessera, painted plaster and tile; it also 
contained lenses of charcoal and at least one Roman lamp.  
 
South Section post-City Wall deposits: The contexts in the south section that were deposited 
post-wall comprised 22, 23, 24 and 25. These had a cumulative depth of about 1m. They all 
comprised light brown sandy soils with about 5% stones, up to 60mm in size. Again these 
contexts were artefact rich, producing quantities of pottery, bone, glass, plaster and occasional 
fragments of metal.  
Discussion 
 
 The stratigraphic report given above has followed the chronological sequencing of these 
deposits from earliest to latest. A general point worth commenting on at the outset is that 
there appeared to be no medieval or modern disturbance of these deposits, and there was a 
corresponding absence of medieval or modern artefacts. Another point worthy of comment is 
that the ashlar blocks of the City Wall appear to be all of a single phase of construction. The 
stratigraphic report follows what I take to be the order in which this section of City Wall was 
constructed. It appears that the following stages (fig 7) are represented in this excavation: 
gradual in-filling of wadi; digging of wide foundation trench; placing successive platforms of 
boulders in the bottom of the foundation trench; erecting of City Wall itself; in-filling of 
foundation trench to the north/up-slope side; construction of retaining wall, with stones 
pushed back and into the loose earth of the foundation fill; eventual in-filling of the foundation 
trench to the south of the retaining wall; accumulation of deposits on the Roman ground 
surface. It follows from this that the City Wall was constructed in sections and that the progress 
in this part of the circuit was from north to south, from higher ground to lower ground.  
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City Wall 2001 – Trench 100   Fig. 1:1; Pls 1:1-2 
Stratigraphic report  
 
Introduction 
 
The location for the excavation was approximately midway between the north and north-west 
gates (fig). The ground inside the ancient city slopes rapidly from north to south at this point, 
but outside the original contours have been obscured by the construction of a modern road and 
a residential suburb immediately beyond. Favouring this location was the fact that some initial 
clearance of City Wall tumble had been effected at some time prior to the excavation, (in order 
to prevent illicit entry and theft from the site), making access to the foundations easier. Indeed, 
before excavation began the uppermost course of foundation blocks appeared to be partially 
visible, raising the possibility that the clearance work had removed levels contemporary with 
the construction of the City Wall itself.  
 
Trench location, size and methodology 
 
The northern end of the excavation trench was positioned right up against the inner face of the 
City Wall, which at this point was found to consist of four surviving courses of ashlar masonry 
above foundation material. The trench measured some 3m north-south, by a maximum of 2m 
wide, and reached a maximum depth of about 2.5m. The trench was excavated in the autumn 
2001, and subsequently enlarged by the Dept of Antiquities in the spring of 2002. Further 
observations were made by ourselves of the Dept’s excavations in the autumn of 2002 and 
these have been added to this report. 
 
The stratigraphy:  
(For detail of pottery and artefacts analyses of deposits, see I.K-O. - Chapters 2 and 4) 
 
Pre-City Wall deposits (for Prelim Excavation Reports see I.K. & J.M. 2002; on the tomb/burial 
assemblage see articles I.K[-O.] 2004, 2006, 2018) 
 
The tomb: it became apparent after only a few days excavating that the City Wall at this point 
on its circuit had been founded on an outcrop of bedrock. The bedrock had been deliberately 
cut, however, and further excavation revealed that the excavation trench had been sited over a 
sealed hypogean tomb beneath the rocky foundation of the City Wall. The doorway of the one-
chamber shaft tomb was sealed by irregular blocks wedged in the doorway and held in place by 
an earth-clay binder. The tomb was oriented south-north and the chamber contained a single 
burial, it seems of a young person or child, put on its back with the head at the north end. The 
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tomb chamber measured some 2m south-north, by 0.6m wide and approximately 1.2m in 
height and extended partly under the later City Wall. The superficial disturbance and damage of 
the skeletal remains had been caused by rodents. 
The ceramic and other objects in the chamber (context 109) and the pottery sherds from the 
dromos fill (contexts 105,111,114) place the burial in the Late Hellenistic period of the late 
second or at latest at the very beginning of the first century BC, confirmed by the one 
Hellenistic coin of the late second century BC found at the feet of the deceased. The date of the 
coin fits the elaborate pottery and glass finds (four astragals in glass and a large number of 
games pieces) in the chamber and pottery types from the dromos fill. A fuller description of this 
tomb, along with detailed reports on the finds, will be provided in a separate publication. 
 
Other contexts: Contexts 103 and 104 both seal the dromos of the tomb and pre-date the 
construction of the City Wall. Context 103 consisted of dark-brown sandy clay soil, containing 
about 20% of small chips of stone up to 5mm in size, and occasional larger stones up to 0.3m in 
size; finds included pottery sherds and glass beads. The top of 103 was roughly level with the 
top of the lowest course of foundation stones for the City Wall. Underneath was 104, a deposit 
of dark-brown Jerash type soil (perhaps to be distinguished from the widely occurring terra rosa 
which is ‘natural’ and not redeposited), with occasional large stones up to 0.2m and 10% small 
stones less than 50mm in size; finds included pottery sherds and fragments of plaster. 
 
Deposits contemporary with construction of City Wall 
 
Foundation Trench Cut: There was no discernible foundation cut for the City Wall but it is likely 
that a small trench, or clearance, of the top of 103 was made to reveal the top of the bedrock 
(context 108) in this area.  
 
Foundation Base for City Wall: Once the bedrock had been located, the foundation courses 
consisted of a varying number of courses of large, mostly unhewn stones, laid on the bedrock, 
and projecting out southwards, in a roughly stepped manner, from the base of the City Wall 
itself. Taking into account the greater detail uncovered by the Dept of Antiquities excavations, 
the plan (fig) illustrates that roughly square-sectioned blocks were laid in lines and formed the 
uppermost course of the foundations, projecting out from the line of the City Wall at an acute 
angle. The lower courses of the foundations, further out from the Wall itself, were more 
irregular. However, these lower courses incorporated architectural pieces from presumably 
earlier building(s) in Jerash. The pieces consisted of part of a column drum of over 1m diameter, 
and an upturned fragment of a cornice; whether these came from the same or different 
structures, and the date and type of these structure(s), all remain unknown. It was noticeable 
that the foundations were higher in the western part of the elevation and lower in the east, 
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with a marked downwards ‘step’ more or less above the tomb. This feature can no doubt be 
explained by the foundation courses following the gradually descending bedrock as it slopes 
down to the east. This ‘step’ in the foundations may have been dug in the bedrock, across the 
full width of the City Wall, by the builders, in order to seat better the lowest course of the 
foundations. 
 
City Wall: The City Wall itself (context 100) comprised rectangular blocks of limestone laid in 
horizontal rows, of which three courses survived west of the excavation, and four courses east 
of the excavation. The largest single block on the lowest course was 1.6m in length by 0.7m in 
depth. No real overall pattern could be discerned in terms of the sizes of blocks, some of which 
seemed to be laid end-on (especially in the second course from the bottom), but it is noticeable 
that no vertical join was laid directly above another such join. The blocks from the three lowest 
courses had rough rectangular 'bosses' left intact on their faces, whilst ‘bosses’ were not so 
apparent on the fourth course. The fourth course of stones appeared to be on average smaller 
than the lower course, some being almost square, 0.6m by 0.6m. The fifth course, from which 
facing stones had been robbed, illustrated the presence of four ‘headers’, 0.45m high by 0.2m 
wide. Between the headers redeposited terra rosa could be observed indicating that the City 
Wall fill was a mixture of stone and earth. In the western part of the elevation, between the 
first and second courses, a small step had been cut into the lower ashlar block; this may have 
been a feature designed to ‘lock’ the blocks better together and prevent east-west movement.  
 
The only soil context that was approximately contemporary with the construction of the City 
Wall was 102. This deposit was again a dark-brown sandy clay containing up to 10% small chips 
of stone up to 5mm in size; finds included pottery sherds, fragments of glass and metal. These 
stone chips may have been trimmed from the ashlar blocks as they underwent their final 
dressing as they were installed in the City Wall.  
 
Post-City Wall deposits 
 
Post-City Wall deposits: The only context post-City Wall was 101, which incorporated several 
large pieces of tumble from the Wall itself. Context 101 was a very loose, light brown sandy 
clay, and contained modern finds, especially close to the City Wall. Little import can therefore 
be placed on its finds content and date. 
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Discussion 
 
 The stratigraphic report given above has followed the chronological sequencing of these 
deposits from earliest to latest. The builders of the City Wall were probably very familiar with 
the fact that quarry cuts and hypogean tombs occurred all over ancient Jerash and therefore 
would have taken advantage of suitably placed bedrock outcrops as the most stable material 
onto which to construct the Wall. Although a considerable time (200 years or so) elapsed 
between the sealing of the tome and the construction of the Wall, it would appear that the City 
Wall helped to preserve intact the contents of the tomb down to modern times. The more 
extensive excavations by the Dept of Antiquities revealed further areas of deliberately cut 
bedrock, either side of the dromos. No further tombs, however, were located in the area of the 
excavation. To the east of the excavated tomb a large stone covered the mouth of a rubble-
filed hollow; on removal of the large stone a plastered stone was located and taken to the site 
museum. Further exploration of this void was curtailed due to health and safety reasons.  
 
 
City Wall 2001 – Trench 200     Fig.1:2; Pl. 1:3 
Stratigraphic report  
 
Introduction 
 
The location for the excavation was approximately midway between trench 100 and trench 300 
(the latter trench being just to the west of the north gate (fig)). The City Wall at this point takes 
a sharp turn ot the north, presumably following a shelf of bedrock on which the Wall was 
constructed. The ground inside the ancient city steps steeply from west to east in this area, 
down to the main cardo of Gerasa. Favouring this location was the fact that there was no 
observable tumble from the City Wall, making access to the foundations easier. 
Trench location, size and methodology 
 
The western end of the excavation trench was positioned right up against the inner face of the 
City Wall, which at this point was found to consist of nine surviving courses of ashlar masonry 
above foundation material. The trench measured some 3m east-west by a maximum of 2m 
wide, and reached a maximum depth of about 1.3m.  
The stratigraphy: pre-City Wall deposits 
 
The lowest context reached was the fissured surface of the bedrock (210), which sloped 
generally downwards towards the east, although a ‘step’ upwards in the surface of the bedrock 
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occurred at the eastern end of the trench. The soil fillings of two fissures (206,207) were 
partially excavated but produced very little pottery.  
 
Above the bedrock was a naturally formed soil profile of terra rosa. This deposit had a 
maximum height of 0.95m but during excavation was divided into three contexts: from the 
bottom upwards – 205,204,203. Context 205 contained less stone than 204 or 203; 203 
contained about 10% stones up to 50mm in size. In terms of overall pottery distribution, sherds 
became less frequent with the increasing depth of this soil profile. Observations during 
excavation indicated that most of the pottery finds came from the area adjacent to the City 
Wall.  
 
 
The stratigraphy:  
(For detail of pottery and artefacts analyses of deposits, see I.K-O. - Chapters 2 and 4) 
 
Deposits contemporary with construction of City Wall 
 
Foundation Trench Cut: Abutting the City Wall and cut into the natural soil profile was a narrow 
vertical cut (209), presumed to be the eastern edge of the foundation trench excavated 
immediately prior to the laying of the foundation stones for the Wall. The cut measured some 
0.5m deep by no more than 0.1m wide and had clearly been dug to reveal the bedrock. Given 
that the overall width of the City Wall at this point is some 3m the entire width of the 
foundation trench was therefore some 3.2m approximately. The foundation trench appeared to 
be cut from the top of 203. It was visible in the trench because the lowest course of the City 
Wall was slightly recessed in relation to the course above. The filling of the foundation trench 
was a light brown sandy clay. It is important to note that, given slight width of the foundation 
trench, this feature was only observed in section (but then very clearly) as the trench was 
almost completely excavated. Pottery potentially from the filling (208) was therefore not kept 
separately from pottery from 203,204 and 205. As most of the pottery from the latter context 
came from closer to the City Wall it may be that some of the sherds actually came from the 
filling of the foundation trench. All of the pottery from 203, 204 and 205 should therefore be 
taken as providing a terminus ante quem for the construction of the City Wall.  
 
Foundation Base for City Wall: Once the bedrock had been located, the foundations for the 
City Wall consisted of a single course of large, unhewn blocks of limestone, arranged in an 
irregular pattern but done so as to even out the irregularities of the bedrock surface beneath 
and provide a level surface for the bottom of the first course of dressed stones.  
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City Wall: The City Wall itself (context 200) comprised rectangular blocks of limestone laid in 
horizontal rows, and can be divided into a lower and upper elevation. The lower part consisted 
of four rows of masonry, the individual blocks of which were of much smaller dimensions than 
the blocks in the upper courses; those in the lower courses measured on average some 0.45m 
long by 0.4m deep, while those in the upper courses measured as large as 1.4m long by 0.4m 
deep. To the north of the trench it was noticeable that the uppermost two courses of the lower 
elevation were visible above the existing ground surface and projected outwards from the 
upper elevation by a distance of 0.3m.  
 
In the lower elevation two styles of stone dressing could be observed. On some stones chisel 
marks went all the way across the face of the stone in a diagonal fashion from corner to corner. 
On other stones there was a slight indication of a rectangular raised area in the centre. This 
appeared to be not so much a ‘raised boss’, as is evident at other places along the City Wall, but 
a central rectangular panel, which had been roughly worked, surrounded by a better-dressed 
border.  
 
The surviving upper elevation was formed by five masonry courses, all of them being very 
weathered. Some of the blocks in these courses display the remains of substantial bosses, 
characteristic of the style of masonry in many other places on the circuit of the City Wall. In the 
lower elevation there was a gap of some 40mm on average between courses, but in the upper 
part the larger blocks were fitted much more closely together.  
 
A context that was almost certainly contemporary with the construction of the City Wall was 
202. This deposit was a thick, and vividly white, layer of crumbled limestone chips, which was 
deeper close to the City Wall and petered out further from the Wall. The lack of finds from this 
context suggest that this deposit originated from the trimming of the ashlar blocks as they 
underwent their final dressing before being hoisted up and installed in the City Wall.  
 
Post-City Wall deposits 
 
Post-City Wall deposits: The only context post-City Wall was 201, which contained evidence of 
relatively modern disturbance in the form of charcoal spreads from occasional fires, and 
plentiful root activity. 
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Discussion 
 
 The stratigraphic report given above has followed the chronological sequencing of these 
deposits from earliest to latest. The builders of the City Wall, as has been indicated, cut their 
foundation trench from the top of 203. When the City Wall had been completely constructed 
the ground surfaced must have been at the level of the top of 202, or higher. If so, then it is 
likely that the upper courses of the lower elevation were visible above the Roman ground 
surface. It is possible, however, that the ground levels at this point have been lowered in 
antiquity or in more recent times. The lack of later Roman or Byzantine pottery from this trench 
was noticeable. Does this lack imply that surfaces have been removed, or was there no late 
Roman or Byzantine activity in this area? There were no signs of modern removal of deposits 
near this trench. 
 
The weathering of the dressed blocks was much more severe on the upper elevation than 
observed on the upper courses of the lower elevation. This may be due to differential stone 
quality, or to the fact that the upper courses of the lower elevation were below ground level. 
The top course of the lower elevation does contain some badly weathered stones suggesting 
that it may indeed have been above ground level. However, the juxtaposition of a badly 
weathered stone next to a well-preserved one in this row suggests stone quality may be the 
determining factor. Throughout the elevation of the City Wall there was no indication of mortar 
or plaster between the dressed blocks.  
 
To the east of the trench, the ground slopes gently downwards for about 10m before falling 
away in a substantial terrace of about 9m in height, before a further smaller terrace of about 
3m in height. This drop in height then brings the ground surface to the level of the Roman 
cardo. It is tempting to speculate that the observed terraces were affected by the city engineers 
of Gerasa, in order to change what may have been an even slope to the east, into a series of 
parallel terraces, presumably much more suitable for the construction of paths, roads or 
buildings. The presence of modern gardens and buildings outside of the City Wall at this 
location makes the original topography difficult to assess. 
 
City Wall 2001 – Trench 300    Fig. 1:3; Pls 1:4-5 
Stratigraphic report  
 
Introduction 
 
The location for the excavation was approximately 15 metres to the west of the north gate (fig). 
The City Wall at this point is unusual in that the upper most courses of the wall (300) are set 
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back (to the north) by over a metre from the southern face of what were presumed to be the 
top courses of a foundation wall (302). This location was also chosen because it was anticipated 
that the City Wall at this point would have been constructed in the fill of a wadi sloping down to 
the Chrysorhoas to the east. It was thought that this would be a similar location to that 
investigated adjacent ot the South Theatre and builders of the Wall would not have been able 
to construct foundations on bedrock. The location was also selected because there was a 
secondary wall (303) built at an angle across the top of 302 and running in a south-easterly 
direction away from the City Wall. The ground inside the ancient city in this immediate area is 
relatively flat and broadly at the same level as the main cardo of Gerasa to the east. Favouring 
this location was the fact that there was no observable tumble from the City Wall, making 
access to the foundations easier, nor did there appear to be any modern signs of disturbance. 
Trench location, size and methodology 
 
The northern end of the excavation trench was positioned right up against the south face of the 
presumed foundation wall (302). The trench measured some 3m north-south by a maximum of 
2m wide, and reached a maximum depth of about 3m.  
The stratigraphy: pre-City Wall deposits 
 
The earliest deposits excavated in the trench were formed by contexts 322, 325 and 326. The 
main characteristic of these contexts was that the soil consisted of the chocolate-brown sandy 
clay know as terra rossa, the natural soil profile in the Jerash region. Water content and clay 
percentages increased with depth, but small sherds of pottery were only located in negligible 
quantities. The overall height of this natural soil profile was about 0.8m, but clearly the same 
soil continued downwards beyond the floor of the trench; no bedrock was located. 
 
On top of this natural soil profile were contexts 320 and 319, which contained some traces of 
occupation material. 320 consisted of a chocolate-brown sandy clay with 5% stones up to 
50mm – finds included coins, pottery, glass, flint and small amounts of copper alloy. 319 
comprised a brown sandy clay with up to 25% of large stones and finds of pottery, flint, glass, 
animal bone and copper alloy. This finds content of these two layers was late Hellenistic in date 
and appears to represent traces of occupation before the construction of the City Wall.  
 
 
The stratigraphy:  
(For detail of pottery and artefacts analyses of deposits, see I.K-O. - Chapters 2 and 4) 
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Deposits contemporary with construction of City Wall 
 
Foundation Trench Cut: A foundation trench was excavated into and through the late 
Hellenistic horizon to accommodate the bottom courses of the foundation wall (302). The 
foundation trench (324) extended a maximum of 0.25m to the south of the foundation wall 
itself. Into the foundation trench, which presumably measured north-south a little more than 
the entire combined width of Walls 302 and 300, were placed the bottom courses of the 
foundation wall.  The lowest course of 302 comprised very roughly shaped, unhewn boulders 
laid directly in terra rossa 326. The boulders were not dissimilar to the boulder platform noted 
at the bottom of the trench near the South Theatre. Like that trench the builders of the City 
Wall at this point did not enjoy the security of construction on bedrock.  
 
Foundation Base for City Wall: On top of the boulder foundation, 8 courses of foundation wall 
were constructed of reasonably rectangular dressed blocks, the average size of which was 
about 0.4m by 0.4m. The top 2 courses were noticeably more weathered and may indicate that 
they were always above any contemporary ground surface. After the construction of the 
foundation wall the foundation trench was backfilled (323) with a mixed deposit of soil, large 
stones and medium-sized rounded river cobbles.  
 
Subsequent to the construction of the foundations it appears that an attempt was made to 
raise, substantially, the ground level of this area of the City which would be contemporary with 
the City Wall. This was effected by the dumping of numerous large, unhewn blocks of limestone 
(321) in a seemingly close but random pattern. At least one on these large stones exhibited 
traces of a worked face, which could imply that some of these blocks might have been left over 
from construction, or deemed, perhaps because of a flaw in their structure, unusable. An 
alternative explanation is that these blocks came from the construction of the linear terraces, 
shaped from the bedrock outcrops to the west, adjacent to trench 200. The overall height of 
this levelling horizon was approximately 0.9m. Amongst the boulders was a considerable depth 
of soil comprising contexts 315, 316, 317 and probably the top half of 318. All of these deposits 
consisted of a chocolate-brown redeposited sandy clay. Finds from 315 included coins, one 
Nabatean issue of Aretas IV, pottery, flint and bone. The coins provide a useful terminus ante 
quem for the levelling deposit 321 and, by inference, the foundation wall 302.  
 
Contexts 313 and possibly 314 may represent deposits contemporary with the City Wall. 313 
comprised chocolate-brown redeposited sandy clay containing 40% stones up to 250mm in size; 
finds were relatively plentiful and included pottery, glass, copper alloy and tile fragments. The 
discovery of an almost complete cooking pot, burnt on the outside, in the north-west corner of 
the trench close to the foundation wall was very reminiscent of such finds in trench 500, and 
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must suggest occupation deposits contemporary with the City Wall. It was noted that 313 
contained a significant quantity of crushed and broken tile in the south-west corner of the 
trench; the tile was mixed with medium-sized stone rubble and appeared to represent some 
sort of destruction deposit.  
 
City Wall: The City Wall itself (300) comprised four courses of the standard bossed dressed 
limestone blocks characteristic of many places on the walled circuit. The larger blocks measured 
some 1.2m long by 0.6m high, while the smaller measured some 0.5m long by 0.6m high. From 
the arrangement of blocks in the elevation it is clear the no joins between blocks lined up with 
joins in the course below. In addition it seems as if there was an attempt to provide a regular 
spacing of ‘headers’ and ‘stretchers’ in the Wall. The overall height, from the surviving top of 
300 to the bottom of 302 was 5.8m. Excavation into the top of the 302 indicated that 302, as 
expected, ran underneath 300 and provided a foundation for it.  
 
Post-City Wall deposits 
 
Post-City Wall deposits: Some time after the construction of the City Wall, and its associated 
initial occupation, a substantial wall (303) was built, abutting 300, and at an obtuse angle to the 
City Wall, and laid across the top of the foundation wall 302. This wall clearly continued beyond 
the confines of the trench ion a south-easterly direction; its ultimate destination remained 
unclear. In the east side of the trench were 3 courses of masonry, the lower 2 of which could be 
foundation courses for the wall above. The third course of 303 comprised rectangular, well-
dressed. limestone blocks; one example measured 0.4m by 0.5m in plan, by 0.6m in height. It is 
conceivable that such dressed blocks could have been robbed from the City Wall itself. It was 
difficult to be identify a contemporary surface to associate with 303, but there was a charcoal-
flecked horizon (309) which lay beneath 310 and could either represent deposit immediately 
anterior to the wall 303, or a deposit contemporary with the initial use of 303. 309 contained 
quantities of pottery, along with finds of glass, flint, tesserae, marble and bone. 
 
Whatever the primary function of wall 303 was, it was subsequently put to a different purpose. 
A small wall, 308, with a plastered face, was constructed in the west side of the trench, with its 
plastered face parallel with the wall 303; the face of the latter wall was probably plastered at 
this time. Almost certainly contemporary was the construction of a roughly-built wall comprised 
of irregular stones (304). The space between 304 and 303/302 now formed an approximate ‘L’ 
shape, and it was floored with large fragments of broken tile (307) that had clearly been taken 
from another construction and re-used in this context. This tile-floored channel presumably 
functioned to carry liquid of some sort (hence the plastering of the walls), perhaps for some 
light industrial process. The contexts later than the tiled installation were 305 and 306, both 
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contexts being comprised of light brown sandy clays, with relatively numerous small finds, 
some of them of Byzantine and later date. The uppermost context in the trench was 301. 
 
Discussion 
 
 The stratigraphic report given above has followed the chronological sequencing of these 
deposits from earliest to latest. The builders of the City Wall, as has been indicated, built their 
main Wall on top of a substantial foundation wall (302).  The depth of deposits was much 
greater than in trench 200, and the presence of the tiled installation was particularly important 
since it sealed deposits contemporary with the City Wall itself. The presence of Byzantine and 
later pottery, in contexts above the tiled installation, contrasts with the lack of such pottery in 
trench 200.  
 
The presence of the tiled installation, whose tiled floor was below the level of the second 
course of 302, would appear to confirm that the top of wall 302 was always visible in antiquity. 
The current hypothesis is, therefore, that foundation wall 302 and City Wall 300 are part and 
parcel of the same unitary design and construction. Some explanation is required therefore, (or 
at the very least some comment), for the way in which 302 is offset from the side of City Wall 
300. One possibility could lie in the reconfiguration of the north gate of Gerasa after its 
construction, presumed to be in AD115. This later configuration involved the construction of 
three external towers, two of them flanking eh gateway itself. As a result of this 
reconfiguration, in order for the external face of City Wall 300 to line up with the new external 
line of the north gate, it may have been necessary to take down, and re-build, the Wall on a 
more northerly alignment, (some 1 to 1.5m to the north) thereby exposing the top of 302 which 
had hitherto been covered by 300. This apparent ‘widening’ of the top of 302 appears to start 
with the putative realignment of City Wall 300 some 25m to the west of the north gate. There 
are other possible explanations for the offset foundation wall, however. It may simply be that 
the absence of bedrock, and the higher water content at depth in the terra rossa necessitated a 
wider foundation wall, to spread the load of the City Wall constructed above it. 
 
 
City Wall 2002 – Trench 400     Pls 1:6-11 
Stratigraphic report  
 
Introduction 
 
The location for the excavation was approximately in the middle of a very straight section of 
City Wall on the eastern side of Gerasa (fig). This location was chosen for two reasons. The first 
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concerned the need to gather some data on construction and date from the eastern side of the 
ancient City, now largely covered by modern Jerash. The second reason was that this particular 
stretch on the eastern side is well preserved, and appears to be of typical construction – ie of 
bossed dressed blocks with projecting rectangular towers at regular intervals. The ground inside 
the ancient city in this immediate area is largely built up, but there was one particular plot that 
had not been covered by a modern building which allowed access to the internal face of the 
City Wall. Notwithstanding the modern buildings, it is clear that the ground inside the ancient 
City fell steeply to the west, and aerial photographs taken in the early part of the 20th century, 
before modern development encroached, indicates that the limestone bedrock outcropped in a 
series of north-south steps descending westwards from the City Wall.  
Trench location, size and methodology 
 
The chosen location was one where there appeared to be some tumble adjacent to the inner 
face of the City Wall, which might have sealed deposits contemporary with the Wall, but not 
too much tumble that prevented excavation and removal by hand. The main excavation trench 
was also sited immediately to the north of a large masonry arch built into the City Wall. During 
the excavation it was possible to extend the trench a little to the south so that deposits partly 
filling this arch were excavated down to bedrock. The main trench measured some 2m north-
south by   6m long, and reached a maximum depth of about 2m. In addition, a small sondage 
was made into the core of the City Wall to the south of the excavation in order to try and 
retrieve a sample of dateable material that must have been incorporated into the City Wall 
during its construction. 
 
The stratigraphy:  
(For detail of pottery and artefacts analyses of deposits, see I.K-O. - Chapters 2 and 4) 
 
Pre-City Wall deposits 
 
The earliest context located in the main trench and underneath the arch was the bedrock (409). 
This was only revealed right up against the inner face of the City Wall, since the presence of 
large blocks of tumble (406) in the majority of the trench prevented clearance to bedrock the 
entire length of the trench. However, in reality this was also not necessary since the contexts 
excavated above bedrock had already produced enough dateable ceramics to answer our 
questions. The bedrock was relatively flat up to 1.2m away from the inner face of the City Wall, 
and then it fell in a steep vertical but irregular face. This was clearly the edge of one of the 
bedrock ‘steps’ observable on aerial photographs taken in the early part of the 20th century.  
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Above the bedrock was a thin layer of the familiar terra rossa (408). This was no more than 
100mm thick directly above the bedrock near the base of the City Wall, but deeper to the west 
of the bedrock ‘step’. This very sandy soil included 5% stones, mostly limestone chips up to 
70mm in length. These stones had sharper edges and were white in colour than the stones in 
407. Under the arch this context was given a different number (412); the only observable 
difference between the contexts was that the deposits in 412 looked as though they had been 
more water-lain. Finds from both contexts included pottery, glass, a few cowrie shells and one 
piece of marble or granite. The deposits were totally sieved in order to maximise finds retrieval. 
Very significant in terms of dating was the recovery of several sherds of Byzantine pottery from 
408, both from within and on top of the context. The sherds were too numerous and too large 
to be intrusive.  
 
Deposits contemporary with construction of City Wall 
 
Foundation Trench Cut: No foundation cut was observed during the excavation. In antiquity, 
the bedrock in this area was only covered by some 100 to 200mm of terra rossa and this would 
no doubt have been cleared away quickly to reveal the bedrock surface on which the City Wall 
was constructed. The City Wall at this point on the circuit is some 3m wide. 
 
City Wall: The Wall, from lowest course upwards, comprised nine courses of masonry, all 
exhibiting the typical bossed style of limestone blocks. The courses were of varying heights, 
(0.45m to 0.65m) with the greater heights in the middle courses. Individual blocks could 
measure as much as 1.23m long by 0.6m high. No bonding material was observed anywhere 
between the blocks. There was some indication that the lowest course of masonry was slightly 
stepped out from the main face of the City Wall. The Wall exhibited a mixture of ‘headers’ and 
‘stretchers’ with there being on average two of the latter for every one of the former. The 
bottom of the lowest course was clearly laid into a bedrock surface that had probably been 
shaped into a series of ‘steps’ to better seat the foundation course. Between the lowest and 
next course was a step cut into the upper face of the lowest block, no doubt intended to help 
prevent any north-south settling or movement in this stretch of Wall. It is clear the even the 
lowest course of the Wall would have been visible above the contemporary ground surface. The 
surviving height of the Wall is some 5.2m above bedrock. The five fallen courses of masonry 
(406) in the main trench suggest that the inner face of the Wall probably stood to a height of at 
least 7.45m above bedrock. Observations elsewhere on the top of this stretch of Wall, 
particularly where the towers integrate with the Wall, suggest that there may have been a solid 
wall of some 5m in height with an internal, rear parapet of some 2.5m in height.  
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The Vaulted Archway: From the outset it was clear the arch was contemporary in construction 
with the City Wall. This was obvious both from the style of masonry in the arch (bossed 
limestone blocks) and the way the stones of the arch, and of the City Wall itself, were shaped 
and dressed to form a close fit. Indeed, on the stones of the City Wall was shaped so that its 
southern end formed one of the lateral stones of the arch. The arch opening measured some 
2.8m wide by a maximum height of 2.4m. Some keystones in the arch measured in elevation 
0.55m wide by 0.55m in height but in length, (ie going into the arch and forming its roof) 
measured 1.25m. The function of the arch remains problematic but it clearly was not intended 
as any form of gateway. Three large blocks of masonry closed off the back of the arch some 2m 
into the City Wall itself, and the external face of the City Wall at this point shows no sign that 
the arch continued through the entire width of the Wall, or was accessible from outside. The 
arch has obviously been the focus of much modern disturbance and the blackened roof stones 
testify to the lighting of fires. A small trace of plaster adhered to one of the roof stones; 
whether this plaster is a survival from antiquity cannot be determined. To the writer’s 
knowledge, this arch is the only feature of its type so far known from the City Walls of Gerasa. 
(N.B. Comment by I.K-O. The plaster is applied later during reoccupation of the wall area, and 
the archway. The original arch structure may well be of structural-static significance, straddling 
bedrock foundations to secure the upper courses of the city wall.) 
 
The sondage into the core: A small sondage was made into the core of the City Wall a little to 
the south of the main excavation (fig). The sondage measured some 1.5m east-west by 1.9m 
north-south. The first 0.6m of deposits (421) comprised large irregular lumps of limestone, 
clearly the rubble core of the City Wall, surrounded by pockets of mid to light brown sandy soil. 
Some sherds were recovered the possibility of intrusive sherds could not be ruled out. As a 
result, the remaining 0.3m of fill was given a new context number (421.2). Excavation 
terminated at a depth of 0.9m because of the presence of large, undressed blocks in the 
bottom of the trench. On completion of this small sondage, the eastern side of the trench was 
formed in part by the rear of the facing block from the outside of the City Wall; the south side 
was formed by the north face of a ‘header’; the west and north sides were formed by contexts 
421 and 421.2 and large, irregular blocks representing the core of the City Wall.  
 
 
Post-City Wall deposits 
 
Post-City Wall deposits:  Subsequent to the construction of the City Wall there appears to have 
been very little contemporary occupation in the immediate vicinity, or certainly none that led 
to the accumulation of occupation deposits. Right up against the internal face of the Wall was a 
deposit comprised of 80% small stones of irregular shape (407). The average size of the stones 
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was some 100mm in length; some pottery was retrieved from this deposit but few other finds. 
The deposit measured some 0.25m in height by 2m east-west and 2m north-south. On top of 
407 was a similar dump of small stones (405), which again produced a significant quantity of 
pottery. . The combined height of 405 and 407 was some 0.6m up against the face of the City 
Wall. Although limestone, these stones do not appear to be the same as the blocks of stone 
forming the City Wall, and it is not possible to interpret them as chips of stone from the final 
dressing of the Wall blocks.  
 
Underneath the arch the equivalent of 405 and 407 was represented by 411. Again this deposit 
was formed of 85% small stones up to 100mm in length, with an average depth of 0.2m, and 
produced significant quantities of pottery. An interesting aspect of this deposit was that the 
stones seemed to have been dumped around a large, rectangular block of limestone, set on its 
end. The stone measure some 0.74m east to west by 0.23m wide by 0.37m in depth. It rested 
on 412, the ground surface pre-City Wall construction. Closer examination of this stone, which 
was only partly in the excavated area, showed that the top surface had two rows of seven 
circular depressions etched into its surface. The pattern of depressions clearly indicate that this 
stone was used for a game know as Mandala, a popular pastime in this region, first recorded in 
the xxth century.** The stone itself looks as though it might have originally formed part of the 
City Wall masonry, although this cannot be determined with certainty.  
 
** Comment by I.K-O: re the ‘Mandala Game’ stone or block: this kind is known from Africa 
where it was used as a board playing with pebbles. This suits the in situ find of the masonry 
block and could indicate a Byzantine date which fits within the contexts and assemblages 
surrounding the block, predating the overlaying earthquake tumble of A.D 749.   
 
At some time after the dumping of 405,407 and 411, a sudden partial collapse from the face of 
the City Wall occurred, resulting in the distribution of six rows of facing masonry (406) in the 
main trench. The facing stones had fallen into neat rows, a little way from the base of the Wall, 
and clearly had not been disturbed since the event. Most of the stones had vertical faces, and 
most had at least one dimension that was close to 0.45m or 0.4m, similar to the dimensions on 
the uppermost extant courses of the City Wall. It seems highly probable that the six rows 
represent the fallen rear parapet of the City Wall of Gerasa.  
 
Above 406 were two later deposits of light brown sandy soil and large tumbled blocks from the 
City Wall. 403 comprised a light brown, very sandy soil, incorporating 35% stones, including 
some large dressed blocks. Two rectangular blocks in particular were found at the base of the 
City Wall; both had at least one dimension of 0.45m; one was wedge-shaped and may have 
come from the arch. The irregular distribution of these dressed blocks, indicating probably post-
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tumble disturbance, contrasted significantly with the more regular distribution of the fallen 
masonry in 406. 402 consisted of a mid-brown sandy soil with up to 70% of large limestone 
blocks, mostly irregularly shaped but some were dressed. The smaller percentage of dressed 
blocks in 402, compared with 403, probably indicates that 402 comprises more tumble form the 
core of the City Wall and 403 more from the face. In the uncompacted soil of 402 were a few 
finds, including a base sherd from a Byzantine storage vessel.  
 
Discussion 
 
The stratigraphic report given above has followed the chronological sequencing of these 
deposits from earliest to latest. The builders of the City Wall, as has been indicated, built their 
main Wall directly onto the top of the bedrock. It seems that they took advantage of this high 
outcrop of rock in this area, which aerial photographs demonstrate was a higher promontory of 
bedrock running from north to south, falling away in stepped fashion both to the east and west 
from the highest point on which the City Wall was constructed.  
 
The lack of a deep foundation trench, and the probable lack of occupation in the immediate 
area prior to the construction of the City Wall has denied us the possibility of recovering 
dateable ceramics from deposits anterior to the City Wall. However, the unequivocal testimony 
of the Byzantine sherds form the old ground surface (408) indicates that, even when the Wall 
was built, the immediate area saw little occupation. The presence of the Byzantine pottery 
strongly suggests that the City Wall survived intact into the Byzantine period. The sudden 
collapse of the rear parapet into the fallen rows of 406 may have been caused by an 
earthquake. 
 
The function of the arch remains a mystery. Certain explanations can be ruled out – gateway; 
sortie point for troops; covering for a water-channel; relieving arch constructed over a deep 
and wide fissure in the bedrock. Might it have been an elaborate niche for a full-sized statue 
which gazed westwards from the high vantage point protectively over the city and citizens of 
ancient Gerasa? A tempting image but one for which not a scrap of evidence exists. The 
presence of the Mandala stone, presumably carved after the abandonment of parts of the City 
Wall, but no doubt pre-earthquake, suggests a more mundane activity framed by the arch.  
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City Wall 2002 – Trench 500     Pls 1: 12-16 
Stratigraphic report  
 
Introduction 
 
The location for the excavation was approximately midway between the north and south decumani on 
the western side of the city. The location was chosen because there was an absence of large tumble at 
this point on the circuit, no doubt the result of relatively recent clearance. Indeed, dumps of spoil about 
1m high immediately ot the east of the trench, clearly rich in pottery sherds, suggested the clearance of 
what may have been the remains of kiln dumps up against the City Wall. The ground at this point fell 
slightly and gradually to the east, into the ancient city, while the ground outside rose to the west. There 
was no indication of any outcropping bedrock. Three courses of dressed blocks of the City Wall  (500) 
stood above ground level. 
  
 
Trench location, size and methodology 
 
The western side of the excavation trench was positioned right up against the east, inner face 
of the City Wall. The trench measured some 3m north-south by a maximum of 2m wide, and 
reached a maximum depth of nearly 4m. Excavation was terminated at this depth for health 
and safety reasons. 
 
The stratigraphy:  
(For detail of pottery and artefacts analyses of deposits, see I.K-O. - Chapters 2 and 4) 
 
Pre-City Wall deposits 
 
No bedrock was reached anywhere in the excavation and the earliest deposit reached was 528. 
This was formed of compact, brown sandy soil and contained plentiful charcoal flecks and 
pottery sherds, especially in the area adjacent to the foundations, 524. This deposit (528) was 
clearly below the cut of the pipe trench (527). It seems likely that 524 was set into 528, 
although, in the absence of clear indications of a foundation trench, this cannot be proven.  
 
Deposits contemporary with construction of City Wall 
 
Foundation Base for City Wall: Set into 528 was a linear arrangement of large blocks (524) 
comprising the top foundation course for the City Wall. The foundation course was made up of 
dressed blocks, but with more rounded corners than observed elsewhere on the City Wall itself, 
suggestive of a different stone-cutting technique. The foundation course extended out from the 
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base of the Wall by about 0.4m at the north end, and some 0.3m at the south end, indicating 
that the foundation course was not perfectly parallel to the City Wall it supported (fig). This 
misalignment of foundation course and lowest course of Wall proper was observed also in 
trench 100. The foundation course presumably projected to the east beyond the face of the 
City Wall to provide a wider platform and greater stability for the Wall. The small size of the 
excavation precluded ascertaining the depth of the foundation courses; however, removal of 
some of the large blocks revealed a mixture of irregular stone, partly voided, and redeposited 
terra rossa (529), both underneath and behind the foundation course, suggesting that the 
foundations were of composite build. A curious feature of the foundation stones was the fact 
that one of them, orientated north-south, gave no support at all to the Wall above, prompting 
speculation on-site that 524 could have been the wall of an earlier structure. However, this may 
simply have been a result of surveying errors between foundation layers and Wall builders; on 
balance, however, the foundation course hypothesis is preferred here.  
 
Water-Pipe: Cut down into 528 was a linear trench (527) that held the intact remains of 
segmented ceramic water-pipe. The trench was some 0.3m in depth, with a flat bottom and 
near vertical sides. The pipe (526) it contained was supported on small stones, and measured 
some 75mm internal diameter by 90mm external diameter. The joints of the pipe were still 
bonded together with mortar, and it was clear from the level of the pipe that water had flowed 
in it from north to south; indeed north was the direction that the collars of each pipe segment 
faced, so that the thinner end of the next pipe be inserted and could deliver its charge of water 
securely to its neighbour to the south. After removal of one segment of pipe it was found that 
the pipes were still hollow. Careful probing indicted that to the north the pipe went at least a 
further 5m, while to the south it was probed for some 4.4m. The alignment of the pipe, getting 
closer to 524 as it went northwards, suggests that some break in the stonework of 524 must 
have allowed it to pass beneath the City Wall, and outside the city to the higher ground to the 
west, no doubt to collect ultimately water from an external source.  
 
Contemporary deposits: A deposit probably contemporary with the City Wall was 525. This 
comprised a layer of redeposited terra rossa, capped by a compacted grey layer that might 
have formed the first occupation surface immediately post-dating the construction of the City 
Wall. It was noticeable that the top of 525 just covered the top of foundation course 524.  
 
City Wall: The City Wall itself (502) comprised six courses of the standard bossed dressed 
limestone blocks characteristic of many places on the walled circuit. One of the larger blocks 
measured some 1.4m long by 0.6m high, while the smaller measured some 0.54m long by 0.6m 
high. From the arrangement of blocks in the elevation it is clear that most joins between blocks 
did not line up with joins in the course below, apart from two superimposed blocks on the 
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south side of the elevation. In addition it seems as if there was an attempt to provide a regular 
spacing of ‘headers’ and ‘stretchers’ in the Wall. The overall height, from the surviving top of 
502 to the top of 524 was approximately 3.4m. The lowest course of 502, at the northern side 
of the trench, exhibited a block with a much more pronounced boss. The uppermost course of 
502 contained more smaller, square blocks, reminiscent of Wall 500 above, and it is possible 
that this uppermost course is a mixture of the two different Walls; it was the only course that 
exhibited traces of plaster between the blocks. An important observation was the fact that the 
face of 502 leaned eastwards at the top from the vertical plane by a distance of approximately 
0.18m, strongly suggestive of either settling or earthquake displacement.  
 
Above 502 was City Wall 500, which comprised three courses of smaller, more square, dressed 
blocks, all without bosses. The average size of the blocks was some 0.45m wide by 0.45m high. 
The different character of these courses is suggestive of a different date, and it is possible that 
they represent a Byzantine repair to the walled circuit at this point. 
 
 
Post-City Wall deposits 
 
Post-City Wall deposits: There were numerous deposits later than the City Wall, amounting to 
some 3.5m of stratigraphy, divided into 16 or so major contexts; they consisted of banded 
layers of orange, grey and light brown sandy soil. All of this build-up of deposits, judging from 
the artefactual content, appears to have been ancient in date, and the reasons for the 
accumulation must in part include dumping against the inner face of the City Wall. However, 
there were periods of stability suggested, for instance, by the charcoal spread in 516.2, perhaps 
indicative of an occupation surface. Likewise, 514, which had a compact brown surface, and 
contained plentiful pottery, along with plaster fragments, bone, charcoal and a coin might 
represent an occupation horizon. The presence of an upright thin-walled ceramic vessel, sooted 
on the exterior, right up against the City Wall at this level also suggests occupational activity. 
Another cooking pot, of thin red fabric, sooted on the outside, was found higher up the 
stratigraphy in 506, again close to the face of the City Wall and suggestive of intermittent 
domestic activity. It was noticeable that the lower half of this stratigraphic sequence comprised 
roughly horizontal layers, while in the upper half the layers tipped down towards the City Wall, 
suggesting derivation as dumped layers from a higher point to the east.  
 
A notable feature of the stratigraphy, observable for the top of 507 downwards, was a ‘column’ 
of deposits, usually with a higher stone content, on average about 0.3m wide out from the face 
of the City Wall. These deposits were given different context numbers and discussion on site 
debated daily whether these represented the fills of a foundation trench. However, the ‘edge’ 
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of this putative foundation trench was never very clear, and it was obvious that the eastern 
‘side’ of this column of deposits was very irregular. Some other explanation needed to be 
found.  
 
Discussion 
 
 The stratigraphic report given above has followed the chronological sequencing of these 
deposits from earliest to latest. The builders of the City Wall, as has been indicated, built their 
main Wall (502) on top of a substantial foundation deposit (524).  The explanation for the offset 
foundation wall can be sought in the absence of bedrock, requiring a wider-than-Wall platform 
to take the load of the City Wall constructed above it.  
 
The observation of a ‘column’ of different deposits, close to the City Wall, demands some 
explanation. It is possible that the deposits have been formed by earthquake activity. Wall 502 
is moved out of vertical alignment, and if this was caused by an earthquake, looser or voided 
area could have formed close to the City Wall, which then filled up with stonier deposits. If such 
an hypothesis is correct then it is conceivable that it took place at the same time as context 507 
was forming. It may also be that the ceramic content of the deposits in the ‘column’ close to 
the Wall might be later in date than the horizontally adjacent contexts to the east. 
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Chapt 1: Contexts sheets 1 – 6: sequence of stratified contexts and deposits per trench 
 
Jerash - City Wall 2000 - key contexts: J.M. (Deposits dating: I.K-O)   
(earliest contexts are at the bottom of each sequence;latest contexts at the top) 
IF[A]PO year 2000   (cf. I.K. & J.M., ADAJ 45, 2001)     
          
North Section South Section Broad Phase   
    
  
  
50 22 post City Wall deposits 
  23 
  
  
  24 
  
  
  25       
    
  
  
8   retaining wall   
    
  
  
7 27 upper fill foundation trench 
10 27.2 
  
  
11   
  
  
14         
    
  
  
21 21 lower fill of foundation trench 
31 31 
  
  
32 32       
    
  
  
6 6 City Wall     
    
  
  
33 33 cut for foundation trench 
    
  
  
52 26 original ground surface 
    
  
  
53 28 pre City Wall deposits 
54 29 
  
  
55 30 
  
  
56   
  
  
58   
  
  
59   
  
  
60-61   
  
  
62-63         
Context sheet 1: JCW2000: Trench-Wall 2000 
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Jerash - City Wall 100 - key contexts: J.M. Tomb Trench: 'tomb 109' 
(earliest contexts are at the bottom of each sequence;latest contexts at the top) 
  
  
(Deposits dating: I.K-O)   
feature Context feature Context Broad Phase 
  101     post City Wall 
City Wall 100   102 City Wall contemporary 
        pre City Wall 
  103       
  104       
      106   
          
foundation City Wall 107     pre City Wall 
          
tomb closure stones 112     Tomb Deposits 
          
fill of tomb 109 fill of passage 105   
      111   
      114   
          
cut of tomb 110 cut of passage 113   
          
bedrock 108       
Context sheet 2: JCW01: Trench-Wall 100 
 
Jerash - City Wall 200 - key contexts: J.M.   (Deposits dating: I.K-O) 
(earliest contexts are at the bottom of each sequence;latest contexts at the top)   
  
   
  
feature Context feature Context Broad Phase 
          
  201     post City Wall 
          
  202 masonry chips white   contemp City Wall 
          
  208 fill of foundation trench   pre City Wall 
          
  203 old ground surface   pre City Wall 
          
  204       
  205       
  206   207   
          
  210     bedrock 
Context sheet 3: JCW01: Trench-Wall 200 
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Jerash - City Wall 300 - key contexts: J.M. (Deposits dating: I.K-O) 
(earliest contexts are at the bottom of each sequence;latest contexts at the top) 
  
   
  
feature Context feature Context Broad Phase 
          
  305   306 contemporary with tiled installation 
          
      311 occupation assoc with oblique wall 303 
      310   
  303   309   
          
      312 occupation assoc with City Wall 
      313   
      314   
          
  315   316 boulder dump 
      317   
      318   
          
      323 foundation trench fill 
          
      319 pre-City Wall deposits 
      320   
      322   
      325   
      326   
Context sheet 4: JCW01: Trench-Wall 300 
 
Jerash - City Wall 400 - key contexts: J.M.   (Deposits dating: I.K-O) 
(earliest contexts are at the bottom of each sequence;latest contexts at the top)   
  
   
  
feature Context feature Context Broad Phase 
          
  401     post City Wall 
          
  402   410   
          
  403   405,406   
          
  407   411   
          
  408       
          
  409 bedrock     
          
        all deposits in this trench  
        are post City Wall (I.K-O) 
Context sheet 5: JCW02: Trench-Wall 400 
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Jerash - City Wall 500 - key contexts: J.M. 
(Deposits dating: 
I.K-O)     
(earliest contexts are at the bottom of each sequence;latest contexts at the top)     
  
     
  
feature Context feature Context feature context Broad Phase 
  main sequence       
in 
southern 
part of    
          trench   
  501         post City Wall build up 
  503           
  504           
  506           
  505   507.2       
  507   510       
  508   512       
  511           
  513         
more rapid dumping above this 
context 
  514   515   all 551s   
      517       
              
  516   518   all 552s   
  516.2       all 553s   
  516.3           
  519.2   519   all 554s start of post City Wall build up 
              
  521   520   all 555s prob pre City Wall 
  523       all 556s   
  525           
              
  526 pipe         
  527 cut for pipe         
              
  528           
Context sheet 6: JCW02: Trench-Wall 500 
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Chapter 2 
 The Jerash City Walls Project 2000-2003 
The Correlation and interpretation of stratified contexts, archaeological deposits and material 
assemblages from six Gerasa city wall trenches 2000, and 100 – 500 ∗ 
By I. K-O. 
Part One 1 
Context 1: Pre-city wall strata: trench/walls 2000, 100, 200, 300 and 500: 
Table 1, Figures 2:1-5, 10; Plates 2:1-3 and Plates 2:8-9 (Tomb objects); catalogue nos 1-60, 
130-185(186) 
 
The pottery shown on figures 1-5,10 and plates 1-3,8-9 is a small portion of the large corpus 
from the city wall excavations but it represents a balanced admixture of types found in the 6 city 
wall trenches and lowest strata belonging to pre-city wall contexts (see Table 1); of these, and 
for reasons discussed by Manley (see stratification) pre-wall levels in trenches 200 and 300 
contained the smallest amount of pottery (Fig. 1:14-16, Pl.1:146-159). However, it needs to be 
mentioned at the onset that the upper strata related to either the construction of the city wall 
[context 2] or to the first post-construction occupancies respectively [context 3] in trenches 
2000, 300 and 500 all contained predominant amounts of context 1 ceramic and other material. 
Their occurrence in these later levels will be discussed below and again referred to in parts two 
[Context 2: Construction of wall phases, Table 2] and three [Context 3: Post-construction of wall 
phases, Table 3]. 
 
The closest comparative clusters of pottery types from pre-city wall strata were found in trench 
2000 (Figs 1-2: 1-13 and 17-21; Pls 1:4-6, 130-131; 2: 161-177; 3: 178-180) and trench 500 (Figs 
4-5: 31-60; Pl. 3: 181-182) along the western stretch of the city wall in close walking distance to 
one another. Table 1 shows the context levels and the date range of the assemblages from 
these deposits (see catalogue entries for description of individual types). The predominant 
features they share are the Late Hellenistic and Early Roman pottery types, and some glass (see 
Keller report on trench 2000 glass, appendix 1). The nature of the terrain and of some pottery 
types, especially the lagynoi fragments (Kehrberg 2004 and 2006), posits that we are dealing 
with finds from the hypogean necropolis that existed there before the South-Theatre (Welles 
1938: inscriptions 51-53, AD 81-86 and AD119/120) and the city wall were built and which is 
born out by the Hellenistic tomb found in trench 100 (see below and Kehrberg and Manley 
                                                 
∗ The relative and absolute chronology cited here follows the Jordanian chronology in accordance with 
preliminary reports and other articles submitted to ADAJ and SHAJ of the Department of Antiquities of 
Jordan: Historically speaking, Late Hellenistic ends ca 63 BC; BC/AD is from 63BC-89AD or broader, 
Early Roman dates from 63BC-ca 135 AD; Roman from 135 -193 AD and Late Roman ends 324 AD, Late 
Byzantine ends 636 AD followed by the Islamic periods. 
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2002).1 Our preliminary reports have already described salient features in situ of trenches 2000 
and 500 (Kehrberg and Manley 2001 and 2003), and of the deposits and the assemblages which 
have provided valuable information for hitherto little known stratified 2nd century BC to 1st 
century AD pottery in Gerasa.2 
 
The cooking pots [cat. nos 9-10, 38131, 164-172] belong to the Late Hellenistic-Early Roman 
variety common in Jordan and the Levant and occur in contexts dating from the early 1st century 
BC/or from the end of the 2nd century BC to the first century AD; an almost complete variant of 
this type was found in trench 300:stratum13.1 (313.1, see below)  [Fig.7:83]. Other variants of 
the same early common ware [form and fabric] can be seen on Pl.5: nos.234-235 (see above 
comments and parts 2 and 3). Early Roman jars, pots without handles, [cat. nos 6,11,13,21, 39, 
45, 47, 48-49] are also well represented in both trenches as are casseroles or carinated cooking 
dishes with handles [cat. nos 3, 31, 35, 37, 40, 45, 3]. Contemporary table ware forms like the 
carinated cups or bowls [cat. nos 7, 8, 27-19, 43, 55, 57, 58,177], jugs [cat. nos 5, 50, 53, 165] 
and mixing bowls or dishes [nos 12, 20] are accompanied by some coarser kitchen variety of 
which a complete example no. 1 is shown on figure 1 and plate 2. Storage jars [cat. nos 2, 54, 
130] are fewer in number and imported pottery like the Late Hellenistic fish plates and other 
dishes [cat. nos 4, 22, 28, 29, 36, 47, 176, 133, 135, 140-144], Nabataean [cat. nos.51, 153] and 
Early Roman sigillata [cat. no. 137] is rare in all trenches (see trenches 100-300 below). 3 
 
The main reason for the paucity of imported wares seems not lack of  popularity, market 
opportunity or affordability: the quality and quantity of the locally produced pottery evidenced 
in the 2000, 100, 300 and 500 trenches proved that early Gerasene potters were indeed very 
adept at producing prolific amounts of ceramics in keeping with the times (Kehrberg 2004:192-
                                                 
1 The south-west to north-west territory of Gerasa, in fact the entire western half of the city divided evenly 
by the Chrysorhoas, was once one large or clusters of several smaller necropoli of rock-cut chamber tombs. 
Schumacher marked the necropolis as several districts on his 1893 plan of Jerash, cf. G. Schumacher, 
ZDPV 25, 1902: plan 1. When Roman suzerainty began in the first century, these cemeteries were 
gradually closed and absorbed in the planned urban spread of the Roman Decapolis city of which our city 
wall was a part.  The cemeteries and hypogean tombs outside the western and northern city wall were not 
closed and continued to be used and enlarged until the eve of Islamic rule. Whilst the southern necropolis 
was closed and claimed for the building of the Hadrianic Arch, the Hippodrome and the South Gate, the 
south-eastern cemetery opposite the Hippodrome continued to function until the Late Byzantine period. 
2 In Jerash as in other Decapolis cities, one often finds the Hellenistic and Early Roman residual artifacts 
scattered on the ground, in foundation deposits mixed with later materials, and in reused tombs. At Gerasa, 
ours has been a rare privilege to excavate undisturbed stratified material of Hellenistic or Early Roman 
contexts. The ‘reverse’ relative strata of 2000, 300 and 500, see above, are nonetheless controlled and 
distinguishable contexts which allow us to reconstruct the original context and how, when and why it was 
shifted from its original place.  
3 Only a small number of imported pottery has been shown here, they are common types and not a crucial 
element in the identification and dating of the city wall contexts: imports can have their own ‘time-travel’ 
or history of ownership. Being fortunate in having coherent and uncontaminated locally produced evidence, 
I regard the imported residual fragments with some caution and include them here only as general reference 
to the period/s in question. They will not be discussed in this report as their historical merit lies elsewhere 
which will be shown in another publication.  
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193).4 Furthermore, trench 2000 revealed a Late Hellenistic pottery kiln and necropolis dump 
that seemed to have been used by potters and owners of tombs until the early 2nd century AD. 
There is no stratigraphical (see Manley on stratigraphy of trench 2000) or depository evidence 
that any measurable time elapsed between the closure of the necropolis and laying the 
foundations for the city wall. The baulk defining the Roman foundation trench was cut into the 
rubbish tip (see Manley wall 2000) whose excavated layered deposits provide a clear picture of 
the sequential period of use (see Kehrberg and Manley 2001: 440-445).  
 
Highlights of Context 1    pre-wall phases and contexts in Table 1 
Pottery type clusters from trenches 2000,100,300,500 and a few from 200 provide a ceiling date 
for the pre-construction phases of wall foundations in each trench: the cooking pots, carinated 
cups or bowls, shallow bowls, casseroles and jugs on figures 1-5 and plates 1-2. Types of storage 
jars, larger bowls or basins and containers for transport [e.g. amphorae and bottles for sauces as 
garum5] often have longer periods of production and employment than any of the above regular 
forms and their dating or period association may depend on the rest of the assemblage. 
Context-related parallels elsewhere in Gerasa, and other sites in Jordan, the Levant and the 
Mediterranean are noted in the catalogue descriptions of the individual types shown in the 
figures and plates.  
                                                 
4 When working as consultant in Um Qais on the pottery from the DAI Gadara Project (directors 
C.Buehrig, K.Heurtig and N.Riedl) in 2003, I remarked on the large number of imported wares in stark 
contrast to contemporary assemblages in similar Gerasene contexts. This difference was coupled with 
poorer quality of local Gadaran products in marked contrast to the excellent and prolific local Gerasene 
productions. At previous consultancy work on Gadaran later Classical-periods pottery I noted the same 
discrepancies between the two neighbouring cities of the Decapolis. This may in part be explained by 
Gadara’s proximity to main Hellenistic and Roman sites and ports like Caesaraea making imported goods 
easily accessible and more ‘visible’ than for further inland Gerasa. Another consideration may be that 
Gadara played for centuries a much greater strategic role of defense as can clearly be discerned from its 
much superior Hellenistic and Roman fortification systems and underground hydraulic installation for the 
city’s daily supply of water [cf. reports by Hoffmann, S. Kerner, et al….] not unlike that at Jerusalem. This 
meant more soldiers manning the defensive systems and the stationed Hellenistic and later Roman armies 
bringing with them and encouraging trade of foreign goods. Gerasa’s city wall of the 2nd century, it’s first 
wall, was not as solid a construction and could not have withstood sustained sieges. The Gerasa city wall 
seems rather to have been an integral part of the overall urban planning perceived perhaps already under 
Trajan when he established the road network between the Decapolis cities (inscription on the North Gate, 
see Detweiler 1938:117; Welles 1938: 401, inscriptions 56 /57, AD 115); the overall urban plan was 
probably articulated and executed under Hadrian’s rule and direct influence; the Hadrianic Arch is still a 
reminder  of the emperor’s prolonged visit to Gerasa after December 10 AD 129 (Welles 1938: 391; for the 
Hadrianic Arch, Welles 1938:391, 401-402, inscription 58, AD 130). Gerasa’s city wall  functions were 
more a status symbol for the ‘polis’ and less a main defensive system unlike Gadara, and to control who 
entered the city and left it and which goods were traded; there may even have been a toll system to pay 
local taxes to the Roman governor [the Latin inscription naming the Gerasa governor has recently been 
found as spolia in the mosque excavated by the Danish team] or to the council we know existed  from the 
inscribed seat stones of the Bouleuterion which later became the North Theatre (Bowsher 1986; Gatier:….). 
These are some additional historical and geographical differences giving reasons for differences in the local 
makeup of material goods found in the two Decapolis cities that share so many other features. And one may 
add that both cities have had monuments extensively excavated and provide similar quantity of material 
data (barring the hippodrome as a unique site prepared for publication by Kehrberg). 
5 Cf. Dolinka’s Aqaba ware, coarse ware containers for the fish sauce, Dolinka 2003:…our example of this 
ware comes from trench 500, see cat. no.51 on figure 5. 
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Apart from the rich repertoire and range of standard and easily classifiable fragments, the 
complete forms or intact vessels come from contexts that are either accompanied by other 
sherds and finds of the same cultural period or come from a specific locus, like the contents of 
the insulated hypogean Tomb 109 and dromos 104-114 in Trench 100 (Figs 1:1; 3:28, 29, 30; 
Pl.3:183-185, 28, 30). Basin No.1 (Fig.1 and Pl.2) from trench 2000: context 55 can be dated by 
its ware, form and the other finds in the same context which provide, together with the 
Nabataean coin of Obodas III6 a ceiling date from the 1st to the beginning of the 2nd century AD 
(see also Keller’s report on glass for context 55). The Nabataean coin, some associated painted 
Nabataean fine ware sherds, glass and Early Gerasene lamp7 and painted pottery fragments 
[lagynoi] complement the repertoire of datable objects for the upper strata of the foundation 
baulk and the rubbish tip in trench 2000 (see also Kehrberg and Manley 2001). We shall see 
below that an almost similar situation was repeated in Trench 300. 
 
The burial gifts from ‘context 109’ in the hypogean Tomb of trench 100 are spectacular and in 
parts even unique (see Kehrberg and Manley 2001 and 2002; cf also Kehrberg 2006).8 Thus far 
no direct parallels have been located for some of the ceramic models [3 camel models, 1 bull 
and 1 clepsydra], however the lagynos No.30 [Fig.3 and Pl.3], the gold pectoral leaves, glass 
astragal and counters, strigil, as well as the generic type of zoomorphic vases such as the camels 
(see also catalogue description of 183, 184, 185) provide a clear cultural link with Ptolemaic 
Egypt. The wheel-made animal models are reminiscent of toys found in children’s tombs of 
Ptolemaic Carthage of the Punic era (Kehrberg and Manley op.cit; Kehrberg 2006:n.2). The so-
called Persian stylistic rendering of the feline rhyton no.185 [Pl.3, see catalogue] may be posited 
as incidental and being part of the international cultural ambiance prevailing in Jordanian cities 
of the 2nd and early 1st century BC: it could have been made by an itinerant potter as the fabric is 
not local Gerasene and a fragment of another identical rhyton was found in contemporary 
context under the foundations of the Roman Hercules Temple on the citadel of Amman 
(Kehrberg and Manley 2002:198, n.5). In addition, the 2nd century BC date of the single juvenile 
burial (see A. Al-Shorman, skeletal report, appendix 3) is confirmed by the coin of Demetrius I 
(see J. Bowsher, coin report, appendix 2) found at the feet of the deceased. However, it may be 
stressed that the objects in the tomb and the pottery in the dromos leave no doubt as to its Late 
Hellenistic origin.  
 
                                                 
6 C. Augé identified the coin and will publish it separately. 
7 There are no later lamps in all contexts, from pre- to post-wall construction phases, than the 2nd century  
AD Gerasa lamp (cf. Iliffe 1948) found in most of  2nd century foundation deposits (Kehrberg 1989). The 
earliest lamps in trench 2000 are the Late Hellenistic Grey ware [see also cat. Nos. 133 and 135 from trench 
100 pre-wall context] imported types and the local ‘Herodian’ or BC/AD types. Their occurrences correlate 
entirely with the date-range of pottery types of the same deposits. 
8 The tomb assemblage, its historical and social significance in Hellenistic Gerasa has been discussed in 
separate articles by I.K-O 2004, 2006, 2018. 
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Exceptional, if fragmentary finds in trench 500 do not pertain to the pottery finds although the 
pottery range is clearly of very good quality and variety including imported sigillata and other 
early wares (see note 3 above). Stucco fragment no. 186 also belongs to the Late Hellenistic 
period9 and is shown here for its intrinsic quality and relative rarity. Other painted wall 
fragments found in the same context and  in style and colours similar to the frescoes on the 
architectural blocks of the Late Hellenistic Temple of Zeus (Seigne 1992 and 1997) now on 
permanent display in the Crypto Portico of the Zeus Sanctuary relate in kind clearly to the stucco 
fragment and must have once belonged to a building on this spot, perhaps a naos or a temple 
tomb of the Late Hellenistic to Early Roman necropolis (see note 1), not unlike the Late 
Hellenistic temple tomb opposite the hippodrome (Abu Dalu 1995; Seigne and Morin 1995).  
 
That we were dealing with a destroyed building associated with the necropolis may not only be 
deduced from the exceptional quality of the pottery [votive offerings?] but also from finds such 
as fragments of leg bones of a large mammal [cow or bull, Pl.6: 232] showing deep-cut 
butchering marks: they are remains suggesting a sacrifice or a sacrificial funerary feast [e.g. the 
Hellenistic lagynophoria, cf. Kehrberg 2004 and 2006]. Another such unusual find10 are two 
fragments of finely worked bone [Pl.3:182] which may represent a toiletry article of mortar and 
pestle and possibly a burial gift, or may belong to some paraphernalia related to offerings. In the 
introduction I already mentioned the reverse nature of some clusters of assemblages, to which 
this one clearly belongs as do the stucco, associated fresco fragments and early pottery all of 
which make up the bulk of the first post-construction phases, in reality dump of dug up remains 
for the deep foundations of ‘wall 500’ (see Manley on wall 500 stratification). 
 
What is striking in general is that the deposits are not only homogeneous in their components of 
assemblages but in the kind of syntax each pre-wall context presents, barring trenches 200 and 
400 (see below). In the interpretation, one cannot isolate these homogeneous assemblages 
from those of ‘reverse’ contexts 2 and 3 in trenches 2000, 500 and 300 as they are pockets of 
materials literally dumped outside their original contexts. The ‘pocket-deposits’ did not relate to 
the clearly later post-wall contexts and had no further application of use than either filling the 
foundation trenches or partly levelling the surfaces after construction with those remains not 
absorbed in the foundation fills. In all, whether pre-wall context 1 or later contexts 2 and 3, in 
                                                 
9 A. Martinotta identified the raw materials and mortars, as well as style of the stucco and painted 
fragments and confirmed their Late Hellenistic origin. Martinotta has been the expert restorer (for the 
Louvre) of the Hellenistic Zeus Temple stucco and frescoes. She also confirmed a Late Hellenistic date for 
a stuccoed block we found in the annex of Trench 100 and continuation of the tomb complex under the wall 
in trench 100, see Table 1: Wall/trench 100bis (excavated in 2002 by Eman Oweis, the DoA representative 
on our project) and pottery Fig.3:22-27 (examined by me). No further excavation can take place since what 
now appears to be the main hypogean tomb complex, lies under the tumbled remains of the city wall on 
which a modern road has been built. Tunneling is too dangerous and opening the road section has been 
forbidden by the municipality, 
10 It may be less unusual had similar occurrences been recognized when excavated at other sites in ancient 
Jerash; previous excavations did not treat organic materials which were stored at best but usually not 
recorded in detail, let alone scrutinized. I was fortunate to have worked on prehistoric sites and recognized 
the unnatural markings. 
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trenches 2000 and 500 they each contain consistently the same ceramic repertoire pertaining to 
Late Hellenistic and Early Roman cultural trends at Gerasa and in Jordan (see Catalogue 
parallels).  
 
Trench 2000 provides concrete examples that we are dealing with ‘reverse’ strata: there are 
joins of the same vessel from stratum 55 (pre-wall phase, see basin no.1 and glass below) and 
stratum 25 (post-wall construction phase); the same can be said of trench 500. There are also 
joins between strata of the same context as for instance joins from levels 04, 05, 14 and 15 in 
the dromos of the tomb in trench 100 (or 104,114,115, see e.g. Fig.3: 28 and Pl.3). This 
incidentally shows that filling the dromos was one single operation at the time of burial and not 
a repeated occurrence. The same reasoning can be applied to the ‘reverse’ contexts because it is 
unlikely that repeated operations over time would not scatter joins further apart and if not 
impossible than improbable they would be retrieved in small-scale excavations such as ours. 
Other examples are the Early Roman cooking pot in trench 300, ‘reverse’ level 13.1 [313.1] with 
joins found in 12 and 14 [312, 314] (Fig.7:83). The accompanying pottery fragments are 
contemporary and also of the pre-city wall periods.  Especially trenches 2000 and 500 revealed 
wall painting fragments and stucco relating in period and kind to the tomb in trench 100 (see 
above comments and n.6). In both their trenches, the quantity and quality of Early Gerasene 
ware (Late Hellenistic and Early Roman) is about equal and may relate to nearby kilns that 
furnished pottery for the then still existing necropolis (see above p. 3 and n. 1).11  
 
Trenches 200, 300 and 400 have been largely left aside because both supply relative little 
material from the pre-wall levels which is due to the size of the trenches and the terrain or 
topography itself (see Manley on stratigraphy). Levels 03 and 22 of trenches 200 and 300 
respectively [or 203,322, 324,] contained residual sherds (fig.1:14-16 and pl.1:146-159) that 
were worn but well stratified and sufficiently diagnostic for the main purpose of our city walls 
project: excavate strategically against the city wall down to its foundation in order to date the 
built foundations of the first or earliest city wall at Gerasa. Both trenches and pre-wall contexts 
show the same early pottery, albeit less well preserved than that of trench 100 (cf pl.1:132-145) 
and the larger assemblages in trenches 2000 and 500. The exception is that both 300 and 200 
also contained enough Iron Age pottery to suggest that the terrain at the northernmost part of 
the city wall was occupied during the later Iron Age and succeeded by Late Hellenistic and Early 
Roman occupancies the nature of which could not be determined. This was due to the limited 
horizontal exploration we were able to do for each level in regard to the aim of the project 
which was a vertical examination of those wall sections to the bottom of their foundations. But 
                                                 
11 I mentioned in earlier publications (Kehrberg …) that quarries and potters, but especially potters and 
cemeteries were often associated, at Gerasa it was all three as the cemetery consisted entirely of hypogean 
tombs. The most famous case of the potter-cemetery ‘symbiosis’ is the Athenian Kerameikos. The reasons 
were two-fold: firstly the great heat and fire danger of the kilns removed from settlements, and secondly the 
clientele that bought the ceramics as burial gifts and for funerary rituals [and for Gerasa the quarrymen also 
cut tomb chambers], not unlike flower-shops and headstone masons at the fringes of large modern 
cemeteries. 
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the finds are not surprising since Iron Age occupation has been already attested at and around 
Jerash (Braemer 1986, including hypogean tombs (e.g. Harding 1949, 1974).12 
 
The ‘reverse’ or pre-city wall contexts “out of context” as it were in trench 300 and which 
contained most of the Early Gerasene pottery have already been mentioned above. But of 
particular interest in 311-313 [or strata 011 – 013] is an almost identical composition of 
associated finds and their cultural and absolute date to that of trench 2000: pre-wall stratum 55 
(see above p.4). Cooking pot cat. no. 83 on figure 7, which incidentally is not the only example in 
the same assemblage, was also accompanied by a Nabataean coin of Aretas IV, Obodas’ III 
successor, and some Nabataen pottery sherds, their circulation dating again to within the first 
and early second century as already shown from trench 2000:55. Here we have an almost 
identical repetition of in situ clusters of associated objects.13 Pottery shown on Plate 4: cat. Nos. 
190 – 201 and 212-216 comes from deposits and strata related to the construction phases or 
context 2 (see Table 2) but the homogeneous early assemblages are contemporary with the 
above noted objects in 311-313 and could again be a ‘reversed’ deposit. The pottery is of the 
same early periods as in Trenches 2000 and 500 deposits probably dug up by the builders of the 
Roman foundation. For instance cat no. 191 jar compares with cat. No. jar 230 on plate 5 of the 
post-wall construction phase from trench 2000; handles 194 and 197 of context 2 can be 
paralleled with jars 234, 235 of context 3 from trench 500 as well as examples cat nos 9, 10, 38, 
131, 169, 172 of trench 2000 context 1 assemblages, or cat nos 78, 206, 202 of trench 2000 and 
context 1 assemblages. The same applies to the casseroles and other vessel types in these 
‘reverse’ strata of trench 300 illustrated and described in the catalogue. In fact the assemblages 
discussed thus far share the same repertoire of table dishes and kitchen ware made 
predominantly from less refined fabrics and described by me as common ware.14 
                                                 
12 Coarse and finer wares Iron Age and Late Bronze Age [Chocolate-on-White, Red Burnished ware] 
sherds and flints have been found in foundation deposits at the hippodrome, the Upper Zeus Temple 
Complex and other monuments of Gerasa. In fact they seem to be a regular element in the mixed deposits 
typical of Gerasa’s built 2nd century AD foundations, on this see also Kehrberg 1989…. 
13 It may be worth recalling that the trenches along the south-west to north-west wall are within less than 
one km orb and walking distance from each other. The other point to remember is the early Temple C 
(Fisher and Kraeling 1938: 139-148) situated at almost equal distance to trenches 2000,100, 200, 300 and 
500. The temple was apparently dedicated to the Nabataean god Dusares who is associated with funerary 
cults and must have functioned as such before the city wall was built and when most of the respective 
terrain was still a necropolis. 
14 Other ceramicists working in Jordan, sometimes describe the common ware as ‘coarse’ ware which may 
be explainable due to translation of the German term ‘Grobkeramik’ into ‘coarse ware’ by our Swiss and 
German colleagues. I distinguish coarse ware as mostly belonging to large storage jars and basins, 
containers for transport and industrial ceramics like tiles and pipes. In Hellenistic and Roman  Gerasa and 
Byzantine and Umayyad Jerash, about 90 % of the mass produced ceramics can be classified as ‘common 
ware’, that is the everyday objects pertaining to their uses in the kitchen and at table. Common ware can be 
decorated or plain and has degrees of refinements in fabric and execution, often depending on the vessel 
type and not the workshop. ‘Fine ware’ as known from Petra, plain or decorated, is largely unknown in 
Gerasene productions and reserved only for some classes of lamps and selection of small dishes and 
occasionally for special vessels like the locally produced lagynoi (Kehrberg 2006). The most remarkable 
‘fine ware’ is the Byzantine ‘Jerash Bowl’ which hardly figures in our  6 city wall trenches late 
assemblages from post-construction occupancies, and therefore  is not subject to discussion. 
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Trench 200 levels 07 to 03 [203-207] contain Iron Age sherds, flints, some bones, pottery sherd-
tools15, residual and small Late Hellenistic and Early Roman pottery sherds, imported sigillata, a 
Nabataean painted sherd [Pl.1:146-155], one BC/AD and one Late Hellenistic grey ware lamp 
fragment too small to illustrate (cp a similar lamp fragment on Pl.4:200 from context 309), as 
well as few pieces of Early Roman glass. The fact remains here also that the deposits in these 
levels equally correspond to context 2 or the construction phase of the wall as is shown on 
Tables 1 and 2. 
 
Trench 400 does not provide context 1 or deposits definable as pre-city wall phases because the 
wall is built directly on bedrock unlike trenches 100 and 200 where the bedrock was also the 
basis of the foundation wall but the debris accumulated on top of it made it necessary to cut a 
foundation trench into the debris down to the rocky surface (see Manley on walls 100 and 200). 
16 
 
One may summarize the findings of context 1 in all trenches bar 400 that none of the deposits 
date later than at the latest to the early second century AD at the juncture when the foundation 
trenches were dug and the wall foundations for the Roman city wall were prepared. All share 
evidence of Late Hellenistic and Early Roman occupancies and predominantly those related to 
the necropolis of that period. The numerical ratio between types of the assemblages is much 
greater in the 1st centuries BC and AD than in the early 2nd century AD. This is another and 
important indicator that we are dealing with a time-span early in the 2nd century for the onset of 
building activities, accompanied by or having just been preceded by the closure of the 
necropolis and kilns operative in those parts. 
 
Part Two 2 
Context 2: Wall -construction strata: foundation trench, foundation wall and original upper 
structure of the first city wall: trenches/walls 2000, 100, 200, 300, 400, 500: 
Table 2, Figure 2:6; Plate 2:4; catalogue nos 61 – 82, 187- 221 
 
The very first impression that attracts attention when viewing the ceramic assemblages from 
context 2  deposits is their sameness to the pottery types and syntaxes, in kind as well as 
chronologically, of the pre-city wall strata or context 1 (see ms pp1-10, Figs 1-5, Pls 1-3 and 
Table 1). Indeed, and as it has already been discussed in part 1, many of the pre-wall materials 
were spilt over onto levels of the building phases at the beginning of construction and more 
often than not make up the major and in some cases all of the deposits from various context 2 
                                                 
15 On sherd tools see Kehrberg 1992, 1995, 2016. 
16 3 city wall trenches excavated along the southernmost end of the upper Zeus Temple complex were also 
founded directly on bedrock and in quarry cuts, just like the hippodrome east cavea foundations. Their 
foundation walls correspond in kind exactly to those of our city wall trenches. The publications of the 
archaeological material from the Hippodrome 1984-1996 and Upper Zeus Temple 1996-2000 excavations 
are being prepared by I.Kehrberg.  
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strata. The largest proportion of the context 2 pottery corpus belongs again to trenches 2000 
and 500, followed at a distance but still with a measurable amount in trench 300.  
 
Wall 200 provided little ceramic evidence for context 2 due to the tightly wedged foundation 
wall in the small foundation trench (see Manley wall 200: 208) leaving hardly room for fill 208, 
and due to the construction level 202 contemporary with the building of the upper part and 
characterized by a compact layer of sterile lime-stone chips.17 Although trench 200 material has 
already been discussed when dealing with the ‘reverse’ strata deposits (see part 1) in context 1, 
this does not mean that the construction phase or - strata for wall 200 cannot be dated. Without 
anticipating context 3 one may stipulate that the deposits in ‘reverse’ strata 203 and 204, 
explained as belonging to context 1 (its origin), are also deposits for this construction phase and 
provide a ceiling date for the building of the wall since the lime chips level 202 is directly on top 
of 203 (see Manley on wall 200): There are no later pieces than 2nd century AD types in those 
levels (Pl.1: cat. nos 146-155). The south-section of trench 200 (Manley, Fig….) clearly shows 
what the deposits from these levels already demonstrated: there are no lacunae or 
accumulative residual layers between the excavation for the Roman foundation wall and its 
dumped earth and the white layer of the building process. In fact, level 203 belongs to both the 
pre-wall (context 1) and construction phase (context 2) because 203 is at the same time the 
ground surface on which the builders stood and part of the baulk composed of earlier levels 
(204, 205) from which the foundation trench was cut.  
 
The stratification and sections show (see Manley and figs..) that the same juxtaposition exists in 
all 4 trenches with a foundation trench, trenches 2000:52,26; 200:203; 300:319 and 
500:520,521. When viewed horizontally or excavated down from level to level, the overall 
picture may be initially unclear due to the spill of dug-up deposits or ‘reverse’ strata; this was 
especially the case in trench 500 where a large quantity of earth and assemblages had been 
shifted from their original place to cut a very deep foundation trench (see above context 1 and 
Manley Fig..). But the north and south sections (Manley Figs…) show clearly how the deposits 
relate to one another – and underline the deposits’ findings that time-wise there is no 
measurable distinction between the last pre-wall phase and the first construction phase. If there 
was any uncertainty left as to the stratigraphical sequences or relative chronology of pre-wall 
and construction phases, the identical pottery assemblages from each phase leave no doubt as 
to their interrelationship explained in context 1 and above.18 
                                                 
17 The same phenomenon occurred during excavation of the foundations of the Gerasa hippodrome east 
cavea chambers in the early 1990s; the limestone chip layers were explained to me by Dr A. Ostrasz, 
specialist in Roman Near Eastern architecture, that this feature was part of the building process of roughly 
dressed blocks already put up on masonry courses (A.Ostrasz, Volume 1 of the final Hippodrome 1984-
1996 project publications, forthcoming). I recognised the same evidence of chip layers again a few years 
later during excavation at the Upper Zeus Temple complex (Braun 1998) which clearly  relates in building 
techniques to those of the hippodrome and to its 2nd century AD date. 
18 Even if we could not have reconstructed the actual point of separation between the foundation trench, its 
fill and what was immediately above and below (which we can in 4 out of 6 cases), the homogeneity in 
syntax and constancy of chronological types of pottery in all deposits/trenches speak for themselves and 
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Remaining with trench 500, we were again fortunate to be able to isolate the construction of 
the foundations of the city wall from the above fill (see Manley on stratigraphy of wall 500), and 
the main findings and crucial material evidence have already been published in preliminary 
reports, as indeed for all 6 trenches (see Kehrberg and Manley 2001, 2002, 2003). Plate 4: cat 
nos. 187-188 from wall context 500:526-528 shows pottery finds significant for dating the city 
wall foundation and explicit elements hitherto unknown of Roman urban planning at Gerasa 
during that time (see conclusions I.K. and J.M.). 
 
I am referring to the water pipe segment no. 187 and the Gerasa lamp fragments no. 188 in 
trench 500: The classic first half of the 2nd century AD lamp19 is the only illustrated piece from 
over 400 sherds which come from the dirt embedding the pipe skirting along the uppermost 
course of the foundation wall (see Manley, fig. and plate 500:526-529). The date of the pottery 
sherds ranges from one or two Iron Age fragments to 1st century BC/AD, few  Late Hellenistic 
Grey ware and other fragments, sigillata and some 2nd century ware, mostly body sherds and 
too small for illustrations. The 1st century pieces outnumber the 2nd century ware. In addition 
there were bones mixed with a few Early Roman glass fragments, fine plaster and roof tile 
fragments (of the naos or temple tomb?, see above context 1), clearly still  belonging to the pre-
wall phase. The pottery assemblage places the foundation deposit with its pipeline clearly in the 
early second century and the defining features are the Gerasa lamp188 and the clay water pipe 
(most of the pipeline reaches across the length of the trench and is still in situ, see Manley). The 
mortar or plaster used for joining and sealing the segments is the kind used for waterproofing in 
the Roman period.20 The joining of each segment had been done by children, the finger 
impressions are too small to have been made by adults or youths. This is not an unusual feature 
in ancient society and evidence proves that in pottery workshops children were employed to 
press the clay into lamp moulds, their small fingers making a much better job of it than a large 
hand.21 
                                                                                                                                                 
can provide the ceiling date for the building of the wall in each trench: that the building phases in all 
trenches coincide with each other is also derived from their deposits. 
19 For the first quarter of the second century AD, or ‘Trajanic’ date of the Gerasa Lamps (the bow-shaped 
nozzle type like ours and the heart-shaped nozzle type ) see Iliffe 1948 on the imperial workshop; for a 
mid-second century AD date of the same lamps, the bow-shaped type,  see Kehrberg 1989 on the 
hippodrome foundations, 1989., for a general date in the 2nd century see Rosenthal 198…In other words, 
the Gerasa lamps are the common locally produced  type found throughout the second century but it occurs 
mostly in the earlier deposits of the century and by the end of the second century has been replaced  by a 
later variant of the type with the heart-shaped nozzle, the JUTZ type lamp, cf Kehrberg 2006 forthcoming. 
20 Late Roman plaster of the later 3rd and 4th century is much coarser; it has been found in the basins of the 
hippodrome Late Roman pottery and tannery workshops (Kehrberg, volume 2 of the hippodrome 
publications, in preparation), and also been found on wall remains of a building in the Upper Temple of 
Zeus complex also dated to the same period (Braun 1998). 
21 Children’s fingerprints found on mould-made lamps had already been recorded at the Polish excavations 
in Alexandria, cf. Dzierzykray-Rogalski and Grzeszyk 1991.Employing children in workshops whether as 
slaves or workers is no phenomenon even today in industries, where small size and nimble hands or fingers 
are of the essence. Studies of the fingerprints left on pottery was already undertaken in the 1960s by 
Aström on Early and Middle Bronze Age Cypriot pottery in order to identify individual potters. 
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The clay pipes of which cat. no 526 is but one example, are unusual and literary research as well 
as direct inquiries with colleagues  have not come up with any parallels of either the Hellenistic 
or Roman periods (nor the Jordanian Byzantine types produced at the hippodrome kilns which is 
beyond our time-scope), whether in Jordan, or the eastern and western Roman provinces.22 The 
research led me to examine general treatises of Greek and Roman water and sewage 
management systems (see bibliography, water management), including metal or lead pipe 
installations. It was in this category that I suggest to have found an explanation for our unusual 
pipes. J. Hansen published his technological study of the underground water supply system or 
network for Roman Arles (Hansen 1992:472-530). The lead pipes were produced locally and 
bore the name of the smith, C. Cantius Pothinus.  
 
The lead pipes are the only but numerous examples I could find that relate to our clay type and I 
posit that it is the functional and hydraulic technological advantage which could have led to the 
copy in clay by our potter.  All lead pipes, for example Hansen figs 8, 10, and section drawings 
“Zeichenerklärung” pp.526-529, are shown to have a fanning out ‘mouth’ or neck at one end 
and not a narrowed neck or mouth (like that of a closed vessel) shown on all clay pipes of all 
periods and which is inserted into the straight bodied other end making up the ‘caterpillar’ 
pipelines of Roman (and Byzantine) periods (see above cited literature and the examples). The 
only other pottery example that I can cite are the modern glazed water pipe segments which are 
like our city wall types. Here too the flanged or collared neck has been adopted because it is the 
most efficient form of water (and sewage) transport with least or no waste. It is not 
inconceivable that our potter has seen such Roman lead pipes either installed at Gerasa23 or he 
may have been instructed by a Roman military engineer24 who may have been responsible also 
for hydraulic projects working on the roads or limes, and/or may have been in charge of building 
the city wall - and even been part of Hadrian’s outfit when visiting Gerasa in the winter of AD 
129/130? Such an officer would certainly have known Vitruvius’ books On Architecture. In book 
8.6.1-11 he describes hydraulic systems and is quite specific on the type of pipes to be used: 
                                                 
22 For Jordanian clay pipes from the 1st BC to 4th AD see K. Amr’s well stratified examples from Wadi 
Musa, ADAJ 2002:Fig.24. Other examples can be found in Beirut, the Roman souks excavated by ACRE. 
Other in situ and well-known types are again from Nabataea, the Petra Siq published by U. Bellewald et al, 
PNT, Amman 2004. 
23 Less than 1/5th of the enclosed city has been excavated and much less again down to foundation levels. 
One also has to recall that most of those excavations centred on ruins of monuments like the temples and 
theatres which had no direct water supply. The two public baths and the nymphaeum have only been 
superficially explored (for restoration) and the hippodrome had its own stone-built underground channel 
that fed water directly to the euripus (A.Ostrasz Vol.1 fc). We know very little about Roman villas and 
other domestic and secular buildings in west and east Gerasa but we do know of the many cisterns that 
were near the  insulae either under the houses themselves or the decumani, and which were fed by 
rainwater (as catchments through the porous limestone), by  aqueducts (there are building blocks of the 
channels), and they could have been fed by underground pipes common in many Roman cities or towns, 
especially domestic complexes and shops like those along the cardo north of the Nymphaeum or like the 
‘Roman souks’ in Beirut, see n.22 above. 
24 See Humphrey, Oleson and Sherwood 1998: Chapter 8: Hydraulic Engineering, Vitruvius, On 
Architecture , book 8.6.1-11:pp.295-297. 
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“But if we wish to incur less expense [than with lead pipes], we must proceed in the following 
manner. Terracotta pipes with walls no less than two digits thick are to be made in such a way 
that they are flanged [! see my speculations above] at one end, so that one pipe can slide into 
and join tightly with another. Their joins, furthermore, are to be smeared with unslaked lime 
worked up with oil…everything else has to be set up as for lead pipes”.  
 
This quotation describes the lead pipes of Arles shown by Hansen (see above) which were my 
initial source of inspiration and our city wall examples. Vitruvius’ “unslaked lime” also fits the 
properties of our so-called mortar. It seems therefore a plausible suggestion and probable 
explanation that here we have an adaptation in clay of the lead type because of its functional 
properties – and as Vitruvius explains, it is cheaper. The ancient engineer also describes the 
unhealthy aspect of lead pipes “…said to be harmful to the human body…” and continues “…that 
water should in no way be carried in lead pipes if we wish to keep it healthful.” On the other 
advantages of terracotta pipes he comments: “Our everyday dining can show that the flavour of 
water from terracotta pipes is better, for everybody…uses pottery to preserve the taste.” 
(Humphrey, Oleson and Sherwood 1998:p.297) 
 
I would like to stress that the hypothetical basis on which my speculation rests are not the 
actual typological parallels of the pipes although finding parallels was at the onset of the 
search). My inference stems from the idea that the potter ‘copied’ principles of the 
technological properties and functional advantages of the lead pipes and that the new form or 
type itself was a necessary evolution but not the reason for change. The widened or projected 
collar of the neck seen on plate 4: 187 became the outer part of the pipe join of the Gerasa 
pipeline, unlike the standard examples as seen at Wadi Musa where the narrowed neck was 
inserted. The latter or standard type provides a much narrower passage at the joins of the 
pipeline which hinders flow and has more build-up of sediments. The lead type joins which may 
have been the generic models for our pipes provide a wider and smoother passage and 
therefore an even flow of water with less friction or internal obstacles at the joins and therefore 
less chance of sediment deposits. The mortar or “unslaked lime” sealing of the joins is similarly 
messy as those of the lead pipes. It is of course possible, though hardly plausible that our potter 
‘invented’ this new clay pipe, in which case he would have had to be knowledgeable about the 
hydraulic properties of the pipelines.25 
 
The most important aspect of the discovery of the underground water supply pipeline along the 
foundations inside the city wall is not the unusual type of pipe, however interesting the search 
for explanations, but what the hydraulic installation reveals. A small segment was removed in 
order to excavate underneath but the pipeline, inadvertently cut by us at the south and west 
baulks, still continues into both opposite north and south ends of our trench, since refilled (see 
                                                 
25 For the sake of argument one could take this speculation a step further and suggest that the potter could 
have worked with a Roman army in Jordan, the troops that built the via nova trajana for instance or those 
led by C. Claudius Severus at Gerasa, who would certainly have been familiar with Vitruvius (cf. Welles 
1938:p.401, inscription 56/57 on the North Gate AD 115), and became familiar with engineering aspects. 
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Manley stratification of trench 500). It is the first in situ and irrefutable proof that the water 
supply must have been part of the urban plan and the location clearly shows that the pipes and 
the last course of the foundation of the city wall were both placed in the ground together.26  
 
The implementation on the ground of the town plan for the 2nd century city, probably initiated 
by Hadrian must have included the city wall early in that century, indeed at the planning table.27 
The pottery, Gerasa Lamp, glass, stratigraphical sequence of deposits already settle a 2nd century 
date for the building of the city wall in trench 500 but the above accumulative evidence is 
further borne out by the in situ remains of the pipeline clearly bracketed together with the wall 
foundation. The residue calcium deposit lining the inner walls of the removed segments are 
proof that water flowed for considerable time through them and that the pipeline must have 
brought water to Roman buildings nearby, perhaps along the South Decumanus where the 
Polish 1982-1983 excavations found a Roman villa and large cistern underneath the remains of 
the ‘Umayyad House’.28 
 
Trench 100 has less than trenches 2000 or 500 and trench 400 only a few diagnostic sherds (plus 
small body sherds) to show for in this important section of the stratification of the first city wall. 
If lacking in quality, they are nonetheless diagnostic and vital contributions because of their 
related contexts. Table 2, fig.3:22-27 and pl. 4:217-221 show that pottery from trench 100:102 
and 100bis:squares 1 and 2  belongs predominantly to the necropolis or pre-wall phase at wall 
100 but some fragments date also to the 2nd century AD. The stratification of the uppermost two 
levels in trench 100 (see Manley, sections wall 100: 101 and 102) precludes an ongoing 
                                                 
26 After demolishing a previous building, that is the naos or temple tomb that stood there and was part of 
the necropolis which was closed like those tombs opposite the hippodrome which were closed when 
Hadrian’s Arch was built and the hippodrome followed shortly after. The same incident was already 
mentioned in part 1 or context 1. 
27 Town planning and realization follow usually in stages. It is perhaps better to view Gerasa’s Roman city 
first from the planning point of view, of what was intended which can partly be discerned from the study of 
cemetery closures I already mentioned in part 1. It is not always reliable to date a town plan or derive an 
urbanisation plan only from from the ruins of public monuments. It is quite common, even today, that a 
plan is perceived, drawn and the buildings are erected in stages, according to affordability and/or politics 
and other considerations. The city wall was clearly planned as part of the polis in the second century, and 
built shortly after judging by material evidence from all trenches and especially the situation in trench 500. 
It is an important factor that similar historical arguments - threats from marauding tribes which were put 
forward as the main reason for a late 3rd or early 4th century wall by J. Seigne 1989 (check date) do not 
apply for a 2nd century wall. I already suggested a plausible and simpler explanation for the planning and 
building of a 2nd century city wall for Gerasa, a polis of the Decapolis, see n.4. Whatever interpretation, the 
date for the first wall is not based on historical events or their reading, but founded on unshakable 
stratigraphical evidence in situ at repeated intervals along the 4 sides of the city wall and amply 
documented in this article. We know of later Byzantine repairs of the wall which could also include repairs 
or alterations during a Late Roman date for some parts, especially in areas where there were many 
occupational and strategic changes as at and adjacent to the South and South-West Gates. 
28 Gawlikowski, JAP I…The cistern was properly built and clearly part of the insulae, the  steps leading to 
the subterranean entrance and chambers can still be seen from the colonnaded passage outside the 
‘Umayyad House’ along the South Decumanus. Its later history as that of the villa is typical of Gerasa’s 
urban development until the Earlier Islamic periods. 
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association with the necropolis which had been closed by then in that area (see context 1, 
trench 100 and tomb complex).29  
 
The dirt layers underneath the tumble of the collapsed city wall constituted uppermost the post- 
wall construction layers, an accumulation of litter and occupancies of the Late Roman and Late 
Byzantine periods (see context 3). Only a few pottery fragments of these occupancies remained 
scattered on the surface or layer 101 (or our ‘topsoil’) as the only testimony in situ to these 
post-construction occupancies abutting wall 100 before the wall fell on them in the Late 
Byzantine period: they were destroyed and removed by bulldozers together with the tumbled 
blocks of the wall, as was done at trench 500 (see comments below and n.29). Below 101 was a 
level that consisted of a layer of residual dirt (102) accumulated on top of the tomb complex and 
the rocky outcrops before the wall was built; it could also include scattered debris related to the 
upper wall courses (like the core dirt fill). In either or both cases, the layer 102 became the 
original ground surface from which the construction of the first city wall proceeded. 
 
Like in trench 200, the rocky outcrops of the hypogean tomb complex in trench 100 and its 
extension 100bis were also on uneven and slightly sloped ground and not buried deep under 
this 102 deposit (see Manley sections of trench 100). The very top of level 102 or the junction 
between strata 101 and 102 was still intruded by the recent bulldozing and erosive other human 
activity there, clearly evidenced by single pieces of modern glass and Late Roman pottery 
fragments as well as modern rubbish. But the otherwise undisturbed deposit with its 
assemblage of about 400 sherds in 100:102 and circa 250 pottery sherds in 100bis: squares 1 
and 2 (level with and continuing downward on the natural rocky slope in these annexed squares 
on either side of context 100:102, see Manley 100bis) covering the excavated tomb complex, 
reveals that not much time elapsed between the final closure of the family tomb complex (of 
which our tomb must have been one of the earliest interments, see trench 100 and 100bis in 
part 1: context 1) and the building of the foundation courses of the city wall in trench 100. Like 
in trench 500 and 300, the mix of the pottery types relates to the necropolis phase dating from 
the Late Hellenistic period typically represented by fragments of imported grey ware and 
Rhodian amphora fragments, and BC/AD local lamps and 1st – 2nd century AD Gerasene pottery 
which brings the abandonment of the necropolis and the building of the city wall within the 
early 2nd century AD, already noted and described for trenches 2000,100 and 300 for the 
necropolis or pre-city wall phases.  
 
The pottery from levels 100:102 and 100bis: squares 1 and 2 (levels 1 and 2) [Fig. 3: 
22,23,25,26,27; Pl.4: 217-221] cannot pinpoint the precise date when the city wall construction 
began; one can however surmise with reasonable confidence even by this evidence alone that 
                                                 
29 See the built structures of the hypogean sepulchres opposite and underneath the south-east part of the 
hippodrome (cavea and carceres/arena) destroyed and levelled in the 2nd century to make room for urban 
expansion; the closure of that part of the necropolis was therefore in anticipation of the urban development 
whose implementation began with Hadrian’s Arch around AD 129 and later on continued with the 
construction of the circus in the mid- 2nd century AD (cf. Kehrberg and Ostrasz 1997). 
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the wall of trench 100 was built latest sometime in the 2nd century AD. Judging by the 
predominantly earlier 1st century pottery types outweighing those of the 2nd century, the wall 
was early rather than late in the 2nd century or there would have been a greater number of 2nd 
century AD sherds. Even the standard 2nd century variant of the carinated cup as seen on figure 
6: cat no. 64 and plate 4: 205 which began in the 2nd and petered out in the 3rd century would 
not jeopardize a plausible earlier 2nd century date for this entire assemblage. If anything the 
reverse could be argued that the assemblage of predominantly early pieces dates the 2nd 
century cup in this context. Same variant cups [ware and form] to cups 64 and 205 have been 
found in foundations of the Upper Zeus Temple Podium and the Hippodrome Cavea both of 
which were built in the mid- 2nd century and not later.30 Single pottery types used in isolation as 
dating evidence like single coins, do not assist much in narrowing the date of larger and complex 
contexts, and especially where there is a constant and very active use and reuse of the site such 
as along the city wall during and after construction clearly evidenced by the large number and 
homogeneous pottery found for each phase of use. 
 
Thus combined reading of the stratigraphical contexts and their entire material assemblages can 
bracket a time in a period during which construction has taken place. The ratios and numerical 
representation of common pottery types in each assemblage can reveal a much closer date than 
a single coin find. In addition, the assemblages from the other city wall trenches corroborate not 
only a time in the earlier part of the 2nd century for the construction of the city wall but each 
foundation and building phase is again substantiated in the similar kind of matrix found 
repeatedly in the same sequence in all trenches. The uniformity of this syntax in deposits at 
widely dispersed trenches on all for sides of the city wall, albeit qualitatively different in some 
due to greater or lesser erosion is remarkable. It is also positive that each foundation was at 
different heights and built in variable ways according to the underlying topography and what 
spolia was at hand at each spot we excavated (see Manley on stratigraphy and topography) – 
and yet the assemblages were in nature of typological composition, their ratios and date ranges 
much the same. 
 
Nonetheless, in order to reduce the time span in the 2nd century for the city wall, we needed 
material evidence from isolated single loci of the wall construction phase. We were able to 
retrieve some additional fragments from the core or fill of the foundation course of wall 100 
(Table 2: 117; Pl. 4: 217-221) whose wares indicate again a date to within the 1st and 2nd century 
AD (see catalogue nos. 217-221), and not later. The 1st to 2nd AD date from the same kind of 
context was corroborated by wall 400 where we retrieved a handful of sherds from the lower 
undisturbed core of still standing low courses of the first city wall along of the east side, wall 400 
(Table 2: 421.2; fig.6:81-82 and pl.4: wall 400: context 421.2).  
 
                                                 
30 Kehrberg 1989; see also Kehrberg 2001 for arguments of context related dating of individual types from 
this period. For the earlier 1st century models of the same general type of this local carinated cup see also 
the first city wall publication Kehrberg and Manley 2001, and pottery studies Kehrberg 2004 and Braemer 
1989. 
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Both wall segments 100 and 400 (as indeed those of all other trenches) were buried in massive 
wall tumble covering the inner grounds abutting the city wall. In three trenches (2000, 100, 500) 
we are dealing with top layers (original ground surface) which have been exposed in recent 
years and were contaminated including modern litter: trenches 2000, 500 and 100 were 
excavated where stretches within the city of the huge city wall tumble (the outer tumble is 
largely built over by a modern tarmac road along the perimeter of the west and north walls) had 
been bulldozed along the west and north sides of the city wall.31  Strangely, the east Wall in 
modern Jerash, not protected by the Department of Antiquities, is the best preserved stretch 
and stands in the only remaining vacant block where we placed our trench 400 (see Manley wall 
400) and removed  a bit further along to the south, the core filling from a lower course 
mentioned above (context 421.2). The tumbled wall remains of the east stretch have not been 
bulldozed but were quarried for boulders by the local inhabitants from the Ottoman Circassian 
settlement of the 19th century until today (see context 3). We were able to excavate the 
remaining bottom part and layers of the wall tumble down to the bedrock foundations and 
expose the still standing courses of the city wall which provided valuable stratigraphy for its 
collapse (see Manley wall 400). For the purpose of dating the original construction of the wall 
and its subsequent collapse, the carefully removed dirt deposits between the layered blocks 
provided corroboratory material evidence not otherwise stratigraphically retrievable (see 
Manley on excavation of wall 400 tumble, post-construction).  
 
The relative stratigraphical position of wall context 406 falls within the post-wall construction 
strata but the deposit of Wall context 406: levels 1 and 2 provide a different picture. The 
material evidence in 406 reveals that we are again dealing with a ‘reverse’ deposit, only this 
time it does not constitute pre-wall phases (context 1) but it belongs to the original inner wall fill 
which was spilt over the collapsed rows of the inner wall face falling face-down as it were onto 
the occupancy layer underneath (see below and context 3). It is the homogeneity of the pottery 
and the type of dirt with its small rubble that typify the deposit which attracted my attention 
                                                 
31 The outer periphery of the city wall tumble is largely built over by a modern tarmac road skirting the 
west and north walls, one of two reasons cited in the 1987 UNESCO report why ancient Jerash, unless  
remedied, could not be placed on the World Heritage List. The bulldozing operation was carried out in the 
early 1990s by the Department of Antiquities under the supervision of Abdel Majeed Mjelly in order to 
prevent further theft of large ornamental architectural blocks like Corinthian capitals – a favourite for glass-
topped tables - of which dozens had disappeared in a short span of time. It was also to prevent shepherds to 
enter the site through holes in the fence on the crest of the tumbled wall remains because it is believed that 
the goat and sheep herds damage the ruins and interfere with tourism traffic. It was believed by the 
departmental authorities then that the gentler slopes of the tumbled remains facilitated entry by the herds 
and theft and transport of the stolen goods along the tarmac modern road outside the city wall. No car could 
cross the tumbled remains, a wheel-borrow would be too flimsy to carry a Corinthian capital up the fairly 
steep, long and very difficult slopes to navigate between large boulders and the shepherds with their 
surefooted animals still enter the site through well-maintained holes in the barbed wire fence. As a sad 
consequence much archaeological information had been lost (cf Kehrberg fc) and not much protection 
gained. But the bulldozing had one advantage for us: it had exposed the city wall down to the lowest 
standing course which allowed us to excavate the foundations and the original ground surface which apart 
from walls 100 and 400 had not been contaminated by modern uses. 
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because it seemed out of place, and indeed was: the pottery assemblage in 406 provided the 
clue as to its origin.  
 
The outer east face of the wall that lay on top of the tumble had already partially been removed 
by quarrying for building blocks and was mixed with modern and Late Islamic materials (see 
context 3). Our archaeological stratum was sandwiched between a segment of those two dense 
layers of fallen blocks that once made up part of the inner and outer faces of the city wall: the 
pottery fragments from this ‘inter-phase’ date predominantly to the 1st and 2nd century (see 
fig.6:79 and 80).32 There were some intrusive later materials from the top mainly due to the 
disturbance caused by the robbing of stones, exposure to rain and using the site as a rubbish tip. 
But what was remarkable and ultimately revealed its original source, was the homogeneity of 
the dirt deposit with its early Roman pottery that was covering the inner collapsed face which in 
turn was cushioned between late Byzantine 6-7th AD pottery below and Islamic pottery above 
(see context 3). Whilst the Byzantine layer underneath the fallen blocks dates the collapse of the 
city wall, the ‘reverse’ layer on top of the blocks relates to the once standing wall structure. I call 
this evidence supportive and only corroborative to already established 2nd century  stratified 
assemblages of walls 2000 and 500 because some contamination at a site open to constant 
disturbance is inevitable as we have also seen at wall 100. 
 
At the actual rock surface base level of the first course of the city wall, there was a general mix 
of 2nd, 3rd-4th and 6-7th AD pottery, a haphazard and natural accumulation of residual litter by the 
inhabitants of Gerasa and Jerash during the Roman, Late Roman and Byzantine periods at that 
spot. It seems never to have been built on but some occupancies and activities clearly took place 
since the wall stood there (see context 3). The wall contains a built vault that spans across 
bedrock and seems to have no other than a purely static functional purpose. The passage 
through to the outer or west façade of the vault had been blocked by the same boulders as 
those of the original construction of the city wall. It had either been planned from the onset of 
building or had been an afterthought, the manner in which the blockage was done seems to fit 
the latter description. If it was a storage place or even resting place for soldiers guarding the 
wall it makes little sense because there were tower structures within metres, and the vault was 
totally exposed at the inner face. Since the city wall is entirely covered up by its collapsed 
tumble except for the bulldozed segments on the west side, one cannot speak of any regular 
construction feature where repeated vaulting might have taken place. Neither is it a water 
channel built to prevent flash flooding during winter rains. It remains an enigma which seems to 
relate foremost to the wall structure and statics and needs to be examined by a construction 
engineer and geologist before we can interpret a possible use of the vaulted passage during its 
prime period. No pottery other than the residual mix littering the rocky outcrops mentioned 
                                                 
32 It is interesting to point out that the lower - that is inner wall rows of blocks lay face-down in neat 
tumbled rows. This ‘arranged’ formation of collapsed masonry has been observed at other monuments in 
Gerasa, notably at the Hippodrome, the Umayyad House and still in situ, the rooms west of the west 
colonnaded temenos at the Artemis Sanctuary. 
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above was found in the dirt fill of the vault and cannot indicate any particular use or period of 
occupancy during the construction and first wall phase. 
 
Trench 300, like 2000 and 200, provided clearly identifiable contexts and the west and east 
sections outline sharply the stratigraphy and the east and west profiles of the cut for the 
foundation trench of the city wall foundations (see Manley 300:319-323, figs….). The layers and 
their deposits immediately succeeding 319 upward until 314 (see Manley fig.) can clearly be 
associated with the building process of wall 300, this context 2. But in reality, all deposits in the 
levels under tiles 307, and loci or features 308-309 (see below, and west section and top plan 2, 
Manley, wall 300, figs…), are also defined by their ‘reverse’ stratigraphy I already discussed in 
context 1 (part 1) for trenches 300, 2000 and 500. Without the intact assemblages from these 
levels, the relative stratigraphy would not have been able in itself to yield information to 
determine their actual place in regard to the city wall and in relation to the sequence of 
construction of the first city wall and subsequent occupancies. 
 
The pottery deposits from levels and contexts below 307date to the early pre-wall history of 
Gerasa and are in part also of the earlier 2nd century Ad and therefore also contemporary with 
the construction phase; they are comparable to the other 1st and 2nd century assemblages 
already discussed from trenches along the north and west sides of the city wall (see above and 
context 1).  For instance, there is no cultural-periods difference for the pottery and glass found 
in level 309 (Pl.4: cat. nos 190-201, see also Keller appendix 2), or pottery cat. nos 212-216 
found in level 319 (Pl.4), or cooking pot cat no. 83 and the rest of the assemblage in 313 (fig.7) 
which was already discussed in context 1.  
 
The for us most interesting levels with their assemblages relate to operations for the 
construction of the wall: the earliest is, of course context 323 (see Manley on the foundation 
trench), the fill of the foundation trench which had about 28 worn pottery sherds and glass 
ranging from Iron Age to Late Hellenistic and 1st to 2nd century AD (Pl.4: cat. no. 189 is the best 
diagnostic example). The assemblage relates directly to strata 322- 320/319 in the baulk of the 
foundation trench which belongs to the pre-wall phase or context 1: their pottery is identical. 
This is not surprising and by now understood as a normal occurrence related to the built 
foundations of the city wall when founded on topsoil and not bedrock, and indeed shared by the 
walls with a foundation trench, walls 2000, 500, 200 and 300. The only difference could be the 
deposits and their assemblages from these strata due to the varied underlying topography.  
 
But more importantly and as already and repeatedly stated and demonstrated, the four founded 
city wall segments share the same chronological and typological mix of pottery and other 
artifacts in deposits for the construction of the first city wall. Apart from quantity and quality, 
trench 300 is no exception to the rule and provides the same chronological range and 
typological matrix in the assemblages from 319-323 as all others (and again in the ‘reversed’ 
levels up to 307). Each tiny fragment from the deposits of these levels, paramount to the dating 
of the construction, has been scrutinized and as with all assemblages counted: each context 2 
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repertoire shows the same picture with sherds ranging from Iron Age to Late Hellenistic, 
including lamp fragments as the examples shown on plate 4: cat. nos. 90-201,212-216. The 
shared composition includes sherd-tools, animal bones, bronze fragments, flint tools and Early 
Roman glass sherds. The total number of sherds in levels 319-323 comes to 170.  
 
Two coins in 320, the ground surface of the wall, are too corroded to be specific but Bowsher 
proposes a 2nd century date because they are Roman provincial issues mostly common in the 2nd 
century AD, although they can still be found in the 3rd century (see Bowsher, appendix 2).33 He 
maintains that the find contexts determine their date of circulation which in this case clearly 
coincides with their peak period of circulation. It might be as well to mention here the 1st 
century AD coin and the Nabataean Aretas IV coin (see Bowsher), both from level 315/1 that 
had already been dated independently by the pottery assemblage to the same period range as 
the coins. 315 is again a ‘reverse’ assemblage as already shown for 312-314. We will see in 
context 3 that trench 300 provides a corroborative  ceiling date for the construction of the city 
wall there, similar to wall 500 but fortunately not bulldozed and with the features still in situ 
when we excavated them.  
 
I left trench 2000 to last because little can be said that has not yet been stated in part one. The 
construction phases are represented in Table 2 and of these strata 26, 21, 27, 31and 52 define 
the limits of the foundation and the ground surface from which building began. The pottery 
shown on fig. 6:73-78 and pl.4:202-211 is typical of the entire repertoire at wall 2000 and the 
catalogue documents further that any of these types can be found in context 1 and also in 
context 3 (see below, part 3) of trench 2000. Furthermore their quantity and ratios do not vary 
in all three contexts whether from pre-, construction, or post-construction phases (see above 
comments in context 1). The other pottery on plate 4 and figure 6 –embodying a tiny fraction of 
the actual large numbers of sherds for this context - also demonstrates the homogeneity among 
all deposits for the construction phase of the city wall, a point which I would like to reiterate 
because of its importance for a reliable date of the first city wall construction.  
 
The latest types would again be represented by the 2nd century carinated casserole dish like 
examples cat. no. 76  and 204 on figure 6, as in trench 300 and 500 and the carinated bowl type 
no. 64 on figure six of which several examples were found at trench 2000. Small Gerasa lamp 
[the bow-type nozzle] fragment no. 210 on plate 4 is the same type as no 188 from 500:528 and 
those shown on plate 5 of the post-construction levels. In other words, we are dealing still, 
rather than again with the identical original deposit of the ‘reverse’strata in trench 2000 which 
made up all three contexts shown on tables 1-3. The only difference is that we do have a slightly 
larger number of 2nd century lamp types and carinated bowls than before. I posit that this very 
slight increase of 2nd century fragments indicates the end of the necropolis dump or the top 
                                                 
33 Coins usually have a long date for their circulation, see our Nabataean coins but predominantly they 
occur in the rightful century and as Bowsher says in his report those type of coins can only be pinpointed 
with the help of the context in which they were found. It is our assemblages and stratification which helps 
narrow the date, which also fits the common date for the Provincial imperial coins. 
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layer which at the same or soon after time became the walking ground for the builder of the city 
wall, a very similar situation mentioned also in trench 300 and 500. The independent glass study 
by Keller shows the same, in that the glass types from the same deposits in 2000 also indicate a 
slightly increased  number of 1-2nd century types while in context 1 deposits the 1st century 
types predominate (see Keller appendix 1, fig.2: nos G22-G25 and catalogue). 
 
Summarizing the material evidence provided by reliable strata and their pottery deposits for the 
construction phases of the city wall in our trenches, the date falls within the early part of the 
second century AD. This is substantiated by the repeated homogeneity of each assemblage and 
within the chronological range of quantitatively substantiated pottery types which do not go 
beyond the 2nd century and the large majority remain within the 1st – 2nd century threshold. The 
glass provides the same picture and the coins, studied also independently of the contexts, in 
trenches 500 and 300 corroborate the date and seem to close the argument at least for 4 of our 
6 trenches. Trenches 100 and 400 are the poorest in relation to quantitative material evidence 
and in that neither wall possesses a foundation trench being founded on bedrock; but 
circumstantial evidence and context related stratification do not contradict an earlier 2nd 
century date – and certainly do not provide any evidence for a 3rd or later century date. The 
following and final part of the post-construction phase will show the same pattern and trench 
400 will emerge with the richest stratified in situ evidence of post-construction occupancies and 
will secure the date of the wall collapse. 
 
Part 3 
Context 3: Post-wall construction strata: trench/walls 2000, 100 - 500: 
Table 3, Figures 2:7-9; Plates 2:5-7; catalogue nos 83-129; 222-255 
 
The most interesting archaeological contexts related to phases after the city wall had been built 
[Table 3] were found in trenches 300 and 400. Trench 2000 continued with the same pottery 
types of the 1st and 2nd centuries [fig.7: 87-92; pl.5:230,233, 236-240] discussed earlier in the 
construction phase. Noteworthy are the number of lamp fragments, the large majority of which 
belongs to the two 2nd century ‘Gerasa Lamp’ types (Pl.5: cat nos. 223-224, 226-229) also 
already discussed above and described in the catalogue. Not all fragments are shown here but 
some lamp types like cat. no. 222 on plate 5 are the 1st century BC/AD type which also occurred 
trench 100:101. 500:516. The 2nd century ‘Gerasa lamp’ type also occurred in 300: 305 and 309, 
and 500:506. The earliest lamps, Late Hellenistic Grey Ware lamp fragments of the late 2nd-1st 
century BC were found again in 300:305 and 309. Very few lamp fragments in these post-wall 
deposits actually date or belong to the post-wall construction occupancies; those few that did 
belong to the Late Roman periods: 300:304, 306 of the late 2nd-3rd ( JUTZ type) and 500:514 of 
the late 3rd-4th (Hippo type) lamps typical of the Gerasa hippodrome workshops.34 There is only 
                                                 
34 See Kehrberg 2011 on the discussion of the typological development and dating of lamp groups from 
Jerash. 
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one ‘Jerash Lamp’ fragment of the Late Byzantine period or 6th – 7th century found in 400: 408 
together with other contemporary pottery fragments (fig.9:125-127; pl.6:247). 
 
Single forms of local or imported pottery are not reliable dating tools and isolated lamp finds are 
notoriously unreliable for dating a deposit, and just like single coin finds, lamp types are mainly 
useful for corroborative dating.34 Our lamp finds fit into this category, they occur sporadically in 
deposits largely composed of pottery assemblages and in many cases belong to the ‘reverse’ 
strata deposits. The lack of lamps in an otherwise copious pottery corpus is mostly due to the 
nature of the ‘reversed’ assemblages: they came from contexts associated with the early 
necropolis when burial gifts did not yet include any or many lamps.35 In contrast, the ‘Gerasa 
lamp’ fragments in construction deposits discussed in part 2, especially in trenches 500: 528, 
2000:26 and 100bis:square1:1 are relevant dating tools because they correlate in date with the 
pottery types and glass in the original in situ deposits, which in turn are corroborated by other 
stratigraphically related deposits and their pottery assemblages in the other trenches which in 
two cases also had coins adding still another piece of evidence for the 2nd century date of 
construction (see context 2, walls 300, 500 and 2000). 
 
The very few and poorly preserved lamp fragments of the Later Byzantine period from trench 
400 are more interesting because they accompany the majority of the pottery in assemblages 
that come from prime contexts associated with the post-wall strata and therefore help provide 
corroborative chronological data. The collective contexts of 407 and  408/loci 2-4 contain earlier 
and late pottery (see catalogue) in an assemblage of about 500 fragments in 408 and ca 250 in 
407 of which the majority belongs to the Late Byzantine period (Fig.9:115-127; Pl.6:121-123; 
247) of the 6th-7th century AD. Among the pottery were six Byzantine glass fragments, mammal 
bones, Byzantine tesserae36, sherd -, flint - and stone tools, one small ‘Jerash Lamp’ fragment 
(not to be confused with ‘Gerasa Lamps’ of the 2nd century) and one ‘Jerash Bowl’ fragment, 
both hallmarks for this period rounding up the homogeneous deposit with the rest of its mostly 
common and coarse ware pottery.  
 
The occupancies at wall 400: 407 and 408 must have been frequent to amass the amount of 
pottery in such a small space (there were hardly any joins) but the importance of contexts 407 
and 408 is not the mostly very ordinary pottery and associated artifacts but that they belong to 
the strata immediately underneath the tumbled blocks of the city wall (see also context 2 and 
400:406). The ca 750 pottery fragments composed of standard Byzantine hand-made coarse 
                                                 
34 I am not discussing the typological development of Gerasa lamps and their merits for other lychnological 
studies. In this examination, the main purpose of discussion on lamps and all other archaeological materials 
is to date the wall phases and establish their sequence in each trench in relation to the city wall. I have 
presented and discussed problems related to chronological typologies and classification methods of pottery 
and lamps in articles referred throughout in parts 1-3. 
35 The funerary custom to add lamps increased with the rising popularity of the Christian Church and 
adherent burial practices where the ‘light giving’ aspect associated with vigilance was one of the reasons 
for the steady increase of lamps in tombs until the end of the Byzantine era in Jerash. 
36 The AD 526/527 church of Procopius with mosaic flooring is nearby, see Crowfoot 1938:260-262. 
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ware and wheel-made common ware vessels and other artefacts date the wall collapse along 
the east stretch of the city wall to the 6th century AD, possibly due to the earthquake of AD 551 
or 554 which probably partially destroyed the church of Procopius and other buildings in 
Jerash,37 and may have destroyed parts of the west and south city wall presumably already 
under repair since the 5th century AD and structurally already weakened.38  
 
Contexts 403, 405 on top of 400:406 (Fig.8: 98,103-114, Pl.) and again 400: 411 and 412 
(Fig.9:128,129) in front of and part of the vaulted space (see discussion on wall 400 in context 2) 
predate in part the later chronological sequence and composition of assemblages identified 
above in 407 and 408. Judging by the deposits, 411 and 412 are the continuation of 403-408 and 
share the same residual mix accumulated by sporadic but frequent occupancy at the wall and 
which littered the site with rubbish, including charred bones, either dumped there by the 
residents or left there after picnics or other outdoor activities. The pottery from 403, 405, 411 
and 412 shows that the space in front of the vault seems to have been used regularly from the 
3rd century on (see catalogue entries for nos 98, 103-114, 128 and 129), but there were no post-
wall built structural features in our trench which could be associated with the deposits left 
there.  
 
One may posit that most of the Late Roman rubbish in any case could have come from sentries 
stationed at the towers or along the wall and the vaulted space used for various purposes by the 
guards as well. One can but speculate on how the site was occupied but the important point is 
that either way, be it by sentinels or inhabitants, the wall already stood there by the time the 3rd 
century pottery and rubbish began to build up on the rocky surface near and against the wall 
and inside the vaulted space. If the spot was used by guards as well as Gerasenes for picnics or 
other activities, it would strengthen the argument earlier on that the wall was not foremost a 
fortification wall but perceived mainly as a status symbol of the polis and a means of controlling 
who came and went (see context 1, n.4). Either way, once the wall stood, its main purpose was 
clearly not defensive as one can also see at walls 100 and 500 (below).  
 
An unusual find reinforces the ‘relaxed’ attitude with regard to protecting Gerasa from outside 
threats: a large block that had been carved on the narrow long side up into a ‘game board’ with 
12 holes was located presumably still in situ on bedrock in front of the vaulted space.39 The 
                                                 
37 The ‘Propylaea Church’ is dated to AD 565 and Crowfoot suggests that the church was built on top of the 
Artemis propylaea bridge once it was destroyed and could no longer be used as such, see  Crowfoot 
1938:233. On earthquakes in Jordan and Palestine see Russell 19.. 
38 See Kraeling 1938: 63-65 who suggests that the first repairs took place “towards the middle of the fifth 
century” (p.65). There are later studies of spolia used in the repair of the city wall which confirm 
Kraeling’s posited 5th century date for wall repairs, see e.g. A. Ostrasz, J. Seigne 1989,  Zayyadine 1989 
39 It was not unusual in Gerasa (and still today in Jerash) to leave unused boulders and building materials 
lying on the ground after construction; the east cavea of the Hippodrome and the podium-temenos of the 
Upper Zeus Temple both contained scattered blocks at their foundation levels which had been covered up 
by sand and other debris to form a walking level. At wall 400 where there were no domestic or other 
buildings and only a vacant area of terraced rocky outcrops (the general area contained Iron Age tombs), 
there was no need to remove blocks or debris or to cover them. Kraeling’s town plan of 1938 and aerial 
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block was prepared for a game called mandala which is still played today on a board with 12 
holes carved into a wooden block. The original counters would have been pebbles or made of 
stone or bone. One can well imagine people whiling away the time at the highest east point 
inside the encircled city, sheltered from the elements and with a perfect view of the whole town 
spreading below your feet and across the valley of the Chrysorhoas. The earthquake of AD 551 
or 554 may have destroyed the pleasant spot, or worse, but preserved for us the improvised set-
up in front of the vault with enough room for such gatherings and leisure activity.40 The pottery 
in 411 and 412, in all about 130 sherds, can no longer help establish the exact time sequence 
when the first games were played because of the earthquake disturbances but judging by the 
pottery seen on figures 8 and 9, it could have been any time after the 2nd century when the wall 
with the vault had been built, and began most probably not before the 3rd and certainly not later 
than the middle of the 6th century AD when the earthquake took place. 
 
Ending with the latest levels of trench 400, contexts 401-403 show a faint but similar picture of 
the ancient occupancies already described in levels 405-412 above and below the city wall 
tumble and down to bedrock. Being the topmost layers, contexts 401-403 (pl.7:255) contain 
material evidence that ranges from Roman pottery comparable to assemblages from 405-412 
shown on figures 8 and 9 and plate 6, but also include Late Islamic forms and ceramics of today, 
imported Chinese dishes and cups which can be bought in the suq today. The base of a hand-
made jar or jug (fig.8:99) dates to the Mameluke period as do other diverse body sherds. They 
were mixed together with some later Ottoman fragments, flints and also modern glass, animal 
bones, modern iron fragments, stones and other modern rubbish that continued to contaminate 
layer 403 underneath. From all three deposits in 401-403 we obtained 100 pottery fragments. 
 
Trench 400 may have brought forth the least precious or attractive and complete pottery but it 
has provided information that had been lost at the other sites we excavated because of 
bulldozing. Trench 400 may only have given us a supportive date for the construction of the city 
wall there but it has provided evidence for its collapse missing in all other trenches. In addition, 
the inferred evidence from contexts 406 and 421.2 corroborates a 2nd century date established 
for the wall in the other trenches. Trench 400 contained in situ a continued post-wall occupancy 
from the 3rd to 6th centuries which will be substantiated in trenches 300 and 500 below. 
 
Trenches 2000, 100 and 200 have no stratified in situ features relating to the post-wall 
construction occupancies at the wall segments the reason for which has already been explained 
above in part 2 (see n.31). The material evidence that remained scattered on the ground 
                                                                                                                                                 
photographs show that the area was not built on even in the 1930s, most likely due to the rocky and sloped 
terrain. The area east of Jerash near and outside the city wall has been the last affected by urban sprawl and 
most buildings were put up after 1967, followed by a second major wave of newcomers after 1991 which 
affected all directions. In fact, oral history has it that the town hardly changed from its ancient population 
fluctuating between 20 to 25 thousand inhabitants until the First Gulf War when there was an immediate 
influx of about 5 000 and which has since increased again by the steady flow of refugees from 
neighbouring Iraq. 
40 There was not enough time to excavate the bigger half of the vaulted space. 
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consists mainly of pottery fragments and is most numerous in trench 2000. The pottery types 
from trench 2000 phase 3 or post-wall levels 22-25, 50 (see table 3; see Manley, figs…) shown on 
figure 7 (cat nos. 87-92) and plate 5 (cat nos. 230,233, 236-240) still represent ‘reverse layers’ of 
the necropolis pre-wall phase and the construction phases of the city wall discussed in parts 1 
and 2. There are joins between deposits from levels or contexts 22,23, 50, 31 and 21 which 
demonstrates that much of the assemblages actually belongs together: a large part of the dirt 
that spread on the ground is still the spill from the foundation fill  and represents dumped 
pottery kiln and necropolis waste (see context 2 of  trench 2000). The later pottery forms are 
also those which correspond in their early to mid-2nd century AD date with the ‘Gerasa Lamp’ 
fragments on plate 5 (nos 223, 224, 226-229), again relating to the end of the necropolis and / 
or the construction phase of the wall. Very few pieces (e.g. cat nos. 230, 233, 236, 239) and like 
the lamp fragment 225 (Pl.5) are types that can be dated from the 2nd to 3rd century AD. 
Similarly the glass finds reflect the same results in that all types date to the 1st-2nd century AD 
(see Keller, appendix 1). 
 
Therefore, although still rich in the actual pottery repertoire, including sigillata imports and the 
unusual local lagynoi (Kehrberg 2004, 2006), information on post-wall phases at trench 2000 is 
scant to the point of being nonexistent. All one can say about the post-wall assemblages is that 
they confirm the  early 2nd century date for the building of the wall due to the scarcity of later 
2nd or 2nd-3rd century forms in an otherwise large pottery corpus, even considering that most has 
been removed by bulldozing. 
 
The scenario is repeated – and for the same reason - at trench 100 albeit with much less pottery 
(in all some 80 fragments) and glass but a much wider chronological scope found mixed 
together in the top stratum 101 (pl.7:254). If anything, 100 shows a similar range of stray 
pottery finds as trench 400, ranging from isolated Iron Age, Late Hellenistic, to Late Roman with 
a Late Byzantine glass fragment thrown in. What is of interest is that this mix relates to phase 3 
or the occupancies after the wall had been built and the remains accumulated there and were 
scattered before the wall collapsed. Unlike trench 400, there were built features in the area of 
and abutting city wall 100, but any stratified and context related finds from these post-wall 
installations which could date them have been removed and scattered by bulldozing the site.41 
 
Like 100, trench 200 has only one in situ post-wall layer which is at the same time the topsoil 
stratum 201. The fairly steep slope of the ground did not permit much activity at the wall of 
trench 200 as at wall 400 (see Manley on stratigraphy and topography of trench 200), and the 
area seems not to have been disturbed before and after the Circassians of the Ottoman  period 
                                                 
41 I have been eyewitness to the bulldozing along the northern and western city wall stretches explained in 
n.31.  After the events I was able to visit the spots and examine the spoil heaps which contained not only a 
lot of pottery but building blocks not pertaining to the city wall. Marks on the city wall face included 
mortar traces which derived from abutting structures. I have been able to identify Late Roman and 
Byzantine pottery which obviously once related to these built features both in the area of trenches 100 and 
500, in area 500 also beyond our trench certainly of pottery workshops in both periods. 
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built their houses in that area.42 The pottery assemblage of the only post-wall phase 201 counts 
to about 500 eclectic fragments and consists of wares ranging from the Iron Age (reflecting the 
pre-wall occupation in that area, see context 1) to Early Roman, Roman, some Late Roman and 
Byzantine pieces, including sigillata, modern glass, sherd tools, flints, marble fragments, 
tesserae, charcoal and one Early Byzantine coin dating to the end of the 4th century (see 
Bowsher, Chpt 4: Appendix: 388-392 AD). 
 
The admixture of pottery and other artifacts in context 201 parallels the evidence in the other 
trenches of the post-wall occupancies and provides fairly typical representative evidence of the 
history of Gerasa and later Jerash from the 2nd to the 7th century AD. The accumulation of the 
debris abutting the city wall also affirms that the construction of the wall occurred at that spot 
before the 3rd century which underpins the 2nd century date of construction derived from the 
relevant levels, contexts and assemblages in trench 200 (see context 2).  
 
Wall 500 was the last trench we excavated and also one which had been bulldozed in the site 
protection programme referred to previously and explained in note 31. Thus we did not remove 
any tumbled remains which had already been done, but we were fortunate that the earliest or 
uppermost strata from topsoil levels 501 to 504 (see Manley on stratigraphy of wall 500) and 
their deposits actually represent the lower part of true post-wall occupancy. Evidence of the 
upper and bulldozed levels that had built up and against the inner or east face of the west city 
wall before the collapse is still recognizable by the modern dump heaps aligned parallel at a 
small distance from the wall where they were bulldozed.43 Figures 7 and 8 (cat.nos 93-97) and 
plates 5 and 6 (cat.nos 231-235, 93-95) illustrate only a few of the rich and homogeneous Late 
Roman pottery that had once been deposited there during the 3rd and 4th century. Traces of 
plaster still adhering to standing courses and in joints of the city wall are all that remain in situ of 
Late Roman installations. The ancient Late Roman pottery dump is massive and contains also 
misfired pieces and it is plausible to suggest that the bulldozed installation features and the 
massive pottery dump, with other rubbish, related probably to pottery workshops installed 
along the city wall from the later 3rd century on. The suggestion gains weight when one also 
considers the much longer stretch of  wall on either side of our trench that the bulldozer had 
opened up during the same operation revealing further installations with masses of pottery 
overlapping our Late Roman heaps and dating to the Late Byzantine period.44  
                                                 
42 The ruins of the Ottoman houses are still intact nestling along the city wall near trench 200 and 
occupying areas not far of nearer the North Theatre district which was quite heavily used and built over by 
the Circassian population. Aerial photographs by Bonfils and Dalman’s publication of 1917 Luftwaffe 
WWI aerial photos show the Ottoman occupation of Jerash, see Dalman 1925. The most detailed town plan 
and one of the best narratives of that urban history can be found in Schumacher’s 1902 article. 
43 I foraged the spoil heaps after each bulldozing event and was able to retrieve enough data to at least date 
and identify the type of deposits and features that had been removed and dumped by the bulldozer. They 
are still there although somewhat eroded with the passage of time. We put trench 500 between the line of 
these spoil heaps and the city wall stretch that had been cleared of its tumble. 
44 My latest walk along the west city wall in November of 2005, my previous inspection was in July 2005, 
revealed additional and again very recent speedily removed city wall dump and large-scale clearing of the 
area pertaining to the south-west city gate in line with the South Decumanus. Judging by the sections and 
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Be this as it may, our trench contained sufficiently well stratified and complete pottery remains 
to recover at least part of its relative stratigraphy and to ascertain the quality and type of dump 
of this initial post-wall occupation abutting the city wall during the 3rd and 4th centuries. It also 
gives some approximation as to the quantity of pottery manufactured which has been 
considerable. The cooking pots and bottles shown on the figures 7 and 8 and plates 5 and 6 are 
only a few select examples in evidence of the above posited interpretation, they are not isolated 
finds, and from levels 501-504 alone were recovered over 2000 fragments from a small area 
(only a segment of the trench had been dug, on the procedure see Manley, trench 500). One 
must add to these the deposits of succeeding lower levels 505 and 506 which contained about 
1500 fragments and constitute the beginning of the Late Roman pottery dump. Two Late Roman 
cooking pots nos 93 and 94 (fig.7 and pl.6) were found nestling against the city wall with almost 
intact or just cracked and complete bottles like nos 96 and 231: the fractures indicate that the 
pots must have been intact when placed there rather than thrown from any height or distance. 
At most they were put on top of a dump heap in front of the wall and rolled down the dump to 
the bottom where they ended up resting against the wall as we found them. Either way these 
two pots provide additional stratigraphical evidence proving that the wall had stood already and 
for some time to allow the dump to have built up and spread, and that the space inside the wall 
was occupied for non-defensive purposes; the charred bottoms of the pots also show that both 
had been used repeatedly.  
 
Contexts 504/506 of this post-wall phase also contain some pottery and other artifacts and 
materials that originally belonged to the pre-wall phase, the necropolis phase, whose associated 
finds and their relevance to the wall have already been discussed in contexts 1 and 2 (parts 1 
and 2), like the worked bones cat no.182 and butchered bone fragments cat no. 232 found 
together with Early Roman cooking pot types shown on plate 5 (cat.nos 234,235). Without going 
into detail or repeating evidence already discussed in parts 1 and 2, all deposits of loci or 
contexts 507-516 relate in some part still to the ‘reverse’ necropolis levels dug up by the builder 
of the Roman city wall. Being left over from the foundation fill and construction dirt and strewn 
on the ground surface they were, as at trenches 2000 and 300 (see below), they merged with 
and became part of the gradual accumulation of post-wall levels. The removal of the tumble by 
bulldozer and not excavation created inevitable contamination of the exposed adjoining levels 
and contexts and their deposits. 
 
The small square of the horizontal excavation of the large waste area could not reveal the actual 
profiles and overlapping extents of the ancient dumps until they became evident in the south 
and north sections or baulks of the trench (see Manley wall 500 and figs…). In contrast, the 
compositions of the discarded pottery assemblages tell clearly how these individual piles of 
dumped waste related to one another and the wall. As one could reconstruct from the deposits, 
                                                                                                                                                 
the standing features of the gateway, much material information has been lost on the ground without it 
being studied. 
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the ground surface 520 of wall 500 was first covered during the wall construction by almost 
purely ‘reversed’ necropolis deposits of the first centuries BC and AD. Context 517 has yet 
another complete Late Roman cooking pot no. 95 (fig.8 and pl.6) and seems to be a locus 
intruding on the construction build-up in 520 which containing reversed pre-wall material in it, 
and going down to context 528. Deposits from contexts 507 down to 516, see for example the 
Late Roman bottles 96, 97 and 231 (fig.8 and pl.6, contemporary with the cooking pot in this 
context) in one part of the trench and parallel contexts (the same) as deposits from 551 to 554 
belong to the post-wall phases which relate in turn to the installations mentioned above. The 
quantity of pottery does not diminish in these post-wall Late Roman and ‘reverse’ pre-wall Early 
Roman deposits but the ratios between those two changes: the first levels 501-507 contain 
almost exclusively Late Roman material at the top level with a few intrusive Late Byzantine 
pieces from the neighbouring remains (see above). As one goes further down the ratio slowly 
changes until we find very few Late Roman and mainly Early Roman with some 2nd century 
material.  
 
Therefore, whilst the irregular and partly overlapping profiles of the dumps could not be 
delineated clearly during excavation, they showed up as profiles in the sections. In addition, the 
assemblages of our loci or contexts (the dumps) give an unequivocal clear picture which helped 
correlate their separate evidence. Late Roman glass and lamp fragments (the Hippo type, see 
above) and two 4th century Late Roman coins (see Bowsher, appendix 2) round up an already 
well furnished picture of the earlier post-wall occupation at trench 500. Plaster, alabaster, 
bones, flints, tesserae and tile fragments are some proof of the continual occupation along the 
city wall area. This not only reinforces evidence of a general ‘restructuring’ of Gerasa in the later 
3rd century;45 the wall is making its earlier existence clear not only through evidence from 
foundation levels but also on the ground surface by having been already ‘occupied’ in the 3rd 
century. This in turn adds weight to the argument, based also on structural elements, that the 
2nd century wall was intended foremost as a symbol of the refurbished 2nd century polis and had 
not been planned for defense: it seems hardly conceivable that it would have been occupied 
from the 3rd century on by cottage industries during times of supposedly menacing external 
threats as suggested in earlier articles (see Seigne 1989). 
 
The area west of the North Gate and around trench 300 was also bulldozed but at an earlier 
operation than those along the west and upper north city walls.46 We put the trench at a spot 
that seemed not damaged below modern walking level abutting the standing wall remains (see 
                                                 
45 This has become very clear from 3rd and 4th century industrial and domestic occupations of the 
hippodrome, the so-called agora north of the North Theatre (cleared by the Dept of Antiquities again with 
bulldozers but evident by its removed finds that I examined there ‘in silencio’ as the city wall dumps), the 
North-Temenos levels at the Upper Zeus Temple and indeed the industrial activities preceding the 
Cathedral (see Crowfoot 1938 and Jaeggi, Brenk, et al 1997, 1998). 
46 This was during the ‘era’ of H. Kalayan then in charge of reconstructions at Jerash for the Ministry of 
Tourism and Antiquities. Excavation was not his way to recover tumbled architecture, a trend that has 
continued under his foremost assistant A. Majeed Mjelly since he was appointed in Kalayan’s place after 
his retirement. 
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Manley Wall 300). The other reason for choosing this spot was, of course, its proximity to the 
North Gate with the inscription of AD 115 (Welles 1938:; see context 2). Our project concerned 
the archaeological examination of the Gerasa city wall foundations with the objective to date 
the first construction of the city wall. We could not conduct architectural studies of above-
ground successive historical building phases of the wall or investigate the various hypotheses on 
the North Gate (see e.g. Kraeling 1938; Detweiler 1938) whose arguments are not settled. 
 
It is interesting though not surprising to note that the uppermost levels or contexts 301-305 
(pl.7: 248, 250) show the same admixture of pre-wall and post-wall pottery assemblages already 
described in the other trenches of phase 3 or post-construction occupancies. Not unexpectedly, 
trench 300 shares the presence of Iron Age pottery with trenches 100 and 200, their closeness 
to each other makes them part of the same northern district as it were. The prehistoric sherds 
were found together with Late Hellenistic Grey Ware lamp fragments, Early Roman and 
Nabataean sherds, Aqaba ware of the same period, a 2nd century Gerasa Lamp fragment 
(pl.7:250),  and 2nd-3rd century pottery fragments. In all there were circa 800 ceramic sherds 
recovered from contexts 301-305 of which the majority of about 500 were in 305. To these must 
be added sherd-tools, mammal bones, plaster bits and especially for context 305 marble and 
bronze fragments, flints, a bone spatula fragment (pl.7: 248), tesserae and tile fragments. Only a 
few items from the catalogue have been illustrated (fig. 7: 86, and pl.6) because most fragments 
were too eroded and better examples of the same period pottery have already been shown for 
trenches 2000 and 500 (see above).  
 
There are, however, many more glass fragments in trench 300 than at the other trenches and 
whose typological date range is in line with the rest of the assemblage. Of note is again the 
varied chronology of the glass types from 301- 305, fitting in the majority two chronological 
groups from the 1st - 2nd / 3rd AD century  and in 305 mostly with the  broader date range of 1st- 
4th AD types (see Keller, appendix 1). There is one coin surface find which dates to the 4th 
century (Bowsher, appendix 2) and like the contemporary coin from 201 (see above) it could 
belong to one of the post-wall occupancies within the trench area. The ‘reverse’ nature of parts 
of the assemblages in post-wall deposits already described for trench 500 is repeated again 
albeit with less quantitative and qualitative material. In contrast, trench 300 provides a better 
relative sequence of occupancies because apparently the trench was less disturbed in the post-
wall phases.  Contexts and features 303, 304, 305 (fig. 7:86) and 306 represent one occupancy 
(see Manley trench 300 top plans and west and east sections): context 306 covered the tiles 307 
and the dirt contained about 60 and mainly body sherds of which none dates later than the late 
2nd or 2nd/ 3rd AD (see pl.7: 249). The glass and lamp fragments and imported sigillata fit into the 
same chronological category.  
 
The following contexts /features 307-308 are a small exposed part of a larger installation (see 
Manley trench 300) which could be industrial or domestic: the built (water-) channel made of 
large tiles descends slightly away at an oblique angle from the city wall and is framed by walls 
built against the lower part of the city wall structure (302). In 2005 the Department of 
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Antiquities excavated next to the North Gate including our trench 300 area where they 
uncovered a large built complex has emerged. Although unfortunately nothing is known of the 
finds and stratigraphy it seems clear from the exposed remains on the ground that our channel 
and plastered wall features (304-308) were an integral part of these larger built units. The tiles 
(pl.8) that lined the channel (see Manley on the installation and Fig…) are Late Roman and could 
be dated from the end of the 2nd /early 3rd to the 4th century. Going by the pieces in 
assemblages of the related contexts, they could fit an early 3rd century date. Level 309 
underlying the features 304-306 and tiles of feature 307 which were installed immediately on 
top of 309 represents the whole surface in the trench (see Manley west section fig…..).  
 
The dirt deposit of 309 contained about 500 pottery fragments (see pl.4:190-201) and 
represents clearly another mix composed of ‘reverse’ strata and or mixed with construction and 
immediate post-construction residual remains. The chronological range is the same as in 305 
(fig. 7:86, pl.5:241-246) and 306 which covered the channel installation, and in fact continues 
the same from 301 down. The pottery types and wares range from 1st century BC/AD, Early 
Roman to Roman 1st – end 2nd AD, Nabataean, sigillata and include Late Hellenistic Grey ware 
and 2nd century ‘Gerasa’ lamp fragments as well as Early Roman 1st century BC/AD glass 
fragments (Keller, appendix 1). There are again marble, tile, bone bronze pin fragments and 
tesserae and sherd-tools. Whilst there are no joins it looks like the continuation of the same 
accumulation already registered for 305 which is not surprising as 305 is the ‘dirt floor’ adjacent 
to the channel 307  and only divided by the small retaining wall 304. One could say that the 
separate contexts from 303 to 309 in fact constitute the same archaeological strata which is 
certainly borne out by the identical artifact and pottery assemblages from these contexts (see 
Manley for sections and the top plans and their interrelationship) 
 
The remaining deposits from 310-314 reflect the above admixture of predominantly early 
pottery and the same kind of assemblages in the contexts which are in many cases 
precautionary artificial divisions of the same occupancy. The Early Roman cooking pot no. 83 in 
313/313.1 (fig.7, see also pl.5, rims 84 and 85) is a point in case and has already been referred to 
in the pre-wall phase and the construction phase. Trench 300 is similar to trench 500 in that the 
‘reverse’ assemblages (whether dug-up or part of the foundation trench baulk) occur as an 
almost homogeneous mass in post-wall strata. That they are disturbed deposits ‘once-removed’ 
in relation to their find spot is apparent by the poor condition and jumble of the pottery and 
other finds. There were about 750 pottery fragments in the deposits from 310-314 which as 
before also contained some sigillata (pl.7:251) bone, convex tile fragments, marble and bronze 
fragments and flints. The latest pottery dates to the 2nd century but many fragments date to the 
1st century BC and AD (see pl.7:251-252) and most of the lamps are typical for the 2nd century. 
One lamp fragment in 312 (see pl.7: 251) could belong to the 2nd-3rd type lamps but the rest are 
all 2nd century and earlier which corresponds to the range of pottery types and wares. The 
convex tile fragments could have belonged to a roof of a building that had been destroyed and it 
seems that they are of the same origin as the tiles found in 312 and 313. So too is the cooking 
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pot no 83  shown on figure 7 whose various fragments came also from 312 and were found 
together with hand-made coarse ware jar fragments which were lined with a purple sediment. 
 
One gains the impression that the pottery and other finds from the interrelated contexts 
described above derived from a domestic complex. Most fragments represent fairly ordinary 
ceramics, there are storage jar fragments, kitchen ware and some table dishes, a reasonable 
number of lamps, some imported sigillata with one or two cream ware pieces (from south 
Jordan) and an unusually high proportion of glass fragments all of which fit well within a 
household. Flints and sherd-tools (Kehrberg 1992, 1995) would not be an alien feature in a 
kitchen throughout the classical period at Gerasa. The remaining lower contexts or strata of the 
post-wall construction do not change in the repertoire as again shown below and on plate 7: 
253.  
 
Contexts 315-316 contain what appears to be an organized layer of boulders strewn among the 
dirt but the deposits within do not change at all. The pottery from 315-316 (pl.7: 253) ranges 
again from Late Hellenistic to Early Roman, sigillata and sharing the tile fragments as well as 
bone, bronze, sherd-tools and flints in previous contexts. It was here in 315 that we found the 
two Nabataean coins of Aretas IV (Bowsher, appendix 2, and above parts 1 and 2) which recall 
that in the upper levels were found Nabataean pottery sherds, just like in trench 2000. One can 
only hazard a guess whether the ‘boulder layer 315-316’ relates to the construction of the upper 
wall courses – in order to strengthen and consolidate the otherwise soggy soil at that spot47 - or 
whether it related to the immediate post-wall occupation, either way seems possible. If the 
latter seems more plausible (chronologically both are apt) then one may further risk suggesting 
that the larger complex mentioned above (excavated by the Jordanian authorities) which seems 
to have had some connection with our installation of contexts 304-308, could have been in 
some way related to the manning of the north gate or perhaps to the workmen or soldiers 
employed there for other largely architectural engineering projects.  
 
                                                 
47 The wall descends here from a steep height which began at trench 200. The foundation trench at 300 was 
very low down and cut into the natural terra rosa Jerash soil that had accumulated metres deep at the foot of 
the rocky outcrops near the north cardo and north gate where trench 300 was located. The massive 
foundation wall itself testifies the static need for 1) strong support for the upper wall in this area that is 
seasonally bogged by run-offs from rain water and to carry the weight of the steeply graded city wall which 
only reached a horizontal level approaching the north gate and cardo. I came across similar massive 
underground support for walls in my 1983 trench at the north-west corner of the Decumanus/ Cardo/ 
Tetrapylon. There, too, was a lot of accumulated terra rosa that was periodically soaked with absorbed run 
offs from the winter rains. The soil was so damp that its salinity damaged the pottery, including sigillata 
and stone imbedded in the foundation deposit of the decumanus. Our trench 300 was almost level with the 
decumanus and belonged to the same natural terrain at the foot of the northern rocky terraces which 
constituted the northern civic district of Gerasa, including the agora on the north side of the Decumanus 
and facing the North-Theatre; the clearance of the agora was another bulldozing work carried out by the 
Department of Antiquities in the later 1990s under the supervision of A. Majeed Mjelly who also 
completed the rebuilding of the Tetrapylon and the North-Theatre for performances during the annual 
Jerash Festival.  
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The city wall, streets and external roads, as well as aqueducts for the nymphaeum and other 
public fountains (the South Tetrapylon, Kraeling 1938: 103-117), the west public baths complex 
near the north gate, and the underground water supply systems for domestic purposes as seen 
in trench 500 (see above 500:526-528)  all needed a regular team of workers. It is common 
knowledge from other Roman cities in the western provinces like Nimes or Arles (see the 
underground hydraulic systems referred to for trench 500, part 2) and in fact along the western 
Roman frontier and in northern Africa, that it was the Roman army and their auxiliary troops 
stationed there which executed these public works as well as engaging local workmen. The 
Roman Near East, especially Jordan is less well documented, but the early 2nd century South 
Gate of Gerasa has already been documented as having had guard rooms annexed to the gate 
(Detweiler 1938: 149-152; Wagner and Seigne 1990?). It stands to reason that the North Gate, 
the other end of the main road through Gerasa, could equally have provided accommodation 
for guards and troops involved in the civic engineering projects and their constructions for 2nd 
century Gerasa. 
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Chapter 2: Table 1: JCWP 2000-2002. Pre-construction strata: key 
contexts and their homogeneous deposits and assemblages, Figs 2:1–5 and 
Pls 2:1–3, 8-9 * Ceramics and glass are listed by their generic cultural definition 
Wall/ 
Trench 
Contexts 
Levels 
loci 
Pottery* Lamps* Assemblage 
and context 
features 
Glass*; 
coins; 
metals 
Joins/ of 
same 
objects in 
diff. 
levels 
JCW2000 
[S-W @ S-
Th] = 
JCW00 
 
28-30; 53-
63 
2nd-1stBC;1st 
BC/AD; L. Hell. 
Painted Gerasa 
ware, Ter.Sig. 
1st 
BC/AD; 
1st-2nd AD 
 
Residual litter; 
1st BC/AD 
pottery kiln  
waste 
Glass 1st 
BC/AD; 
Nab.Coin 
ObodasIII 
 
28/29/30 
55/25 
JCW01. 
100 
[N-W at 
Tomb 109] 
03;Dromos:
04-05,11-14 
[104-5,111-
114] 
1st BC/AD; 
L.Hell 2nd -
1stBC, Iron Age 
L.Hell,1st
BC/AD; 
L.Hell 
Residual; 
Dromos fill 
Glass 
L.Hell- 
E.Roman; 
103/104; 
105/109; 
105/114 
JCW01.109 
 
09: Tomb 
finds in 
intact burial 
chamber 
L.Hell. later 2nd 
BC imported 
(bull, rhyton) 
and local 
models:camels 
lagynos, 
clepsydra 
 
 Burial gifts 
with skeletal 
remains of a ca 
8 year old child  
Glass 
astragals, 
counters 
2nd BC; 2nd 
BC coin 
Demetrius 
I ; gold 
pectoral, 
iron strigil, 
bro. fibula 
109/105 
(one leg 
in 105 of 
bull 
model 
no.15 in 
chamber 
109) 
JCW02. 
100bis 
[April 02: 
excavator 
E.Oweis 
DoA rep.] 
N.B. area 
disturbed 
by robbing 
post 2001 
excavations 
W of tomb:  
Contexts: 
‘square’1, 
levels 1,2,3: 
1/1, 1/ 2,1/ 3 
[100.1/1; 
100.1/2; 
100.1/3] 
  
1/1[top layer]: 
L.Hell, 1st 
BC/AD, 2nd AD 
1/ 2[mid-layer]: 
1st BC/AD, 2nd  
AD 
1/ 3 [above bed 
rock]: 
Iron Age, L.Hell, 
1st BC/AD, 2nd 
AD 
2nd AD 
Gerasa L. 
Extended 
excavations 
east and west  
and along city 
wall of tomb 
103-114 
complex: 
residual litter; 
spilt  fills of 
other chambers 
under the wall 
  
 E of tomb: 
‘square’ 2, 
levels 1,2,3: 
2/1,2/2,2/3 
[100.2/1; 
100.2/2; 
100.3/3] 
2/1 [top layer]: 
L.Hell,1st 
BC/AD, 2nd AD 
 
 =upper/ 2nd 
foundation 
course of city 
wall, level with 
removed 
column drum 
frgt 
Bone frgts  
 2/2 [mid-layer]: 
L.Hell, 1st 
BC/AD 
 
 =lower/1st 
foundation 
course of city 
wall, level with 
moulded block 
and voussoirs 
in wall and 
drum frgts 
  
 2/3 [above bed 
rock]: 
Iron Age,  
1st BC/AD, E. 
Roman 
 = walking level 
at base of  1st 
foundation 
curse, covering 
slope of rocky 
outcrops  
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Table 1: JCWP 2000-2002. Pre-construction strata: key contexts and their 
homogeneous deposits and assemblages, Figs 2:1–5 and Pls 2:1–3, 8-9 
 * Ceramics and glass are listed by their generic cultural definition 
 
JCW01. 
200 
 
03-05 
[203-205] 
Iron Age, L. 
Hell, 
E.Roman,Ter. 
Sig. 
L.Hell, 1st 
BC/AD 
Top level and 
baulk of  wall 
foundation  
trench 
Glass E. 
Roman 
 
 06-07 
[206-207] 
Iron Age, poss. 
Hell 
 Bottom layer 
of baulk and 
above bedrock 
  
JCW01. 
300 
 
22,25,26 
[322,325-
326] 
Iron Age, L. 
Hell, 1st BC/AD, 
Ter. Sig. 
 Baulk of wall 
foundation 
trench 
E. Roman 322 poss. 
with 320 
Cut surf. 
JCW02. 
400 
No stratified 
pre-wall 
contexts 
  Mixed residual 
on bedrock 
  
JCW02. 
500 
 
 [518-525] 
poss.contam
inated by 
constr, and 
earthquake 
  Some mixed 
layers of pre-
wall dirt  dug 
up for found. 
trench   
  
18 & 19 2 lagynos frgts, 
1stBC/AD, E. 
Roman, Ter.Sig.,  
some 2nd  
L. Hell, 
Gerasa L., 
E. Roman 
L. 
Residual & 
necropolis 
Rubbish, 
E.Roman pott. 
kiln waste 
  
20 & 21 L. Hell, AqW, 1st 
BC/AD, Ter.Sig. 
E.Roman, some 
2nd  
 Same    
23  
Contami- 
nated layers 
 
25 
1st BC/AD, 2nd  
 
 
 
1st BC/AD 
 Necropolis 
residual with L. 
Hell. plain and 
painted stucco 
frgts, of a 
naos? 
5th AD 
small coin 
 
Glass 
E.Rom-
Roman 
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Trench/
Wall 
 
Contexts 
Levels 
loci 
Pottery* Lamps* Assemblage 
and context 
features 
Glass*; 
coins; 
metals 
Joins/ 
of same 
objects 
in diff. 
levels 
JCW2000 
[S-W of S-
Theatre] = 
JCW00 
[building 
surface, 
boulder 
platform, 
trench fill] 
 
21,26,27,31,
32 
 
 
 
7,10,11,14, 
31,52 
2nd-1stBC;1st 
BC/AD, 1st-2nd 
AD, few 2nd AD, 
Aqaba Ware 
 
2nd-1stBC;1st 
BC/AD, 1st-2nd 
AD, few 2nd AD, 
Aqaba Ware 
 
1st-2nd AD 
l, 2nd 
Gerasa L 
 
 
Gerasa L. 
Residual litter; 
mostly fill 
from 1st 
BC/AD dug-up 
pottery kiln 
waste 
 21/31 
 
 
 
 
 
14/27 
21/31 
JCW01. 
100 
[N-W 
above 
Tomb 109] 
Building 
surface and 
wall fill 
 
02; 17 
[102;117, 
117.1] 
 
 
17.1 
1st BC/AD; 2nd 
AD, few L 
Roman-3rd 
 
 
Roman  
1stBC/AD Residual; but 
contaminated 
by bulldozing 
of tumble and 
post wall 
occupation 
layers 
Modern, 
Roman 
glass; 
modern 
rubbish 
 
JCW02. 
100bis 
[April 02: 
excavator 
E.Oweis 
DoA rep.] 
N.B. area 
disturbed 
by robbing 
post 2001 
excavations 
W of tomb:  
Contexts: 
‘square’1, 
level 1 
Sq.1/1 
[100.1/1] 
  
1/1[top layer]: 
L.Hell, 1st 
BC/AD, 2nd AD 
 
2nd AD 
type // to 
Gerasa L. 
Extended 
excavations 
east and west  
and along city 
wall of tomb 
103-114 
complex: 
residual litter; 
spilt fills of 
other chambers 
under the wall 
Like trench 
01.100 
contaminat
ed due to 
bulldozing 
same area 
and 
exposure 
to rubbish, 
disturbanc
e 
 
E of tomb: 
‘square’ 2, 
levels 1 
Sq.2/1 
[100.2/1] 
2/1 [top layer]: 
L.Hell,1st 
BC/AD, 
E.Roman, 2nd 
AD 
 =upper/ 2nd 
foundation 
course of city 
wall 
Bone frgts  
JCW01. 
200 
Baulk,build
ing surface, 
trench fill 
 
02,03,04,05,
08 
[202-208] 
Iron Age, L. 
Hell,1st BC/AD, 
Roman, Ter.Sig. 
L.Hell, 1st 
BC/AD 
residual Glass E. 
Roman 
 
 
JCW01. 
300 
Building 
surface, fill 
of trench 
19,20,23 
[319, 320, 
323] 
 
Iron Age, L. 
Hell, 1st BC/AD, 
Ter. Sig 
E.Roman 
 residual E. Roman, 
1st BC-AD 
323 links 
with 319 
 
JCW02. 
400 
bedrock, 
06,21/2 
[406;421/2] 
 
Few 1st BC/AD, 
2nd AD, Roman 
 Residual, 
above bedrock-
under fallen 
 For 406 
cf 
408,411, 
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Table 2: JCWP 2000-2002. Construction strata: key contexts and their 
homogeneous deposits and assemblages, Figs 2: 4–6 and Pl. 4,  
* Ceramics and glass are listed by their generic cultural definition 
 
wall fill 
from fallen 
wall; wall 
fill in situ 
 
wall poss. 
mixed level 
 
For 421.2 
cf 406 
JCW02. 
500 
Building 
surface, 
foundation 
course 
trench fill, 
foundation 
for pipe 
527 
 
26,28, (27), 
29 
[526,527, 
528,529] 
 
 
526 pipe 
Iron Age, L Hell, 
1st BC/AD, 
mostly 1st-2nd 
AD, Ter.Sig. Gr 
Ware 
 
1st-2nd AD 
Gerasa L Some mixed 
pre-wall 
(necropolis-) 
dirt dug up for 
found. trench 
of wall and 
pipe 
E Roman-
Roman 
glass 
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Wall/ 
Trench 
Contexts 
Levels 
loci 
Pottery* Lamps* Assemblage 
and context 
features 
Glass*; 
coins; 
metals 
Joins/ 
of same 
objects 
in diff. 
levels 
JCW2000 
[S-W of S-
Theatre] = 
JCW00 
[building 
surface, 
boulder 
platform, 
trench fill] 
 
22,23,24,25,
50 
 
 
 
 
1st BC/AD, 1st-
2nd AD, few 2nd 
AD,Ter.Sig., 
Nabataean, 
cream W, Gerasa 
painted ware 
 
1st-2nd 
AD, 
Gerasa L 
 
 
 
Residual litter 
and 1st BC/AD 
dug-up pottery 
kiln waste 
 22/23 
22/50 
 
31/21/25 
 
 
 
 
JCW01. 
100 
[N-W 
above 
Tomb 109] 
Building 
surface and 
wall fill 
 
01 [101] 
 
 
 
Iron Age, L. 
Hell, Roman 2nd 
AD, few L 
Roman-E Byz 
 
 
Roman  
1stBC/AD Residual; but 
contaminated 
by bulldozing 
of tumble and 
late occupancy 
and modern 
rubbish 
LByz/ 
Umayyad 
glass, 
Basalt, 
marble 
 
JCW02. 
100bis 
[April 02: 
excavator 
E.Oweis 
DoA rep.] 
N.B. area 
disturbed 
by robbing 
post 2001 
excavations 
bulldozed    Extended 
excavations 
east and west  
and along city 
wall of tomb 
103-114 
complex 
Modern 
litter 
 
JCW01. 
200 
top soil 
surface 
layer  
01[201]  L. Hell, 1st 
BC/AD,  
Ter.Sig.E.Rom., 
L.Rom., Byz 
L.Hell, 1st 
BC/AD 
Residual, 
evidence of 
post-wall 
occupancy, 
disturbed 
Glass 
modern; 
E.Byz 
coin: 
388/392A
D,  
 
JCW01. 
300 
Bulldozed 
area, 
original 
Topsoil 
layer 
disturbed   
 
 
 
 
 
 
01,04-14; 
15* [301, 
304- 314; 
315*] 
301; 
304-07; 
309-11; 
312-14; 
315* 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Iron Age, 
E.Rom,Rom.,L.
Rom[301];E.Ro
m.,Rom.L.Rom,,
Nabataean,Aqab
a W., Ter.Sig., 
[304-07]; 1st  
BC/AD,Nabat.E.
Rom.2nd AD 
[309-11]; Ir. 
A,L.Hell,1st 
BC/AD, E.Rom, 
2nd AD [312-14]; 
Ir.A.,L.Hell,1st 
BC/AD,mostlyE.
Late 2nd 
L. 
L.Hell.L.,
Gerasa L. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Residual, 
occupancy, top 
layer 
contaminated 
 
 
 
315-318/19* 
could be pre-
wall  
 
 
 
 
 
Roman, 
E.Rom. 
glass 
 
2 
Nabataean 
coins: 
Aretas IV 
[315*] 
 
 
 
 
 
 
312/313 
314/312/ 
313 
 
317/318 
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Table 3: JCWP 2000-2002. Post-construction strata: key contexts and their 
homogeneous deposits and assemblages, Figs 2: 7–9 and Pls 2: 5–7  
 * Ceramics and glass are listed by their generic cultural definition 
 
 
 
Rom, cream W. 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
JCW02. 
400 
Above 
bedrock  
foundation 
strata, 
below + 
above 
tumble 
 
01-3, 05,06* 
07-12 
[401-
03,405,406* 
407-412] 
 
[06*: poss. Wall 
fill:1st BC/AD, 
2nd AD, Rom.] 
Prehist.,Ir.A.,L.
Hell, E.&L. 
Rom, Byz, E.-L. 
Islamic, Modern 
Jerash L. Residual, 
occupancy and 
litter, partly 
mixed through 
recycled 
occupancy and 
exposure from 
looting blocks 
Byz., mod. 
Glass, 
mod. 
Metal, 
bones, 
flints, 
For 
401/402, 
406 cf 
408,411, 
 
 
JCW02. 
500 
Post wall, 
mostly 
L.Rom. and 
L. Byz 
kilns/waste, 
tumble 
bulldozed 
 
01,03-16 
[501,503-
516] 
507-516: 
rich deposits 
of pre-wall 
necropolis 
material 
disturbed 
and with 
intrusive 
post wall 
deposits of 
kiln waste 
 
 
 
L.Rom,L. Byz,1st 
BC/AD,Ter.Sig.  
L.Rom. Cooking 
pot [504, 506]*; 
2nd AD, 1st 
BC?AD, L.Hell. 
Nabataean, 
Rhod. Amph. 
*505/6: bottom 
of L. Rom. Kiln 
waste dump, 
resting on and 
merging with 
507 necropolis  
(upturned?)and 
construction 
phases pottery 
L.Rom  
Hippo 
type,L.,Ge
rasa L, 
BC/AD L. 
Residual, some 
dug up necrop., 
for found.; 
pott. kiln 
waste, 
occupancy, 
mod. rubbish  
Byz,E 
Rom. & 
L.Rom 
glass, 
ivory, 
BC/AD 
painted 
plaster, 
marble, 
alabaster; 
non-
identifable 
coin [poss. 
L.Rom, 
506] 
501/502 
501/503 
504/506 
 507-517: 
cf with 
2000 
trench 
JCW00.2
8-30/53-
63:pottery 
and 
plaster  
from 
necrop. 
phases 
JCW00-02 stratigraphy correlation by I.K
Page 1 correlation
CORRELATION OF STRATIFICATION FROM WALLS 2000; 100-500: KEY CONTEXTS: analysis I.Kehrberg[-Ostrasz]
earliest contexts are at the bottom of each sequence, latest at the top, [*pre- or contemp]
JCW00 JCW01 JCW01 JCW01 JCW02 JCW02
PRE-CITY WALL N     2000 S 100 Tomb 200 300 400 500
see Table 1 North    53 South   28 103 dromos   fill          104 208 dug-up fill 319 none 521
see Figures 1-5 54 29 104 105 203* 320 bedrock 523
see Plates 1-3 55 30 106 111 204 322 525
56 107* 114 205 325 528*
57 Tomb    fill            109 206 326 518-519*
58 cut of dromos       113 207 520
59 cut of tomb           110       bedrock 210 all 555
60-61 door' of tomb        112 all 556
62-63         bedrock     108
JCW02.100 bis:squares 1 and 2
100.1/1 100.2/1
100.1/2 100.2/2
100.1/3 100.2/3
CONSTRUCTION
see Table 2 33 cut 33 107 foundation 202* contemp with wall 315 406* 526
         ground surface 52 26 102* contemp with wall 208 found fill 316 421.2 527
see Figures 5-6 wall 6 wall 6 203* ground surface 317 possibly wall fill 528*
See Plate 4 32 32 318 boulders 518-519*
31 31
21 21 312-314 contemp?
14 -
11 -
10 27.2
7 27
retaining wall 8
POST WALL PHASES
see Table 3 50 22 101 201 303 401 501
see Figures 7-9 23 102* 202* 305 402 to 508
see Plates 5-6 24 306 403 507.2 to
25 309*? 405 512
310 406* 515-519
311 407 all 551
312-314 * ? 408 all 554
         bedrock 409
JCW01 FINDS AND CONTEXTS FOR TRENCH 100/ WALL 100: Ina Kehrberg-Ostrasz
Field archaeologist: John Manley with Andrew Card assisted by Iman Oweis
abbreviations: IA-Iron Age, LH-Late Hellenistic, ER-Early Roman, R-Roman, LR-Late Roman, EB-Early Byzantine,
 LB-Late Byzantine, U- Umayyad,ETS-East Terra Sigillata (Jordanian chronology) total
context level/context ceramics glass coins lamps other finds comments quantity join in level
JCW01.101 1 R, LR-EB, IA LB-U bones, marble , disturbed ca 80
basalt, sh-tools
102 2 1stBC/AD,R,LR modern, R  BC/AD bones,flints , contaminated ca 400
metal, sh-tools
plaster
103 3 IA,LH,1stBC/AD, LH or ER? LH, 1stBC/AD metal, sh-tools ca 100 same in level 4
ER, ETS flints,stone
104 4 IA,LH,1stBC/AD, LH 28 same in level 3
*105 5 IA,LH bones,flint, *leg of no15 ca 45 connect with 
upper fill of sh-tools,stone, found inside 109 tomb fill
dromos charcoal tomb/ cont. 109
*109 fill of tomb burial gifts: ceramics: 3 camel figurinesnos.10,3,14, buffalo no.15, rhyton no.4, lagynos no.5, 'bell'no.6, connect. with
tomb content LH plus 24 gold leaf flower petals (pectoral), bronze fibula, iron objects, context 105
glass 'counters' and ' knuckle bones' one coin, burnt offering dromos upperfill
111 11 IA or LH, LH sh-tools,bone, ca 50 same as level14
dromos fill charcoal
114 14 LH bone 40 same as level11
dromos fill
117 & 117.1 locus in 107 ER-R behind column handful
frg, found.course
JCW01 FINDS AND CONTEXTS ANALYSIS:TRENCH 200/ WALL 200: Ina Kehrberg[-Ostrasz
Excavator: John Manley with volunteers Kate Wolrige and Marita Manley
abbreviations: IA-Iron Age, LH-Late Hellenistic, ER-Early Roman, R-Roman, LR-Late Roman, B-Byzantine, EB-Early Byzantine,
 LB-Late Byzantine, U- Umayyad,ETS-East Terra Sigillata, sh-ts-sherd tools (Jordanian chronology) total
context level/context ceramics glass coins lamps other finds comments quantity join in level
JCW01.201 1 LH,1stBC/AD,ER modern, B one marble,tess., topsoil ca 500
R,LR,B sh-tools,flints,
charcoal,
202 2 IA, LH,1stBC/AD, 1stBC/AD,LH flint,bone,sh-ts ca 200
R, ETS
202A 2 LH,ER sh-ts locus ca 30 same level202
203 3 IA,LH,ER,ETS R 1stBC/AD bone,sh-ts,flints ca 450
204 4 IA,LH,ER,EST ER LH bone,flint,tess, ca 150
sh-ts
205 5 IA,LH,ER bone,flint,sh-ts lab.analysis 50
stones
206 6 IA or LH stone, sh-ts quality too poor 5 tiny sherds
207 7 IA or LH stone, sh-t quality too poor 1 sherd
JCW01 FINDS AND CONTEXTS FOR TRENCH 300/ WALL 300: Ina Kehrberg-Ostrasz
Field archaeologist: John Manley with Andrew Card assisted by Iman Oweis
abbreviations: IA-Iron Age, LH-Late Hellenistic, ER-Early Roman, R-Roman, LR-Late Roman, B-Byzantine, EB-Early Byzantine,
 LB-Late Byzantine, U- Umayyad,ETS-East Terra Sigillata, Nab-Nabataean, sh-ts-sherd tools (Jordanian chronology) total
context level/context ceramics glass coins lamps other finds comments quantity join in level
JCW01.301 1 IA, ER, R-LR R bones,sh-ts,plaster ca 250
few tile frs
302 2 LR sh-ts, 3 tile frs too poor 4 diag. 25
304 4 ER, R R R sh-ts ca 40
305 5 IA,ER,Nab,R-ER R 1stBC/AD,R marble,metal,sh-ts ca 500
flints, tess,
bone spoon fr
306 6 R (2nd),ETS R R (2nd) bone,plaster, ca 50
sh-ts,tess,metal
307 locus large R tile frgs for channel
309 9 LH?,1stBC/AD ER, R R (2nd) marble, tile frs, metal: ca 500
ER, R, Nab, ETS bones,tess,metal bronze ornam.
sh-ts
310 10 R (2nd) R sh-ts,bones, ca 35
mortar , tile frs
311 11 R prob R (tiny) 5 tile frgs,sh-ts too poor quality 8 b-sh's
bone
312 12 ER, R, ETS, ER-R ER-R sh-ts,many tile frs, ca 500 same as 313
bone,flint,marble
313 13 LH,1stBC/AD, tile frs,sh-ts,metal ca 80 same as 312
ER-R,ETS
locus 313.1 cooking pot ER fragments 1/3missing same as 313
314 14 IA,LH,ER,ER-R ER-R tiny bone,sh-ts,tilefrs ca 60 same as312,313
tiny bronze,flint
315 15 IA or H,1stBC/AD 1Nab?AretasIV? bone,sh-ts,tilefrs 70
ER, ETS flint
locus 315.1 1Nab?AretasIV? coin only
316 16 IA,LH,1stBC/AD LH or ER sh-ts,tile frs ca 45
ER, ETS
317 17 IA,LH,1stBC/AD ER sh-ts,stone,bronze ca 50
ER
318 18 IA,LH,1stBC/AD ER 1stBC/AD flint,sh-ts,bronze ca 100
ER,ETS
319 19 possIA,LH, ER sh-ts,bones, tools UK lab ca 100 links with 323
ER,ETS bronze,flint
320 20 IA,LH-ER 2 coins LH sh-ts,flint,bas.m. tools,basalt mort. ca 28
v bad cond'n bronze,stone  to Yarm. lab
322 22 IA,LH-ER poor quality 18 poss like 320
323 23 IA,LH,1stBC/AD BC or AD sh-ts,flint ca 38 links with 319
325 25 LH,1stBC/AD,ETS flint,sh-ts poor quality 12 tiny+25
326 26 1stBC/AD flint 3 b-sherds
JCW02 Finds,contexts TR.Wall 400
JCWP02 FINDS AND CONTEXTS ANALYSIS : TRENCH 400/ East WALL 400 (north of South - Decumanus): Ina Kehrberg[-Ostrasz]
Excavator:John Manley assisted by Eman Oweis and volunteers Andrew Card, Vince Cherubini, Guy Jillings, Anne Poepjes
abbreviations: IA-Iron Age, LH-Late Hellenistic, ER-Early Roman, R-Roman, LR-Late Roman, B-Byzantine, EB-Early Byzantine,
 LB-Late Byzantine, U- Umayyad, Isl-Islamic, ETS-East Terra Sigillata, sh-ts-sherd tools (Jordanian chronology) total  pottery Phot no of
context level ceramics glass coins lamps other finds comments quantity join in level DigitalPhot
JCW02.401 1 modern,ER,LR- modern tess.,mod.metal topsoil/contam. ca 20 frgts cont.pott.
Byz, Isl (ca 50 pieces) sh-ts,bones residual nos1142 -1149
401 single pottery register nos.
402 2  LH,1stBC/AD -  modern flint,bone,sh-ts mixed, residual 29 frgts same as 401 cont.pott.
Maml,modern tess,metal,stone nos1302?1303
402 single pottery register nos.
403 3 LR, LByz, poss sh-ts, tess,flint residual,contam ca 50 cont.pott.
EBA,Chalco prob 6/7th no 1304
403 single pottery register nos.
405 5 Byz, LR,IA orHell, bone,sh-ts,flints residual ca 200 cont.pott.
EBA,ARS tiles,tess, postwall Lbyz nos1305-1307
405 single pottery register nos.
406 6 poss Rom only limestone chip residual 7 cf 408.2,411 cont.pott.
1stBC/AD,2ndAD b-s only no1308
406 single pottery register nos.
407 7 Rom,LR,Lbyz,ARS bone,sh-ts,tiles residual ca 250 cont.pott.
EBA, Chalcol.,ETS,JB ARS same405? nos1309,1310
407 single pottery register nos. poss cf 405
408 8 LByz 6th/7th,BA   Byz(1328,1330,1331) JL frgt glass,bone,tess, below tumble ca 30 cont.pott.
408 single pottery register nos. sh-ts,shell residual no 1311
408.2 8 locus 2 LR,LByz,EBA,Ch   Byz (1329) stone, sh-ts,bone   locus ca 150 cont of 408 cont.pott.
408.2 single pottery register nos. flint,tess cf 406 no1312
408.3 8 locus 3 LR,LByz,ER   Byz(1340) stone, sh-ts   locus ca 150 cont of 408 cont.pott.
408.3 single pottery register nos. no1339,1340
408.4 8 locus 4 LByz,EBA/Chalc   Byz( cf 408.2) stone, sh-ts,flint   locus ca 150 cont of 408 cont.pott.
408.4 single pottery register nos. stone,flint,bone locus ca 35 see 408.2 glass no 1313
411 11 LR, Lbyz,ARS Byz (1332) sh-ts,tess in front of vault ca 100 cf 406 cont.pott.
EBA,Chalc,ER/LH,ARS
411 single pottery register nos. nos1324,1325
412 12 LR,ER,Lbyz,EBA/chalc sh-ts,bones in front of vault ca 30 cont.pott.
412 single pottery register nos. no1326
context: standing wall south of trench 400: wall construction fill
JCW02.421 locus 21 LByz,Rom-Byz half sherds of top of tumble ca 14 nos1314,1315
421 single pottery register nos. one vessel exposed standing layer of wall fill
JCW02.421.2 locus 21 BC/AD & Erom-Rom snail shell sealed innerfill 12 cont.pott.
level 2 latest sherds 2nd AD below exposed layer nos1316,1317
421.2 single pottery register nos.
JCW02 Finds,contexts TR.Wall 500
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JCWP02 FINDS AND CONTEXTS ANALYSIS: TRENCH 500/ West WALL 500 (north of South-Decumanus) : Ina Kehrberg[-Ostrasz]
Excavator:John Manley assisted by Eman Oweis and volunteers Andrew Card, Vince Cherubini, Guy Jillings, Anne Poepjes
abbreviations: IA-Iron Age, LH-Late Hellenistic, ER-Early Roman, R-Roman, LR-Late Roman, B-Byzantine, EB-Early Byzantine,
 LB-Late Byzantine, U- Umayyad, Isl-Islamic, ETS-East Terra Sigillata, sh-ts-sherd tools (Jordanian chronology) total  pottery
context level ceramics glass coins lamps other finds comments quantity join in level DigitalPhot
JCW02.501 1 LR&LB   Byz tess,bones topsoil/contam. ca 300
501 single pottery register nos. new rim type? pott. kiln dumps
JCW02.502 2 xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
JCW02.503 3 LR, few LB   LR tile frs,sh-ts,tess  kiln dump ca 250
503 single pottery register nos. bones,metal, homogeneous
plaster  
JCW02.504 4 LR   LR tile frs,sh-ts,tess   kiln dump join with 506 mendJar504-06;
504 single pottery register nos. cookpot join;ETS ivory pot,mortar   homogeneous ca 1500 (cooking pot) cont.pott.
some ER 1st/2nd marble,ptd plaster ivory pot
ivory knob&pot
JCW02.505 5 LR, some 2nd   LR tile frs,sh-ts   kiln dump cont ca 400
505 single pottery register nos. metal,bone,tess
limestone fr
JCW02.506 6 LR, some 2nd   LR coin Gerasa L fr tile frs,ivoryknob  pottery dump & ca 750 join with 504 ptd plaster;
506 single pottery register nos. ETS flint,ptd plaster   rubbish tip ivory knob
alabaster,bones,mortar,tess coin
JCW02.507 7 1st,2ndAD,LH,   ER flint,bones,sh-ts,   rubbish tip ca 750 very similar to cont.pott.;Nab;
507 single pottery register nos.  1stBC/AD,ETS/A tess,mortar, JCW2000 pre-w ETS;stamp.amp.
  Nab Cr w
JCW02.507/2         7, locus 2 ER, LH,Gr W   ER tile frs,mortar,   rubbish tip ca 200 same as 507 cont.pott.
507/2 single pottery register nos. tess,bones,sh-ts cf 504/06 for
plaster wh plaster
JCW02.508 8 LH,ER,1stBC/AD 1stBC/AD frgs butcher'd bone,   tip,homogen.   ca 2000 Rhod.Amph;
good ER material ETS/A,Arretine bone,stone t's good early stuff butch.bone;
508 single pottery register nos. Rhod.Amph resid,necrop. stone tool
JCW02.509 9 xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
JCW02.510** 10 ER wasters,1stBC/AD, tile frs,sh-ts, ER kiln waste?   ca 250 see JCW00**
510 single pottery register nos. ETS/A,lagynos? wasters residual ADAJ 45,2001
IA, 1st BC
JCW02.511 11 ER, 2nd,Gr W, plaster,sh-ts, residual, tip ca 500
511 single pottery register nos. ETS tile frs as 510
JCW02.512 12 LH,ER,IA,2ndAD stone chip ts, residual ca 100
JCW02 Finds,contexts TR.Wall 500
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context level ceramics glass coins lamps other finds comments quantity join in level DigitalPhot
512 single pottery register nos. Gr W, LR(intrus) sh-ts, bone slightly contaminated level
ETS/A,lagynos
black TS
JCW02.513 13 R,LR tess, sh-ts residual &kiln ca 40
513 single pottery register nos. waste mixed
contaminated level continued
JCW02.514 14 LH,ER,lagynos*,  coin LR 'hippo' type stone ts,sh-ts, residual with  ca 400 coin;ptd plaster
514 single pottery register nos. 2nd,LR (bottles, intrus.) tile frs, contaminated level continued
ETS ptd plaster
JCW02.515 15 LH,1stBC/AD, tile frs,stone, residual ca 75
502 single pottery register nos. 1/2nd AD,2ndAD sh-ts, homogeneous
ETS, Gr W
JCW02.516 16 1stBC/AD & wasters,2nd 2x 1st BC/AD L flint,sh-ts, poss 2 periods: ca 50+ ca 50 diag bottle;cont.pott.
516 single pottery register nos. ETS,LR (bottle,intrus.),H+LH, early&late2nd
Nab coarse w contaminated
JCW02.516.2 16. Locus 2 1stBC/AD,ER,ETS sh-ts,tile frs, residual&kiln w  ca 250+ 20 diag continu'n of 516
516.2  single pottery register nos. 2ndAD(early-late) bone,stonechips  still contamin.
JCW02.516.3 16. Locus 3 ER,Gr W,2ndAD tilefrs,sh-ts,bone residual&kiln w  ca 100+50 diag continu'n of 516
516.3 single pottery register nos.   (early-late)  still contamin.
JCW02.517 17 LH,1stBC/AD,2nd tile frs,sh-ts residual  ca 30 tile frs as 518 stucco;
517 single pottery register nos. AD(early-late),IA stucco
JCW02.518 18 1stBC/AD,ER,early 2nd Gerasa L,LH L tile frs,sh-ts, residual, rubbish   ca 400+ diag cont.pott.
a key context 2  lagynos shoulder frs pipe fr+mortar tip with kiln waste
518 single pottery register nos.
JCW02.519 19 predom 2nd 1st-early 2nd L tile frs,sh-ts, residual, rubbish   ca 100+ diag cont.pott.
519 single pottery register nos. (early-late b-sh's) stone chips tip with kiln waste
JCW02.519.2 19. Locus 2 ER,1st&2nd AD BC/AD L fr tile frs,sh-ts, residual, rubbish   ca 200+diag cont.pott.
519.2 single pottery register nos. ETS stone chips,
plaster
JCW02.520 20 1st-2ndAD,1st waster,very few true tile frs,sh-ts, residual, rubbish   ca 250+ diag
520 single pottery register nos. 2nd,see v.fine pinched handle, stone chips
JCW02 Finds,contexts TR.Wall 500
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Aqaba w, LH plaster
JCW02.521 21 1st- 2nd waster,1st BC/AD, sh-ts residual homog.  ca 280 ptd plaster;
context level ceramics glass coins lamps other finds comments quantity join in level DigitalPhot
521 single pottery register nos. few LH, Aqaba w, ETS ptd plaster? kiln waste cont.pott.
1 pinched handle, ware 1st-2nd
JCW02.522 22 xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
JCW02.523 23 1st,1st-2nd, coin sh-ts,flint,stone foundation ca 300 coin;cont.pott.
523 single pottery register nos. 2nd wasters, Chalco tile frs,mortar trench cut? diag. ca 75
JCW02.524 24 xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
JCW02.525 25 1st glass sh-ts,tile frs, ca 100 cont.pott.
525 single pottery register nos. plaster ca 15 diag.+sh-ts
JCW02.526 26 Roman water pipe foundation ca 6 diag forms water pipe;
526 single pottery register nos. pott:2nd, few 1st-2nd,LH cont.pott.
2nd pinched handle:ware same as pipe
JCW02.527 27 embedding of 
527 single pottery register nos. water pipe
JCW02.528 28 1st-early 2nd predom, IA,some Gerasa L sh-ts,tile frs foundation ca 350 GL;cont.pott.
528 single pottery register nos. BC/AD,some 2nd wasters bones ca 60 diag.
JCW02.529 29 1st,2nd, 1st BC,LH grey w,ETS, sh-ts last found.level 14 cont.pott.
529 single pottery register nos. green w below pipe 4 diag. forms
Trench 500-bis levels (separate loci of narrow sounding along city wall: south-half of trench below 517/518 context across whole trench): only for better samples, not context 
JCW02.551
JCW02.551.2 551 locus 2 LR sh-ts  ca 25 b-s only cont.pott.
JCW02.551.3 551 locus 3 Chalco/EB, ER, LR tiel frs, ca 75 cont.pott.
ETS
JCW02.552
JCW02.552.2 552 locus 2 prehist,1st BC/AD,ER sh-ts, tile frs ca 100 cont.pott.
552 locus 3 same as loc.2 sh-ts, tile frs ca 50 tools
JCW02.553
JCW02.553.2
JCW02 Finds,contexts TR.Wall 500
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JCW02.553.3 553 locus 3 prehist,ER,1st tile frs,sh-ts,plaster ca 200 cont.pott.
incis./ptd lagynos shs fossil
JCW02.554
context level ceramics glass coins lamps other finds comments quantity join in level DigitalPhot
JCW02.554.2 554 locus 2 prehist.,ER,R tile frs,sh-ts ca 75 cont.pott.
JCW02.554.3 554 locus 3 ER,R, prehist tile frs,sh-ts, ca 80 cont.pott.
ETS marble t'd
JCW02.555
JCW02.555.2 cont.pott.
JCW02.555.3 555 locus 3 prehist, ER, R stone chips, ca 250 cont.pott.
JCW02.556 preh,ER,R tile frs,sh-ts, ca 300 cont.pott.
2nd (->3rd), ETS stone chips
JCW02.556.2 sh-ts
wall100 bis. Eman Oweis excavn April 2002
JCWP02 FINDS AND CONTEXTS ANALYSIS:  TRENCH 100bis* WALL 100bis : Ina Kehrberg[-Ostrasz]
Excavator: Eman Oweis, April 2002, DoA excavation * following excavation of Trench 100
abbreviations: IA-Iron Age, LH-Late Hellenistic, ER-Early Roman, R-Roman, LR-Late Roman, EB-Early Byzantine,
 LB-Late Byzantine, U- Umayyad,ETS-East Terra Sigillata (Jordanian chronology) total
context,square level ceramics glass coins lamps other finds comments quantity join in level
JCW02.100.sq 1 1 LH,1st BC/AD, early 2ndAD residual,surface ca 60
west side of tomb [jcw02.100.1/1] LH grey w, ER top 2nd found'n
tile fr, wasters course
2 1stBC/AD, resid.
[jcw02.100.1/2]  2nd,Pompeian sh-t's lower,1st found. ca 36
type local bowl course level to
poor moulded block
3 IA,LH,1stBC/AD, tile fr, flints, resid., walking ca 56
[jcw02.100.1/3] ER, no late 2nd sh-t's level below 1st
4 IA,LH,1stBC/AD, LH found'n course
covers bedrock
JCW02.100.sq 2 1 LH,1stBC/AD, 2 bone frgs resid., level with ca 45
east side of tomb [jcw02.100.2/1] Rhod.Amph, removed col.dr.
2nd AD top 2nd found'n
course
2 LH, LH grey w, flint resid., ca 30
[jcw02.100.2/2] 1stBC/AD,ER lower,1st found.
course level to
moulded block
3 IA,ER-2nd, poor tile fr, sh-t's resid., walking ca 20
[jcw02.100.2/3] level at base1st
found'n course
covers bedrock
and tomb
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Chapter 3 : Late Hellenistic and Early Roman Gerasa. Concluding remarks on aspects of Gerasa 
before and during the building of the City Wall (Pl.3:1, synoptic plans) 
By 
I.K-O 
 
Our 2000 to 2002 excavations of Gerasa’s city wall foundations brought to light conclusive evidence 
prompting the emendation of the maintained third-early fourth century AD date for the city wall 
construction (Seigne 1992; Seigne and Wagner 1992). As demonstrated in the previous Chapters One 
and Two, quantitative archaeological data from several well-spaced soundings along the wall 
persistently placed the construction of the foundations in the early second century AD. Thus the 
‘Jerash City Walls Project’ with the aim to examine the wall foundations and their archaeological 
contexts at the south, north, east and west segments of the city wall was successfully concluded in 
2003.  
 
The  major discovery in the first sounding or trench 100 of season  2001 was not a city wall 
foundation trench;  we had already gleaned from the rocky outcrops surrounding our trench that 
these would have been part of the city wall foundations (see J.M., Chapt.1, wall/trench  100, Pl. 1: 1-
2). Beneath a layer of dirt and Roman pottery sherds litter accumulated near and against the wall 
were rocky outcrops on the highest point of which stood the lowest course of the city wall. 
Excavating further along the standing remains - the wall tumble had been removed on this spot by 
the current inhabitants  to make a ‘sloping passage’ for their goat herds to graze on the ancient site - 
laid bare the extent of the rocky terrain and revealed a complex of hypogean tombs which the 
builders of the Roman city wall had in part sealed and built on as part of the rock foundations. Some 
of the architectural blocks of this early complex were incorporated in the foundation course 
(Pl.1 :1).1 A short passage led to an accessible sealed rock-cut chamber lying partly under the city wall 
and now the modern road built on top of the wall remains.The excavation of the entrance passage 
(dromos) exposed a carved doorway, still sealed by large blocks, and the rock-cut burial chamber 
from an earlier historical period of Gerasa. The small chamber showed that  the deceased was a 
young child (Pl. 1 :2). The burial gifts could not conclusively determine whether it was a boy or a girl; 
the skeletal remains confirmed the age of the child of about 8-10 years of age before puperty.2  
 
As has already been detailed in above chapters 1 and 2, and discussed several articles (Kehrberg 
2004, 2006, 2018), the ceramic objects and other acroutements of the burial as well as the pottery 
sherds in the dromos fill (Pl.1 :2 plan; Pls.2:1, 3,8,9 ; Figs 2 :3,10) ascertained that the interment took 
place in the Late Hellenistic period, to be precise in the second half of the second century BC, 
confirmed by a coin of Demetrius I found at the feet of the deceased. These grave goods – especially 
the rhyton, the lagynos and bull model, as well as the wreath of gold leaves, glass counters and 
astragals game set, and the iron strigil firmly place second century BC Gerasa, then called Antioch on 
the Chrysorhoas, in the Late Hellenistic Mediterranean world. 
                                                          
1 Other areas of Gerasa’s necropolis clearly showed where hypogean tombs had been cleared and /or sealed before they 
were incorporated in the foundations of Roman public buildings. This occurred as part of the closure of the necropolis areas 
where urbanisation had been planned and subsequently executed. Among others, examples from the Hippodrome 
foundations of the east cavea, the Upper Artemis Temple complex, the Upper Zeus Temple complex each contained 
hypogean tombs of the earlier necropolis, as well as other city wall foundations like wall/trench 500 (see chapters 1 and 2). 
Publications are too many to cite here but are noted in the bibliography under the monuments. 
2 The osteological examination of the skeleton was done by research staff at the Yarmouk University, Anthropology 
laboratory, and courtesy of Prof. Ziad al-Saad. 
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The pottery models excepting the rhyton are unique finds unparalleled in Jordan and indeed beyond. 
Yet, these very vases - and the lagynos - provide the link which proves Gerasa’s ties, politically under 
the Seleucids, with the region still prevalently under Ptolemaic cultural influence. The three camel 
models and the toy clepsydra also allow speculative insight into the young owner’s family and status 
because they are not ritual vessels or specifically made burial gifts like the bull or buffalo model 
adorned with a tenia for sacrifice, or the ritualistic rhyton and lagynos, and the gold wreath. It is 
probable that these toys reflected real life, telling us that the deceased was the child of a well-to-do 
merchant who owned a camel caravan trading in oil and wine (Kehrberg 2006, 2011 and 2018). The 
set of glass astragals and counters are toys of the deceased child and have been used in his or her 
life-time as were the camels and the strigil - just like the animal models in contemporary childrens’ 
tombs of the Hellenistic cemetery discovered in Ptolemaic-Punic Carthage (Gauckler 1915 and Sintas 
1950). 
 
The clepsydra began its ancient Egyptian origin as a water-clock which was adapted to serve different 
purposes. What is significant is the association of our clepsydra with the camel models: here we have 
models representing caravan trade in wine from Rhodes identified by the model amphorae strapped 
to the back of the camels. They mimic the real amphorae found at Jerash, Um Qays, Pella, Amman, or 
townships of that period. Like the amphorae, the model clepsydra is a realistic copy of a bronze or 
copper vessel, faithfully rendering the metallic features and bronzed colour. The x-ray3 showed that 
the basket handle was indeed tubular and open-ended where it joins the body, copying its function 
to extract and release water from shallow puddles through its sieve-like bottom. It is a personal item 
carried on the belt to be at hand should the traveller come across precious water. Similar water 
retrievers were found on earlier Iron Age sites in Jordan not far from Jerash. In the same historical 
and geographical contexts one is also familiar with examples of animal (zoomorphic) vases - horses 
and mostly donkeys - carrying jars and baskets: like our Hellenistic toy-models and contemporary 
Punic examples from children’s graves, they are wheel-made and the modelled applied features give 
them an individual, often comic aspect. The cultural ‘Egyptianised’ Ptolemic Hellenistic influence in 
Gerasa is brought home by another feature of the funerary ritual, perhaps part of the lagynophoria. 
Reconstructed archaeological evidence from Ptolemaic tombs in Egypt confirmed the sacrificial ritual 
of the bull where a hind leg of the bull - such as our pottery model - was severed (one hopes after 
slaughter!) and put in the dromos with the fill and closure of the tomb. The one missing hind leg of 
our bull model in the burial chamber was found in the dromos fill in front of the blocked entrance, 
clearly re-enacting the Ptolemaic funerary ritual and peculiarly reminiscent of Egyptian tradition to 
recreate virtual reality for a successful after-life.  
 
Apart from the lagynos found in the chamber which also has its origin in the orientalised Hellenistic 
version of the Dionysiac funerary symposium introduced by the Ptolemies in Egypt – the 
lagynophoria – and which was popular throughout the Hellenised world, the coherent picture book 
story of our tomb moves Jerash firmly within the orbit of the Hellenised East. Jordan shared the 
Ptolemaic cultural dominance with its coastal neighbours far down to the Red Sea and as far as North 
Africa. If monumental proof were needed, it is lavishly displayed in the Hellenistic palace of Qasr al-
Abd at the princely domain of Iraq al-Amir. The partially restored ruins still fit the description of a 
                                                          
3 Courtesy of the Jerash Hospital. 
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‘paradeisos’ in Flavius Josephus’ account of the misfortunes which befell the Tobiads once in the 
service of the Ptolemies, and Hyrcanus’ infamous demise under the Seleucids (Will et al 1991). 
 
And yet, Hellenistic Jerash is still little known and has even been suspected of exaggerated grandeur. 
Previous studies had to rely on scanty and very fragmentary archaeological evidence patching 
together ancient authors’ comments, inscriptions, coins, ceramics and uprooted architectural pieces. 
Excavations from the late 1920s on have revealed that many makers of Roman monuments reused 
earlier Hellenistic architectural blocks – and not in their original place or function. This practice of 
‘recycling’ ornate or plain older building material, or spolia, increased with time and as Jerash grew – 
the more architecture, the richer its quarrying for recycling (e.g. March 2002). But historical/political 
events overtook and shaped Gerasa (Hellenistic Antioch on the Chrysorhoas) like any other of its 
sister cities which not only affected the public monuments, and almost certainly altered panoramas 
in many places, but shaped the daily lives of its citizens.  
 
Concentration on visible monumental remains and their restoration is in part responsible for our 
flawed knowledge of the pre-Roman inhabitants of Gerasa. Apart from the literary accounts, notably 
by the 1st century AD historian Flavius Josephus and epigraphical references, until the last few years 
there has been little archaeological material evidence of the second and first centuries BC townships. 
Yet we know it to be there underground, since older publications comment briefly on pre-Roman 
occupation at such sites as the Cathedral complex and the Roman Artemis Sanctuary. Adding to 
these, later publications of isolated Late Hellenistic-Early Roman architectural remains in Gerasa have 
not been able to redress the overall historical lacunae. 
 
But archaeological investigations are gradually covering more ground and gaining new insight. With 
increased excavations, more architectural pieces from Late Hellenistic buildings are recovered, often 
being part of foundations of first and second century AD edifices. One such, and perhaps the best 
documented case is the Late Hellenistic Temple of the Zeus Sanctuary, a number of whose richly 
ornamented blocks were found in the underground vaults of the 1st century Roman temple, situated 
on the lower terrace of the Gerasene sanctuary. One may reasonably propose that the Hellenistic 
naos was probably founded within the walls of the Zeus sanctuary, but the true location of the 
monument remains unknown to this day. The same may be said for other Hellenistic buildings whose 
existence we know of by their recycled blocks, but whose actual location stays hidden in the ground. 
But the quality of these remains speaks for the quality of life which was, like our tomb shows, not 
that of an impoverished community. Little expense was spared by Gerasa’s urbane citizens to furbish 
temples and tombs with the latest fashionable decor and acroutements. 
 
Historical mentions of Gerasa come mostly in the form of historical vignettes dating from the 3rd 
century BC. The earliest Hellenistic reference is by Ptolemy II or « Philadelphius of Egypt » (283-246 
BC). Gerasa’s Jordan came under his rule and he renamed Amman [the Iron Age capital Ammon] 
Philadaelphia. Apart from the traditional attribution of the Hellenistic settlement in the wake of 
Alexander the Great and his general Perdiccas dating back to the 4th century BC, the next factual 
record mentions Gerasa as having been renamed Antioch on the Chrysorhoas. This name is attributed 
to one of the Seleucid kings, probably Antiochus IV, whose Syrian royal house took over the rule of 
this region from the Ptolemies in the 2nd century BC. 
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The next leap into recorded historical notoriety is at the end of the 2nd century when Gerasa is 
mentioned by Flavius Josephus in his account of Theodosus of Philadelphia. Theodosus the tyrant 
was toppled and fled to Gadara (Um Qays) where he was also driven out as an undesirable resident. 
One might suppose that the Gadara citizens did not wish to be held hostage by angry Philadelphians, 
or feared to be usurped by the sanction seeker himself ? He escaped to Gerasa where he sought 
sanctuary at the Temple of Zeus; rumour has it that he hid his treasures there as well. The Gerasa 
Temple of Zeus was known as an inviolate sanctuary for anyone seeking refuge, perhaps the rumours 
of appended wealth helped persuade the priests to harbour the notorious tyrant. 
 
Possibly the last major historical event of Gerasa’s Hellenistic time is related in the ancient biography 
of Pompey the Great. This local history is also documented by ancient inscriptions and collaborated 
by recorded political movements and revolts of the 1st  century BC in the whole region. The story 
tells of the Hasmonean High Priest and then ruler of Gerasa, Alexander Jannaeus who ruled from 
102-76 BC. Roman historians were the first to narrate the First Jewish Revolt in which it is alleged 
Gerasa’s ruler took an instigative part. Pompey put down the revolt as an immediate threat to 
growing Roman interest in the Levant. In order to avoid further trouble – from the Roman point of 
view  - in the region, he declared Gerasa to come under the jurisdiction of the Roman Province of 
Syria, a fate the Geraseans were surely not too unhappy about because it greatly enhanced their 
status to belong to a Roman province, as well as greater protection – and trade. In 63 BC Pompey 
founded the Decapolis ‘union’ of 10 cities – a final act to pacify and protect local as well as Roman 
interests. His ambitions, if such they were, were indeed fulfilled for the next three centuries. 
 
Lacking Hellenistic architectural sites – domestic and public alike - the main indications for the size of 
the Late Hellenistic population are provided by the necropolis with her large hypogean tombs 
(Pl.3 :1), and strange though it may seem, through excavated pottery kiln waste and other rubbish 
dumps. The dirt fill in the hippodrome foundation trenches of the cavea and those of other Roman 
monuments contained wasters of the first century BC. The fill on most sites was taken from nearby 
waste dumps belonging to pottery kilns and their potters workshops and dwellings, and quarry 
workers operating the underground necropolis still in use in the 1st century BC over much of Gerasa 
(Kehrberg-Ostrasz 2019). 
 
The largest intact and earliest dump was found in situ directly underneath the west City Wall just 
north-west of the South Theatre, trench 2000. The deep foundation trench for the city wall had been 
cut into a massive pottery waste dump whose earliest pottery dates to the late 2nd – early 1st century 
BC with the latest pieces to the end of the first century AD (see above chpts 1 and 2 ; Figs 2 :1-2, Pl. 
2 :1). The big size of the dump site suggests that it could have been shared by several kilns near by. 
This latest discovery accords well with Schuhmacher’s 1898 general mapping of the south-west 
necropolis and one can now accept the equation of contemporary tomb deposits and kiln waste. The 
association of necropolis and pottery workshops is well-known at the Kerameikos in Athens. 
 
The finds are important for ceramic studies and judging by the quantity of the discarded ceramics, 
their productions almost certainly exceeded the needs for burial gifts and catered for the living as 
well. In this context, the dumps also provide the closing date for the south-west necropolis and of the 
pottery workshops on the terrain. A Nabataean coin of Obodas III and Hellenistic glass in the ‘city 
wall kiln dump’ are one of the last vestiges of a once prosperous Late Hellenistic population. 
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The unusual contours of the city wall in the southwest corner behind the cavea of the theatre and 
skirting around the upper sanctuary of Zeus complex may not be due to the topography (see Braun 
1998). One could argue that it is almost characteristic of Gerasa’s builders of the Roman period (the 
Hellenistic ones we may infer but cannot judge) to do the minimum by not removing rocky outcrops 
whenever rocky surfaces could be included in constructions or just left in place. This economical 
attitude of avoiding unnecessary labour (and cost) is apparent in many places. It is probable that 
another consideration has prompted planners to leave that part intact when constructing the city 
wall. It is feasible that some areas of the sacred grounds of the Hellenistic necropolis were respected 
and remained untouched in the earlier phases of urban expansion. The enclosed southwestern rocky 
outcrops with their caves at the upper sanctuary may have continued to be used after closure of the 
actual cemetery as an ‘improvised’ open-air sanctuary, perhaps in association with the cult of the 
dead (Kehrberg 2011). After all, the Gerasene were familiar with Nabataean customs, there was a 
Nabataean Temple on the northwestern necropolis which served funerary rites, and the picturesque 
terrain with grottoes, some vegetation and small rocky outcrops fitted the memory of Hellenistic and 
Nabataean practices and landscapes alike. It would explain the curious fact that the external cave 
entrance below the furthestmost south side of the city wall was not blocked when the 2nd century AD 
city wall was built on top: it has remained open to this day (it is now in a private courtyard and used 
by the owner) and the grottoes have been used by the local population past and present as 
sanctuary, passage, stables and cool resting place. 
 
An unusual quantity of limestone fragments of small animal statuary of vulture-like birds, eaglets, et 
al. as well as altar fragments were found in the 1999 excavations in front of the grottoes, south of 
the temenos of the upper Zeus temple. They were probably ex voto of the necropolis or of the ‘open-
air sanctuary’, or belonged to both. The small stone sculptures recall terracotta animal figurines but 
are too fragmentary and the style too simple to date accurately; the find context gives at least an 
indication of antiquity of the pre- and earlier temple phases. It is doubtful that the pieces can be 
associated with the upper sanctuary and cult of Zeus. 
 
Excavations further east of the grottoes revealed, that in the process of preparing the grounds in 
order to build a modest second century porticoed structure, the ‘banqueting hall’, two hypogean 
shaft tombs had been destroyed (Braun 1998). The excavations of the area about 10m further west, 
toward the grottoes, came across a particular lot of disposed fragmented pottery and ashy soil which 
provides the earliest evidence so far known of cemetery closure. The immediate proximity of the two 
destroyed rock-cut shaft tombs and the ashy soil leave little doubt that the pottery came from, or 
was at least associated with, the burials which had been removed when the tombs were emptied, 
and one presumes the interred laid to rest elsewhere. The bulk of the pottery dates to the end of the 
2nd and 1st century BC (Kehrberg 2004). Since the pottery from the emptied tombs shows that the 
closure of the necropolis there, without necessarily destroying the tombs, occurred well before the 
construction of the South Theatre (80 AD), the City Wall (early 2nd AD) and the Upper  Zeus Temple 
complex (ca 163 AD), it may be possible that building of the Late Hellenistic temple of Zeus in that 
vicinity (Seigne 1986, 1997) arrested the establishment of hypogean tombs. 
 
The excavations on the east slope where the grand stairway to the upper temple was originally 
placed, showed that the rocky slope was once roughly terraced. The terracing exposed small natural 
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rock cavities with traces of their inner surfaces having been trimmed or ‘tidied up’. The fill of these 
cavities has provided collateral evidence for dating the closing operations of kilns associated with the 
necropolis and ex-voto offerings in this area. Layers of pottery and small round patches of ashy earth 
recall sacrificial offerings. The pottery in the bottom layers dates to the first century BC but the top 
layers finish in the first century AD. Considering that this area was part of what was probably an 
open-air sanctuary or may have been a ‘funerary garden’ (supra and Kehrberg 2006), the small fires 
and offerings in these cavities could also be associated with funerary rituals of the Later Hellenistic 
period.  
 
Summing up, the earliest evidence for urban spread and of shifting use of space, that is before 
Roman construction took place, is provided by tombs, their contents, closures and final destruction. 
Almost the same information can be gained from the pottery workshops associated with the 
necropolis, mostly by their kiln waste products. These closures occurred at the theoretical stage of 
‘town planning’, as it still does today, the realisation of which was implemented later by the gradual 
or phased construction of monuments. Indirect evidence, such as above, can reveal more about the 
population, planning of urban growth and the date than the scattered monumental buildings 
themselves. 
 
Limestone quarries operated in Gerasa on and during use of the necropolis in the last two centuries 
BC and AD (Kehrberg and Ostrasz 1997; 2017). It appears, judging by the recent tomb finds, that the 
first quarries were Late Hellenistic, at least on the South-West Necropolis and probably also in the 
central area associated with the Nabataean ‘Temple C’ which still bears stone cutting marks outlining 
the  negatives of building blocks.  
 
The hypothesis that Gerasa grew from one central nucleus in the south and gradually spread to the 
north of the city, was presented on the basis that the sanctuary of Zeus was the first, and most 
important sacred site (Seigne 1986, 1997). Chronological ‘expansion’ was equated with northward 
urbanisation. From this generally adopted view derived the idea that architectural blocks of the first 
centuries BC and AD reused as spolia elsewhere belonged to this early southern cult centre. Recent 
evidence for the reuse of 1st century BC spolia shows that the early building material was evenly 
distributed in situ in north and south Gerasa (of the western half known today as ancient Jerash), 
which may suggest that the urban size of the city was already broadly defined (see e.g. Kehrberg and 
Manley 2002). Once one accepts the possibility that the north was also populated in the first two 
centuries BC, there is little reason to assume that the second century AD population needed to 
transport spolia as building material all the way from the south to the north of the city. It appears 
reasonable to propose instead, that the Gerasene quarried for ready-made blocks nearby the 
building site. 
 
The latter is reinforced by three known first and early second century temples in the northern 
‘district’. These are the first Artemis temple known only from inscriptions found at the Artemis 
sanctuary (Parapetti et al 1986 ; Parapetti  1998), the remains of Temple C (Fisher 1938), and the 
excavated but concealed remains of a third temple dated to the end of that century, the so-called 
Dionysus temple under the Cathedral (Jäggi, Brenk, et al: Jäggi, et al 1997, 1998). Three known 
temples in the northern half alone, spreading over the first century and into the earlier second, and 
not forgetting that these shrines, even if for funerary cults, must have represented a well established 
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community, bespeak of simultaneous urban planning in the north and south. The combination of 
these factors can be regarded as a serious challenge to the often adopted view of a singular 
‘southern nucleus’ whence urbanisation radiated. 
 
As evidence has shown, Hellenistic and Early Roman pottery kilns have operated before and during 
the construction phases of Roman Gerasa. The 1st century BC to AD use and 2nd century closure 
dates of the tombs at the hippodrome are known by their contents, the dedication of Hadrian’s Arch 
of 129 AD and the building of the hippodrome around that date. The earliest and most spectacular of 
all, the Hellenistic tomb 109, closes the circle and brings forth the riches of Hellenistic Gerasa in the 
later 2nd and 1st cenuries BC, and lays to rest doubts about the veracity of ancient literary accounts. 
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Chapter 4: JCW CATALOGUE : 312&313/1 
SITE/SEASON 
 
WALL/TRENCH 
 
LABEL  
Jerash City Walls  2001 
 
300 
 
JCW01.312+313/1 
OBJECT NO.:  
Drawing Sheet No.: 7 
Fig.7:83 
Photo CD/File:  
Sample Clipping : no 
Cooking pot 
CONTEXT/LEVEL/LOCI 
ASSEMBLAGE/DEPOSIT  
JCW02.312+313/1 [300.stratum 21/locus 1] 
Residual of wall  phase and/or slightly before 
OBJECT DESCRIPTION 
 
 
date/period 
Complete profile, used 
 
 
BC/AD -  Early Rom  [1st - 2nd] 
MATERIAL DESCRIPTION Misfired, warped body, brownish-red slightly gritty sandy ware (typical 
ERom),; small wh and bl incls, mica; pastel pale brown to mottled dark 
brown slip; almost complete, mended 
Other comments See 312 same context [sherds of cooking pot from 312 and 313] 
Measurements [cm] D 14;  H 23 (with handles) 
PUBLISHED IN  
WALL CONTEXT TABLE Table 2: city wall construction phase but could be wall phase 
Illustration/s [drawing /photo/context photo] : 
313/1 
Frequently used abbreviations: nd=not drawn, cw=coarse ware, wm=wheel made, hm=hand made, 
incl=inclusions, of=overfired, ms=misfired, sm=small, med=medium, l=large, bl=black, wh=white, 
br=brown, r=red, ptd=painted, H=Height, D= Diameter, L=Length, W=Width, mx=maximum, vpc/pc=very 
poor/ poor condition, resid=residual, frgt/s=fragment/s, H=Hellenistic, LH=Late Hell., R=Roman, 
ER=Early Rom.,LR=Late Rom.,Byz=Byzantine, LB=Late Byzant., IA=Iron Age,  
JCWP 2000-2002 pottery et al catalogue, by I.K-O 
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JCW CATALOGUE : 312 
SITE/SEASON 
 
WALL/TRENCH 
 
LABEL  
Jerash City Walls  2001 
 
300 
 
JCW01.312 
OBJECT NO.:  
Drawing Sheet No.: n.d. 
Cf  Pl.7:251  
Photo CD/File:  
Sample Clipping : 
 
CONTEXT/LEVEL/LOCI 
ASSEMBLAGE/DEPOSIT  
JCW02.312[300.stratum 12] 
Residual material of wall phase and/or necropolis phase 
OBJECT DESCRIPTION 
 
 
date/period 
 
 
Late Hell or Early BC/AD  Rom  [1st - 2nd] 
MATERIAL DESCRIPTION See sample 
Other comments See 313 same context [sherds of cooking pot from 312 and 313 
Measurements [cm]  
PUBLISHED IN  
WALL CONTEXT TABLE Table 2: city wall foundation 
Illustration/s [drawing /photo/context photo] : 
312 
Frequently used abbreviations: nd=not drawn, cw=coarse ware, wm=wheel made, hm=hand made, 
incl=inclusions, of=overfired, ms=misfired, sm=small, med=medium, l=large, bl=black, wh=white, 
br=brown, r=red, ptd=painted, H=Height, D= Diameter, L=Length, W=Width, mx=maximum, vpc/pc=very 
poor/ poor condition, resid=residual, frgt/s=fragment/s, H=Hellenistic, LH=Late Hell., R=Roman, 
ER=Early Rom.,LR=Late Rom.,Byz=Byzantine, LB=Late Byzant., IA=Iron Age,  
JCWP 2000-2002 pottery et al catalogue, by I.K-O 
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JCW CATALOGUE : 322 
SITE/SEASON 
 
WALL/TRENCH 
 
LABEL  
Jerash City Walls  2001 
 
300 
 
JCW01.322 
OBJECT NO.:  
Drawing Sheet No.:  
Fig. 1:14,15; Pl.1:158, 156 
Photo CD/File:  
Sample Clipping : 
 
CONTEXT/LEVEL/LOCI 
ASSEMBLAGE/DEPOSIT  
JCW02.322 [300.stratum 22] 
Residual, mixed with material of necropolis and pre-necro phase 
OBJECT DESCRIPTION 
 
 
date/period 
 
 
 
Late Hell - Early Rom  [1st - 2nd] 
MATERIAL DESCRIPTION See sample 
Other comments  
Measurements [cm]  
PUBLISHED IN  
WALL CONTEXT TABLE Table 2: city wall foundation 
Illustration/s [drawing /photo/context photo] : 
 
Frequently used abbreviations: nd=not drawn, cw=coarse ware, wm=wheel made, hm=hand made, 
incl=inclusions, of=overfired, ms=misfired, sm=small, med=medium, l=large, bl=black, wh=white, 
br=brown, r=red, ptd=painted, H=Height, D= Diameter, L=Length, W=Width, mx=maximum, vpc/pc=very 
poor/ poor condition, resid=residual, frgt/s=fragment/s, H=Hellenistic, LH=Late Hell., R=Roman, 
ER=Early Rom.,LR=Late Rom.,Byz=Byzantine, LB=Late Byzant., IA=Iron Age,  
JCWP 2000-2002 pottery et al catalogue, by I.K-O 
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JCW CATALOGUE : 319 
SITE/SEASON 
 
WALL/TRENCH 
 
LABEL  
Jerash City Walls  2001 
 
300 
 
JCW01.319 
OBJECT NO.:  
Drawing Sheet No.:  
Photo CD/File:  
Sample Clipping : 
 
CONTEXT/LEVEL/LOCI 
ASSEMBLAGE/DEPOSIT  
JCW02.19[300.stratum 19] 
Residual, mixed with material of necropolis phase 
OBJECT DESCRIPTION 
 
 
date/period 
 
 
 
Late Hell - Early  Rom  [1st - 2nd] 
MATERIAL DESCRIPTION  
Other comments See 313/1 
Measurements [cm]  
PUBLISHED IN  
WALL CONTEXT TABLE Table 2: city wall foundation 
Illustration/s [drawing /photo/context photo] : 
313/1 & 319 
Frequently used abbreviations: nd=not drawn, cw=coarse ware, wm=wheel made, hm=hand made, 
incl=inclusions, of=overfired, ms=misfired, sm=small, med=medium, l=large, bl=black, wh=white, 
br=brown, r=red, ptd=painted, H=Height, D= Diameter, L=Length, W=Width, mx=maximum, vpc/pc=very 
poor/ poor condition, resid=residual, frgt/s=fragment/s, H=Hellenistic, LH=Late Hell., R=Roman, 
ER=Early Rom.,LR=Late Rom.,Byz=Byzantine, LB=Late Byzant., IA=Iron Age 
JCWP 2000-2002 pottery et al catalogue, by I.K-O 
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JCW CATALOGUE : 324 
SITE/SEASON 
 
WALL/TRENCH 
 
LABEL  
Jerash City Walls  2001 
 
300 
 
JCW01.324 
OBJECT NO.: 9 
Drawing Sheet No:2[DB06/05] 
Fig.1:16 
Photo CD/File:  
Sample Clipping : yes 
Import 
CONTEXT/LEVEL/LOCI 
ASSEMBLAGE/DEPOSIT  
JCW01.324 [300.stratum 24] 
Residual of pre- wall  phase  
OBJECT DESCRIPTION 
 
 
date/period 
Small frgt of basering of bowl, open form 
 
Late Hell  
MATERIAL DESCRIPTION Pale pink, chalky, very fine levigated, tiny wh, r, bl incls; thick red slip 
inside and out [ergo open dish] 
Other comments Worn, weathered 
Measurements [cm] D ~6 of base ring 
PUBLISHED IN  
WALL CONTEXT TABLE Table 1: pre- city wall construction phase  
Illustration/s [drawing /photo/context photo] : 
 
Frequently used abbreviations: nd=not drawn, cw=coarse ware, wm=wheel made, hm=hand made, 
incl=inclusions, of=overfired, ms=misfired, sm=small, med=medium, l=large, bl=black, wh=white, 
br=brown, r=red, ptd=painted, H=Height, D= Diameter, L=Length, W=Width, mx=maximum, vpc/pc=very 
poor/ poor condition, resid=residual, frgt/s=fragment/s, H=Hellenistic, LH=Late Hell., R=Roman, 
ER=Early Rom.,LR=Late Rom.,Byz=Byzantine, LB=Late Byzant., IA=Iron Age,  
JCWP 2000-2002 pottery et al catalogue, by I.K-O 
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JCW CATALOGUE : 322 
SITE/SEASON 
 
WALL/TRENCH 
 
LABEL  
Jerash City Walls  2001 
 
300 
 
JCW01.322 
OBJECT NO.: 10 
Drawing Sheet No.:2[DB 06/05] 
Fig.1:14 
Photo CD/File:  
Sample Clipping : yes 
Import 
CONTEXT/LEVEL/LOCI 
ASSEMBLAGE/DEPOSIT  
JCW01.322 [300.stratum 22] 
Residual of pre- wall  phase  
OBJECT DESCRIPTION 
 
 
date/period 
Small rim frgt of  dish 
 
 
Late Hell  
MATERIAL DESCRIPTION Pastel creamy white buff ware, slightly gritty; tiny wh, r, incls; pastel 
brown slip inside and out 
Other comments Worn, weathered 
Measurements [cm] D ~[too small]  H ~1.4   
PUBLISHED IN  
WALL CONTEXT TABLE Table 1: pre- city wall construction phase  
Illustration/s [drawing /photo/context photo] : 
 
Frequently used abbreviations: nd=not drawn, cw=coarse ware, wm=wheel made, hm=hand made, 
incl=inclusions, of=overfired, ms=misfired, sm=small, med=medium, l=large, bl=black, wh=white, 
br=brown, r=red, ptd=painted, H=Height, D= Diameter, L=Length, W=Width, mx=maximum, vpc/pc=very 
poor/ poor condition, resid=residual, frgt/s=fragment/s, H=Hellenistic, LH=Late Hell., R=Roman, 
ER=Early Rom.,LR=Late Rom.,Byz=Byzantine, LB=Late Byzant., IA=Iron Age,  
JCWP 2000-2002 pottery et al catalogue, by I.K-O 
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JCW CATALOGUE : 322 
SITE/SEASON 
 
WALL/TRENCH 
 
LABEL  
Jerash City Walls  2001 
 
300 
 
JCW01.322 
OBJECT NO.: 11 
Drawing Sheet No: 2 [DB06/05] 
Fig.1:15 
Photo CD/File:  
Sample Clipping : yes 
 
CONTEXT/LEVEL/LOCI 
ASSEMBLAGE/DEPOSIT  
JCW01.322 [300.stratum 22] 
Residual of pre- wall  phase  
OBJECT DESCRIPTION 
 
 
date/period 
Small rim frgt  of bowl 
 
 
BC/AD – Early Rom [1st – 2nd] 
MATERIAL DESCRIPTION Orangey-brown, soapy ware like nos 7 and 8 [JCW00.59 north , carinated 
bowls] but slightly coarser, small wh, bl incls; red slip in and out, 
burnished 
Other comments Worn, weathered 
Measurements [cm] D ~18 – 22  H~2.4 
PUBLISHED IN  
WALL CONTEXT TABLE Table 1: pre- city wall construction phase  
Illustration/s [drawing /photo/context photo] : 
 
Frequently used abbreviations: nd=not drawn, cw=coarse ware, wm=wheel made, hm=hand made, 
incl=inclusions, of=overfired, ms=misfired, sm=small, med=medium, l=large, bl=black, wh=white, 
br=brown, r=red, ptd=painted, H=Height, D= Diameter, L=Length, W=Width, mx=maximum, vpc/pc=very 
poor/ poor condition, resid=residual, frgt/s=fragment/s, H=Hellenistic, LH=Late Hell., R=Roman, 
ER=Early Rom.,LR=Late Rom.,Byz=Byzantine, LB=Late Byzant., IA=Iron Age,  
JCWP 2000-2002 pottery et al catalogue, by I.K-O 
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JCW CATALOGUE : 2000 
SITE/SEASON 
 
WALL/TRENCH 
 
LABEL  
Jerash City Walls  2000 
 
2000 S-Theatre 
 
JCW00.59 north 
OBJECT NO.: 1 (Reg no 71.1) 
Drawing Sheet No: 1[DB06/05] 
Fig.1:2 
Photo CD/File:  
Sample Clipping : yes 
 
CONTEXT/LEVEL/LOCI 
ASSEMBLAGE/DEPOSIT  
JCW00.59N [stratum 59] 
Residual and pottery kiln waste of pre- wall  necropolis phase 
OBJECT DESCRIPTION 
 
 
date/period 
Rim frgt of storage jar [2 handles type] 
 
 
BC/AD – Early Rom [1st – 2nd]  
MATERIAL DESCRIPTION Wm, fired brick red, dark grey core, fine sandy-gritty, small wh, bl, r 
incls; slurried with traces of  thin creamy slip-wash 
Other comments  
Measurements [cm] D 7, mx H 4.7 
PUBLISHED IN  
WALL CONTEXT TABLE Table 1: pre- city wall construction phase  
Illustration/s [drawing /photo/context photo] : 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
Frequently used abbreviations: nd=not drawn, cw=coarse ware, wm=wheel made, hm=hand made, 
incl=inclusions, of=overfired, ms=misfired, sm=small, med=medium, l=large, bl=black, wh=white, 
br=brown, r=red, ptd=painted, H=Height, D= Diameter, L=Length, W=Width, mx=maximum, vpc/pc=very 
poor/ poor condition, resid=residual, frgt/s=fragment/s, H=Hellenistic, LH=Late Hell., R=Roman, 
ER=Early Rom.,LR=Late Rom.,Byz=Byzantine, LB=Late Byzant., IA=Iron Age,  
JCWP 2000-2002 pottery et al catalogue, by I.K-O 
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JCW CATALOGUE : 2000 
SITE/SEASON 
 
WALL/TRENCH 
 
LABEL  
Jerash City Walls  2000 
 
2000 S-Theatre 
 
JCW00.59 north 
OBJECT NO.: 2 (Reg no 71) 
Drawing Sheet No: 1[DB06/05] 
Fig.1:6 
Photo CD/File:  
Sample Clipping : yes 
Import? 
CONTEXT/LEVEL/LOCI 
ASSEMBLAGE/DEPOSIT  
JCW00.59N [stratum 59] 
Residual and pottery kiln waste of pre- wall  necropolis phase 
OBJECT DESCRIPTION 
 
 
date/period 
Rim frgt of large hole-mouth jar with everted lip 
 
 
BC/AD – Early Rom [1st – 2nd]  
MATERIAL DESCRIPTION Wm, gritty sandy coarse ware, fired brown throughout, small wh, br incls, 
mica; dark grey slip on outer and over lip 
Other comments  
Measurements [cm] Outer lip D 24  mx H 4 
PUBLISHED IN  
WALL CONTEXT TABLE Table 1: pre- city wall construction phase  
Illustration/s [drawing /photo/context photo] : 
 
 
 
 
  
Frequently used abbreviations: nd=not drawn, cw=coarse ware, wm=wheel made, hm=hand made, 
incl=inclusions, of=overfired, ms=misfired, sm=small, med=medium, l=large, bl=black, wh=white, 
br=brown, r=red, ptd=painted, H=Height, D= Diameter, L=Length, W=Width, mx=maximum, vpc/pc=very 
poor/ poor condition, resid=residual, frgt/s=fragment/s, H=Hellenistic, LH=Late Hell., R=Roman, 
ER=Early Rom.,LR=Late Rom.,Byz=Byzantine, LB=Late Byzant., IA=Iron Age,  
JCWP 2000-2002 pottery et al catalogue, by I.K-O 
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JCW CATALOGUE : 2000 
SITE/SEASON 
 
WALL/TRENCH 
 
LABEL  
Jerash City Walls  2000 
 
2000 S-Theatre 
 
JCW00.59 north 
OBJECT NO.: 3 (Reg no 75) 
Drawing Sheet No:1[DB06/05] 
Fig.1:3 
Photo CD/File:  
Sample Clipping : yes 
Caesaraean bowl 
CONTEXT/LEVEL/LOCI 
ASSEMBLAGE/DEPOSIT  
JCW00.59N [stratum 59] 
Residual and pottery kiln waste of pre- wall  necropolis phase 
OBJECT DESCRIPTION 
 
 
date/period 
Rim frgt of carinated casserole  
 
 
Early Rom [1st – 2nd]  
MATERIAL DESCRIPTION Wm, fired red, small wh, bl, r incls, some med wh; red slip 
Other comments Used, charcoal burns at lower body[ near handle?] 
Measurements [cm] D 15, mx H 4.2 
PUBLISHED IN  
WALL CONTEXT TABLE Table 1: pre- city wall construction phase  
Illustration/s [drawing /photo/context photo] : 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
Frequently used abbreviations: nd=not drawn, cw=coarse ware, wm=wheel made, hm=hand made, 
incl=inclusions, of=overfired, ms=misfired, sm=small, med=medium, l=large, bl=black, wh=white, 
br=brown, r=red, ptd=painted, H=Height, D= Diameter, L=Length, W=Width, mx=maximum, vpc/pc=very 
poor/ poor condition, resid=residual, frgt/s=fragment/s, H=Hellenistic, LH=Late Hell., R=Roman, 
ER=Early Rom.,LR=Late Rom.,Byz=Byzantine, LB=Late Byzant., IA=Iron Age,  
JCWP 2000-2002 pottery et al catalogue, by I.K-O 
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JCW CATALOGUE : 2000 
SITE/SEASON 
 
WALL/TRENCH 
 
LABEL  
Jerash City Walls  2000 
 
2000 S-Theatre 
 
JCW00.59 north 
OBJECT NO.: 4 (Reg no 76) 
Drawing Sheet No:1[DB06/05] 
Fig.1:4 
Photo CD/File:  
Sample Clipping : yes 
import 
CONTEXT/LEVEL/LOCI 
ASSEMBLAGE/DEPOSIT  
JCW00.59N [stratum 59] 
Residual and pottery kiln waste of pre- wall  necropolis phase 
OBJECT DESCRIPTION 
 
 
date/period 
Rim frgt of platter 
 
 
Late Hell [2nd – 1st ]   
MATERIAL DESCRIPTION Wm, fine gritty yellow, very fine levigated, tiny wh, br or r incls; pale 
brown slip inside, grey-brown outer, inside painted banded black or dark 
grown decor 
Other comments  
Measurements [cm] D ~, mx H 1.2 
PUBLISHED IN  
WALL CONTEXT TABLE Table 1: pre- city wall construction phase  
Illustration/s [drawing /photo/context photo] : 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
Frequently used abbreviations: nd=not drawn, cw=coarse ware, wm=wheel made, hm=hand made, 
incl=inclusions, of=overfired, ms=misfired, sm=small, med=medium, l=large, bl=black, wh=white, 
br=brown, r=red, ptd=painted, H=Height, D= Diameter, L=Length, W=Width, mx=maximum, vpc/pc=very 
poor/ poor condition, resid=residual, frgt/s=fragment/s, H=Hellenistic, LH=Late Hell., R=Roman, 
ER=Early Rom.,LR=Late Rom.,Byz=Byzantine, LB=Late Byzant., IA=Iron Age,  
JCWP 2000-2002 pottery et al catalogue, by I.K-O 
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JCW CATALOGUE : 2000 
SITE/SEASON 
 
WALL/TRENCH 
 
LABEL  
Jerash City Walls  2000 
 
2000 S-Theatre 
 
JCW00.59 north 
OBJECT NO.: 5(Reg no 73) 
Drawing Sheet No:1{DB06/05] 
Fig.1:5 
Photo CD/File:  
Sample Clipping : yes 
import 
CONTEXT/LEVEL/LOCI 
ASSEMBLAGE/DEPOSIT  
JCW00.59N [stratum 59] 
Residual and pottery kiln waste of pre- wall  necropolis phase 
OBJECT DESCRIPTION 
 
 
date/period 
Rim frgt of jug 
 
 
Late Hell   
MATERIAL DESCRIPTION Wm, pink , fine  gritty, very fine levigated, tiny wh, bl, r incls; black-
brown slip 
Other comments  
Measurements [cm] D 5, mx H 1 
PUBLISHED IN  
WALL CONTEXT TABLE Table 1: pre- city wall construction phase  
Illustration/s [drawing /photo/context photo] : 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
Frequently used abbreviations: nd=not drawn, cw=coarse ware, wm=wheel made, hm=hand made, 
incl=inclusions, of=overfired, ms=misfired, sm=small, med=medium, l=large, bl=black, wh=white, 
br=brown, r=red, ptd=painted, H=Height, D= Diameter, L=Length, W=Width, mx=maximum, vpc/pc=very 
poor/ poor condition, resid=residual, frgt/s=fragment/s, H=Hellenistic, LH=Late Hell., R=Roman, 
ER=Early Rom.,LR=Late Rom.,Byz=Byzantine, LB=Late Byzant., IA=Iron Age,  
JCWP 2000-2002 pottery et al catalogue, by I.K-O 
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JCW CATALOGUE : 2000 
SITE/SEASON 
 
WALL/TRENCH 
 
LABEL  
Jerash City Walls  2000 
 
2000 S-Theatre 
 
JCW00.59 north 
OBJECT NO.: 6 (Reg no 71.3) 
Drawing Sheet No:2[DB06/05] 
Photo CD/File:  
Sample Clipping : yes 
Cooking pot 
CONTEXT/LEVEL/LOCI 
ASSEMBLAGE/DEPOSIT  
JCW00.59N [stratum 59] 
Residual and pottery kiln waste of pre- wall  necropolis phase 
OBJECT DESCRIPTION 
 
 
date/period 
Rim frgt of cooking pot/jar 
 
 
Early Rom [1st – 2nd]  
MATERIAL DESCRIPTION Wm, fired red, fine gritty very well lev., small wh, r incls; thin darker red 
slip 
Other comments  
Measurements [cm] D 10, mx H 1.9 
PUBLISHED IN  
WALL CONTEXT TABLE Table 1: pre- city wall construction phase  
Illustration/s [drawing /photo/context photo] : 
 
 
 
  
Frequently used abbreviations: nd=not drawn, cw=coarse ware, wm=wheel made, hm=hand made, 
incl=inclusions, of=overfired, ms=misfired, sm=small, med=medium, l=large, bl=black, wh=white, 
br=brown, r=red, ptd=painted, H=Height, D= Diameter, L=Length, W=Width, mx=maximum, vpc/pc=very 
poor/ poor condition, resid=residual, frgt/s=fragment/s, H=Hellenistic, LH=Late Hell., R=Roman, 
ER=Early Rom.,LR=Late Rom.,Byz=Byzantine, LB=Late Byzant., IA=Iron Age,  
JCWP 2000-2002 pottery et al catalogue, by I.K-O 
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JCW CATALOGUE : 2000 
SITE/SEASON 
 
WALL/TRENCH 
 
LABEL  
Jerash City Walls  2000 
 
2000 S-Theatre 
 
JCW00.59 north 
OBJECT NO.: 7 (Reg no 74) 
Drawing Sheet No:2[DB06/05] 
Fig.1:7 
Photo CD/File:  
Sample Clipping : yes 
 
CONTEXT/LEVEL/LOCI 
ASSEMBLAGE/DEPOSIT  
JCW00.59N [stratum 59] 
Residual and pottery kiln waste of pre- wall  necropolis phase 
OBJECT DESCRIPTION 
 
 
date/period 
Rim frgt of carinated bowl/dish 
 
 
BC/AD – Early Rom [1st – 2nd]  
MATERIAL DESCRIPTION Wm, buff orange, soapy, small wh, bl, r incls; orange slip , red painted 
rim inner and outer 
Other comments  
Measurements [cm] D ~13 at carination, rim too small , angle ~ 
PUBLISHED IN  
WALL CONTEXT TABLE Table 1: pre- city wall construction phase  
Illustration/s [drawing /photo/context photo] : 
 
 
  
Frequently used abbreviations: nd=not drawn, cw=coarse ware, wm=wheel made, hm=hand made, 
incl=inclusions, of=overfired, ms=misfired, sm=small, med=medium, l=large, bl=black, wh=white, 
br=brown, r=red, ptd=painted, H=Height, D= Diameter, L=Length, W=Width, mx=maximum, vpc/pc=very 
poor/ poor condition, resid=residual, frgt/s=fragment/s, H=Hellenistic, LH=Late Hell., R=Roman, 
ER=Early Rom.,LR=Late Rom.,Byz=Byzantine, LB=Late Byzant., IA=Iron Age,  
JCWP 2000-2002 pottery et al catalogue, by I.K-O 
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JCW CATALOGUE : 2000 
SITE/SEASON 
 
WALL/TRENCH 
 
LABEL  
Jerash City Walls  2000 
 
2000 S-Theatre 
 
JCW00.59 north 
OBJECT NO.: 8 (Reg no 74.1) 
Drawing Sheet No:2[DB06/05] 
Fig.1:8 
Photo CD/File:  
Sample Clipping : yes 
 
CONTEXT/LEVEL/LOCI 
ASSEMBLAGE/DEPOSIT  
JCW00.59N [stratum 59] 
Residual and pottery kiln waste of pre- wall  necropolis phase 
OBJECT DESCRIPTION 
 
 
date/period 
Rim frgt of carinated bowl/cup 
 
 
BC/AD – Early Rom [1st – 2nd]  
MATERIAL DESCRIPTION Ware same as no 7 [reg no 74] 
Other comments  
Measurements [cm] D ~12, mx H 2.5, angle ~ 
PUBLISHED IN  
WALL CONTEXT TABLE Table 1: pre- city wall construction phase  
Illustration/s [drawing /photo/context photo] : 
 
 
 
 
  
Frequently used abbreviations: nd=not drawn, cw=coarse ware, wm=wheel made, hm=hand made, 
incl=inclusions, of=overfired, ms=misfired, sm=small, med=medium, l=large, bl=black, wh=white, 
br=brown, r=red, ptd=painted, H=Height, D= Diameter, L=Length, W=Width, mx=maximum, vpc/pc=very 
poor/ poor condition, resid=residual, frgt/s=fragment/s, H=Hellenistic, LH=Late Hell., R=Roman, 
ER=Early Rom.,LR=Late Rom.,Byz=Byzantine, LB=Late Byzant., IA=Iron Age,  
JCWP 2000-2002 pottery et al catalogue, by I.K-O 
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JCW CATALOGUE : 2000 
SITE/SEASON 
 
WALL/TRENCH 
 
LABEL  
Jerash City Walls  2000 
 
2000 S-Theatre 
 
JCW00.55 north 
OBJECT NO.: 8 (Reg no 60) 
Drawing Sheet No.: x at home 
Fig.1:1; Pl.2:1 
Photo CD/File:  
Sample Clipping : no 
 
CONTEXT/LEVEL/LOCI 
ASSEMBLAGE/DEPOSIT  
JCW00.55N [stratum 55] 
Residual and pottery kiln waste of pre- wall  necropolis phase 
OBJECT DESCRIPTION 
 
 
date/period 
Complete basin, mended 
 
 
BC/AD – Early Rom [1st ]  
MATERIAL DESCRIPTION brittle, sandy ware, fired grey core pinkish to pale pinkish 
brown, blotchy grey in parts, pale brown to pale orangey 
slurried slip (patchy), wheel-made, incls small to med. White, 
black and brown, mica,; complete, mended, warped shape do 
to misfiring 
Other comments Found with Nab coin Obodas III and BC/AD glass 
Measurements [cm] D 32.4, H  11.6 
PUBLISHED IN ADAJ 45, 2001: prelim report Kehrberg & Manley 
WALL CONTEXT TABLE Table 1: pre- city wall construction phase  
Illustration/s [drawing /photo/context photo] : 
 
  
Frequently used abbreviations: nd=not drawn, cw=coarse ware, wm=wheel made, hm=hand made, 
incl=inclusions, of=overfired, ms=misfired, sm=small, med=medium, l=large, bl=black, wh=white, 
br=brown, r=red, ptd=painted, H=Height, D= Diameter, L=Length, W=Width, mx=maximum, vpc/pc=very 
poor/ poor condition, resid=residual, frgt/s=fragment/s, H=Hellenistic, LH=Late Hell., R=Roman, 
ER=Early Rom.,LR=Late Rom.,Byz=Byzantine, LB=Late Byzant., IA=Iron Age,  
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JCW CATALOGUE : 2000 
SITE/SEASON 
 
WALL/TRENCH 
 
LABEL  
Jerash City Walls  2000 
 
2000 S-Theatre 
 
JCW00.55 north 
OBJECT NO.: 8 (Reg no 60) 
Drawing Sheet No.: x at home 
Photo CD/File:  
Sample Clipping : no 
 
CONTEXT/LEVEL/LOCI 
ASSEMBLAGE/DEPOSIT  
JCW00.55N [stratum 55] 
Residual and pottery kiln waste of pre- wall  necropolis phase 
OBJECT DESCRIPTION 
 
 
date/period 
Complete basin, mended 
 
 
BC/AD – Early Rom [1st ]  
MATERIAL DESCRIPTION brittle, sandy ware, fired grey core pinkish to pale pinkish 
brown, blotchy grey in parts, pale brown to pale orangey 
slurried slip (patchy), wheel-made, incls small to med. White, 
black and brown, mica,; complete, mended, warped shape do 
to misfiring 
Other comments Found with Nab coin Obodas III and BC/AD glass 
Measurements [cm] D 32.4, H  11.6 
PUBLISHED IN ADAJ 45, 2001: prelim report Kehrberg & Manley 
WALL CONTEXT TABLE Table 1: pre- city wall construction phase  
Illustration/s [drawing /photo/context photo] : 
 
Duplicate entry 
Frequently used abbreviations: nd=not drawn, cw=coarse ware, wm=wheel made, hm=hand made, 
incl=inclusions, of=overfired, ms=misfired, sm=small, med=medium, l=large, bl=black, wh=white, 
br=brown, r=red, ptd=painted, H=Height, D= Diameter, L=Length, W=Width, mx=maximum, vpc/pc=very 
poor/ poor condition, resid=residual, frgt/s=fragment/s, H=Hellenistic, LH=Late Hell., R=Roman, 
ER=Early Rom.,LR=Late Rom.,Byz=Byzantine, LB=Late Byzant., IA=Iron Age,  
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Chapter 4: JCW CATALOGUE : 402 
 
SITE/SEASON 
 
WALL/TRENCH 
 
LABEL  
Jerash City Walls  2002 
 
400 
 
JCW02.400 
OBJECT NO.: 1 
Fig.8:99 
Drawing Sheet No.: 1 
Photo CD/File: 1302/1303 
Sample Clipping : no 
 
CONTEXT/LEVEL/LOCI 
ASSEMBLAGE/DEPOSIT  
JCW02.402 
Mixed, residual /same as 401[topsoil] 
OBJECT DESCRIPTION 
 
 
date/period 
base frgt of jar or jug, used as sherd tool: scraper 
 
 
Mameluke 
MATERIAL DESCRIPTION hm, cw, fired pale orangey buff, grey core; wh, bl, br sm to med incls; 
cream to orange slip, burnished, reddish-brown ptd design 
Other comments  
Measurements [cm]  D 10 , mx H 5.5 
PUBLISHED IN  
WALL CONTEXT TABLE Table 3: post city wall construction 
Illustration/s [drawing /photo/context photo] : 
 
Sheet 1. No.1 
 
Frequently used abbreviations: cw=coarse ware, wm=wheel made, hm=hand made, incl=inclusions, 
of=overfired, ms=misfired, sm=small, med=medium, l=large, bl=black, wh=white, br=brown, r=red, 
ptd=painted, H=Height, D= Diameter, L=Length, W=Width, mx=maximum, vpc/pc=very poor/ poor 
condition, resid=residual, frgt/s=fragment/s, H=Hellenistic, LH=Late Hell., R=Roman, ER=Early 
Rom.,LR=Late Rom.,Byz=Byzantine, LB=Late Byzant., IA=Iron Age 
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JCW CATALOGUE : 402 
 
SITE/SEASON 
 
WALL/TRENCH 
 
LABEL  
Jerash City Walls  2002 
 
400 
 
JCW02.400 
OBJECT NO.: 2 
Fig.8:100 
Drawing Sheet No.: 1 
Photo CD/File: dscn1302 
Sample Clipping : yes 
 
CONTEXT/LEVEL/LOCI 
ASSEMBLAGE/DEPOSIT  
JCW02.402 
Mixed, residual /same as 401[topsoil] 
OBJECT DESCRIPTION 
 
 
date/period 
Rim frgt of bowl 
 
 
Late Roman 
MATERIAL DESCRIPTION wm, fired orangey brown, well levigated; wh, br sm incls; orange slurry 
Other comments  
Measurements [cm]  D 19 , mx H 3.7 
PUBLISHED IN  
WALL CONTEXT TABLE Table 3: post city wall construction 
Illustration/s [drawing /photo/context photo] : 
 
Sheet 1. No.2 
 
Frequently used abbreviations: cw=coarse ware, wm=wheel made, hm=hand made, incl=inclusions, 
of=overfired, ms=misfired, sm=small, med=medium, l=large, bl=black, wh=white, br=brown, r=red, 
ptd=painted, H=Height, D= Diameter, L=Length, W=Width, vpc/pc=very poor/ poor condition, 
resid=residual, frgt/s=fragment/s, H=Hellenistic, LH=Late Hell., R=Roman, ER=Early Rom.,LR=Late 
Rom.,Byz=Byzantine, LB=Late Byzant., IA=Iron Age 
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JCW CATALOGUE : 402 
 
SITE/SEASON 
 
WALL/TRENCH 
 
LABEL  
Jerash City Walls  2002 
 
400 
 
JCW02.400 
OBJECT NO.: 3 
Drawing Sheet No.: nd 
Photo CD/File: 1302/1303 
Sample Clipping : yes 
 
CONTEXT/LEVEL/LOCI 
ASSEMBLAGE/DEPOSIT  
JCW02.402 
Mixed, residual /same as 401[topsoil] 
OBJECT DESCRIPTION 
 
 
date/period 
Body sherd , cursive lines incised decoration 
 
 
Byzantine 
MATERIAL DESCRIPTION hm, cw, fired pale brown buff; creamy orange slurry 
Other comments  
Measurements [cm]  
PUBLISHED IN  
WALL CONTEXT TABLE Table 3: post city wall construction 
Illustration/s [drawing /photo/context photo] : 
 
 No.3 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Frequently used abbreviations: nd=not drawn, cw=coarse ware, wm=wheel made, hm=hand made, 
incl=inclusions, of=overfired, ms=misfired, sm=small, med=medium, l=large, bl=black, wh=white, 
br=brown, r=red, ptd=painted, H=Height, D= Diameter, L=Length, W=Width, mx=maximum, 
vpc/pc=very poor/ poor condition, resid=residual, frgt/s=fragment/s, H=Hellenistic, LH=Late Hell., 
R=Roman, ER=Early Rom.,LR=Late Rom.,Byz=Byzantine, LB=Late Byzant., IA=Iron Age 
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JCW CATALOGUE : 402 
 
SITE/SEASON 
 
WALL/TRENCH 
 
LABEL  
Jerash City Walls  2002 
 
400 
 
JCW02.400 
OBJECT NO.: 4 
Fig.8: 102 
Drawing Sheet No.: 1 
Photo CD/File: dscn1302 
Sample Clipping : no 
 
CONTEXT/LEVEL/LOCI 
ASSEMBLAGE/DEPOSIT  
JCW02.402 
Mixed, residual /same as 401[topsoil] 
OBJECT DESCRIPTION 
 
 
date/period 
Base frgt of  fish plate 
 
 
Late Hellenistic, 1st c. BC 
MATERIAL DESCRIPTION wm, fired pinkish, well levigated; wh and bl fine incls; shaved and 
burnished bright red slip 
Other comments  
Measurements [cm] Too small 
PUBLISHED IN  
WALL CONTEXT TABLE Table 3: post city wall construction 
Illustration/s [drawing /photo/context photo] : 
Sheet 1. No.4 
 
Frequently used abbreviations: cw=coarse ware, wm=wheel made, hm=hand made, incl=inclusions, 
of=overfired, ms=misfired, sm=small, med=medium, l=large, bl=black, wh=white, br=brown, r=red, 
ptd=painted, H=Height, D= Diameter, L=Length, W=Width, mx=maximum, vpc/pc=very poor/ poor 
condition, resid=residual, frgt/s=fragment/s, H=Hellenistic, LH=Late Hell., R=Roman, ER=Early 
Rom.,LR=Late Rom.,Byz=Byzantine, LB=Late Byzant., IA=Iron Age 
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JCW CATALOGUE : 402 
 
SITE/SEASON 
 
WALL/TRENCH 
 
LABEL  
Jerash City Walls  2002 
 
400 
 
JCW02.400 
OBJECT NO.: 5 
Fig.8: 101 
Drawing Sheet No.: 1 
Photo CD/File: 1302/1303 
Sample Clipping : no 
 
CONTEXT/LEVEL/LOCI 
ASSEMBLAGE/DEPOSIT  
JCW02.402 
Mixed, residual /same as 401[topsoil] 
OBJECT DESCRIPTION 
 
 
date/period 
base frgt  of fish plate 
 
 
Late Hellenistic, 1st c. BC 
MATERIAL DESCRIPTION wm, fired pinkish buff same as no.4 but slightly coarser, well levigated; 
red slip 
Other comments  
Measurements [cm] Too small 
PUBLISHED IN  
WALL CONTEXT TABLE Table 3: post city wall construction 
Illustration/s [drawing /photo/context photo] : 
         
Sheet 1. No.5 
Frequently used abbreviations: cw=coarse ware, wm=wheel made, hm=hand made, incl=inclusions, 
of=overfired, ms=misfired, sm=small, med=medium, l=large, bl=black, wh=white, br=brown, r=red, 
ptd=painted, H=Height, D= Diameter, L=Length, W=Width, mx=maximum, vpc/pc=very poor/ poor 
condition, resid=residual, frgt/s=fragment/s, H=Hellenistic, LH=Late Hell., R=Roman, ER=Early 
Rom.,LR=Late Rom.,Byz=Byzantine, LB=Late Byzant., IA=Iron Age 
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JCW CATALOGUE : 402 
 
SITE/SEASON 
 
WALL/TRENCH 
 
LABEL  
Jerash City Walls  2002 
 
400 
 
JCW02.400 
OBJECT NO.: 6 
Drawing Sheet No.: nd 
Photo CD/File: dscn1302 
Sample Clipping : no 
 
CONTEXT/LEVEL/LOCI 
ASSEMBLAGE/DEPOSIT  
JCW02.402 
Mixed, residual /same as 401[topsoil] 
OBJECT DESCRIPTION 
 
 
date/period 
Flat base frgt of bowl , sherd tool 
 
 
Roman 
MATERIAL DESCRIPTION wm   
Other comments  
Measurements [cm] Too small 
PUBLISHED IN  
WALL CONTEXT TABLE Table 3: post city wall construction 
Illustration/s [drawing /photo/context photo] : 
 
 No.6 
Frequently used abbreviations: cw=coarse ware, wm=wheel made, hm=hand made, incl=inclusions, 
of=overfired, ms=misfired, sm=small, med=medium, l=large, bl=black, wh=white, br=brown, r=red, 
ptd=painted, H=Height, D= Diameter, L=Length, W=Width, mx=maximum, vpc/pc=very poor/ poor 
condition, resid=residual, frgt/s=fragment/s, H=Hellenistic, LH=Late Hell., R=Roman, ER=Early 
Rom.,LR=Late Rom.,Byz=Byzantine, LB=Late Byzant., IA=Iron Age 
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JCW CATALOGUE : 403 
 
SITE/SEASON 
 
WALL/TRENCH 
 
LABEL  
Jerash City Walls  2002 
 
400 
 
JCW02.400 
OBJECT NO.: 1 
Drawing Sheet No.: 2 
Photo CD/File: dscn1304 
Sample Clipping : yes 
 
CONTEXT/LEVEL/LOCI 
ASSEMBLAGE/DEPOSIT  
JCW02.403 
Contaminated, residual  3rd-4th  deposit/ part continued from 402 
OBJECT DESCRIPTION 
 
 
date/period 
Collar rim frgt of pithos 
 
 
Late Roman  
MATERIAL DESCRIPTION Wm, fired buff brown; beige cream slip-wash; wh and bl small incls; 
Other comments  
Measurements [cm] D 22, mx H 3.8 
PUBLISHED IN  
WALL CONTEXT TABLE Table 3: post city wall construction 
Illustration/s [drawing /photo/context photo] : 
 
   Sheet 2.No.1 
 
 
 
 
 
Frequently used abbreviations: nd=not drawn, cw=coarse ware, wm=wheel made, hm=hand made, 
incl=inclusions, of=overfired, ms=misfired, sm=small, med=medium, l=large, bl=black, wh=white, 
br=brown, r=red, ptd=painted, H=Height, D= Diameter, L=Length, W=Width,  mx=maximum, 
vpc/pc=very poor/ poor condition, resid=residual, frgt/s=fragment/s, H=Hellenistic, LH=Late Hell., 
R=Roman, ER=Early Rom.,LR=Late Rom.,Byz=Byzantine, LB=Late Byzant., IA=Iron Age 
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JCW CATALOGUE : 403 
 
SITE/SEASON 
 
WALL/TRENCH 
 
LABEL  
Jerash City Walls  2002 
 
400 
 
JCW02.400 
OBJECT NO.: 2 
Drawing Sheet No.: 2 
Photo CD/File: dscn1304 
Sample Clipping : no 
CONTEXT/LEVEL/LOCI 
ASSEMBLAGE/DEPOSIT  
JCW02.403 
Contaminated, residual 3rd-4th deposit/ part continued from 402 
OBJECT DESCRIPTION 
 
 
date/period 
Rim frgt of storage jar/amphora 
 
 
Late Roman  
MATERIAL DESCRIPTION Wm, fired orange; cream slip-wash [cf no.3]; mostly fine br, bl and wh  
incls 
Other comments  
Measurements [cm] D ~11, mx H 2.2 
PUBLISHED IN  
WALL CONTEXT TABLE Table 3: post city wall construction 
Illustration/s [drawing /photo/context photo] : 
 
   Sheet 2.No.2 
 
 
 
 
 
Frequently used abbreviations: nd=not drawn, cw=coarse ware, wm=wheel made, hm=hand made, 
incl=inclusions, of=overfired, ms=misfired, sm=small, med=medium, l=large, bl=black, wh=white, 
br=brown, r=red, ptd=painted, H=Height, D= Diameter, L=Length, W=Width,  mx=maximum, 
vpc/pc=very poor/ poor condition, resid=residual, frgt/s=fragment/s, H=Hellenistic, LH=Late Hell., 
R=Roman, ER=Early Rom.,LR=Late Rom.,Byz=Byzantine, LB=Late Byzant., IA=Iron Age 
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JCW CATALOGUE : 403 
 
SITE/SEASON 
 
WALL/TRENCH 
 
LABEL  
Jerash City Walls  2002 
 
400 
 
JCW02.400 
OBJECT NO.: 3 
Drawing Sheet No.: 2 
Photo CD/File: dscn1304 
Sample Clipping : no 
CONTEXT/LEVEL/LOCI 
ASSEMBLAGE/DEPOSIT  
JCW02.403 
Contaminated, residual 3rd-4th deposit/ part continued from 402 
OBJECT DESCRIPTION 
 
 
date/period 
Rim frgt of large dish or basin 
 
 
(Late ?) Roman  
MATERIAL DESCRIPTION Wm, fired pale red, greyish core; small br, r, wh incls; cream slip wash [cf 
no. 2] 
Other comments  
Measurements [cm] D ~26, mx H 1.5-2 [∟ not certain, too small] 
PUBLISHED IN  
WALL CONTEXT TABLE Table 3: post city wall construction 
Illustration/s [drawing /photo/context photo] : 
 
   Sheet 2.No.3 [2 drawings, with different ∟] 
 
 
 
 
 
Frequently used abbreviations: nd=not drawn, cw=coarse ware, wm=wheel made, hm=hand made, 
incl=inclusions, of=overfired, ms=misfired, sm=small, med=medium, l=large, bl=black, wh=white, 
br=brown, r=red, ptd=painted, H=Height, D= Diameter, L=Length, W=Width,  mx=maximum, 
vpc/pc=very poor/ poor condition, resid=residual, frgt/s=fragment/s, H=Hellenistic, LH=Late Hell., 
R=Roman, ER=Early Rom.,LR=Late Rom.,Byz=Byzantine, LB=Late Byzant., IA=Iron Age 
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JCW CATALOGUE : 403 
 
SITE/SEASON 
 
WALL/TRENCH 
 
LABEL  
Jerash City Walls  2002 
 
400 
 
JCW02.400 
OBJECT NO.: 4 
Drawing Sheet No.: nd 
Photo CD/File: dscn1304 
Sample Clipping : no 
CONTEXT/LEVEL/LOCI 
ASSEMBLAGE/DEPOSIT  
JCW02.403 
Contaminated, residual  3rd-4th deposit/ part continued from 402 
OBJECT DESCRIPTION 
 
 
date/period 
Rim frgt of bowl, possibly sherd-tool: thumb-nail scraper 
 
 
Late Roman  
MATERIAL DESCRIPTION Wm, fired light brown-red; slurried; small bl, wh  incls 
Other comments  
Measurements [cm]  nd 
PUBLISHED IN  
WALL CONTEXT TABLE Table 3: post city wall construction 
Illustration/s [drawing /photo/context photo] : 
 
 
  No. 4 
 
 
 
Frequently used abbreviations: nd=not drawn, cw=coarse ware, wm=wheel made, hm=hand made, 
incl=inclusions, of=overfired, ms=misfired, sm=small, med=medium, l=large, bl=black, wh=white, 
br=brown, r=red, ptd=painted, H=Height, D= Diameter, L=Length, W=Width,  mx=maximum, 
vpc/pc=very poor/ poor condition, resid=residual, frgt/s=fragment/s, H=Hellenistic, LH=Late Hell., 
R=Roman, ER=Early Rom.,LR=Late Rom.,Byz=Byzantine, LB=Late Byzant., IA=Iron Age 
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JCW CATALOGUE : 403 
 
SITE/SEASON 
 
WALL/TRENCH 
 
LABEL  
Jerash City Walls  2002 
 
400 
 
JCW02.400 
OBJECT NO.: 5 
Fig.8:98 
Drawing Sheet No.: 2 
Photo CD/File: dscn1304 
Sample Clipping : no 
CONTEXT/LEVEL/LOCI 
ASSEMBLAGE/DEPOSIT  
JCW02.403 
Contaminated, residual  3rd-4th deposit/ part continued from 402 
OBJECT DESCRIPTION 
 
 
date/period 
String cut base of bottle or juglet 
 
 
Late Roman 
MATERIAL DESCRIPTION Wm, mis-fired  grey; creamy brownish-orange wash [originally]; small 
wh, bl  incls 
Other comments  
Measurements [cm] D 3, mx H 2.3 
PUBLISHED IN  
WALL CONTEXT TABLE Table 3: post city wall construction 
Illustration/s [drawing /photo/context photo] : 
 
Sheet 2. No.5 
 
 
 
Frequently used abbreviations: nd=not drawn, cw=coarse ware, wm=wheel made, hm=hand made, 
incl=inclusions, of=overfired, ms=misfired, sm=small, med=medium, l=large, bl=black, wh=white, 
br=brown, r=red, ptd=painted, H=Height, D= Diameter, L=Length, W=Width, mx=maximum, 
vpc/pc=very poor/ poor condition, resid=residual, frgt/s=fragment/s, H=Hellenistic, LH=Late Hell., 
R=Roman, ER=Early Rom.,LR=Late Rom.,Byz=Byzantine, LB=Late Byzant., IA=Iron Age 
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JCW CATALOGUE : 403 
 
SITE/SEASON 
 
WALL/TRENCH 
 
LABEL  
Jerash City Walls  2002 
 
400 
 
JCW02.400 
OBJECT NO.: 6 
Drawing Sheet No.: 2 
Photo CD/File: dscn1304 
Sample Clipping : no 
CONTEXT/LEVEL/LOCI 
ASSEMBLAGE/DEPOSIT  
JCW02.403 
Contaminated, residual  3rd-4th deposit/ part continued from 402 
OBJECT DESCRIPTION 
 
 
date/period 
Ring base of jar or jug, sherd-tool: borer [cf. dirt] 
 
 
Roman 
MATERIAL DESCRIPTION Wm, fired  outer orange to pale brown inner; slurried wash; small wh, bl, 
br  incls 
Other comments  
Measurements [cm] D~10, mx H 1.6 
PUBLISHED IN  
WALL CONTEXT TABLE Table 3: post city wall construction 
Illustration/s [drawing /photo/context photo] : 
 
Sheet 2. No.6 
 
 
 
Frequently used abbreviations: nd=not drawn, cw=coarse ware, wm=wheel made, hm=hand made, 
incl=inclusions, of=overfired, ms=misfired, sm=small, med=medium, l=large, bl=black, wh=white, 
br=brown, r=red, ptd=painted, H=Height, D= Diameter, L=Length, W=Width, mx=maximum, 
vpc/pc=very poor/ poor condition, resid=residual, frgt/s=fragment/s, H=Hellenistic, LH=Late Hell., 
R=Roman, ER=Early Rom.,LR=Late Rom.,Byz=Byzantine, LB=Late Byzant., IA=Iron Age 
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JCW CATALOGUE : 403 
 
SITE/SEASON 
 
WALL/TRENCH 
 
LABEL  
Jerash City Walls  2002 
 
400 
 
JCW02.400 
OBJECT NO.: 7 
Drawing Sheet No.: nd 
Photo CD/File: dscn1304 
Sample Clipping : no 
CONTEXT/LEVEL/LOCI 
ASSEMBLAGE/DEPOSIT  
JCW02.403 
Contaminated, residual  3rd-4th deposit/ part continued from 402 
OBJECT DESCRIPTION 
 
 
date/period 
Handle/shoulder join of jug or jar, sherd-tool: scraper 
 
 
Roman to Late Roman  
MATERIAL DESCRIPTION Wm, fired orangey red;  
Other comments  
Measurements [cm]  nd 
PUBLISHED IN  
WALL CONTEXT TABLE Table 3: post city wall construction 
Illustration/s [drawing /photo/context photo] : 
 
 
  No. 7 
 
 
Frequently used abbreviations: nd=not drawn, cw=coarse ware, wm=wheel made, hm=hand made, 
incl=inclusions, of=overfired, ms=misfired, sm=small, med=medium, l=large, bl=black, wh=white, 
br=brown, r=red, ptd=painted, H=Height, D= Diameter, L=Length, W=Width, mx=maximum, 
vpc/pc=very poor/ poor condition, resid=residual, frgt/s=fragment/s, H=Hellenistic, LH=Late Hell., 
R=Roman, ER=Early Rom.,LR=Late Rom.,Byz=Byzantine, LB=Late Byzant., IA=Iron Age 
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JCW CATALOGUE : 403 
 
SITE/SEASON 
 
WALL/TRENCH 
 
LABEL  
Jerash City Walls  2002 
 
400 
 
JCW02.400 
OBJECT NO.: 8 
Drawing Sheet No.: nd 
Photo CD/File: dscn1304 
Sample Clipping : no 
CONTEXT/LEVEL/LOCI 
ASSEMBLAGE/DEPOSIT  
JCW02.403 
Contaminated, residual  3rd-4th deposit/ part continued from 402 
OBJECT DESCRIPTION 
 
 
date/period 
Body sherd of large basin; sherd-tool: scraper-borer 
 
 
Iron Age or Hellenistic [poss.  earlier] 
MATERIAL DESCRIPTION Hm, cw, fired orangey grey, bright red slip 
Other comments Other cw body sherds [A,B,C] also Prehistoric; sherd-tools as No.8 
Measurements [cm]  nd 
PUBLISHED IN  
WALL CONTEXT TABLE Table 3: post city wall construction 
Illustration/s [drawing /photo/context photo] : 
 
                                                         No. 8 
   
 
A                 B                     C [see other comments] 
Frequently used abbreviations: nd=not drawn, cw=coarse ware, wm=wheel made, hm=hand made, 
incl=inclusions, of=overfired, ms=misfired, sm=small, med=medium, l=large, bl=black, wh=white, 
br=brown, r=red, ptd=painted, H=Height, D= Diameter, L=Length, W=Width, mx=maximum, 
vpc/pc=very poor/ poor condition, resid=residual, frgt/s=fragment/s, H=Hellenistic, LH=Late Hell., 
R=Roman, ER=Early Rom.,LR=Late Rom.,Byz=Byzantine, LB=Late Byzant., IA=Iron Age 
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JCW CATALOGUE : 405 
 
SITE/SEASON 
 
WALL/TRENCH 
 
LABEL  
Jerash City Walls  2002 
 
400 
 
JCW02.400 
OBJECT NO.: 1-3 
Drawing Sheet No.: nd 
Photo CD/File: dscn1305-7 
Sample Clipping : no 
CONTEXT/LEVEL/LOCI 
ASSEMBLAGE/DEPOSIT  
JCW02.405 
residual  Roman 
OBJECT DESCRIPTION 
 
 
date/period 
Body sherds; tools 
 
 
EBA, poss. Chalco 
MATERIAL DESCRIPTION Hm, cw, fired orangey grey, bright red slip and yellowish slurry 
Other comments Other cw body sherds also Prehistoric; cf sherd-tools 403. No.8; A-C 
Measurements [cm]  nd 
PUBLISHED IN  
WALL CONTEXT TABLE Table 3: post city wall construction 
Illustration/s [drawing /photo/context photo] : 
 dscn 1307 
Frequently used abbreviations: nd=not drawn, cw=coarse ware, wm=wheel made, hm=hand made, 
incl=inclusions, of=overfired, ms=misfired, sm=small, med=medium, l=large, bl=black, wh=white, 
br=brown, r=red, ptd=painted, H=Height, D= Diameter, L=Length, W=Width, mx=maximum, 
vpc/pc=very poor/ poor condition, resid=residual, frgt/s=fragment/s, H=Hellenistic, LH=Late Hell., 
R=Roman, ER=Early Rom.,LR=Late Rom.,Byz=Byzantine, LB=Late Byzant., IA=Iron Age 
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JCW CATALOGUE : 405 
 
SITE/SEASON 
 
WALL/TRENCH 
 
LABEL  
Jerash City Walls  2002 
 
400 
 
JCW02.400 
OBJECT NO.: 4 
Fig.8:103; Pl.6 
Drawing Sheet No.: 3 
Photo CD/File: dscn 1305-7 
Sample Clipping : no 
CONTEXT/LEVEL/LOCI 
ASSEMBLAGE/DEPOSIT  
JCW02.405 
residual  Roman 
OBJECT DESCRIPTION 
 
 
 
date/period 
Rim frgt of  jar;  
 
 
 
Roman 
MATERIAL DESCRIPTION Wm, fired  bright red; tiny bl, br, wh incls; dark brown to blackish slip 
outer and inside rim 
Other comments  
Measurements [cm] D ~10 , mx H 3.1 
PUBLISHED IN  
WALL CONTEXT TABLE Table 3: post city wall construction 
Illustration/s [drawing /photo/context photo] : 
       No.4 
Frequently used abbreviations: nd=not drawn, cw=coarse ware, wm=wheel made, hm=hand made, 
incl=inclusions, of=overfired, ms=misfired, sm=small, med=medium, l=large, bl=black, wh=white, 
br=brown, r=red, ptd=painted, H=Height, D= Diameter, L=Length, W=Width, vpc/pc=very poor/ poor 
condition, resid=residual, frgt/s=fragment/s, H=Hellenistic, LH=Late Hell., R=Roman, ER=Early 
Rom.,LR=Late Rom.,Byz=Byzantine, LB=Late Byzant., IA=Iron Age 
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JCW CATALOGUE : 405 
 
SITE/SEASON 
 
WALL/TRENCH 
 
LABEL  
Jerash City Walls  2002 
 
400 
 
JCW02.400 
OBJECT NO.: 5 
Fig.8:105; Pl.6:105 
Drawing Sheet No.: 3 
Photo CD/File: dscn 1305-7 
Sample Clipping : no 
CONTEXT/LEVEL/LOCI 
ASSEMBLAGE/DEPOSIT  
JCW02.405 
residual  Roman 
OBJECT DESCRIPTION 
 
 
date/period 
Rim of jar 
 
 
Roman 
MATERIAL DESCRIPTION Wm, fired light red, grey core; small to med wh,, fine bl and br, r incls; 
thin light red slip  wash,[slurry slip] 
Other comments  
Measurements [cm] D 17, mx H 3.1 
PUBLISHED IN  
WALL CONTEXT TABLE Table 3: post city wall construction 
Illustration/s [drawing /photo/context photo] : 
       No.5 
Frequently used abbreviations: nd=not drawn, cw=coarse ware, wm=wheel made, hm=hand made, 
incl=inclusions, of=overfired, ms=misfired, sm=small, med=medium, l=large, bl=black, wh=white, 
br=brown, r=red, ptd=painted, H=Height, D= Diameter, L=Length, W=Width, vpc/pc=very poor/ poor 
condition, resid=residual, frgt/s=fragment/s, H=Hellenistic, LH=Late Hell., R=Roman, ER=Early 
Rom.,LR=Late Rom.,Byz=Byzantine, LB=Late Byzant., IA=Iron Age 
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JCW CATALOGUE : 405 
 
SITE/SEASON 
 
WALL/TRENCH 
 
LABEL  
Jerash City Walls  2002 
 
400 
 
JCW02.400 
OBJECT NO.: 6 
Fig.8:107; Pl.6:107 
Drawing Sheet No.: 3 
Photo CD/File: dscn 1305-7 
Sample Clipping : no 
CONTEXT/LEVEL/LOCI 
ASSEMBLAGE/DEPOSIT  
JCW02.405 
residual  Roman 
OBJECT DESCRIPTION 
 
 
date/period 
Rim frgt of jug 
 
 
Roman 
MATERIAL DESCRIPTION Wm, fired buff pale to reddish brown; small wh,,bl incls; yellowish br 
thin slip 
Other comments  
Measurements [cm] D 8, mx H 2.1 
PUBLISHED IN  
WALL CONTEXT TABLE Table 3: post city wall construction 
Illustration/s [drawing /photo/context photo] : 
       No.6 
Frequently used abbreviations: nd=not drawn, cw=coarse ware, wm=wheel made, hm=hand made, 
incl=inclusions, of=overfired, ms=misfired, sm=small, med=medium, l=large, bl=black, wh=white, 
br=brown, r=red, ptd=painted, H=Height, D= Diameter, L=Length, W=Width, mx=maximum, 
vpc/pc=very poor/ poor condition, resid=residual, frgt/s=fragment/s, H=Hellenistic, LH=Late Hell., 
R=Roman, ER=Early Rom.,LR=Late Rom.,Byz=Byzantine, LB=Late Byzant., IA=Iron Age,  
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JCW CATALOGUE : 405 
 
SITE/SEASON 
 
WALL/TRENCH 
 
LABEL  
Jerash City Walls  2002 
 
400 
 
JCW02.400 
OBJECT NO.: 7 
Fig.8:110; Pl.6 
Drawing Sheet No.: 3 
Photo CD/File: dscn 1305-7 
Sample Clipping : no 
CONTEXT/LEVEL/LOCI 
ASSEMBLAGE/DEPOSIT  
JCW02.405 
residual  Roman 
OBJECT DESCRIPTION 
 
 
date/period 
Rim frgt of jar 
 
 
Late Roman 
MATERIAL DESCRIPTION Wm, fired brownish grey; small wh,,bl incls; dark grey slip 
Other comments  
Measurements [cm] D ~12, mx H 2.8 
PUBLISHED IN  
WALL CONTEXT TABLE Table 3: post city wall construction 
Illustration/s [drawing /photo/context photo] : 
       No.7 
Frequently used abbreviations: nd=not drawn, cw=coarse ware, wm=wheel made, hm=hand made, 
incl=inclusions, of=overfired, ms=misfired, sm=small, med=medium, l=large, bl=black, wh=white, 
br=brown, r=red, ptd=painted, H=Height, D= Diameter, L=Length, W=Width, mx=maximum, 
vpc/pc=very poor/ poor condition, resid=residual, frgt/s=fragment/s, H=Hellenistic, LH=Late Hell., 
R=Roman, ER=Early Rom.,LR=Late Rom.,Byz=Byzantine, LB=Late Byzant., IA=Iron Age,  
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JCW CATALOGUE : 405 
 
SITE/SEASON 
 
WALL/TRENCH 
 
LABEL  
Jerash City Walls  2002 
 
400 
 
JCW02.400 
OBJECT NO.: 8 
Fig.8:111; Pl.6:111 
Drawing Sheet No.: 3 
Photo CD/File: dscn 1305-7 
Sample Clipping : no 
CONTEXT/LEVEL/LOCI 
ASSEMBLAGE/DEPOSIT  
JCW02.405 
residual  Roman 
OBJECT DESCRIPTION 
 
 
date/period 
Rim frgt of jug 
 
 
Roman 
MATERIAL DESCRIPTION Wm, fired buff, pale greyish core; fine wh,,bl incls; orangey cream slip 
[same ware as No.9] 
Other comments  
Measurements [cm] D 10, mx H 3.3 
PUBLISHED IN  
WALL CONTEXT TABLE Table 3: post city wall construction 
Illustration/s [drawing /photo/context photo] : 
       No.8 
Frequently used abbreviations: nd=not drawn, cw=coarse ware, wm=wheel made, hm=hand made, 
incl=inclusions, of=overfired, ms=misfired, sm=small, med=medium, l=large, bl=black, wh=white, 
br=brown, r=red, ptd=painted, H=Height, D= Diameter, L=Length, W=Width, mx=maximum, 
vpc/pc=very poor/ poor condition, resid=residual, frgt/s=fragment/s, H=Hellenistic, LH=Late Hell., 
R=Roman, ER=Early Rom.,LR=Late Rom.,Byz=Byzantine, LB=Late Byzant., IA=Iron Age,  
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JCW CATALOGUE : 405 
 
SITE/SEASON 
 
WALL/TRENCH 
 
LABEL  
Jerash City Walls  2002 
 
400 
 
JCW02.400 
OBJECT NO.: 9 
Fig.8:106; Pl.6:106 
Drawing Sheet No.: 3 
Photo CD/File: dscn 1305-7 
Sample Clipping : no 
CONTEXT/LEVEL/LOCI 
ASSEMBLAGE/DEPOSIT  
JCW02.405 
residual  Roman 
OBJECT DESCRIPTION 
 
 
date/period 
Rim frgt of jar 
 
 
Roman 
MATERIAL DESCRIPTION Wm, fired buff, pale greyish core; fine wh,,bl incls; orangey cream slip 
[same ware as No.8] 
Other comments  
Measurements [cm] D ~16, mx H 2.0 
PUBLISHED IN  
WALL CONTEXT TABLE Table 3: post city wall construction 
Illustration/s [drawing /photo/context photo] : 
       No.9 
Frequently used abbreviations: nd=not drawn, cw=coarse ware, wm=wheel made, hm=hand made, 
incl=inclusions, of=overfired, ms=misfired, sm=small, med=medium, l=large, bl=black, wh=white, 
br=brown, r=red, ptd=painted, H=Height, D= Diameter, L=Length, W=Width, mx=maximum, 
vpc/pc=very poor/ poor condition, resid=residual, frgt/s=fragment/s, H=Hellenistic, LH=Late Hell., 
R=Roman, ER=Early Rom.,LR=Late Rom.,Byz=Byzantine, LB=Late Byzant., IA=Iron Age,  
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JCW CATALOGUE : 405 
 
SITE/SEASON 
 
WALL/TRENCH 
 
LABEL  
Jerash City Walls  2002 
 
400 
 
JCW02.400 
OBJECT NO.: 10 
Drawing Sheet No.: sketch only 
Photo CD/File: dscn 1305-7 
Sample Clipping : no 
CONTEXT/LEVEL/LOCI 
ASSEMBLAGE/DEPOSIT  
JCW02.405 
residual  Roman 
OBJECT DESCRIPTION 
 
 
date/period 
Rim frgt of casserole or collared jar, chipped 
 
 
Roman 
MATERIAL DESCRIPTION Wm, fired red, grey core; small wh,,bl incls; brownish cream slip 
Other comments  
Measurements [cm] Sketch only, not to scale 
PUBLISHED IN  
WALL CONTEXT TABLE Table 3: post city wall construction 
Illustration/s [drawing /photo/context photo] : 
                    Badly drawn computer sketch, incorrect ∟ and shoulder width, much finer;  
general type ref only (see sketch in cat. note book for wall 400) 
Frequently used abbreviations: nd=not drawn, cw=coarse ware, wm=wheel made, hm=hand made, 
incl=inclusions, of=overfired, ms=misfired, sm=small, med=medium, l=large, bl=black, wh=white, 
br=brown, r=red, ptd=painted, H=Height, D= Diameter, L=Length, W=Width, mx=maximum, 
vpc/pc=very poor/ poor condition, resid=residual, frgt/s=fragment/s, H=Hellenistic, LH=Late Hell., 
R=Roman, ER=Early Rom.,LR=Late Rom.,Byz=Byzantine, LB=Late Byzant., IA=Iron Age,  
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JCW CATALOGUE : 405 
 
SITE/SEASON 
 
WALL/TRENCH 
 
LABEL  
Jerash City Walls  2002 
 
400 
 
JCW02.400 
OBJECT NO.: 11 
Fig.8:104; Pl.6 
Drawing Sheet No.: 3 
Photo CD/File: dscn 1305-7 
Sample Clipping : no 
CONTEXT/LEVEL/LOCI 
ASSEMBLAGE/DEPOSIT  
JCW02.405 
residual  Roman 
OBJECT DESCRIPTION 
 
 
date/period 
Rim frgt of bowl 
 
 
Late Roman 
MATERIAL DESCRIPTION Wm, fired red; small wh,,bl incls; brownish black outer -, inner red slip 
Other comments  
Measurements [cm] D ~?, mx H 2.5 
PUBLISHED IN  
WALL CONTEXT TABLE Table 3: post city wall construction 
Illustration/s [drawing /photo/context photo] : 
       No.11 
Frequently used abbreviations: nd=not drawn, cw=coarse ware, wm=wheel made, hm=hand made, 
incl=inclusions, of=overfired, ms=misfired, sm=small, med=medium, l=large, bl=black, wh=white, 
br=brown, r=red, ptd=painted, H=Height, D= Diameter, L=Length, W=Width, mx=maximum, 
vpc/pc=very poor/ poor condition, resid=residual, frgt/s=fragment/s, H=Hellenistic, LH=Late Hell., 
R=Roman, ER=Early Rom.,LR=Late Rom.,Byz=Byzantine, LB=Late Byzant., IA=Iron Age,  
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JCW CATALOGUE : 405 
 
SITE/SEASON 
 
WALL/TRENCH 
 
LABEL  
Jerash City Walls  2002 
 
400 
 
JCW02.400 
OBJECT NO.: 12 
Fig.8:109; Pl.6:109 
Drawing Sheet No.: 3 
Photo CD/File: dscn 1305-7 
Sample Clipping : check 
CONTEXT/LEVEL/LOCI 
ASSEMBLAGE/DEPOSIT  
JCW02.405 
residual  Roman 
OBJECT DESCRIPTION 
 
 
date/period 
Rim frgt of basin 
 
 
Late Roman 
MATERIAL DESCRIPTION Wm, fired reddish brown, grey core; small wh,br,bl incls; pale brown 
wash-slurry 
Other comments  
Measurements [cm] D ~32, mx H - 
PUBLISHED IN  
WALL CONTEXT TABLE Table 3: post city wall construction 
Illustration/s [drawing /photo/context photo] : 
No.12 
Frequently used abbreviations: nd=not drawn, cw=coarse ware, wm=wheel made, hm=hand made, 
incl=inclusions, of=overfired, ms=misfired, sm=small, med=medium, l=large, bl=black, wh=white, 
br=brown, r=red, ptd=painted, H=Height, D= Diameter, L=Length, W=Width, mx=maximum, 
vpc/pc=very poor/ poor condition, resid=residual, frgt/s=fragment/s, H=Hellenistic, LH=Late Hell., 
R=Roman, ER=Early Rom.,LR=Late Rom.,Byz=Byzantine, LB=Late Byzant., IA=Iron Age,  
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JCW CATALOGUE : 405 
 
SITE/SEASON 
 
WALL/TRENCH 
 
LABEL  
Jerash City Walls  2002 
 
400 
 
JCW02.400 
OBJECT NO.: 13 
Fig.8:108; Pl.6:108 
Drawing Sheet No.: [2] 
Photo CD/File: dscn 1305-7 
Sample Clipping : check 
CONTEXT/LEVEL/LOCI 
ASSEMBLAGE/DEPOSIT  
JCW02.405 
residual  Roman 
OBJECT DESCRIPTION 
 
 
date/period 
Pinched handle frgt 
 
 
Late Roman (ware, type Roman and Late R) 
MATERIAL DESCRIPTION Wm, buff fired grey; small , med. wh,bl incls; pale brown wash 
Other comments  
Measurements [cm]  
PUBLISHED IN  
WALL CONTEXT TABLE Table 3: post city wall construction 
Illustration/s [drawing /photo/context photo] : 
No.13 
Frequently used abbreviations: nd=not drawn, cw=coarse ware, wm=wheel made, hm=hand made, 
incl=inclusions, of=overfired, ms=misfired, sm=small, med=medium, l=large, bl=black, wh=white, 
br=brown, r=red, ptd=painted, H=Height, D= Diameter, L=Length, W=Width, mx=maximum, 
vpc/pc=very poor/ poor condition, resid=residual, frgt/s=fragment/s, H=Hellenistic, LH=Late Hell., 
R=Roman, ER=Early Rom.,LR=Late Rom.,Byz=Byzantine, LB=Late Byzant., IA=Iron Age,  
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JCW CATALOGUE : 405 
 
SITE/SEASON 
 
WALL/TRENCH 
 
LABEL  
Jerash City Walls  2002 
 
400 
 
JCW02.400 
OBJECT NO.: 14 
Fig.8:113; Pl.6:113 
Drawing Sheet No.: 3 
Photo CD/File: dscn 1305-7 
Sample Clipping : no 
CONTEXT/LEVEL/LOCI 
ASSEMBLAGE/DEPOSIT  
JCW02.405 
residual  Roman 
OBJECT DESCRIPTION 
 
 
date/period 
String-cut base frgt of bottle/juglet 
 
 
Late Roman 
MATERIAL DESCRIPTION Wm, fired brownish red, grey core; small wh,,bl incls; pinkish wash 
Other comments  
Measurements [cm] D 3.6, mx H 2.1 
PUBLISHED IN  
WALL CONTEXT TABLE Table 3: post city wall construction 
Illustration/s [drawing /photo/context photo] : 
       No.14 
Frequently used abbreviations: nd=not drawn, cw=coarse ware, wm=wheel made, hm=hand made, 
incl=inclusions, of=overfired, ms=misfired, sm=small, med=medium, l=large, bl=black, wh=white, 
br=brown, r=red, ptd=painted, H=Height, D= Diameter, L=Length, W=Width, mx=maximum, 
vpc/pc=very poor/ poor condition, resid=residual, frgt/s=fragment/s, H=Hellenistic, LH=Late Hell., 
R=Roman, ER=Early Rom.,LR=Late Rom.,Byz=Byzantine, LB=Late Byzant., IA=Iron Age,  
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JCW CATALOGUE : 405 
 
SITE/SEASON 
 
WALL/TRENCH 
 
LABEL  
Jerash City Walls  2002 
 
400 
 
JCW02.400 
OBJECT NO.: 15 
Fig.8:112; Pl.6:112 
Drawing Sheet No.: 3 
Photo CD/File: dscn 1305-7 
Sample Clipping : no 
CONTEXT/LEVEL/LOCI 
ASSEMBLAGE/DEPOSIT  
JCW02.405 
residual  Roman 
OBJECT DESCRIPTION 
 
 
date/period 
String-cut base frgt of bottle/juglet 
 
 
Late Roman 
MATERIAL DESCRIPTION Wm, fired red,; small wh,,bl incls; dark grey inner-, pinkish outer wash 
Other comments  
Measurements [cm] D ~3, mx H 1.7 
PUBLISHED IN  
WALL CONTEXT TABLE Table 3: post city wall construction 
Illustration/s [drawing /photo/context photo] : 
       No.15 
Frequently used abbreviations: nd=not drawn, cw=coarse ware, wm=wheel made, hm=hand made, 
incl=inclusions, of=overfired, ms=misfired, sm=small, med=medium, l=large, bl=black, wh=white, 
br=brown, r=red, ptd=painted, H=Height, D= Diameter, L=Length, W=Width, mx=maximum, 
vpc/pc=very poor/ poor condition, resid=residual, frgt/s=fragment/s, H=Hellenistic, LH=Late Hell., 
R=Roman, ER=Early Rom.,LR=Late Rom.,Byz=Byzantine, LB=Late Byzant., IA=Iron Age,  
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JCW CATALOGUE : 405 
 
SITE/SEASON 
 
WALL/TRENCH 
 
LABEL  
Jerash City Walls  2002 
 
400 
 
JCW02.400 
OBJECT NO.: 16 
Fig.8:114; Pl.6 
Drawing Sheet No.: 3 
Photo CD/File: dscn 1305-7 
Sample Clipping : no 
CONTEXT/LEVEL/LOCI 
ASSEMBLAGE/DEPOSIT  
JCW02.405 
residual  Roman 
OBJECT DESCRIPTION 
 
 
date/period 
Ring base frgt of bowl 
 
 
Early Roman-Roman, Nabataean (?) 
MATERIAL DESCRIPTION Wm,very fine levigated fired creamy orange; traces of brown paint on 
outer, ‘glossy’/burnished inner pale orangey slip, outer slip same but not 
burnished 
Other comments  
Measurements [cm] D -, mx - 
PUBLISHED IN  
WALL CONTEXT TABLE Table 3: post city wall construction 
Illustration/s [drawing /photo/context photo] : 
       No.16 
Frequently used abbreviations: nd=not drawn, cw=coarse ware, wm=wheel made, hm=hand made, 
incl=inclusions, of=overfired, ms=misfired, sm=small, med=medium, l=large, bl=black, wh=white, 
br=brown, r=red, ptd=painted, H=Height, D= Diameter, L=Length, W=Width, mx=maximum, 
vpc/pc=very poor/ poor condition, resid=residual, frgt/s=fragment/s, H=Hellenistic, LH=Late Hell., 
R=Roman, ER=Early Rom.,LR=Late Rom.,Byz=Byzantine, LB=Late Byzant., IA=Iron Age,  
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JCW CATALOGUE : 405 
 
SITE/SEASON 
 
WALL/TRENCH 
 
LABEL  
Jerash City Walls  2002 
 
400 
 
JCW02.400 
OBJECT NO.:  
Drawing Sheet No.: nd 
Photo CD/File: dscn1305-7 
Sample Clipping : no 
CONTEXT/LEVEL/LOCI 
ASSEMBLAGE/DEPOSIT  
JCW02.405 
residual  Roman 
OBJECT DESCRIPTION 
 
 
date/period 
2 Body –sherds, ARS 
1 body-sherd painted Late Roman:  tool-sherd 
 
Late Roman-Early Byz. 
MATERIAL DESCRIPTION Imported ARS 
Other comments  
Measurements [cm]  nd 
PUBLISHED IN  
WALL CONTEXT TABLE Table 3: post city wall construction 
Illustration/s [drawing /photo/context photo] : 
 dscn 1307 
Frequently used abbreviations: nd=not drawn, cw=coarse ware, wm=wheel made, hm=hand made, 
incl=inclusions, of=overfired, ms=misfired, sm=small, med=medium, l=large, bl=black, wh=white, 
br=brown, r=red, ptd=painted, H=Height, D= Diameter, L=Length, W=Width, mx=maximum, 
vpc/pc=very poor/ poor condition, resid=residual, frgt/s=fragment/s, H=Hellenistic, LH=Late Hell., 
R=Roman, ER=Early Rom.,LR=Late Rom.,Byz=Byzantine, LB=Late Byzant., IA=Iron Age 
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Appendix:  
Wall 400 (JCW02:400) - Detailed description/ missing catalogue entries: 
Table 2: Construction phases, contexts 406 and 421.2: Fig.6: nos 79-82; Pl.4: 81-82 
Cat No. 79 / Fig. 6:79 (JCW02.406:1) 
Neck frgt of jug; slightly gritty/sandy, ‘bright’ light grey; fine wh, bl incls; bright grey thing 
wash-slip with orange finger smudges; L.Hell to E Rom ware  
Diam ~ 
Drawn to scale 1:1, I.K-O. 
Cat No. 80 / Fig. 6:80 (JCW02.406:2) 
Shoulder frgt of jar, egg-shell thin, yellow buff (almost off-white); small wh, bl red incls; self-
slurry, Roman [2nd AD] 
Diam ~ 
Drawn to scale 1:1, I.K-O. 
Cat No. 81 / Fig. 6:81 (JCW02.421/2) 
Rim of carinated cup/bowl, red; wh bl incls; mica; red slip, rouletted design, Early Roman [1st 
] 
Diam ~ 
Drawn to scale 1:1, I.K-O. 
Cat No. 82 / Fig. 6:82 (JCW02.421/2) 
Rim-upper body join of carinated cup/bowl, overfired grey; bl and wh incls; black-grey slip-
wash (overfired), Early Roman  
Diam ~ 
Drawn to scale 1:1, I.K-O. 
Table 3:Post-wall Construction phases, contexts 407,408,411:Fig.9: nos 115-129;Pls 
6-7 
Cat No. 115 / Fig. 9:115 (JCW02.407:10) 
 Rim frgt of basin, h-m, grey ware, comb-incised, Late Byzantine [6th-7th] 
Diam ~ 
Drawn to scale 1:1, I.K-O. 
Cat No. 116 / Fig. 9:116 (JCW02.407:7) 
Handle frgt of jar [cooking pot], pinched; pale red; wh, bl incls; creamy wash, Late Roman 
[3rd…4th AD] 
Diam ~ 
Drawn to scale 1:1, I.K-O. 
Cat No. 117 / Fig. 9:117 (JCW02.407:8) 
Handle frgt of juglet or small jar [cooking pot?], pinched; light terra cotta; wh, bl , br incls; 
creamy wash-slurry, Roman [ware 2nd AD] 
Diam ~ 
Drawn to scale 1:1, I.K-O. 
Cat No. 118 / Fig. 9:118 (JCW02.407:1) 
 Rim frgt of basin, w-m, red, small bl, wh incls; red wash-slip, Late Roman  
Diam ~ 
Drawn to scale 1:1, I.K-O. 
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Cat No. 119 / Fig. 9:119 (JCW02.407:2) 
Rim frgt of frying pan [?], soapy beigish-pink; small  bl, wh incls; blotchy brownish wash,  Late 
Roman 
Diam ~ 
Drawn to scale 1:1, I.K-O. 
Cat No. 120 / Fig. 9:120 (JCW02.407:3) 
Rim frgt of jar; buff; small  bl, wh incls; slurried,  Late Roman 
Diam ~ 
Drawn to scale 1:1, I.K-O. 
Cat No. 121 / Fig. 9:121 (JCW02.407:6) 
Rim frgt of bowl; red, grey core; small  bl, wh incls; slurried,  Late Roman 
Diam ~ 
Drawn to scale 1:1, I.K-O. 
Cat No. 122 / Fig. 9:122 (JCW02.407:4) 
Rim frgt of jug; beigish pink; tiny  bl, wh incls; cream wash,  Roman -Late Roman [late 2nd-3rd 
AD] 
Diam ~ 
Drawn to scale 1:1, I.K-O. 
Cat No. 123 / Fig. 9:123 (JCW02.407:5) 
Rim frgt of storage jar; gritty buff, pale grey core; small bl, wh incls; cream slip, Roman-Late 
Roman 
Diam ~ 
Drawn to scale 1:1, I.K-O. 
Cat No. 124 / Fig. 9:124 (JCW02.407:9) 
Handle frgt of jar; pastel brown, gritty; br, bl, wh incls; paler slurry-wash, Early Roman 
Diam ~ 
Drawn to scale 1:1, I.K-O. 
Cat No. 125 / Fig. 9:125 (JCW02.408:4,5, 408.4:5 and 408.2:1) 
 Rim and body frgts of basin[s], h-m, grey ware, comb-incised, Late Byzantine 
Diam ~ 
Drawn to scale 1:1, I.K-O. 
Cat No. 126 / Fig. 9:126 (JCW02.408.3:5) 
 frgt of basin, h-m, grey ware, comb-incised, Late Byzantine 
Diam ~ 
Drawn to scale 1:1, I.K-O. 
Cat No. 127/ Fig. 9:127 (JCW02.408.2:2) 
Rim frgt of storage jar; bright grey buff throughout; very fine wh, bl incls; cream slip, Late 
Hell – Early Roman ware 
Diam rim 9.8 cm, max H 3.5 cm 
Drawn to scale 1:1, I.K-O. 
Cat No. 128/ Fig. 9:128 (JCW02.411:1) 
Rim frgt jar [2-handled cooking pot]; pale brown; small wh, bl incls; thin brown slip-wash, 
Late Roman 
Diam rim 16 cm, max H 3.2 cm 
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Drawn to scale 1:1, I.K-O. 
Cat No. 129/ Fig. 9:129 (JCW02.411:2) 
Rim frgt basin; w-m, red to brown with grey core; small wh, bl incls; cream brownish slip, 
Late Roman-Byzantine [3rd – 5th] 
Diam rim 16 cm, max H 3.2 cm 
Drawn to scale 1:1, I.K-O. 
 
Illustrations: Tables 1-3:  
WALL 400: (JCW02:400) 
Table 2: Wall con. Contexts: Fig.6: 79-80 [cont. 406], 81-82 [cont.421.2]; Pl.4: 81-82 [plus 
sherds con. 421.2]; Table 3: Post-wall con. Contexts: Fig.8: 98-102,103-114; Fig.9: 115-129; 
Pl.6: collective sherds: 247 [con. 408.2], 105-112 [con. 405], 116-123 [con. 407]; Pl.7: 255 
[collective sherds con. 401]; 
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Chapter 4: JCW CATALOGUE: 506/504 
 
SITE/SEASON 
 
WALL/TRENCH 
 
LABEL  
Jerash City Walls  2002 
 
500 
 
JCW02.506/504 
OBJECT NO.: 93 
Fig.7:93;  Pl.6:93 
Drawing Sheet No.: 1 
Photo CD/File: 
Sample Clipping : no 
 
CONTEXT/LEVEL/LOCI 
ASSEMBLAGE/DEPOSIT  
JCW02.506/504 
Mixed, residual and pottery kiln dump /same as 502/503 
OBJECT DESCRIPTION 
 
 
date/period 
Complete profile [3/4 body] of cooking pot [jar], mended,  
 
 
Late Roman [3rd-4th] 
MATERIAL DESCRIPTION wm, misfired [of] red to grey, pinkish –brown to red to blackish-brown 
thin wash-slip; sm to med wh incls, sm bl and few br incls;  
Other comments used [traces of secondary/charcoal burns at bottom] 
Measurements [cm]  D 14.2 , H 18.5, mx D/W21 [with handles] 
PUBLISHED IN  
WALL CONTEXT TABLE Table 3: post-city wall construction phases 
Illustration/s [drawing /photo/context photo] : 
 
Sheet 1. No.1 
 
Frequently used abbreviations: cw=coarse ware, wm=wheel made, hm=hand made, incl=inclusions, 
mf=misfired, of=overfired, uf=underfired, sm=small, med=medium, l=large, bl=black, wh=white, 
br=brown, r=red, ptd=painted, H=Height, D= Diameter, L=Length, W=Width, mx=maximum, 
vpc/pc=very poor/ poor condition, resid=residual, frgt/s=fragment/s, H=Hellenistic, LH=Late Hell., 
R=Roman, ER=Early Rom.,LR=Late Rom.,Byz=Byzantine, LB=Late Byzant., IA=Iron Age 
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JCW CATALOGUE: 506/504 
 
SITE/SEASON 
 
WALL/TRENCH 
 
LABEL  
Jerash City Walls  2002 
 
500 
 
JCW02.506/504 
OBJECT NO.: 96 
Fig.8:96; Pl.5:96 
Drawing Sheet No.: 2 
Photo CD/File:  
Sample Clipping : no 
 
CONTEXT/LEVEL/LOCI 
ASSEMBLAGE/DEPOSIT  
JCW02.506/504 
Mixed, residual and pottery kiln dump /same as 502/503 
OBJECT DESCRIPTION 
 
 
date/period 
Bottle/juglet [handle join], ribbed body, string-cut base, incomplete 
 
 
Late Roman [3rd-4th] 
MATERIAL DESCRIPTION wm, fired red throughout, fine wh & bl incls; thin creamy wash-slip  
[patchy] 
Other comments Many fragments of other bottles in same kiln dump 
Measurements [cm]  Base D 3.6 , mx H 10.5 
PUBLISHED IN  
WALL CONTEXT TABLE Table 3: post-city wall construction phases 
Illustration/s [drawing /photo/context photo] : 
 
Frequently used abbreviations: cw=coarse ware, wm=wheel made, hm=hand made, incl=inclusions, 
of=overfired, ms=misfired, sm=small, med=medium, l=large, bl=black, wh=white, br=brown, r=red, 
ptd=painted, H=Height, D= Diameter, L=Length, W=Width, vpc/pc=very poor/ poor condition, 
resid=residual, frgt/s=fragment/s, H=Hellenistic, LH=Late Hell., R=Roman, ER=Early Rom.,LR=Late 
Rom.,Byz=Byzantine, LB=Late Byzant., IA=Iron Age 
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JCW CATALOGUE : 506/504 
 
SITE/SEASON 
 
WALL/TRENCH 
 
LABEL  
Jerash City Walls  2002 
 
500 
 
JCW02.506/504 
OBJECT NO.: 97 
Fig.8:97 
Drawing Sheet No.: 2 
Photo CD/File:  
Sample Clipping : no 
 
CONTEXT/LEVEL/LOCI 
ASSEMBLAGE/DEPOSIT  
JCW02.506/504 
Mixed, residual and pottery kiln dump /same as 502/503 
OBJECT DESCRIPTION 
 
 
date/period 
Rim/neck fragment of bottle same type and ware as No.2 [same pot or 
same production?] 
 
LR 
MATERIAL DESCRIPTION Same as No.2 
Other comments  
Measurements [cm] Rim D 3, mx H 3.8 
PUBLISHED IN  
WALL CONTEXT TABLE Table 3: post city wall construction phases 
Illustration/s [drawing /photo/context photo] : 
 
              
 
                
 
 
 
Frequently used abbreviations: nd=not drawn, cw=coarse ware, wm=wheel made, hm=hand made, 
incl=inclusions, of=overfired, ms=misfired, sm=small, med=medium, l=large, bl=black, wh=white, 
br=brown, r=red, ptd=painted, H=Height, D= Diameter, L=Length, W=Width, mx=maximum, 
vpc/pc=very poor/ poor condition, resid=residual, frgt/s=fragment/s, H=Hellenistic, LH=Late Hell., 
R=Roman, ER=Early Rom.,LR=Late Rom.,Byz=Byzantine, LB=Late Byzant., IA=Iron Age 
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JCW CATALOGUE : 500 – no drawing sheet nos 3 and 4 [skipped numbering] 
 
SITE/SEASON 
 
WALL/TRENCH 
 
LABEL  
Jerash City Walls  2002 
 
500 
 
JCW02.517 
OBJECT NO.: 95 
Fig.8:95; Pl. 6:95 
Drawing Sheet No.: 5 
Photo CD/File:  
Sample Clipping : no 
 
CONTEXT/LEVEL/LOCI 
ASSEMBLAGE/DEPOSIT  
JCW02.517 
Mixed, residual and pottery kiln dump /same as 506/504 
OBJECT DESCRIPTION 
 
 
date/period 
Complete profile of cooking pot [jar], slightly warped, mended  
 
 
Late Roman [3rd-4th] 
MATERIAL DESCRIPTION wm, mfired reddish brown to patchy grey, sm wh, bl & br incls; slip-wash 
pastel brown [intended creamy?] 
Other comments used [traces of secondary/charcoal burns at bottom] 
Measurements [cm] Rim D 11, H 16.6. 
PUBLISHED IN  
WALL CONTEXT TABLE Table 3: post city wall construction phases 
Illustration/s [drawing /photo/context photo] : 
         
 
Frequently used abbreviations: cw=coarse ware, wm=wheel made, hm=hand made, incl=inclusions, 
of=overfired, ms=misfired, sm=small, med=medium, l=large, bl=black, wh=white, br=brown, r=red, 
ptd=painted, H=Height, D= Diameter, L=Length, W=Width, mx=maximum, vpc/pc=very poor/ poor 
condition, resid=residual, frgt/s=fragment/s, H=Hellenistic, LH=Late Hell., R=Roman, ER=Early 
Rom.,LR=Late Rom.,Byz=Byzantine, LB=Late Byzant., IA=Iron Age 
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JCW CATALOGUE : 500 – no drawing sheet nos 3 and 4 [skipped numbering] 
 
SITE/SEASON 
 
WALL/TRENCH 
 
LABEL  
Jerash City Walls  2002 
 
500 
 
JCW02.506/504 
OBJECT NO.: 94 
Fig.7:94; Pl.6:94 
Drawing Sheet No.: 6 
Photo CD/File:  
Sample Clipping : no 
 
CONTEXT/LEVEL/LOCI 
ASSEMBLAGE/DEPOSIT  
JCW02. 506/504 
Mixed, residual and pottery kiln dump /same as 502/503 
OBJECT DESCRIPTION 
 
 
date/period 
Complete profile of cooking pot [jar], slightly warped, mended  
 
 
Late Roman [3rd-4th] 
MATERIAL DESCRIPTION Ware same as no 5 but over-fired;  
Other comments Pinched handles 
Measurements [cm] Rim D 11, H 19.8-20 [uneven, warpred] 
PUBLISHED IN  
WALL CONTEXT TABLE Table 3: post city wall construction phases 
Illustration/s [drawing /photo/context photo] : 
 
 
Frequently used abbreviations: cw=coarse ware, wm=wheel made, hm=hand made, incl=inclusions, 
of=overfired, ms=misfired, sm=small, med=medium, l=large, bl=black, wh=white, br=brown, r=red, 
ptd=painted, H=Height, D= Diameter, L=Length, W=Width, mx=maximum, vpc/pc=very poor/ poor 
condition, resid=residual, frgt/s=fragment/s, H=Hellenistic, LH=Late Hell., R=Roman, ER=Early 
Rom.,LR=Late Rom.,Byz=Byzantine, LB=Late Byzant., IA=Iron Age 
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JCW CATALOGUE : 520 
 
SITE/SEASON 
 
WALL/TRENCH 
 
LABEL  
Jerash City Walls  2002 
 
500 
 
JCW02.520 
OBJECT NO.: 32 
Fig.4:32 
Drawing Sheet No.: 8 
Photo CD/File:  
Sample Clipping : yes 
 
CONTEXT/LEVEL/LOCI 
ASSEMBLAGE/DEPOSIT  
JCW02.520 
Residual, possibly mixed with kiln material of necropolis phase 
OBJECT DESCRIPTION 
 
 
date/period 
Rim of jar or jug, tall neck  fragment thin ware 
 
 
Late Hell – E Rom 
MATERIAL DESCRIPTION Wm, over-fired pale beige; brown slip-paint/wash over rim inside and out; 
for ware see sample clipping 
Other comments Dug-up pre-wall deposit [reverse chron] 
Measurements [cm] D – too small 
PUBLISHED IN  
WALL CONTEXT TABLE Table 2: city wall construction  
Illustration/s [drawing /photo/context photo] : 
 
    
 
 
 
 
Frequently used abbreviations: nd=not drawn, cw=coarse ware, wm=wheel made, hm=hand made, 
incl=inclusions, of=overfired, ms=misfired, sm=small, med=medium, l=large, bl=black, wh=white, 
br=brown, r=red, ptd=painted, H=Height, D= Diameter, L=Length, W=Width,  mx=maximum, 
vpc/pc=very poor/ poor condition, resid=residual, frgt/s=fragment/s, H=Hellenistic, LH=Late Hell., 
R=Roman, ER=Early Rom.,LR=Late Rom.,Byz=Byzantine, LB=Late Byzant., IA=Iron Age 
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JCW CATALOGUE : 520 
 
SITE/SEASON 
 
WALL/TRENCH 
 
LABEL  
Jerash City Walls  2002 
 
500 
 
JCW02.520 
OBJECT NO.: 31 
Fig.4:31 
Drawing Sheet No.: 8 
Photo CD/File:  
Sample Clipping : yes 
 
CONTEXT/LEVEL/LOCI 
ASSEMBLAGE/DEPOSIT  
JCW02.520 
Residual, possibly mixed with kiln material of necropolis phase 
OBJECT DESCRIPTION 
 
 
date/period 
Rim frgt of  casserole / Caesaraean carinated bowl* 
 
 
E Rom  [1st – 2nd AD] 
MATERIAL DESCRIPTION Wm, fired orangey red, for ware see sample clipping 
Other comments Could be of city wall construction or necropolis phase as no. 1 [reverse] 
Measurements [cm] D ~22, mx H 2.2 
PUBLISHED IN  
WALL CONTEXT TABLE Table 2: city wall construction 
Illustration/s [drawing /photo/context photo] : 
*N.B. other casserole rim frgt not drawn [3 and 3bis] 1st c. AD D inner 16 [no sample, just noted for 
type/date] 
    
 
 
Frequently used abbreviations: nd=not drawn, cw=coarse ware, wm=wheel made, hm=hand made, 
incl=inclusions, of=overfired, ms=misfired, sm=small, med=medium, l=large, bl=black, wh=white, 
br=brown, r=red, ptd=painted, H=Height, D= Diameter, L=Length, W=Width,  mx=maximum, 
vpc/pc=very poor/ poor condition, resid=residual, frgt/s=fragment/s, H=Hellenistic, LH=Late Hell., 
R=Roman, ER=Early Rom.,LR=Late Rom.,Byz=Byzantine, LB=Late Byzant., IA=Iron Age 
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JCW CATALOGUE: 510 
 
SITE/SEASON 
 
WALL/TRENCH 
 
LABEL  
Jerash City Walls  2002 
 
500 
 
JCW02.510 
OBJECT NO.: 36 
Fig.4:36 
Drawing Sheet No.: 8 
Photo CD/File:  
Sample Clipping : yes 
Import ? 
CONTEXT/LEVEL/LOCI 
ASSEMBLAGE/DEPOSIT  
JCW02.510 
Residual, possibly mixed with kiln material of necropolis phase 
OBJECT DESCRIPTION 
 
 
date/period 
Complete profile of shallow bowl/dish 
 
 
Late Hell  
MATERIAL DESCRIPTION Wm, fired buff pink, small bl, wh, incls, slurried with red slip applied 
irregularly [stained blackish]  inside and over rim 
Other comments Reverse stratigraphy of necropolis dug up deposit see nos 1 and 2 
Measurements [cm] D ~14, base D 4.5, H   
PUBLISHED IN  
WALL CONTEXT TABLE Table 3: post city wall construction phase  
Illustration/s [drawing /photo/context photo] : 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Frequently used abbreviations: nd=not drawn, cw=coarse ware, wm=wheel made, hm=hand made, 
incl=inclusions, of=overfired, ms=misfired, sm=small, med=medium, l=large, bl=black, wh=white, 
br=brown, r=red, ptd=painted, H=Height, D= Diameter, L=Length, W=Width,  mx=maximum, 
vpc/pc=very poor/ poor condition, resid=residual, frgt/s=fragment/s, H=Hellenistic, LH=Late Hell., 
R=Roman, ER=Early Rom.,LR=Late Rom.,Byz=Byzantine, LB=Late Byzant., IA=Iron Age 
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JCW CATALOGUE : 520 
 
SITE/SEASON 
 
WALL/TRENCH 
 
LABEL  
Jerash City Walls  2002 
 
500 
 
JCW02.520 
OBJECT NO.: 48 
Fig.5:48 
Drawing Sheet No.: 9 
Photo CD/File:  
Sample Clipping : no 
 
CONTEXT/LEVEL/LOCI 
ASSEMBLAGE/DEPOSIT  
JCW02.520 
Residual, possibly mixed with kiln material of necropolis phase 
OBJECT DESCRIPTION 
 
 
date/period 
Rim frgt of jar* 
 
 
Early Rom [1st – 2nd] 
MATERIAL DESCRIPTION Wm 
Other comments Could be of city wall construction or necropolis phase as no. 1 [reverse] 
Measurements [cm] D 14 
PUBLISHED IN  
WALL CONTEXT TABLE Table 2: city wall construction 
Illustration/s [drawing /photo/context photo] : 
* jar frgt no 4 on sheet 9  [3 frgts] same date type as 5, rim D 10, sample clipping 
 
 
 
 
Frequently used abbreviations: nd=not drawn, cw=coarse ware, wm=wheel made, hm=hand made, 
incl=inclusions, of=overfired, ms=misfired, sm=small, med=medium, l=large, bl=black, wh=white, 
br=brown, r=red, ptd=painted, H=Height, D= Diameter, L=Length, W=Width,  mx=maximum, 
vpc/pc=very poor/ poor condition, resid=residual, frgt/s=fragment/s, H=Hellenistic, LH=Late Hell., 
R=Roman, ER=Early Rom.,LR=Late Rom.,Byz=Byzantine, LB=Late Byzant., IA=Iron Age 
 
 
Pottery Catalogue for wall 500 using copied sheets of 400, by I.K-O, not complete  
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JCW CATALOGUE : 520 
SITE/SEASON 
 
WALL/TRENCH 
 
LABEL  
Jerash City Walls  2002 
 
500 
 
JCW02.520 
OBJECT NO.: 50 
Fig.5:50 
Drawing Sheet No.: 9 
Photo CD/File:  
Sample Clipping : no 
 
CONTEXT/LEVEL/LOCI 
ASSEMBLAGE/DEPOSIT  
JCW02.520 
Residual, possibly mixed with kiln material of necropolis phase 
OBJECT DESCRIPTION 
 
 
date/period 
Rim frgt of jug 
 
 
Early Rom [1st – 2nd] 
MATERIAL DESCRIPTION Wm, fired red, ha 
Other comments Same as other  in context 520 
Measurements [cm] D 4 
PUBLISHED IN  
WALL CONTEXT TABLE Table 2: city wall construction 
Illustration/s [drawing /photo/context photo] : 
 
 
 
 
Frequently used abbreviations: nd=not drawn, cw=coarse ware, wm=wheel made, hm=hand made, 
incl=inclusions, of=overfired, ms=misfired, sm=small, med=medium, l=large, bl=black, wh=white, 
br=brown, r=red, ptd=painted, H=Height, D= Diameter, L=Length, W=Width, mx=maximum, 
vpc/pc=very poor/ poor condition, resid=residual, frgt/s=fragment/s, H=Hellenistic, LH=Late Hell., 
R=Roman, ER=Early Rom.,LR=Late Rom.,Byz=Byzantine, LB=Late Byzant., IA=Iron Age 
 
 
Pottery Catalogue for wall 500 using copied sheets of 400, by I.K-O, not complete  
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JCW CATALOGUE : 520 
 
SITE/SEASON 
 
WALL/TRENCH 
 
LABEL  
Jerash City Walls  2002 
 
500 
 
JCW02.520 
OBJECT NO.: 49 
Fig.5:49 
Drawing Sheet No.: 9 
Photo CD/File:  
Sample Clipping : yes 
 
CONTEXT/LEVEL/LOCI 
ASSEMBLAGE/DEPOSIT  
JCW02.520 
Residual, possibly mixed with kiln material of necropolis phase 
OBJECT DESCRIPTION 
 
 
date/period 
Rim frgt of jug, ribbed neck 
 
Late Hell - Early Rom [BC/AD] 
MATERIAL DESCRIPTION Wm, fired  red 
Other comments Same as other 520 
Measurements [cm] D 12 
PUBLISHED IN  
WALL CONTEXT TABLE Table 2: city wall construction 
Illustration/s [drawing /photo/context photo] : 
Cf other rim frgt of jug or jar no 9, no clipping, 1st – 2nd, D 5, nd 
 
Frequently used abbreviations: nd=not drawn, cw=coarse ware, wm=wheel made, hm=hand made, 
incl=inclusions, of=overfired, ms=misfired, sm=small, med=medium, l=large, bl=black, wh=white, 
br=brown, r=red, ptd=painted, H=Height, D= Diameter, L=Length, W=Width, mx=maximum, 
vpc/pc=very poor/ poor condition, resid=residual, frgt/s=fragment/s, H=Hellenistic, LH=Late Hell., 
R=Roman, ER=Early Rom.,LR=Late Rom.,Byz=Byzantine, LB=Late Byzant., IA=Iron Age 
 
Pottery Catalogue for wall 500 using copied sheets of 400, by I.K-O, not complete  
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JCW CATALOGUE : 520 
 
SITE/SEASON 
 
WALL/TRENCH 
 
LABEL  
Jerash City Walls  2002 
 
500 
 
JCW02.520 
OBJECT NO.: 51 
Fig.5:51 
Drawing Sheet No.: 9 
Photo CD/File:  
Sample Clipping : yes 
 
CONTEXT/LEVEL/LOCI 
ASSEMBLAGE/DEPOSIT  
JCW02.520 
Residual, possibly mixed with kiln material of necropolis phase 
OBJECT DESCRIPTION 
 
 
date/period 
Rim frgt of jug, ribbed neck 
 
 
Nabataean  [1st  – 2nd ] 
MATERIAL DESCRIPTION Wm, coarse ware, fired red with cream slip  
Other comments Same as other 520 
Measurements [cm] Innder D 8, angle not certain [too small] 
PUBLISHED IN  
WALL CONTEXT TABLE Table 2: city wall construction 
Illustration/s [drawing /photo/context photo] : 
 
 
   
 
Frequently used abbreviations: nd=not drawn, cw=coarse ware, wm=wheel made, hm=hand made, 
incl=inclusions, of=overfired, ms=misfired, sm=small, med=medium, l=large, bl=black, wh=white, 
br=brown, r=red, ptd=painted, H=Height, D= Diameter, L=Length, W=Width, mx=maximum, 
vpc/pc=very poor/ poor condition, resid=residual, frgt/s=fragment/s, H=Hellenistic, LH=Late Hell., 
R=Roman, ER=Early Rom.,LR=Late Rom.,Byz=Byzantine, LB=Late Byzant., IA=Iron Age 
 
 
 
Pottery Catalogue for wall 500 using copied sheets of 400, by I.K-O, not complete  
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JCW CATALOGUE : 520 
 
SITE/SEASON 
 
WALL/TRENCH 
 
LABEL  
Jerash City Walls  2002 
 
500 
 
JCW02.520 
OBJECT NO.: 52 
Fig.5:52 
Drawing Sheet No.: 9 
Photo CD/File:  
Sample Clipping : no 
 
CONTEXT/LEVEL/LOCI 
ASSEMBLAGE/DEPOSIT  
JCW02.520 
Residual, possibly mixed with kiln material of necropolis phase 
OBJECT DESCRIPTION 
 
 
date/period 
Base frgt of jug, flat base with some grooving/impression 
 
 
Early Rom [1st – 2nd] 
MATERIAL DESCRIPTION wm 
Other comments As other 520 
Measurements [cm] Base D5 
PUBLISHED IN  
WALL CONTEXT TABLE Table 2: city wall construction 
Illustration/s [drawing /photo/context photo] : 
 
Frequently used abbreviations: nd=not drawn, cw=coarse ware, wm=wheel made, hm=hand made, 
incl=inclusions, of=overfired, ms=misfired, sm=small, med=medium, l=large, bl=black, wh=white, 
br=brown, r=red, ptd=painted, H=Height, D= Diameter, L=Length, W=Width, mx=maximum, 
vpc/pc=very poor/ poor condition, resid=residual, frgt/s=fragment/s, H=Hellenistic, LH=Late Hell., 
R=Roman, ER=Early Rom.,LR=Late Rom.,Byz=Byzantine, LB=Late Byzant., IA=Iron Age 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Pottery Catalogue for wall 500 using copied sheets of 400, by I.K-O, not complete  
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JCW CATALOGUE : 521 
 
SITE/SEASON 
 
WALL/TRENCH 
 
LABEL  
Jerash City Walls  2002 
 
500 
 
JCW02.521 
OBJECT NO.: 37 
Fig.4:37 
Drawing Sheet No.: 11 
Photo CD/File:  
Sample Clipping : yes 
Type CB [=Caesaraean Bowl] 
CONTEXT/LEVEL/LOCI 
ASSEMBLAGE/DEPOSIT  
JCW02.521 
Residual, possibly mixed with kiln material of necropolis phase 
OBJECT DESCRIPTION 
 
 
date/period 
Rim frgt of casserole/ Caesarean bowl 
 
 
Early Rom [1st – 2nd] 
MATERIAL DESCRIPTION  See sample clipping 
Other comments  
Measurements [cm] D 22 
PUBLISHED IN  
WALL CONTEXT TABLE Table 2: city wall construction 
Illustration/s [drawing /photo/context photo] : 
 
Frequently used abbreviations: nd=not drawn, cw=coarse ware, wm=wheel made, hm=hand made, 
incl=inclusions, of=overfired, ms=misfired, sm=small, med=medium, l=large, bl=black, wh=white, 
br=brown, r=red, ptd=painted, H=Height, D= Diameter, L=Length, W=Width, vpc/pc=very poor/ poor 
condition, resid=residual, frgt/s=fragment/s, H=Hellenistic, LH=Late Hell., R=Roman, ER=Early 
Rom.,LR=Late Rom.,Byz=Byzantine, LB=Late Byzant., IA=Iron Age 
 
Pottery Catalogue for wall 500 using copied sheets of 400, by I.K-O, not complete  
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JCW CATALOGUE : 521 
 
SITE/SEASON 
 
WALL/TRENCH 
 
LABEL  
Jerash City Walls  2002 
 
500 
 
JCW02.521 
OBJECT NO.: 41 
Fig.4:41 
Drawing Sheet No.: 11 
Photo CD/File:  
Sample Clipping : yes 
Type CB 
CONTEXT/LEVEL/LOCI 
ASSEMBLAGE/DEPOSIT  
JCW02.521 
Residual, possibly mixed with kiln material of necropolis phase 
OBJECT DESCRIPTION 
 
 
date/period 
Rim frgt of casserole/ Caesarean bowl 
 
 
Early Rom [1st – 2nd] 
MATERIAL DESCRIPTION  ‘pink cream’ for detail see sample clipping 
Other comments  
Measurements [cm] D 24 
PUBLISHED IN  
WALL CONTEXT TABLE Table 2: city wall construction 
Illustration/s [drawing /photo/context photo] : 
 
Frequently used abbreviations: nd=not drawn, cw=coarse ware, wm=wheel made, hm=hand made, 
incl=inclusions, of=overfired, ms=misfired, sm=small, med=medium, l=large, bl=black, wh=white, 
br=brown, r=red, ptd=painted, H=Height, D= Diameter, L=Length, W=Width, mx=maximum, 
vpc/pc=very poor/ poor condition, resid=residual, frgt/s=fragment/s, H=Hellenistic, LH=Late Hell., 
R=Roman, ER=Early Rom.,LR=Late Rom.,Byz=Byzantine, LB=Late Byzant., IA=Iron Age,  
 
 
Pottery Catalogue for wall 500 using copied sheets of 400, by I.K-O, not complete  
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JCW CATALOGUE : 521 
 
SITE/SEASON 
 
WALL/TRENCH 
 
LABEL  
Jerash City Walls  2002 
 
500 
 
JCW02.521 
OBJECT NO.: 39 
Fig.4:39 
Drawing Sheet No.: 11 
Photo CD/File:  
Sample Clipping : yes 
Type CB 
CONTEXT/LEVEL/LOCI 
ASSEMBLAGE/DEPOSIT  
JCW02.521 
Residual, possibly mixed with kiln material of necropolis phase 
OBJECT DESCRIPTION 
 
 
date/period 
Rim frgt of casserole/ Caesarean bowl 
 
 
Early Rom [1st – 2nd] 
MATERIAL DESCRIPTION  See sample clipping 
Other comments  
Measurements [cm] D 14 
PUBLISHED IN  
WALL CONTEXT TABLE Table 2: city wall construction 
Illustration/s [drawing /photo/context photo] : 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
Frequently used abbreviations: nd=not drawn, cw=coarse ware, wm=wheel made, hm=hand made, 
incl=inclusions, of=overfired, ms=misfired, sm=small, med=medium, l=large, bl=black, wh=white, 
br=brown, r=red, ptd=painted, H=Height, D= Diameter, L=Length, W=Width, mx=maximum, 
vpc/pc=very poor/ poor condition, resid=residual, frgt/s=fragment/s, H=Hellenistic, LH=Late Hell., 
R=Roman, ER=Early Rom.,LR=Late Rom.,Byz=Byzantine, LB=Late Byzant., IA=Iron Age,  
 
 
 
Pottery Catalogue for wall 500 using copied sheets of 400, by I.K-O, not complete  
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JCW CATALOGUE : 521 
 
SITE/SEASON 
 
WALL/TRENCH 
 
LABEL  
Jerash City Walls  2002 
 
500 
 
JCW02.521 
OBJECT NO.: 40 
Fig.4:40 
Drawing Sheet No.: 11 
Photo CD/File:  
Sample Clipping : yes 
Type CB 
CONTEXT/LEVEL/LOCI 
ASSEMBLAGE/DEPOSIT  
JCW02.521 
Residual, possibly mixed with kiln material of necropolis phase 
OBJECT DESCRIPTION 
 
 
date/period 
Rim frgt of casserole/ Caesarean bowl 
 
 
Early Rom [1st – 2nd] 
MATERIAL DESCRIPTION  See sample clipping 
Other comments  
Measurements [cm] D 16 
PUBLISHED IN  
WALL CONTEXT TABLE Table 2: city wall construction 
Illustration/s [drawing /photo/context photo] : 
 
Frequently used abbreviations: nd=not drawn, cw=coarse ware, wm=wheel made, hm=hand made, 
incl=inclusions, of=overfired, ms=misfired, sm=small, med=medium, l=large, bl=black, wh=white, 
br=brown, r=red, ptd=painted, H=Height, D= Diameter, L=Length, W=Width, mx=maximum, 
vpc/pc=very poor/ poor condition, resid=residual, frgt/s=fragment/s, H=Hellenistic, LH=Late Hell., 
R=Roman, ER=Early Rom.,LR=Late Rom.,Byz=Byzantine, LB=Late Byzant., IA=Iron Age, 43 
 
 
 
Pottery Catalogue for wall 500 using copied sheets of 400, by I.K-O, not complete  
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JCW CATALOGUE : 521 
 
SITE/SEASON 
 
WALL/TRENCH 
 
LABEL  
Jerash City Walls  2002 
 
500 
 
JCW02.521 
OBJECT NO.: 43 
Fig. 4:43 
Drawing Sheet No.: 11 
Photo CD/File:  
Sample Clipping : yes 
 
CONTEXT/LEVEL/LOCI 
ASSEMBLAGE/DEPOSIT  
JCW02.521 
Residual, possibly mixed with kiln material of necropolis phase 
OBJECT DESCRIPTION 
 
 
date/period 
Rim frgt of carinated bowl/cup; imitation of  Nabataean plain ware bowls 
 
 
Early Rom [1st – 2nd] 
MATERIAL DESCRIPTION  White cream slip over rim, for detail see sample clipping 
Other comments  
Measurements [cm] D 14 
PUBLISHED IN  
WALL CONTEXT TABLE Table 2: city wall construction 
Illustration/s [drawing /photo/context photo] : 
 
Frequently used abbreviations: nd=not drawn, cw=coarse ware, wm=wheel made, hm=hand made, 
incl=inclusions, of=overfired, ms=misfired, sm=small, med=medium, l=large, bl=black, wh=white, 
br=brown, r=red, ptd=painted, H=Height, D= Diameter, L=Length, W=Width, mx=maximum, 
vpc/pc=very poor/ poor condition, resid=residual, frgt/s=fragment/s, H=Hellenistic, LH=Late Hell., 
R=Roman, ER=Early Rom.,LR=Late Rom.,Byz=Byzantine, LB=Late Byzant., IA=Iron Age,  
 
 
 
Pottery Catalogue for wall 500 using copied sheets of 400, by I.K-O, not complete  
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JCW CATALOGUE : 521 
 
SITE/SEASON 
 
WALL/TRENCH 
 
LABEL  
Jerash City Walls  2002 
 
500 
 
JCW02.521 
OBJECT NO.: 44 
Fig. 4:44 
Drawing Sheet No.: 11 
Photo CD/File:  
Sample Clipping : yes 
 
CONTEXT/LEVEL/LOCI 
ASSEMBLAGE/DEPOSIT  
JCW02.521 
Residual, possibly mixed with kiln material of necropolis phase 
OBJECT DESCRIPTION 
 
 
date/period 
Rim frgt of bowl with off-set lip 
 
 
Early Rom [1st – 2nd] 
MATERIAL DESCRIPTION  See sample clipping 
Other comments  
Measurements [cm] D ~20 
PUBLISHED IN  
WALL CONTEXT TABLE Table 2: city wall construction 
Illustration/s [drawing /photo/context photo] : 
 
Frequently used abbreviations: nd=not drawn, cw=coarse ware, wm=wheel made, hm=hand made, 
incl=inclusions, of=overfired, ms=misfired, sm=small, med=medium, l=large, bl=black, wh=white, 
br=brown, r=red, ptd=painted, H=Height, D= Diameter, L=Length, W=Width, mx=maximum, 
vpc/pc=very poor/ poor condition, resid=residual, frgt/s=fragment/s, H=Hellenistic, LH=Late Hell., 
R=Roman, ER=Early Rom.,LR=Late Rom.,Byz=Byzantine, LB=Late Byzant., IA=Iron Age,  
Pottery Catalogue for wall 500 using copied sheets of 400, by I.K-O, not complete  
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JCW CATALOGUE : 521 
 
SITE/SEASON 
 
WALL/TRENCH 
 
LABEL  
Jerash City Walls  2002 
 
500 
 
JCW02.521 
OBJECT NO.: 42 
Fig.4:42 
Drawing Sheet No.: 11 
Photo CD/File:  
Sample Clipping : yes 
 
CONTEXT/LEVEL/LOCI 
ASSEMBLAGE/DEPOSIT  
JCW02.521 
Residual, possibly mixed with kiln material of necropolis phase 
OBJECT DESCRIPTION 
 
 
date/period 
Rim frgt of dish/platter [similar to so-called Pompeian platter] 
 
 
Early Rom [1st – 2nd] 
MATERIAL DESCRIPTION  See sample clipping 
Other comments Part of legionary’s kit 
Measurements [cm] D ~30 
PUBLISHED IN  
WALL CONTEXT TABLE Table 2: city wall construction 
Illustration/s [drawing /photo/context photo] : 
 
Frequently used abbreviations: nd=not drawn, cw=coarse ware, wm=wheel made, hm=hand made, 
incl=inclusions, of=overfired, ms=misfired, sm=small, med=medium, l=large, bl=black, wh=white, 
br=brown, r=red, ptd=painted, H=Height, D= Diameter, L=Length, W=Width, mx=maximum, 
vpc/pc=very poor/ poor condition, resid=residual, frgt/s=fragment/s, H=Hellenistic, LH=Late Hell., 
R=Roman, ER=Early Rom.,LR=Late Rom.,Byz=Byzantine, LB=Late Byzant., IA=Iron Age,  
Pottery Catalogue for wall 500 using copied sheets of 400, by I.K-O, not complete  
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JCW CATALOGUE : 521 
 
SITE/SEASON 
 
WALL/TRENCH 
 
LABEL  
Jerash City Walls  2002 
 
500 
 
JCW02.521 
OBJECT NO.: 45 
Fig.4:45 
Drawing Sheet No.: 12 
Photo CD/File:  
Sample Clipping : yes 
 
CONTEXT/LEVEL/LOCI 
ASSEMBLAGE/DEPOSIT  
JCW02.521 
Residual, possibly mixed with kiln material of necropolis phase 
OBJECT DESCRIPTION 
 
 
date/period 
Rim frgt of large bowl or jar? 
 
 
Rom [<– 2nd] 
MATERIAL DESCRIPTION Wm, fired red, for detail see sample clipping 
Other comments  
Measurements [cm] D 22 
PUBLISHED IN  
WALL CONTEXT TABLE Table 2: city wall construction 
Illustration/s [drawing /photo/context photo] : 
 
Frequently used abbreviations: nd=not drawn, cw=coarse ware, wm=wheel made, hm=hand made, 
incl=inclusions, of=overfired, ms=misfired, sm=small, med=medium, l=large, bl=black, wh=white, 
br=brown, r=red, ptd=painted, H=Height, D= Diameter, L=Length, W=Width, mx=maximum, 
vpc/pc=very poor/ poor condition, resid=residual, frgt/s=fragment/s, H=Hellenistic, LH=Late Hell., 
R=Roman, ER=Early Rom.,LR=Late Rom.,Byz=Byzantine, LB=Late Byzant., IA=Iron Age,  
Pottery Catalogue for wall 500 using copied sheets of 400, by I.K-O, not complete  
 Page 22  
 
 
 
JCW CATALOGUE : 521 
 
SITE/SEASON 
 
WALL/TRENCH 
 
LABEL  
Jerash City Walls  2002 
 
500 
 
JCW02.521 
OBJECT NO.: 47 
Fig.4:47 
Drawing Sheet No.: 12 
Photo CD/File:  
Sample Clipping : yes 
Nabataean ? 
CONTEXT/LEVEL/LOCI 
ASSEMBLAGE/DEPOSIT  
JCW02.521 
Residual, possibly mixed with kiln material of necropolis phase 
OBJECT DESCRIPTION 
 
 
date/period 
Rim frgt of jar, Nabataean? 
 
 
Early Rom [1st – 2nd], could be earlier : 1st BC/AD 
MATERIAL DESCRIPTION  Streaked cream/red /cream slip on outer rim above groove, for detail see 
sample clipping 
Other comments  
Measurements [cm] D 10 
PUBLISHED IN  
WALL CONTEXT TABLE Table 2: city wall construction 
Illustration/s [drawing /photo/context photo] : 
 
Frequently used abbreviations: nd=not drawn, cw=coarse ware, wm=wheel made, hm=hand made, 
incl=inclusions, of=overfired, ms=misfired, sm=small, med=medium, l=large, bl=black, wh=white, 
br=brown, r=red, ptd=painted, H=Height, D= Diameter, L=Length, W=Width, mx=maximum, 
vpc/pc=very poor/ poor condition, resid=residual, frgt/s=fragment/s, H=Hellenistic, LH=Late Hell., 
R=Roman, ER=Early Rom.,LR=Late Rom.,Byz=Byzantine, LB=Late Byzant., IA=Iron Age,  
Pottery Catalogue for wall 500 using copied sheets of 400, by I.K-O, not complete  
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JCW CATALOGUE : 521 
 
SITE/SEASON 
 
WALL/TRENCH 
 
LABEL  
Jerash City Walls  2002 
 
500 
 
JCW02.521 
OBJECT NO.: 38 
Fig.4:38 
Drawing Sheet No.: 11 
Photo CD/File:  
Sample Clipping : yes 
 
CONTEXT/LEVEL/LOCI 
ASSEMBLAGE/DEPOSIT  
JCW02.521 
Residual, possibly mixed with kiln material of necropolis phase 
OBJECT DESCRIPTION 
 
 
date/period 
Rim/handle frgt of cooking pot, double grooved lip 
 
 
Early Rom [1st – 2nd] 
MATERIAL 
DESCRIPTION 
 See sample clipping 
Other comments Notice double groove, early handle and early ware, type usually 
dated 2nd-3rd but here earlier, good ref for pinched handle variety et 
al cooking pots 
Measurements [cm] D 11 
PUBLISHED IN  
WALL CONTEXT TABLE Table 2: city wall construction 
Illustration/s [drawing /photo/context photo] : 
 
Frequently used abbreviations: nd=not drawn, cw=coarse ware, wm=wheel made, hm=hand made, 
incl=inclusions, of=overfired, ms=misfired, sm=small, med=medium, l=large, bl=black, wh=white, 
br=brown, r=red, ptd=painted, H=Height, D= Diameter, L=Length, W=Width, mx=maximum, 
vpc/pc=very poor/ poor condition, resid=residual, frgt/s=fragment/s, H=Hellenistic, LH=Late Hell., 
R=Roman, ER=Early Rom.,LR=Late Rom.,Byz=Byzantine, LB=Late Byzant., IA=Iron Age,  
 
 
 
 
Pottery Catalogue for wall 500 using copied sheets of 400, by I.K-O, not complete  
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JCW CATALOGUE : 521 
 
SITE/SEASON 
 
WALL/TRENCH 
 
LABEL  
Jerash City Walls  2002 
 
500 
 
JCW02.521 
OBJECT NO.: 33 
Fig.4:33 
Drawing Sheet No.: 12 
Photo CD/File:  
Sample Clipping : yes 
 
CONTEXT/LEVEL/LOCI 
ASSEMBLAGE/DEPOSIT  
JCW02.521 
Residual, possibly mixed with kiln material of necropolis phase 
OBJECT DESCRIPTION 
 
 
date/period 
Rim frgt of jar  with inner grooved [inverted rolled like glass] lip 
 
 
Early Rom [1st – 2nd] 
MATERIAL DESCRIPTION  See sample clipping, overfired 
Other comments  
Measurements [cm] D 12 
PUBLISHED IN  
WALL CONTEXT TABLE Table 2: city wall construction 
Illustration/s [drawing /photo/context photo] : 
 
Frequently used abbreviations: nd=not drawn, cw=coarse ware, wm=wheel made, hm=hand made, 
incl=inclusions, of=overfired, ms=misfired, sm=small, med=medium, l=large, bl=black, wh=white, 
br=brown, r=red, ptd=painted, H=Height, D= Diameter, L=Length, W=Width, mx=maximum, 
vpc/pc=very poor/ poor condition, resid=residual, frgt/s=fragment/s, H=Hellenistic, LH=Late Hell., 
R=Roman, ER=Early Rom.,LR=Late Rom.,Byz=Byzantine, LB=Late Byzant., IA=Iron Age,  
 
Pottery Catalogue for wall 500 using copied sheets of 400, by I.K-O, not complete  
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JCW CATALOGUE : 521 
 
SITE/SEASON 
 
WALL/TRENCH 
 
LABEL  
Jerash City Walls  2002 
 
500 
 
JCW02.521 
OBJECT NO.: 34a 
Fig. 4:34a 
Drawing Sheet No.: 12 
[handle] 
Photo CD/File:  
Sample Clipping : yes 
 
CONTEXT/LEVEL/LOCI 
ASSEMBLAGE/DEPOSIT  
JCW02.521 
Residual, possibly mixed with kiln material of necropolis phase 
OBJECT DESCRIPTION 
 
 
date/period 
Frgt of jug/handle 
 
 
Early Rom [1st – 2nd] 
MATERIAL 
DESCRIPTION 
 See sample clipping 
Other comments  
Measurements [cm] D 4 
PUBLISHED IN  
WALL CONTEXT TABLE Table 2: city wall construction 
Illustration/s [drawing /photo/context photo] : 
 
Frequently used abbreviations: nd=not drawn, cw=coarse ware, wm=wheel made, hm=hand made, 
incl=inclusions, of=overfired, ms=misfired, sm=small, med=medium, l=large, bl=black, wh=white, 
br=brown, r=red, ptd=painted, H=Height, D= Diameter, L=Length, W=Width, mx=maximum, 
vpc/pc=very poor/ poor condition, resid=residual, frgt/s=fragment/s, H=Hellenistic, LH=Late Hell., 
R=Roman, ER=Early Rom.,LR=Late Rom.,Byz=Byzantine, LB=Late Byzant., IA=Iron Age,  
 
 
 
 
 
Pottery Catalogue for wall 500 using copied sheets of 400, by I.K-O, not complete  
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JCW CATALOGUE : 521 
 
SITE/SEASON 
 
WALL/TRENCH 
 
LABEL  
Jerash City Walls  2002 
 
500 
 
JCW02.521 
OBJECT NO.: 34b,c 
Fig.4:34b,c 
Drawing Sheet No.: 12 
Photo CD/File:  
Sample Clipping : no 
 
CONTEXT/LEVEL/LOCI 
ASSEMBLAGE/DEPOSIT  
JCW02.521 
Residual, possibly mixed with kiln material of necropolis phase 
OBJECT DESCRIPTION 
 
 
date/period 
Handle frgts 
 
 
22: Rom [~2nd]; 23: BC/AD 2nd 
MATERIAL DESCRIPTION  See sample clipping, overfired 
Other comments Drawn sections 
Measurements [cm] - 
PUBLISHED IN  
WALL CONTEXT TABLE Table 2: city wall construction 
Illustration/s [drawing /photo/context photo] : 
 
Frequently used abbreviations: nd=not drawn, cw=coarse ware, wm=wheel made, hm=hand made, 
incl=inclusions, of=overfired, ms=misfired, sm=small, med=medium, l=large, bl=black, wh=white, 
br=brown, r=red, ptd=painted, H=Height, D= Diameter, L=Length, W=Width, mx=maximum, 
vpc/pc=very poor/ poor condition, resid=residual, frgt/s=fragment/s, H=Hellenistic, LH=Late Hell., 
R=Roman, ER=Early Rom.,LR=Late Rom.,Byz=Byzantine, LB=Late Byzant., IA=Iron Age,  
 
 
Pottery Catalogue for wall 500 using copied sheets of 400, by I.K-O, not complete  
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JCW CATALOGUE : 521 
 
SITE/SEASON 
 
WALL/TRENCH 
 
LABEL  
Jerash City Walls  2002 
 
500 
 
JCW02.521 
OBJECT NO.: 35 
Fig.4:35 
Drawing Sheet No.: 12 
Photo CD/File:  
Sample Clipping : yes 
 
CONTEXT/LEVEL/LOCI 
ASSEMBLAGE/DEPOSIT  
JCW02.521 
Residual, possibly mixed with kiln material of necropolis phase 
OBJECT DESCRIPTION 
 
 
date/period 
Rim frgt of jar  or deep bowl, indication of carination 
 
 
BC/AD - Early Rom [1st – 2nd] 
MATERIAL DESCRIPTION  See sample clipping 
Other comments  
Measurements [cm] D 10 
PUBLISHED IN  
WALL CONTEXT TABLE Table 2: city wall construction 
Illustration/s [drawing /photo/context photo] : 
 
Frequently used abbreviations: nd=not drawn, cw=coarse ware, wm=wheel made, hm=hand made, 
incl=inclusions, of=overfired, ms=misfired, sm=small, med=medium, l=large, bl=black, wh=white, 
br=brown, r=red, ptd=painted, H=Height, D= Diameter, L=Length, W=Width, mx=maximum, 
vpc/pc=very poor/ poor condition, resid=residual, frgt/s=fragment/s, H=Hellenistic, LH=Late Hell., 
R=Roman, ER=Early Rom.,LR=Late Rom.,Byz=Byzantine, LB=Late Byzant., IA=Iron Age,  
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JCW CATALOGUE : 521 
 
SITE/SEASON 
 
WALL/TRENCH 
 
LABEL  
Jerash City Walls  2002 
 
500 
 
JCW02.521 
OBJECT NO.: 54 
Fig.5:54 
Drawing Sheet No.: 10 
Photo CD/File:  
Sample Clipping : no 
 
CONTEXT/LEVEL/LOCI 
ASSEMBLAGE/DEPOSIT  
JCW02.521 
Residual, possibly mixed with kiln material of necropolis phase 
OBJECT DESCRIPTION 
 
 
date/period 
Rim frgt of storage jar   
 
 
Late Hell. –BC/AD [1st] 
MATERIAL 
DESCRIPTION 
 Wm, coarse ware,fired yellow pinkish, well levigated, cream slip 
Other comments From Hell-BC/AD necropolis phase 
Measurements [cm] D 8 
PUBLISHED IN  
WALL CONTEXT TABLE Table 2: city wall construction 
Illustration/s [drawing /photo/context photo] : 
 
 
  
Frequently used abbreviations: nd=not drawn, cw=coarse ware, wm=wheel made, hm=hand made, 
incl=inclusions, of=overfired, ms=misfired, sm=small, med=medium, l=large, bl=black, wh=white, 
br=brown, r=red, ptd=painted, H=Height, D= Diameter, L=Length, W=Width, mx=maximum, 
vpc/pc=very poor/ poor condition, resid=residual, frgt/s=fragment/s, H=Hellenistic, LH=Late Hell., 
R=Roman, ER=Early Rom.,LR=Late Rom.,Byz=Byzantine, LB=Late Byzant., IA=Iron Age,  
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SITE/SEASON 
 
WALL/TRENCH 
 
LABEL  
Jerash City Walls  2002 
 
500 
 
JCW02.521 
OBJECT NO.: 55 
Fig.5:55 
Drawing Sheet No.: 10 
Photo CD/File:  
Sample Clipping : no 
 
CONTEXT/LEVEL/LOCI 
ASSEMBLAGE/DEPOSIT  
JCW02.521 
Residual, possibly mixed with kiln material of necropolis phase 
OBJECT DESCRIPTION 
 
 
date/period 
Base frgt, string cut base of carinated bowl/cup 
 
 
Rom [2nd] 
MATERIAL 
DESCRIPTION 
Standard type and ware [red with small to med bl and wh incls, self 
slurry or whet-smoothed] 
Other comments  
Measurements [cm] D 3.5 base 
PUBLISHED IN  
WALL CONTEXT TABLE Table 2: city wall construction 
Illustration/s [drawing /photo/context photo] : 
 
Frequently used abbreviations: nd=not drawn, cw=coarse ware, wm=wheel made, hm=hand made, 
incl=inclusions, of=overfired, ms=misfired, sm=small, med=medium, l=large, bl=black, wh=white, 
br=brown, r=red, ptd=painted, H=Height, D= Diameter, L=Length, W=Width, mx=maximum, 
vpc/pc=very poor/ poor condition, resid=residual, frgt/s=fragment/s, H=Hellenistic, LH=Late Hell., 
R=Roman, ER=Early Rom.,LR=Late Rom.,Byz=Byzantine, LB=Late Byzant., IA=Iron Age,  
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SITE/SEASON 
 
WALL/TRENCH 
 
LABEL  
Jerash City Walls  2002 
 
500 
 
JCW02.521 
OBJECT NO.: 56 
Fig.5:56 
Drawing Sheet No.: 10 
Photo CD/File:  
Sample Clipping : yes 
 
CONTEXT/LEVEL/LOCI 
ASSEMBLAGE/DEPOSIT  
JCW02.521 
Residual, possibly mixed with kiln material of necropolis phase 
OBJECT DESCRIPTION 
 
 
date/period 
Base frgt of string cut base of juglet [not the same as bottles] 
 
 
Rom [2nd] 
MATERIAL DESCRIPTION  See sample clipping 
Other comments  
Measurements [cm] D 4.5 
PUBLISHED IN  
WALL CONTEXT TABLE Table 2: city wall construction 
Illustration/s [drawing /photo/context photo] : 
 
Frequently used abbreviations: nd=not drawn, cw=coarse ware, wm=wheel made, hm=hand made, 
incl=inclusions, of=overfired, ms=misfired, sm=small, med=medium, l=large, bl=black, wh=white, 
br=brown, r=red, ptd=painted, H=Height, D= Diameter, L=Length, W=Width, mx=maximum, 
vpc/pc=very poor/ poor condition, resid=residual, frgt/s=fragment/s, H=Hellenistic, LH=Late Hell., 
R=Roman, ER=Early Rom.,LR=Late Rom.,Byz=Byzantine, LB=Late Byzant., IA=Iron Age,  
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SITE/SEASON 
 
WALL/TRENCH 
 
LABEL  
Jerash City Walls  2002 
 
500 
 
JCW02.521 
OBJECT NO.: 57 
Fig.5:57 
Drawing Sheet No.: 10 
Photo CD/File:  
Sample Clipping : yes 
 
CONTEXT/LEVEL/LOCI 
ASSEMBLAGE/DEPOSIT  
JCW02.521 
Residual, possibly mixed with kiln material of necropolis phase 
OBJECT DESCRIPTION 
 
 
date/period 
Moderate string cut grooved flat base of bowl  
 
 
Late Hell or BC/AD/Early Rom [1st – 2nd] 
MATERIAL 
DESCRIPTION 
Wheel marks, incised grooving, see sample clipping for ware, 
cream wash 
Other comments  
Measurements [cm] D 4 
PUBLISHED IN  
WALL CONTEXT 
TABLE 
Table 2: city wall construction 
Illustration/s [drawing /photo/context photo] : 
 
Frequently used abbreviations: nd=not drawn, cw=coarse ware, wm=wheel made, hm=hand made, 
incl=inclusions, of=overfired, ms=misfired, sm=small, med=medium, l=large, bl=black, wh=white, 
br=brown, r=red, ptd=painted, H=Height, D= Diameter, L=Length, W=Width, mx=maximum, 
vpc/pc=very poor/ poor condition, resid=residual, frgt/s=fragment/s, H=Hellenistic, LH=Late Hell., 
R=Roman, ER=Early Rom.,LR=Late Rom.,Byz=Byzantine, LB=Late Byzant., IA=Iron Age,  
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SITE/SEASON 
 
WALL/TRENCH 
 
LABEL  
Jerash City Walls  2002 
 
500 
 
JCW02.521 
OBJECT NO.: 59 
Fig.5:59 
Drawing Sheet No.: 10 
Photo CD/File:  
Sample Clipping : no 
 
CONTEXT/LEVEL/LOCI 
ASSEMBLAGE/DEPOSIT  
JCW02.521 
Residual, possibly mixed with kiln material of necropolis phase 
OBJECT DESCRIPTION 
 
 
date/period 
Rounded Base frgt of jug/jar, with centre wheel marking 
 
 
BC/AD - Early Rom [1st – 2nd] 
MATERIAL DESCRIPTION  Black chocolate-brown, for details see sample clipping 
Other comments  
Measurements [cm] D ~ 
PUBLISHED IN  
WALL CONTEXT TABLE Table 2: city wall construction 
Illustration/s [drawing /photo/context photo] : 
 
Frequently used abbreviations: nd=not drawn, cw=coarse ware, wm=wheel made, hm=hand made, 
incl=inclusions, of=overfired, ms=misfired, sm=small, med=medium, l=large, bl=black, wh=white, 
br=brown, r=red, ptd=painted, H=Height, D= Diameter, L=Length, W=Width, mx=maximum, 
vpc/pc=very poor/ poor condition, resid=residual, frgt/s=fragment/s, H=Hellenistic, LH=Late Hell., 
R=Roman, ER=Early Rom.,LR=Late Rom.,Byz=Byzantine, LB=Late Byzant., IA=Iron Age,  
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JCW CATALOGUE : 521 
 
SITE/SEASON 
 
WALL/TRENCH 
 
LABEL  
Jerash City Walls  2002 
 
500 
 
JCW02.521 
OBJECT NO.: 58 
Fig.5:58 
Drawing Sheet No.: 10 
Photo CD/File:  
Sample Clipping : no 
 
CONTEXT/LEVEL/LOCI 
ASSEMBLAGE/DEPOSIT  
JCW02.521 
Residual, possibly mixed with kiln material of necropolis phase 
OBJECT DESCRIPTION 
 
 
date/period 
String cut base frgt of carinated bowl 
 
 
Early Rom [1st – 2nd] 
MATERIAL DESCRIPTION   
Other comments  
Measurements [cm] D 4 
PUBLISHED IN  
WALL CONTEXT TABLE Table 2: city wall construction 
Illustration/s [drawing /photo/context photo] : 
 
Frequently used abbreviations: nd=not drawn, cw=coarse ware, wm=wheel made, hm=hand made, 
incl=inclusions, of=overfired, ms=misfired, sm=small, med=medium, l=large, bl=black, wh=white, 
br=brown, r=red, ptd=painted, H=Height, D= Diameter, L=Length, W=Width, mx=maximum, 
vpc/pc=very poor/ poor condition, resid=residual, frgt/s=fragment/s, H=Hellenistic, LH=Late Hell., 
R=Roman, ER=Early Rom.,LR=Late Rom.,Byz=Byzantine, LB=Late Byzant., IA=Iron Age,  
JCW01:100 : HYPOGEAN TOMB GROUP JCW109: CATALOGUE  
 
1 
 
 
Chapter 4: JCWP01. 109 (tomb group): Catalogue Description by I.K-O. 
 
Description of  objects - see Chapt.2: Figs 2: 3, 10; Pls 2:1,3,4,8,9 
 
 
JCW01.109: object no 10 : Camel figurine / zoomorphic vase,  model with 2 amphorae, 1 crater [Pl.9] 
Condition : 
almost intact ; missing : handles of amphorae, applied mouthpiece of camel, tip of tail, 1 eye, 
bridle applique; 
One foot fragmented, mended; slight surface damage (chipping) of roof fall (rock fragments) 
from hypogean tomb (due to rain and earth tremors). Cleaned and Restored 
Measurements of complete object: 
max Height 20.5 cm (uneven proportions) 
max Length 18.8 cm (head to tail) 
max Width 22.5 cm (amphora to amphora body) 
Clay/ware: 
Pinkish yellowish orange throughout; tiny to small white, black and red incls; red slip-wash 
throughout on outer surface and inside of cater applied irregularly (like a splash wash 
painted and splashed on with a brush, recalls Late Hell « spatter ware » of Tell Anafa) ; 
slightly unevenly fired 
Method: 
Wheel-made barrel-shaped body, trunkated legs, crater and amphorae; solid rectangular 
piece for neck, solid head; applied ‘bridle’, 
Description : straps for fastening pots and tail incised patterns (decor and ‘hair’); one hole in bottom 
of crater joined onto back of camel ; spout/airvent under neck  
Amphorae size : ca h 12.5 cm; crater ca 6cm, amphorae Rhodian and crater types 2nd c. BC L 
Hell 
 
 
JCW01.109: object no 14: Camel figurine / zoomorphic vase,  model with 4 amphorae, 1 crater [Pl.9] 
Condition : 
 Almost intact ; missing : upper tip of nostril or mouth, tip of tail, one leg ; slight surface 
damage (chipping) of roof fall (rock fragments) from hypogean tomb (due to rain fall and 
tremors). Cleaned and Restored 
Measurements of complete object: 
max Height 19 cm (uneven proportions) 
max Length 20 cm (head to tail) 
max Width 20 cm (amphora to amphora body) 
Clay/ware: 
same as camel no 10, slightly brighter orangey, incls same ; surface slip-wash same but more 
unevenly applied and more worn away, esp the 2 back amphorae **( from frequent handling 
before they became burial gifts)** 
Method: 
Wheel-made barrel-shaped body, truncated legs, crater and amphorae; solid rectangular 
piece for neck, solid head; applied ‘bridle’, 
Description : no straps applied as for no 10 but incised markings for holster around head and under 
mouth on neck (tepestry or woven design as seen today for camels ; objects not fastened by 
straps ; ‘cameleon eyes’ (raised circular lids, incised radiating eyelashes) ; bottom of crater 
pierced ; spout/airbvent under neck 
Amphorae and crater types as of 10 
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JCW01.109: object no 15: Bull figurine, model with 1 crater (probably no local manufacture) [Pl. 9] 
Condition : 
 Almost intact ; missing : tip of one horn, one leg found in dromos (ceremonial), 1 ear; slight 
surface damage (chipping) of roof fall(rock fragments) from hypogean tomb (due to rain fall 
and tremors). Cleaned and Restored 
Measurements of complete object: 
max Height 23.5 cm (with crater) 
max Length 28.5 cm (head to tail) 
max Width 10.5 cm (crater body) 
Clay/ware: 
Pale orangey pink ; tiny to small white, black and  red incls, fairly gritty ; bright red slip all 
over, burnished (slight overfiring on neck/hump : slip ds’metallic look’) ; thin creamy yellow 
clay paint for ptd decoration (same clay as body) on bull and crater, incised details around 
eyes, nostrils (with holes), tail, toes) ; 
Method : 
Wheel-made body and crater and hand-made details, finely modelled details (head, legs, 
genitalia, back, tail, neck folds etc) , more modelled than thrown on wheel ; 
Crater 3 holes at bottom joined to back, no air vent/spout 
See X-Ray photo 
 
 
JCW01.109 : object no 3 : Camel figurine (grey)/ zoomorphic vase, model with 4 amphorae, 1 crater 
[Pls 3, 9] 
Condition : 
 Intact, verly slight surface damage (abrasion) of rock roof fall, 1 handle of amphora mended. 
Cleaned. 
Measurements of intact object : 
 Max Height 17.5 cm 
 Max Length 24.8 cm 
 Max Width 17.4 cm 
Clay/ware : 
Slightly overfired (or intentional grey surface effect, rather error since uneven) ; overfired to 
pale orangey brown (buff colour ; would have originally fired correctly to light yellowish 
orange) ; white, black, brown incls; slightly gritty in parts ; grey to blackish grey slip-wash 
splashed as on other camels, esp no 10 
Method : 
 Wheel-made and modelled, as other camels nos 10 and 14 
See X-Ray photo 
Description : no applied straps as other camels, incisions on tail (hering-bone), head and eyes 
(anatomical details) ; bottom of crater pierced, amphorae Rhodian and crater L Hell same as 
models 10 and 14 
 
 
JCW01.109 : object no 6 : Clepsydra model [Pl.3; Fig.10] 
Condition : 
 Intact, slightly worn on sides from handling 
Measurements : 
 Max Height 13.8 cm (with handle) 
 Max Diam. 9.8 cm (body ; 9.9 on sides with handle attachedments) 
 Max Diam 6.5 cm (ring foot base) 
 Max Height of sphere 7.7 cm (without handle, with foot) 
I. Kehrberg-Ostrasz, JCW01:Tomb109.Catalogue of  burial gifts in rockcut chamber with skeleton /19-8-18 
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Clay/ware : 
Very pale cream pinkish buff, soapy ; very finely levigated with tiny black and white incls; pale 
orangey brown to dark brown and blackish brown lsip-wash, worn off in patches on opposite 
sides **( from frequent handling before they became burial gifts)**; burnished and shaved in 
parts 
Method : 
Wheel-made spherical body visible at base, tubular handle with pierced opening at central 
arc of handle; applied ring foot, inside ring foot base pierced (sieve-like) from outside  
See X-Ray photo 
Description : decoration of circularly applied notching covering whole sphere (except at top where 
‘straps’ pattern is apparent), handle and base, even ring foot (either imitation of notching 
from bronze hammering, typical method of metal worker in bronze, or – less likely – 
imitation of basketry 
 
 
JCW01.109 : object no 5: Lagynos [Pl.3; Fig.10] 
Condition : 
Intact, due to bad firing slightly malformed and miscoloured 
Measurements : 
 Max Height 15.3 cm 
 Max Diam. 14.4 cm (body) 
 Diam of lip/mouth 3.6 cm 
 Max Diam 9.2 cm (ring foot base) 
 Max Height of sphere 7.7 cm (without handle, with foot) 
Clay/ware : 
Overfired pale brownish buff, fine black, brown, white incls, no visible; cream slip misfired to 
patchy pale grey (obvious intended imitation of Cypriote lagynos with thickish cream slip to 
pale white) 
Method : 
Wheel-made, shaved shoulder intended for carination below handle (imitation of Cypriote 
lagynos shape) but due to sagging of body in front only partly apparent, conical ring foot 
 
 
 
JCW01.109 : object no 4 : Rhyton [Pls 3, 9] 
Condition : 
 Almost intact, one paw broken, mended 
Measurements : 
 Max Length 34.4 cm (from tip of paws to outer rim of filling hole) 
 Max Height or Width 20.6 cm (filling hole and central point of curve) 
 Max Diam 13.8 cm (filling end) 
Clay/ware : 
Pinkish yellow ; small with some medium black, white, brown incls; unevenly fired in patches 
cream yellow to pale bright orange slip (head and neck part greyish), burnished 
Method : 
Head-shoulder mouth piece of wild cat mould-made with added incisions along neck (fur, 
hair, mane), attached tubular horn wheel-made 
See X-Ray photo 
Description : type of rim like craters of camels and bull L Hell, ware L Hell ; paws and arms partly 
refined by additional modelling 
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JCW01.109 : object no 2:Bronze fibula/brooch [Pl.8; Fig. 10] 
Condition : 
 Incomplete ; broken : missing : wire and part of clasp ; corroded 
Measurements : 
 Max Length 4.5 cm (ca complete) 
 Max Width 0.9 (‘blade’ of brooch) 
Description : type of dagger blade fibula, see sketch 
 
JCW01.109 : objects no 29 et al: gold leaves  of  pectoral [Pl.8 ; Fig. 10] 
Condition : many intact ; some damaged by rodents 
Measurements : (more or less representative average for each petal) 
 Max Length 3.2 cm 
 Max Width 2.0 cm 
Description/ material:  
Fine gold sheet cut out in lotus or lily flower shape, finely incised ribbing, small hole (ca 1.5 
mm) at top to fastern onto cloth, see sketch 
 
 
 
JCW01.109 : objects no23 et al: multi coloured glass counters and 2 pairs of glass astragal [Pl.8 ; 
Fig.10] 
Condition/description 
2 blue glass knuckle bones intact, silvery blueish patina ; L 1.8 cm ; W 1.1 cm ; Thickness 0.9 
cm,  
see sketch Fig.10 showing joined casts of moulded halves of each knuckle bone 
[moulds made from actual knuckle bone] 
 2 amber coloured glass knuckle bones fragments, silvery patina 
 
Ca 100 glass counters, coloured glass, silvery blueish patina ; ca  0. 7 – 1.0 cm diam ;  
Thickness ca 0.4 - 0.8 cm 
 [N.B. game set of coloured glass counters and glass astragal  typical in 2nd BC ; common 
in Alexandria and Mediterranean Hellenistic sites: pers. Comm. by Marie-Dominique 
Nenne, glass specialist, CNRS-Paris/Alexandria] 
 
JCW01.109: object no 27: iron strigil [Pl.8 ; Fig. 10] 
Condition : 
 Incomplete  fragments;  small parts missing due to corrosion 
Measurements : 
see reconstruction drawing Fig.10 
Description / material : 
 strigil with grip ‘sleeve’ for a child’s hand ;  heavily corroded iron 
 
 
 
JCW01.109 : object no. 28 : coin of Demetrius I [see coin report] 
Condition : 
 Intact, superficial corrosion/oxidation  
reading by J. Bowsher [hence J.B.] Seleucid, mid-2nd BC, Demetrius I, Tyre 
 
I.K-O, 5.missing cat entries for Figs, PlsJCW00-02: walls 2000 -500; plus wall 400 catalogue 
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Chapter 4 -  appendix to Catalogue 
Figs 1-5, 10; Pls 1-3; 8-9[tomb]: Table 1: Pre-wall construction contexts 
Fig 6; Pl. 4-: Table 2: Wall construction contexts 
Figs 7-9; Pls 5-7: Table 3: Post-wall construction contexts 
Fig.10: Table 1: Pre-wall 100 con. Context: Hell. Tomb 109 burial: objects=burial gifts 
[con= construction] 
WALL 2000: (JCW00.2000) 
Table 1: Pre-wall con. Contexts: Fig.1: 1-13; Fig.2: 17-21; Pl.1: 3-8, 130-131; Pl.2: 1, 161-177; Pl.3: 
178-180; Table 2: Wall con. Contexts: Fig. 6: 73-78; Pl.4: 203-211; Table 3: Post-wall con. 
Contexts Fig.7: 87-92; Pl.5: 222-233; 236-240 
WALL 100: (JCW01:100) 
Table 1: Pre-wall con. Contexts: Fig.3: 22-30; Fig. 10: Tomb 109 objects: 2, 29, 23,27 [28, 29 
dromos], 5, 6;  Pl. 1: 132-145; Pl. 3: 183-185, 28, 30; Pl. 8: tomb 109 objects [29, 23, 2, 27]; Pl. 9: 
tomb 109 objects [15, 14, 3, 10, 4]; Table 2: Wall con. Contexts: Pl. 4: 217-221 [con. 117];  
Table 3: Post-wall con. Contexts: Pl.7: 254 [17 pott., 2 glass sherds, 1 glass bangle, con. 101] 
WALL 200: (JCW01:200) 
 Table 1: Pre-wall con. Contexts: [no Figs.]; Pl.1: 146-155 [con. 203]  
WALL 300: (JCW01:300) 
Table 1: Pre-wall con. Contexts: Fig.1: 14-16; Pl.1: 156-160; Table 2: Wall con. Contexts: Pl.4: 
189, 190-201, 212-216; Table 3: Post-wall con. Contexts: Fig.7: 83-86; Pl.5: 241-246; Pl.7: 248-
253 [collective sherds con. 305,306,312,316] 
WALL 400: (JCW02:400) 
Table 2: Wall con. Contexts: Fig.6: 79-80 [cont. 406], 81-82 [cont.421.2]; Pl.4: 81-82 [plus sherds 
con. 421.2]; Table 3: Post-wall con. Contexts: Fig.8: 98-102,103-114; Fig.9: 115-129; Pl.6: 
collective sherds: 247 [con. 408.2], 105-112 [con. 405], 116-123 [con. 407]; Pl.7: 255 [collective 
sherds con. 401]; 
WALL 500: (JCW02:500) 
Table 1: Pre-wall con. Contexts: Fig.4: 31-47; Fig.5: 48-60; Pl.3: 181-182, 186; Table 2: Wall cont. 
Contexts: Fig.6: 61-72; Pl.4: 187, 188, Table 3: Post-wall con. Contexts: Fig.7: 93-94; Fig.8: 95-97; 
Pl.5: 96, 231, 232, 234, 235; Pl.6: 93-95  
 
Added to wall 400 catalogue: 
Wall 400 (JCW02:400) - Detailed description/ missing catalogue entries: 
Table 2: Construction phases, contexts 406 and 421.2: Fig.6: nos 79-82; Pl.4: 81-82 
Cat No. 79 / Fig. 6:79 (JCW02.406:1) 
Neck frgt of jug; slightly gritty/sandy, ‘bright’ light grey; fine wh, bl incls; bright grey thing wash-
slip with orange finger smudges; L.Hell to E Rom ware  
I.K-O, 5.missing cat entries for Figs, PlsJCW00-02: walls 2000 -500; plus wall 400 catalogue 
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Diam ~ 
Drawn to scale 1:1, I.K-O. 
Cat No. 80 / Fig. 6:80 (JCW02.406:2) 
Shoulder frgt of jar, egg-shell thin, yellow buff (almost off-white); small wh, bl red incls; self-
slurry, Roman [2nd AD] 
Diam ~ 
Drawn to scale 1:1, I.K-O. 
Cat No. 81 / Fig. 6:81 (JCW02.421/2) 
Rim of carinated cup/bowl, red; wh bl incls; mica; red slip, rouletted design, Early Roman [1st ] 
Diam ~ 
Drawn to scale 1:1, I.K-O. 
Cat No. 82 / Fig. 6:82 (JCW02.421/2) 
Rim-upper body join of carinated cup/bowl, overfired grey; bl and wh incls; black-grey slip-wash 
(overfired), Early Roman  
Diam ~ 
Drawn to scale 1:1, I.K-O. 
  Table 3:Post-wall Construction phases, contexts 407,408,411:Fig.9: nos 115-129;Pls 6-7 
Cat No. 115 / Fig. 9:115 (JCW02.407:10) 
 Rim frgt of basin, h-m, grey ware, comb-incised, Late Byzantine [6th-7th] 
Diam ~ 
Drawn to scale 1:1, I.K-O. 
Cat No. 116 / Fig. 9:116 (JCW02.407:7) 
Handle frgt of jar [cooking pot], pinched; pale red; wh, bl incls; creamy wash, Late Roman [3rd…4th 
AD] 
Diam ~ 
Drawn to scale 1:1, I.K-O. 
Cat No. 117 / Fig. 9:117 (JCW02.407:8) 
Handle frgt of juglet or small jar [cooking pot?], pinched; light terra cotta; wh, bl , br incls; creamy 
wash-slurry, Roman [ware 2nd AD] 
Diam ~ 
Drawn to scale 1:1, I.K-O. 
Cat No. 118 / Fig. 9:118 (JCW02.407:1) 
 Rim frgt of basin, w-m, red, small bl, wh incls; red wash-slip, Late Roman  
Diam ~ 
Drawn to scale 1:1, I.K-O. 
Cat No. 119 / Fig. 9:119 (JCW02.407:2) 
Rim frgt of frying pan [?], soapy beigish-pink; small  bl, wh incls; blotchy brownish wash,  Late 
Roman 
Diam ~ 
Drawn to scale 1:1, I.K-O. 
I.K-O, 5.missing cat entries for Figs, PlsJCW00-02: walls 2000 -500; plus wall 400 catalogue 
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Cat No. 120 / Fig. 9:120 (JCW02.407:3) 
Rim frgt of jar; buff; small  bl, wh incls; slurried,  Late Roman 
Diam ~ 
Drawn to scale 1:1, I.K-O. 
Cat No. 121 / Fig. 9:121 (JCW02.407:6) 
Rim frgt of bowl; red, grey core; small  bl, wh incls; slurried,  Late Roman 
Diam ~ 
Drawn to scale 1:1, I.K-O. 
Cat No. 122 / Fig. 9:122 (JCW02.407:4) 
Rim frgt of jug; beigish pink; tiny  bl, wh incls; cream wash,  Roman -Late Roman [late 2nd-3rd AD] 
Diam ~ 
Drawn to scale 1:1, I.K-O. 
Cat No. 123 / Fig. 9:123 (JCW02.407:5) 
Rim frgt of storage jar; gritty buff, pale grey core; small bl, wh incls; cream slip, Roman-Late 
Roman 
Diam ~ 
Drawn to scale 1:1, I.K-O. 
Cat No. 124 / Fig. 9:124 (JCW02.407:9) 
Handle frgt of jar; pastel brown, gritty; br, bl, wh incls; paler slurry-wash, Early Roman 
Diam ~ 
Drawn to scale 1:1, I.K-O. 
Cat No. 125 / Fig. 9:125 (JCW02.408:4,5, 408.4:5 and 408.2:1) 
 Rim and body frgts of basin[s], h-m, grey ware, comb-incised, Late Byzantine 
Diam ~ 
Drawn to scale 1:1, I.K-O. 
Cat No. 126 / Fig. 9:126 (JCW02.408.3:5) 
 frgt of basin, h-m, grey ware, comb-incised, Late Byzantine 
Diam ~ 
Drawn to scale 1:1, I.K-O. 
Cat No. 127/ Fig. 9:127 (JCW02.408.2:2) 
Rim frgt of storage jar; bright grey buff throughout; very fine wh, bl incls; cream slip, Late Hell – 
Early Roman ware 
Diam rim 9.8 cm, max H 3.5 cm 
Drawn to scale 1:1, I.K-O. 
Cat No. 128/ Fig. 9:128 (JCW02.411:1) 
Rim frgt jar [2-handled cooking pot]; pale brown; small wh, bl incls; thin brown slip-wash, Late 
Roman 
Diam rim 16 cm, max H 3.2 cm 
Drawn to scale 1:1, I.K-O. 
I.K-O, 5.missing cat entries for Figs, PlsJCW00-02: walls 2000 -500; plus wall 400 catalogue 
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Cat No. 129/ Fig. 9:129 (JCW02.411:2) 
Rim frgt basin; w-m, red to brown with grey core; small wh, bl incls; cream brownish slip, Late 
Roman-Byzantine [3rd – 5th] 
Diam rim 16 cm, max H 3.2 cm 
Drawn to scale 1:1, I.K-O. 
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The glass finds from the Jerash City Wall excavations 2000–2002 
By Daniel Keller 
 
In this report, only the glass sherds from contexts connected with the construction of the 
City Wall will be discussed, all the glass finds from the Jerash City Wall excavations 
belonging to later periods are listed in the catalogue below, but they will be discussed 
elsewhere together with other Jerash glass finds of the respective periods such as those 
from the Hippodrome or the Upper Temple of Zeus. The reason for this being that the 
well stratified contexts in connection with the City Wall construction yielded an 
excellent chronological sequence of Early Roman glass in Jerash. The glass will be 
presented in three main groups, the first being the glass finds from the pre-wall 
contexts, the second those from the fill of the foundation trench of the City Wall and the 
third those from contexts immediately deposited after the City Wall was built (for the 
stratigraphy and the relevant contexts see $$$). After this presentation, the main types 
of the three groups will be defined to establish a chronological sequence of Early 
Roman glass in Jerash. In a third step, these glass finds will be compared to finds from 
other sites of the same period to provide external dating evidence for the glass finds 
related to the construction of the Jerash City Wall. Finally, the contribution of these 
glass finds will be assessed to improve the understanding of Early Roman glass in the 
Decapolis. 
 
Glass from pre-wall contexts 
Bowls with tubular out-folded rims (nos. G28, G35, G43, G127, G129), occasionally 
with a crimped trail on the rim (no. G36), and bowls with fire-rounded sloping or flared 
rims (nos. G27, G34, G47, G128) are the most common types among the glass finds 
from the pre-wall contexts. Other common types from these contexts include conical 
beakers with fire-rounded flared rims (nos. G32, G44), so-called linear-cut bowls (nos. 
G49, G126), ribbed bowls (nos. G26, G46), cylindrical beakers with cracked-off rims 
and fine wheel-cut lines (nos. G30, G130) and square bottles (nos. G33, G50). The 
remaining six glass fragments from the pre-wall contexts are singular among the finds 
from those contexts. They include a cylindrical bottle with fine wheel-cut lines (no. 
G37), a cylindrical cup with a fire-rounded vertical rim (no. G31), a jug with a cracked-
off rim and a funnel mouth (no. G48), a small flask with an infolded rim (no. G42), a 
concave base (no. G29) and a folded base (no. G45). The latter may belong to a bowl 
with a fire-rounded or an out-folded rim (compare Avigad 1962: 178 fig. 6.6; Loffreda 
1984: 400 nos. 3, 5–12, 14 figs. 6.3, 6.5–12, 6.14; Gorin-Rosen 1999: 85 figs. 1.6–7, 2, 
1; Jackson-Tal 2002c: 110 no. 4 fig. 6.4; Winter 2006: 77 figs. 1.2, 1.4, 1.9–13). 
 
Glass from the foundation fill 
A bowl with a fire-rounded sloping rim (no. G15), a bowl with a fire-rounded slightly 
flared rim (G131), a conical beaker with a fire-rounded flared rim (no. G25), a 
cylindrical bottle with a broad wheel-cut line (no. G88) and a folded base (no. G9), 
which again may belong to a bowl with an out-folded or a fire-rounded rim, are the only 
identifiable glass finds from the foundation fill of the City Wall. 
 
Glass from the post-wall contexts 
Bowls and cylindrical beakers with fire-rounded flared or sloping rims (nos. G16, G18, 
G20, G22, G40, G81) with three pieces each, are the most common types among the 
glass finds from the post-wall contexts. Only bowls with fire-rounded vertical rims (nos. 
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G85–G86) are also represented with more than one piece, the remaining types are 
singular among the glass finds from these contexts. They include a so-called grooved 
bowl (no. G84), a so-called linear-cut bowl (no. G21), a ribbed bowl (no. G87), a square 
bottle (no. G19), a colourless hemispherical bowl with fine parallel wheel-cut lines (no. 
G38), a cylindrical beaker with a cracked-off rim (no. G23), a cylindrical cup with a 
fire-rounded vertical rim (no. G39), a cylindrical beaker with a fold in the wall (no. 
G83), a flask with an infolded rim (no. G17), a small flask with a fire-rounded slightly 
flared rim (no. G82) and a flat solid base (no. G41). 
 
A sequence of Early Roman glass from Jerash 
The stratigraphy of the trenches dug along the City Wall of Jerash offers the opportunity 
to establish a sequence of glass finds from the Early Roman period used in this town of 
the Decapolis. Glass finds belonging to older periods have to be excluded from the 
following analysis, as they occur as residual finds in the relevant contexts (Table 1). 
Such glass sherds are a late Hellenistic grooved bowl (no. G84), three Augustan linear-
cut bowls (nos. G21, G49, G126) and three early to mid 1st century AD ribbed bowls 
(nos. G26, G46, G87). The grooved bowl is the most common glass vessel of the late 
Hellenistic period, which is found everywhere in the Eastern Mediterranean during that 
period (Grose 1989: 194). Linear-cut bowls and ribbed bowls on the other hand are 
typical glass vessels of the Augustan and Iulio-Claudian period in the Decapolis 
(Dussart 1998: 52–53, 55 types AII.2–3, AIII.11–12 pls. 1.10–24, 2.17–20). Finds from 
earlier periods are to be expected in levelling layers along a city wall, where broken 
pottery and glass vessels were usually deposited, as also demonstrated by the large 
amount of late Hellenistic and Augustan glass sherds in respective layers of the mid 1st 
century AD in the City of David excavations in Jerusalem (Ariel 1990: 150–151). 
Therefore their appearance is not surprising, but does not provide detailed dating 
evidence for the construction of the Jerash City Wall. 
 
Furthermore, some glass finds from this sequence belong to long living glass vessel 
types such as square bottles (nos. G19, G33, G50), which occur from the mid 1st to the 
mid 3rd century AD (Cool and Price 1995: 184–185), and flasks with infolded rims (no. 
G17, G42), which are common from the 1st to the 3rd century AD (Clairmont 1963: 137 
no. 709 pl. 16, 709; Nenna 2000: 22–23 fig. 4). The latter differ in the shape of their 
respective bodies over the centuries, but they are only present in small rim fragments, 
which make their attribution to one of the many types impossible. They will be 
excluded from the following analysis, as there presence or absence is not of any 
chronological value for this study. Not surprisingly, both types occur in pre-wall and 
post-wall contexts of the Jerash City Wall excavations (Table 1). The concave base 
from a pre-wall context (no. G29) will also be excluded from the following analysis as 
it might belong to several vessel types of different periods and its typological attribution 
can not be established. 
 
The remaining glass finds can be considered as typical for the late 1st and early 2nd 
century AD (see infra) and they are therefore suitable to establish a glass vessels 
sequence for the Early Roman period in Jerash. Bowls and beakers with fire-rounded 
sloping or flared rims occur in pre-wall contexts (nos. G27, G32, G34, G44, G47, 
G128) as well as in the foundation fill of the wall (nos. G15, G25, G131) and post-wall 
contexts (nos. G16, G18, G20, G22, G40, G81), whereas beakers with cracked-off rims 
(nos. G23, G30, G130) and cups with fire-rounded vertical rims (nos. G31, G39) are 
rare in both pre-wall and post wall contexts (Table 1). There are some glass vessel 
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types, which appear only in pre-wall contexts, and some, which appear only in post-wall 
contexts (Table 1): a jug with a cracked-off rim (no. G48), bowls with out-folded rims 
(nos. G28, G35, G43, G127, G129) and a bowl with an out-folded rim and a crimped 
trail on the rim (no. G36) are only present in pre-wall contexts. Cylindrical bottles with 
wheel-cut lines on the outside appear in pre-wall contexts (no. G37) and in the 
foundation fill of the city wall (no. G88), placing them as a transitional glass vessel type 
between the two groups. The same may be observed for the folded bases of bowls (nos. 
G9, G45), but they may belong to bowls with out-folded rims or bowls with fire-
rounded rims and are therefore not relevant for this sequence, as at least the latter bowl 
rims are still present in post-wall contexts (Table 1). Glass vessels which are only 
present in post-wall contexts are bowls with fire-rounded vertical rims (nos. G85, G86), 
a colourless hemispherical bowl with fine wheel-cut lines on the outside (no. G38), a 
beaker with a folded wall (no. G83), a solid base of a beaker or cup (no. G41) and a 
small flask with a fire-rounded rim (no. G82). 
 
glass vessel types pre-wall fill post-wall 
grooved bowl*   1 
linear-cut bowls* 2  1 
ribbed bowls* 2  1 
square bottles** 2  1 
flasks with infolded rims** 1  1 
concave base*** 1   
jug with cracked-off rim 1   
bowls with out-folded rims 5   
bowl with out-folded rim and crimped trails 1   
cylindrical bottles 1 1  
folded bases of bowls 1 1  
beakers with cracked-off rims 2  1 
cups with fire-rounded vertical rims 1  1 
bowls with fire-rounded sloping/flared rims 4 2 3 
beakers with fire-rounded sloping/flared rims 2 1 3 
bowls with fire-rounded vertical rims   2 
bowl with fine parallel wheel-cut lines   1 
beaker with folded wall   1 
solid base of a beaker or cup   1 
flask with fire-rounded rim   1 
total 26 5 19 
Table 1: glass finds from the Jerash city wall excavations 
*=residual glass finds belonging to earlier periods 
**=glass vessel types which are dated between the 1st and 3rd centuries AD 
***=not attributed to a specific vessel type 
 
The most significant difference between the two groups is a change of the predominant 
bowl types from the pre-wall to the post-wall contexts. Whereas bowls with out-folded 
rims (occasionally with a crimped trail on the rim) and bowls with fire-rounded sloping 
or flared rims are represented in the pre-wall contexts, only the latter bowls still occur in 
the post-wall contexts. The bowls with out-folded rims are absent and have been 
replaced through bowls with fire-rounded vertical rims and a singular hemispherical 
bowl with fine wheel-cut lines (Table 1). Therefore we may conclude that bowls with 
out-folded rims are typical for an earlier period and bowls with fire-rounded vertical 
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rims and bowls with fine wheel-cut lines are the typical for a later stage, while the 
bowls with fire-round sloping and flared rims are present in both stages. Generally, the 
differences between the pre- and post-wall contexts are not very substantial, thus 
confirming the stratigraphic observation that the post-wall contexts were deposited 
immediately after the construction of the City Wall and sealing the foundation fill. 
 
External dating evidence for the glass finds from the contexts of the construction of 
the Jerash City Wall 
Beside the residual glass finds like the linear-cut bowls and the ribbed bowls belonging 
to the Augustan or the Iulio-Claudian period (see supra), the remaining glass finds from 
per-wall contexts may provide dating evidence for the deposition of the relevant layers. 
The presence of square and cylindrical bottles in the pre-wall contexts already indicate a 
date of this assemblage not earlier than the mid-1st century AD, as the earliest such 
bottles are present in Claudian contexts (Cool and Price 1995: 184). Flasks with an 
infolded rim are well represented in 1st century AD tombs at Akko (Fortuna 1965: 18–
24 figs. 2–4, 10–12, 14–15), Early Roman tombs at Pella (McNicoll, Smith and 
Hennessy 1982: pls. 132.11–16, 133.18–22; Smith and McNicoll 1992: 129 nos. 22–26 
pl. 87.22–26), in caves of the Judaean Desert used as hiding places during the 2nd 
Jewish Revolt (Avigad 1962: 178 fig. 6.1; Barag 1962: 212 no. 11 fig. 10; Weinberg 
and Barag 1974: 103 pl. 38.5) and in contexts dated between the 1st and the 2nd Jewish 
Revolt at Capernaum (Loffreda 1984: 399–400 nos. 1–2 fig. 6.1–2), Alon Shevut 
(Gorin-Rosen 1999: 87 fig. 2.12), en Gedi (Jackson-Tal 2005: 74 nos. 11–12 fig. 1.11–
12) and ‘Ein ez Zeituna (Winter 2006: 81 fig. 3.25–26). Cups with fire-rounded vertical 
rims are present in Jerusalem in contexts related to the destruction of the city in 70 AD 
(Ariel 1990: 156, 163 nos. GL24–GL25, GL90–GL94 figs. 30.GL24–GL25, 33.GL90–
GL94), in Iulio-Claudian contexts at en Boqeq (Jackson-Tal 2000: 75–76 nos. 5–9 fig. 
4.2.5–9) and in Early Roman contexts at ‘Ain ez Zâra/Callirrhoë (Dussart 1997: 97 pl. 
22.15–17). The jug with a cracked-off rim is a rare vessel type in The Roman Near East, 
but a typical mid to late 1st century AD form as it is demonstrated by respective finds 
from Cosa, Italy (Grose 1974: 48 no. 41 fig. 5.41) and Petra (Keller 2006: 45, 226 no. 
1739 type VII.52 pl. 19f). Beakers with cracked-off rims in the present variation from 
the Jerash City Wall excavations belong also to the Early Roman period, although they 
are rare in Judaea and the only parallels are known from one of the hiding caves in the 
Judaean Desert (Jackson-Tal 2002a: 167 nos. 3–4 fig. 1.3–4). Another example of such 
a beaker is known from the Herodian fortress of Machaerus, east of the Dead Sea, and 
its context is associated with the destruction of 72 AD (Loffreda 1980: 398, 401 no. 72 
pl. 97.72). However, such beakers belong to the predominant group of glass vessel in 
Petra in the late 1st and at the beginning of the 2nd century AD (Keller 2006: 45–50. 211 
types VII.22a–b fig. 12.VII.22a–b pl. 11k–n), which confirms their dating to this period. 
 
The more common glass vessels from the contexts related to the construction of the 
Jerash City Wall belong also to the Early Roman period. Bowls with out-folded rims are 
frequent in contexts dated between the 1st and the 2nd Jewish revolt, such as Capernaum 
(Loffreda 1984: 400 nos. 3, 5–9 figs. 6.3, 6.5–9) and ‘Ein ez Zeituna (Winter 2006: 77 
figs. 1.1, 1.3, 1.5–8) as well as in the hiding places in the Judaean Desert related to the 
2nd Jewish revolt (Avigad 1962: 178 fig. 6.3; Gorin-Rosen 2002a: 143 no. 1 fig. 1.1; 
Jackson-Tal 2002c: 110 nos. 2–3 fig. 6.2–3). Such bowl rims are also known from an 
early 2nd century AD context at Araq el Emir (Lapp 1983: 44 nos. 1–2 fig. 19.1–2) and 
Early Roman contexts at ‘Ain ez Zâra/Callirrhoë (Dussart 1997: 97 pls. 22.9, 22.12). 
The bowl with an out-folded rim and a crimped trail on the rim (no. G36) can be dated 
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in the late 1st and early 2nd century AD according to parallels from Capernaum (Loffreda 
1984: 400 nos. 10–12, 14 figs. 6.10–12, 6.14), Pella (Smith and McNicoll 1992: 127 no. 
7 pl. 87.7), Cave of Horror (Barag 1962: 210 no. 4 fig. 4), Cave of the Pool (Avigad 
1962: 178 fig. 6.5), en Gedi (Jackson-Tal 2005: 74 no. 8 fig. 1.8), ‘Ein ez Zeituna 
(Winter 2006: 77–79 fig. 1.14) and Petra (Keller 2006: 50–52. 210 no. 692 type VII.19b 
fig. 15.VII.19b pl. 11f). It provides a terminus post quem of the late 1st century AD for 
the construction of the Jerash City Wall. The bowls with fire-rounded sloping and flared 
rims are a common glass vessel type of the late 1st and early 2nd century AD as 
demonstrated by finds from Capernaum dated at the end of the 1st or the beginning of 
the 2nd century AD (Loffreda 1984: 400 no. 4 fig. 6.4), Araq el Emir dated to the 
beginning of the 2nd century AD (Lapp 1983: 44 no. 3 fig. 19.3), tombs at Pella dated to 
the late 1st and early 2nd century AD (McNicoll, Smith and Hennessy 1982: pls. 132.8, 
133.12; Smith and McNicoll 1992: 127–128 nos. 8–11 pl. 87.8–11), the Judaean Desert 
Caves and a similar hiding place in the Hebron Hills associated with the 2nd Jewish 
Revolt at the end of Hadrian’s reign (Barag 1962: 210 no. 3 fig. 3; Weinberg and Barag 
1974: 104 pl. 39.5–6; Jackson-Tal 2002a: 167 no. 1 fig. 1.1; Tsafrir and Zissu 2002: 28 
no. 9 fig. 17.9), contexts dated between the 1st and the 2nd Jewish Revolt such as a 
deposit of glass vessels in a miqveh at Alon Shevut (Gorin-Rosen 1999: 85–87 figs. 
1.1–4, 2.1–6), from the settlement at en Gedi (Jackson-Tal 2005: 74 nos. 3–4 fig. 1.3–4) 
and a mansio at ‘Ein ez Zeituna (Winter 2006: 79 figs. 2.17, 2.19–20) as well as from 
Early Roman contexts at ‘Ain ez Zâra/Callirrhoë (Dussart 1997: 97 pl. 22.10). Beakers 
with fire-rounded flared rims are also present in most of the just mentioned contexts 
(Loffreda 1984: 400 no. 13 fig. 6.13; Lapp 1983: 44–47 nos. 10–12 fig. 19.10–12; 
McNicoll, Smith and Hennessy 1982: pls. 132.2, 132.4–5, 133.8–9, 133.15; Smith and 
McNicoll 1992: 128 no. 16 pl. 87.16; Weinberg and Barag 1974: 104 pl. 39.7; Jackson-
Tal 2002a: 167 no. 2 fig. 1.2; Gorin-Rosen 2002a: 143–144 no. 2 fig. 1.2; Gorin-Rosen 
1999: 87 fig. 2.8; Winter 2006: 79 fig. 2.21). Therefore, the glass finds from the pre-
wall contexts belong to the late 1st or early 2nd century AD and there is no glass find 
from these contexts which needs to be dated later. It is further remarkable that 
cylindrical bottles are absent in the post-wall contexts. Cylindrical bottles seem to go 
out of use at the beginning of the 2nd century AD (Cool and Price 1995: 184), although 
such vessels are still among the finds from the Judaean Desert Caves (Barag 1963: 102 
no. 1 fig. 38.1), which have a closing date of the end of the 2nd Jewish Revolt in 135 
AD. But these caves seem to have a fair amount of mid to late 1st century AD glass 
finds (Tsafrir and Zissu 2002: 14. 26–28). Therefore these bottles may indicate, that the 
glass finds from the pre-wall contexts should not be dated later then the beginning of the 
2nd century AD. 
 
The few glass finds from the fill of the foundation trench of the City Wall, do not 
provide any additional evidence as they belong all to types already present in the pre-
wall contexts. Among the glass finds from the post-wall contexts, two bowl types are 
notable as they were absent from earlier context and may therefore provide evidence for 
a more precise date of the construction of the Jerash City Wall, while the remaining 
glass finds were either already present in pre-wall contexts can be regarded as residual 
finds from earlier periods such as the Late Hellenistic grooved bowl, the linear-cut bowl 
and the ribbed bowl, as long-living types such as the square bottle and the flask with 
infolded rim or do not provide detailed dating evidence such as the beaker with a solid 
base, the beaker with a fold in the wall or the flask with a fire-rounded rim (see supra). 
The bowls with fire-rounded vertical rims (nos. G85–G86) and a colourless bowl with 
fine wheel-cut lines (no. G38), however, are the most notable change compared to the 
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glass assemblage for the earlier contexts. Bowls with fire-rounded vertical rims are 
known from Early Roman tombs at Pella and are there dated to the late 1st/early 2nd 
century AD (McNicoll, Smith and Hennessy 1982: pls. 133.6, 133.14; Smith and 
McNicoll 1992: 128 nos. 13–15 pl. 87.13–15; O’Hea 1992: 256–257 figs. 4–7), whereas 
colourless bowls with fine wheel-cut lines are present in the Cave of Horror (Barag 
1962: 211–212 nos. 9–10 figs. 8–9), one of the hiding places of the 2nd Jewish Revolt, 
and in Petra in contexts of the mid-2nd century AD (Keller 2006: 50–52. 203–204 nos. 
378, 380 type VII.7 fig. 15.VII.7 pl. 8d). Therefore, both can be dated to the 1st half of 
the 2nd century AD. This would provide a terminus ante quem for the construction of the 
Jerash City Wall in the mid-2nd century AD, as the relevant glass finds were only 
deposited after the city wall was built. All the remaining glass finds from the post-wall 
contexts belong also to the Early Roman period. In two cases, it is noteworthy to refer 
to close parallels: the massive base of a cup or beaker (no. G41) has parallels from 
deposits related to the destruction of Jerusalem in 70 AD (Ariel 1990: 156, 163 nos. 
GL27, GL86 figs. 30.GL27, 33.GL86) and from Early Roman contexts at ‘Ain ez 
Zâra/Callirrhoë (Dussart 1997: 97–98 pls. 23.13–14, 23.17); the bowl with a fire-
rounded sloping rim and a ridge below the rim (no. G22) can be compared to similar 
bowls from Alon Shevut (Gorin-Rosen 1999: 87 fig. 2.7) and ‘Ein ez Zeituna (Winter 
2006: 79 fig. 2.18), both dated between the 1st and the 2nd Jewish Revolt, and a further 
bowl from an Early Roman tomb at Pella (Smith and McNicoll 1992: 128 no. 12 pl. 
87.12). Therefore, the mentioned date for the glass finds from the post-wall contexts can 
be proposed on safe ground. 
 
Jerash seems to be the only site in the region so far, which offers a chronological 
sequence of glass finds from the early 2nd century AD. There are glass assemblages 
from other sites in the area, which are well dated to the end of the 1st century and the 
early 2nd century AD, such as the glass finds from Capernaum (Loffreda 1984: 398–
405), from Araq el-Emir (Lapp 1983: 10), from early Roman tombs in Pella (McNicoll, 
Smith and Hennessy 1982: pls. 132–133; Smith and McNicoll 1992: pl. 87), from the 
Judean Desert Caves (Avigad 1962; Barag 1962; Barag 1963; Davidson Weinberg and 
Barag 1974; Tsafrir and Zissu 2002; Gorin-Rosen 2002a; Gorin-Rosen 2002b; Jackson-
Tal 2002a; Jackson-Tal 2002b; Jackson-Tal 2002c) and a deposit from Alon Shevut 
(Gorin-Rosen 1999). However, they represent usually only a single period of occupation 
or were deposited at the same time. The few glass finds of the late 1st and early 2nd 
century AD published from sites such as ‘Ain ez Zâra/Callirrhoë (Dussart 1997), en 
Boqeq (Jackson-Tal 2000) or en Gedi (Jackson-Tal 2005) do not offer a great deal for 
the development of glass vessel types during this period. The only other site with a 
possible sequence may be the mansio at ‘Ein ez-Zeituna on between Caesarea and Legio 
on the Roman road to Lower Galilee and the Jordan Valley. However, only a 
preliminary report with some selected glass finds is published so far (Winter 2006) and 
one has to wait for the final publication. 
 
The glass finds from the Jerash City Wall trenches confirm an early 2nd century AD date 
for the construction of the wall, as the entire sequence of Early Roman glass vessels 
from the Jerash City Wall excavations can be dated around the late 1st and the early 2nd 
century AD. A bowl with an out-folded rim and a crimped trail on the rim in a pre-wall 
context provides a terminus post quem of the late 1st century AD for the construction of 
the city wall, while a colourless hemispherical bowl with fine wheel-cut lines form a 
post-wall context provides a terminus ante quem of the mid-2nd century AD. Regarding 
the amount of similarities between the glass vessel types from this sequence and the 
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glass finds from Araq el Emir, Capernaum, ‘Ein ez Zeituna, Alon Shevut and the 
Judaean Desert Caves, it is likely that already the glass vessels from the pre-wall 
contexts belong to the very end of the 1st century AD or even to the beginning of the 2nd 
century AD, whereas the glass vessels from the post-wall contexts are likely to 
represent an assemblage of the early 2nd century AD with a closing date in the mid-2nd 
century AD. Therefore, a Trajanic or Hadrianic date for the construction of the Jerash 
City Wall is a probable date according to the glass finds. 
 
Early Roman glass in the Decapolis 
The Late Hellenistic grooved bowl (no. G84), the Augustan linear-cut bowls (nos. G21, 
G49, G126) and the Iulio-Claudian ribbed bowls (nos. G26, G46, G87) are all types 
occurring frequently in the Decapolis as well as in the neighbouring regions of Galilee, 
Samaria and Judaea. Grooved bowls are known from Pella (O’Hea 1992: 254 fig. 1), 
Umm Qeis (Dussart 1998: 51. 53–54 types AII.11, AII.4 pls. 1.7, 2.8, 2.11–12), Amman 
(Dussart 1998: 51, 53–54 types AII.11, AII.4 pls. 1.6, 2.3, 2.5, 2.7, 2.13–16) and Beth 
Shean (Jackson-Tal 2004: 23, 31 table 2) as well as from other excavations in Jerash 
(Meyer 1988: 185 figs. 5C, 5E; Dussart 1998: 53–54 type AII.4 pls. 2.2, 2.4, 2.6, 2.10). 
These bowls are the predominant glass vessel type in the Late Hellenistic Southern 
Levant (Jackson-Tal 2004: 17–19 table 2). Linear-cut bowls are also present in 
considerable numbers in the Decapolis as respective finds from Pella (O’Hea 1992: 
254), Umm Qeis (Dussart 1998: 52 type AII.3 pls. 1.13, 1.20–21) and Amman (Dussart 
1998: 52–53 type AII.3 pls. 1.14, 1.19, 1.24) as well as from other excavations at Jerash 
demonstrate (Meyer 1988: 185 fig. 5B, 5D, 5F; Dussart 1998: 52 types AII.2–3 pls. 
1.10–11, 1.15, 1.17). Ribbed bowls of the Iulio-Claudian period are also known from 
other excavations at Jerash (Meyer 1988: 184–185 fig. 5A) as well as from Amman 
(Dussart 1998: 55 type AIII.12 pl 2.20). Both types are also present on Tel Jezreel 
northeast of Beth Shean (Keller forthcoming: nos. 1–6) and can therefore be considered 
as the typical non-blown vessels of the Augustan and Iulio-Claudian period in the 
Decapolis. Interesting is the absence of mosaic glass vessels and mould-blown glass 
from the contexts of the Jerash City Wall. This confirms the hypothesis that both groups 
are rare in the Decapolis (O’Hea 1992: 255). The residual glass finds from the Jerash 
City Wall contexts confirm the known corpus of glass vessels in the Decapolis from the 
1st century BC and the early/mid-1st century AD. 
 
The problem for assessing Early Roman glass in the Decapolis from the late 1st and the 
early 2nd century AD is the absence of published assemblages. So far, glass finds 
belonging to that period are only published from tombs at Pella (McNicoll, Smith and 
Hennessy 1982: pls. 132-133; Smith and McNicoll 1992: pl. 87) and Stratum II of the 
village at Araq el Emir (Lapp 1983: 44–46 fig. 19). Early Roman glass finds from Beth 
Shean are unpublished and respective published finds from Gadara, Jerash and Amman 
are coming from unstratified contexts. The few stratified glass finds from Stratum II at 
the village of Araq el Emir dated to the early 2nd century AD (Lapp 1983: 10) provide a 
similar picture of the Early Roman glass corpus as it is described above with the finds 
related to the construction of the Jerash City Wall (Table 2). On both sites, a small 
number of residual glass finds of earlier periods is present in contexts of the late 1st or 
early 2nd century AD, but on both sites bowls with out-folded rims, bowls with fire-
rounded flared or sloping rims, folded bases of bowls and beakers with fire-rounded 
flared rims can be regarded as the main types of the late 1st or early 2nd century AD 
(Table 2). Differences occur only in the presence of folded bases of beakers and bases 
of small flasks at Araq el Emir. These bases are absent from the relevant Jerash City 
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Wall contexts. However, their respective rim types, namely the fire-rounded flared rims 
of beakers and the infolded rims of flasks are present in the Jerash City Wall contexts 
indicating that there is no typological difference between the assemblages of both sites. 
 
glass vessel types JCWP Araq el Emir 
grooved bowl* 1  
early ribbed bowl  1 
linear-cut bowls* 3  
ribbed bowls* 3 1 
square bottles 3  
flasks with infolded rims 2 1 
concave base 1 1 
jug with cracked-off rim 1  
bowls with out-folded rims 5 2 
bowl with out-folded rim and crimped trails 1  
cylindrical bottles 2  
folded bases of bowls 2 2 
folded bases of beakers  3 
beakers with cracked-off rims 3  
cups with fire-rounded vertical rims 2  
bowls with fire-rounded sloping/flared rims 9 2 
beakers with fire-rounded sloping/flared rims 6 3 
bowls with fire-rounded vertical rims 2  
bowl with fine parallel wheel-cut lines 1  
beaker with folded wall 1  
solid base of a beaker or cup 1 1 
flask with fire-rounded rim 1  
bases of flasks  2 
total 50 19 
Table 2: glass finds from the Jerash city wall excavations (pre-wall contexts, foundation 
fill and post-wall contexts) and Araq el Emir (Village, Stratum II after Lapp 1983: 44–
46 fig. 19). 
*=residual glass finds belonging to earlier periods 
 
Regarding the remaining glass vessels for which no parallels exist at Araq el Emir, finds 
from other sites in the Decapolis can be named, although some of them come from 
unstratified contexts. Bowls with out-folded rims and crimped trails on the rim (no. 
G36) were also found at Amman (Dussart 1998: 59 type BI.1322a pl. 3.31–32) and in 
other excavations at Jerash (Meyer 1988: 185 fig. 5G–H), although they are unstratified 
or residual finds in later contexts. The carinated bowl with a fire-rounded vertical rim 
can be considered as a typical glass vessel for the Early Roman period in the Decapolis, 
as respective finds from Pella demonstrate (McNicoll, Smith and Hennessy 1982: pls. 
133.6, 133.14; Smith and McNicoll 1992: 128 nos. 13–15 pl. 87.13–15; O’Hea 1992: 
256–257 figs. 4–7). Such bowls were also found at Mishmar Ha-’Emeq, Upper Galilee, 
but seem to be absent in other regions of the Roman Near East (O’Hea 1992: 256). 
Their presence in the post-wall contexts at Jerash (nos. G85–G86) confirms the 
hypothesis that this is indeed a typical glass vessel for the Early Roman Decapolis. 
 
On the other hand, bowls with a double fold in the wall are absent from the Jerash City 
Wall contexts, although they are present in the Judaean Desert Caves (Avigad 1962: 
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178 fig. 6.4; Barag 1962: 208–210 nos. 1–2, 5 figs. 1–2, 5; Barag 1963: 104–105 no. 7 
fig. 38.7; Weinberg and Barag 1974: 105 pl. 39.9–10), a similar hiding place in the 
Hebron Hills (Tsafrir  and Zissu 2002: 27–28 nos. 4–8 fig. 17.4–8), at Jerusalem (Ariel 
1990: 163 no. GL89 fig. 33.GL89) and at en Boqeq (Jackson-Tal 2000: 75 nos. 3–4 fig. 
4.2.3–4). They seem to be also absent from othe rsites in the Decapolis and only one 
such bowl from Tel Jezreel (Keller forthcoming: no. 196) can be named in the vicinity 
of one of the Decapolis cities. All the remaining types of bowls, beakers, flasks and 
bottles of the late 1st and early 2nd century AD from the Jerash City Wall excavations 
have parallels from contexts of this period in Judaea. However, another difference can 
be noted: beakers with cracked-off rims seem to be more frequent in Jerash according to 
the respective finds from the Jerash City Wall (nos. G23, G30, G130). Three of the total 
50 glass vessels from these contexts are such beakers, whereas they are present in the 
numerous contexts of this period in Judaea in only two examples (Jackson-Tal 2002a: 
167 nos. 3–4 fig. 1.3–4). A considerably larger number of such beakers was found in 
Petra (Keller 2006: 45–50. 211 types VII.22a–b fig. 12.VII.22a–b pl. 11k–n), thus 
providing evidence for different glass regions within the Early Roman Southern Levant 
(Keller 2006: 94–96). Bowls with out-folded rims (occasionally with crimped trails on 
the rim), bowls with fire-rounded flared and sloping rims, carinated bowls with fire-
rounded vertical rims, beakers with fire-rounded flared rims and cups with fire-rounded 
vertical rims seem to be the most common type in the Decapolis. In Judaea all of these 
types belong to common types between the 1st and the 2nd Jewish Revolt except for the 
carinated bowls with fire-rounded vertical rims, but bowls with a double fold in the wall 
are present additionally. In Petra and Southern Jordan on the other hand, the mentioned 
bowl types are either not present or occur only in a few pieces and the cups and beakers 
with fire-rounded rims are present in slightly larger numbers, but beakers with cracked-
off rims are the predominant group of glass vessels in the last decades of the Nabataean 
Kingdom. Such beakers are rare in Judaea, but a bit more frequent in Jerash thus 
providing evidence for overlapping influences of the different glass regions. The Early 
Roman glass corpus from the Decapolis in the late 1st and early 2nd century AD is to a 
large extent the similar to the known glass corpus form Judaea, but has some differences 
in bowl types and has a slightly larger number of beakers predominantly found in 
Southern Jordan. 
 
 
Catalogue of the glass sherds from JCWP 2000-2002 
 
Trench 2000 
Context 1 
G1) rim of a bowl with a fire-rounded flared rim, pale green 
G2) rim of a lamp with an out-folded rim, greenish blue 
G3) rim of a jug or flask with a fire-rounded vertical rim and a funnel-mouth, bluish 
green 
 
Context 2 
G4) rim of a cylindrical beaker with a fire-rounded flared rim, greenish blue 
 
Context 3 
G5) rim of a cylindrical beaker or cup with a fire-rounded vertical rim, greenish blue 
G6) rim of a conical beaker with a fire-rounded sloping rim, greenish blue 
G7) body sherd of a bottle or jug with a cylindrical neck, greenish blue 
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G8) body sherd of a bottle or jug with a cylindrical neck and a horizontal shoulder, 
greenish blue 
 
Context 7 (foundation fill) 
G9) folded base, pale green 
 
Context 9 
G10) rim of a bowl with a fire-rounded flared rim, greenish blue 
G11) rim of a conical beaker with a fire-rounded flared rim, colourless 
G12) folded base, bluish green 
 
Context 15 
G13) body of a thick-walled conical beaker, colourless 
G14) rim of a bowl with an out-folded tubular rim, colourless 
 
Context 21 (foundation fill) 
G15) rim of a bowl with a fire-rounded sloping rim, greenish blue 
 
Context 22 (post-wall) 
G16) rim of a cylindrical beaker with a fire-rounded flared rim, bluish green 
G17) rim sherd of a flask with an infolded rim, greenish blue 
 
Context 23 (post-wall) 
G18) rim of a bowl with a fire-rounded sloping rim, colour indeterminable 
G19) rim of a square bottle with an infolded rim, greenish blue 
 
Context 24 (post-wall) 
G20) rim of a conical beaker with a fire-rounded flared rim, greenish blue 
 
Context 25 (post-wall) 
G21) rim of a linear-cut bowl, colourless 
G22) rim of a small bowl with a fire-rounded sloping rim and a ridge below the rim, 
pale green 
G23) rim of a cylindrical beaker with a cracked-off everted rim, greenish blue 
 
Context 26 
G24) rim of a small flask with an infolded rim and a cylindrical neck, greenish blue 
 
Context 27.2 (foundation fill) 
G25) rim of a conical beaker with a fire-rounded flared rim, bluish green 
 
Context 28 (pre-wall) 
G26) body of a ribbed bowl, greenish blue 
G27) rim of a bowl with a fire-rounded sloping rim, greenish blue 
G28) rim of a bowl with an out-folded tubular rim, bluish green 
G29) concave base, bluish green 
 
Context 29 (pre-wall) 
G30) rim of a cylindrical beaker with a cracked-off everted rim, colourless 
G31) rim of a cylindrical beaker with a fire-rounded vertical rim, greenish blue 
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G32) rim of a conical beaker with a fire-rounded flared rim, greenish blue 
G33) handle of a square or cylindrical bottle, bluish green 
 
Context 30 (pre-wall) 
G34) rim of a bowl with a fire-rounded sloping rim, bluish green 
G35) rim of a bowl with an out-folded tubular rim, greenish blue 
G36) rim of a bowl with an out-folded tubular rim and a crimped trail on the rim, 
colourless 
G37) body sherd of a cylindrical bottle with two fine wheel-cut lines, greenish blue 
 
Context 50 (post-wall) 
G38) body sherd of a hemispherical bowl with two fine wheel-cut lines, colourless 
G39) rim of a cylindrical cup with a fire-rounded vertical rim, colourless 
G40) rim of a cylindrical beaker with a fire-rounded flared rim, colourless 
G41) flat solid base, bluish green 
 
Context 54 (pre-wall) 
G42) rim of a small flask with an infolded rim and a cylindrical neck, greenish blue 
 
Context 55 (pre-wall) 
G43) rim of a bowl with an out-folded tubular rim, colourless 
 
Context 56 (pre-wall) 
G44) rim of a conical beaker with a fire-rounded flared rim, greenish blue 
G45) folded base, bluish green 
 
Context 58 (pre-wall) 
G46) body sherd of a ribbed bowl, colourless 
G47) rim of a bowl with a fire-rounded flared rim, greenish blue 
G48) rim of a jug with a cracked-off rim and a funnel-mouth, colourless 
 
Context 59 (pre-wall) 
G49) body sherd of a linear-cut bowl, pale greenish blue 
 
Context 61 (pre-wall) 
G50) handle of a square or cylindrical bottle, bluish green 
 
Trench 100 
Context 103 
G51) body sherd of a linear-cut bowl, yellowish 
G52) body sherd of a ribbed bowl, greenish blue 
 
Trench 200 
Context 203 
G53) rim of a bowl with an out-folded tubular rim, greenish blue  
 
Trench 300 
Context 301 
G54) rim of a grooved bowl, pale purple 
G55) rim of a plate or bowl with a fire-rounded sloping rim, colourless 
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G56) rim of a bowl with a fire-rounded sloping rim, greenish blue 
G57) rim of a cylindrical cup with a fire-rounded vertical thickened rim, colourless 
G58) body sherd of a beaker with an arcaded trail decoration, colourless 
 
Context 305 
G59) rim of a linear-cut bowl, yellow 
G60) rim of a plate with a broad out-folded tubular rim, greenish blue 
G61) rim of a bowl with a fire-rounded vertical rim, greenish blue 
G62) rim of a bowl with a fire-rounded vertical rim, colourless 
G63) rim of a bowl with a fire-rounded rim and a fold in the wall, colourless 
G64) rim of a bowl or beaker with a fire-rounded sloping rim, pale green 
G65) rim of a bowl or beaker with a fire-rounded flared rim, greenish blue 
G66) rim of a bowl or beaker with a fire-rounded flared rim, greenish blue 
G67) rim of a beaker with a fire-rounded vertical rim, bluish green 
G68) rim of a beaker with a fire-rounded flared rim, bluish green 
G69) rim of a jug or flask with an infolded rim and a funnel-mouth, pale green 
G70) rim of a small flask with an infolded rim and a cylindrical neck, bluish green 
G71) folded base, greenish blue 
G72) folded base, greenish blue 
 
Context 306 
G73) folded base, greenish blue 
 
Context 309 
G74) rim of a linear-cut bowl, greenish blue 
G75) body sherd of a mould blown vessel with horizontal ribs, greenish blue 
G76) rim of a bowl with a fire-rounded vertical rim, greenish blue 
G77) rim of a jug with a fire-rounded rim, a funnel-mouth and a spout, pale green 
G78) flat base, greenish blue 
G79) flat solid base, colourless 
G80) folded base, colourless 
 
Context 312 (post-wall) 
G81) rim of a bowl with a fire-rounded sloping rim, greenish blue 
G82) rim of a small flask with a fire-rounded slightly flared rim, pale green 
G83) body sherd of a beaker with a fold in the wall, colourless 
 
Context 316 (post-wall) 
G84) rim of a grooved bowl, greenish blue 
 
Context 317 (post-wall) 
G85) rim of a small carinated bowl with a fire-rounded vertical rim, greenish blue 
 
Context 318 (post-wall) 
G86) body sherd of a ribbed bowl, pale purple 
 
Context 320 (post-wall) 
G87) rim of a bowl with a fire-rounded vertical rim, yellowish green 
 
Context 323 (foundation fill) 
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G88) body sherd of a cylindrical bottle with a broad wheel-cut line, yellow 
 
Trench 400 
Context 408.2 
G89) rim of a cylindrical beaker with a fire-rounded flared rim, bluish green 
 
Context 408.3 
G90) concave base, bluish green 
 
Context 408.4 
G91) rim of a conical beaker with a fire-rounded vertical rim, greenish blue 
 
Context 411 
G92) folded base, almost colourless 
 
Trench 500 
Context 501 
G93) rim of a bowl or a lamp with an out-folded tubular rim, pale green 
G94) rim of a conical beaker with a fire-rounded flared rim, greenish blue 
G95) body sherd of a conical beaker with two small dark blue blobs, colourless 
G96) rim of a jug or flask with an infolded rim and a conical neck, bluish green 
G97) body sherd of a flask or jug with a cylindrical neck, colour indeterminable 
G98) concave base, greenish blue 
G99) folded base, greenish blue 
 
Context 503 
G100) rim of a shallow bowl with a cracked-off rim and a wheel-cut line, colourless 
G101) rim of a cylindrical beaker with a fire-rounded inwards going rim, colour 
indeterminable 
 
Context 504 
G102) rim of a bowl or a lamp with an out-folded tubular rim, colour indeterminable 
G103) rim of a cylindrical beaker with a fire-rounded inwards going rim, colourless 
G104) rim of a conical beaker with a fire-rounded flared rim, greenish blue 
 
Context 506 
G105) rim of a linear-cut bowl, greenish blue 
G106) rim of a bowl with a fire-rounded vertical rim, pale green – almost colourless 
G107) rim of a bowl with a fire-rounded vertical rim, pale green – almost colourless 
 
Context 507.2 
G108) rim of a plate with a fire-rounded slightly flared rim, colourless 
 
Context 508 
G109) rim of a linear-cut bowl, greenish blue 
G110) body sherd of a linear-cut bowl, yellow 
G111) three body sherds of a hemispherical cup with two fine wheel-cut lines, 
yellowish 
G112) folded base, turquoise 
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Context 510 
G113) rim of a linear-cut bowl, yellow 
G114) body sherd of a linear-cut bowl, pale greenish blue 
G115) two body sherds of a flask or jug with a cylindrical neck, bluish green 
 
Context 511 
G116) two body sherds of a flask or jug with a cylindrical neck, bluish green 
G117) flat base, greenish blue 
 
Context 512 
G118) rim of a conical beaker with fire-rounded flared rim, pale greenish blue 
G119) body sherd of a jar with a curving neck, pale greenish blue 
G120) flat base, bluish green 
 
Context 514 
G121) folded base, turquoise 
 
Context 515 
G122) rim of a grooved bowl, olive green 
 
Context 516 
G123) rim of a bowl with a fire-rounded vertical rim, pale greenish blue 
G124) rim and a body sherd of a cylindrical beaker with a fire-rounded thickened rim 
and a folded base, pale bluish green 
G125) flat slightly solid base, green 
 
Context 518 (pre-wall) 
G126) rim of a linear-cut bowl, bluish green 
G127) rim of a bowl with an out-folded tubular rim, colour indeterminable 
 
Context 519.2 (pre-wall) 
G128) rim of a bowl with a fire-rounded sloping rim, greenish blue 
G129) rim sherd of a bowl with an out-folded tubular rim, bluish green 
G130) body sherd of a cylindrical beaker with a fine wheel-cut line, pale greenish blue 
 
Context 528 (foundation fill) 
G131) rim of a bowl with a fire-rounded slightly flared rim, greenish blue 
 
Context 551.3 
G132) body sherd of a square bottle, bluish green 
 
Context 554.2 
G133) rim of a linear-cut bowl, amber 
 
Context 554.3 
G134) body sherd of a grooved bowl, bluish green 
G135) rim of an early ribbed bowl, greenish blue 
 
Context 555.2 
G136) rim sherd of a linear-cut bowl, colour indeterminable 
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G137) handle of a square or cylindrical bottle, colour indeterminable 
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JCW 2001-2002 coins; 1 coin Obodas III, IFAPO-JCW2000:wall 200 read by Christian Augé; 
JCW02: wall 500: coins read by Julian Bowsher 
 Page 1  
Appendix to Chapter 4: Coins 
Copied text: Julian Bowsher’ readings of coins of JCWP season 2002: 
“JCWP02.506 
AE, 19 mm, 3.65 gm 
illegible, uncleaned 
early/mid 4th century AD 
 
JCWP02.514 
AE, 11 mm, 1.61 gm 
illegible, corroded, uncleaned 
?1.4th century AD 
 
JCWP02.+ 
AE, 11 mm, 1.02 gm 
t.o. bust / illegible 
1.4th century AD 
 
**JCWP02.523 [omit in publication as this locus not reliable/excavated by Guy Gillings, see 
comments below] 
AE, c 8 mm, 0.13 gm 
illegible, very thin, broken, uncleaned 
?5th century AD 
"These four coins tell us very little, 4th/5th century issues are very common. No. 506 is almost 
certainly the House of Constantine I pre 350.  
Nos 514 and + are probably ca 380-400. No 523 however, is probably a contemporary copy 
dating to ca 400-430 (possibly a little earlier). A type well known in the area and probably 
deriving from Egypt."” 
 
 
IK-O  comments: To recap the other coins from JCWP2000 and 2001: 
JCW 2000.55 pre-city wall context: reading and published by Christian Augé (forthcoming): 
Nabataean Obodas III [30 – 9 BC] used until begin of 2nd AD 
[published/mention in ADAJ 2001 prelim report erroneously as Aretas IV [9 BC-
40 AD] (Dany’s reading); C. Augé says that it does not change the dating of our 
context, Aretas and Obodas are both found at other sites in same chron. 
contexts: both were used as currencies in 1st BC to end of 1st AD / begin 2nd AD 
JCWP01.109. (tomb object no.28):  reading J. Bowsher [hence J.B.] 
Seleucid, mid-2nd BC, Demetrius I, Tyre 
JCWP01.201: [J.B.] 
388-392, 'emperor unknown, Constantinople' 
JCWP01.315/1: [J.B.] 
Nabataean, Aretas IV, ca 25-40 AD 
JCWP01.315: [J.B.] 
1st century AD 
JCWP01.320: [J.B.] 
2 coins, illegible: "? Roman Provincial" 
"both 2nd century AD?" 
There were no coins from trench/wall 400 (JCWP01) 
JCW 2001-2002 coins; 1 coin Obodas III, IFAPO-JCW2000:wall 200 read by Christian Augé; 
JCW02: wall 500: coins read by Julian Bowsher 
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I.K-O. comments: the coin in context/wall 523 (JCWP01) is the only one that does not fit and 
may have infiltrated/contaminated the find context through earth disturbances, rodents, rain 
etc (see my last email on the coins of 2002 where I described contamination processes and I 
remembered wrongly Julian’s dating of the 523 coin as being the same as the others, as I saw 
when I looked at his text for this summary copy). The reading is vague on account of the poor 
condition of the coin [very common for this particular coinage at Jerash being very thin and 
small and a corrosive metal alloy], but it also looks to me like it belongs to the small 5th century 
coins found in abundance in Late Byzantine 6th century contexts at Jerash, Pella, Um Qays, et al. 
Decapolis sites and Petra etc although the minting dates to the 5th century. Like it has happened 
at other Jerash sites, in our case too caused by earthquake, rodents, etc and consequences, it 
must have come from an upper level associated with the kiln waste dumps of the Late Byzantine 
period, the pottery types of the dump date to the 6th century. It will not alter the archaeological 
find context of 523 to which it did not originally belong.  Whichever, the coin is definitely too 
late to fit the find context and to date the foundation: there is no architectural and no pottery 
evidence that could fit or date a building or rebuilding of the wall there to the 5th or 6th century 
AD. The coin is the only one out, the rest is homogeneously 2nd. The clay pipes are definitely 1st-
2nd c. AD types, identical parallels and contexts are published by Kheiriyeh Amr of her 1st and 2nd 
c. Roman Wadi Musa town. The fine lime mortar still attached to our pipes to bind the joins is 
also early, 1st - 2nd century, not early or late 5-6th century Byzantine. And we have plenty of 
Byzantine pipes in 6th c. Byzantine foundations (often reused Roman sites as usual) and also 
from Byzantine pottery kilns at the hippodrome where they were made (the pipes J.Seigne 
erroneously referred to, the ones he excavated at his lower Zeus temple area in front of the 
portico, I have on photo file his pipes still with the Byzantine mortar attached). 
 
Is there any possibility that some small bit of upper dirt slipped down during excavation of 523, 
it could be a gouffa or bucket bumped or rubbed against the baulk higher up when lifting it out – 
it happens and has happened at other digs at Jerash.  
Whichever way it got there, it does not belong to the original Roman wall foundation context. 
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